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“Krieg, Handel und Piraterie, dreieinig sind sie, nicht zu trennen.”
J.W.Goethe, Faust II

“War, trade and piracy, are an unholy Trinity.”
Captain Clark - about two-hundred years earlier.

The eagle and her chicks

To a little shark the ocean seemed infinite, with neither beginning nor end. Never would it be able to cross the vast sea from one shore to the other. 
What sounded almost philosophical as a novel´s beginning was, in truth, a literal description of the small predator fish´s environment. Doktor Cody Cesar Corner, a well known pharmacist of english heritage in St. Kitts, bred sharks for research purposes. The doctor´s subjects spent their life in a tank specifically tailored to their needs, a ring of  natural rock, masonry and wood, an artificial living space stolen away from the ocean. Within the sharks could swim on endlessly, withour ever needing to pause or turn back. The ring wasn´t exactly circular. “Threesee” Corner and his friends had done their best to build a barrier that allowed the free exchange of water, all the while hindering the sharks from making their escape. There was always much to repair, to correct or improve.
Since Doc Corner funded his studies by selling the leather of his less interesting specimens, the average shark´s life wasn´t especially long, but perhaps more fullfilling than that of the humanbodied sharks, who followed the large treasure fleets in the hope of catching a few stragglers. 
Captain Clark was one of those human „sharks“ called pirates and he was a reguar customer of the doctor´s, willing and able to pay handsomely for the fine leather and the medicine “Doc Threesee” provided. The englishman Clark called the sea his true home, the body of water from which the doctor had severed and encircled a small part for his fishes. Of course he would never bear such treatment - be it imprisonment or living in an illusion. Or so the captain thought…
Clark was taking a stroll along the coas that led him almost by coincidence to Doc Threesee´s residence. The house was nestled between the cliffs outside the city walls. An old indio kept it in one piece while the doctor was in town, where he ran his chemist shop. By the gouvernor´s decree the doctor was not only tolerated in St. Kitts, but had only recently made a proper citizen with all due rights and duties. Nevertheless his dangerous, probably blasphemical, experiments Doc Threesee was to conduct outside town - true to the biblical words about the wizards and fortunetellers forbidden to enter the New Jerusalem.
Captain Clark was rather fond of the Doctor´s residence. He loved to balance over the planks bridging the several individually roofed rooms making up the whole structure. One of those narrow bridges had lost it´s railing during the last storm. It was the one leading to the shark tank. Clark tiptoed over the wet wooden plank with long practiced ease. He was of slender build, this two-legged sharkling, but even moreso posessed of a grace that came with years upon years of experience as a seaman.
Reaching the bassin, Clark raised his head. The captain beheld the saint statue rising from a central island around which the ring revolved. Which saint exactly was protrayed in the statue Clark had no clue and didn´t care. He made the sign of the cross, not in the halfhearted manner usually employed by land dwelling people, but in the way of the seaman knowing his life to be in the hand of the good lord on every journey. 
The man sat down on the bassin´s rim, lowering his feet into the shark-infested water. A few seconds later a net holding several bottles of good beer followed. Perhaps the sound of the bottles clanging against each other even more than the arrival lured Threesee´s servant, Manuel, to the spot. “Ah, Mister Clark”, the indio greeted his master´s guest. “Master is fishing.”
“I thought he was working in town at this time of day”, Clark replied without even looking at the servant. “But it´s all the same to me. Threesee isn´t here and that allows me to enjoy all of this on my own.”
Cracking a smile the indio hustled towards Clark. “And then I came along”, he said. “And spoiled the fun of being all alone for you. Tell you what: Eveny ou do not like being lonely. You keep people at a distance, but close enough to see them and how far removed the are from you…”
What was it with the natives, Clark wondered, that they always seemed to get the annoyingly wisest lines in the of scene play of life? His best friend, a carib indian taken for Clark´s slave by most of his crew even though they should haven known better by now, displayed this quirk, too. But unlike Jarundo Manuel had never ritually eaten a christian missionary. He should behave like a normal person, the captain thought!
He fetched two of the beer bottles from the prison, offering the old indio one.
“Here! Cooled down only so slightly, but serviceable.“
Manuel shook his head, not to decline the offer, but at the englishman´s behavior. In a world where everybody considered the tap between himseld and a barrel´s contents an utter nuisance Clark used bottles…
“Snob!” Manuel scorned the captain. Clark gave no reply, implying he had either overheard the comment or decided to take it as a compliment.
Manuel sat down next to the visitor.
“So you returned to St. Kitts to flapp your Aquila´s wings once again? Still biggest fish in pool? Be full of care, Captain Clark!” 
“Why? My enemies are busy fighting each other. When I set out out again it will feel pretty much like a health trip into the mountainside! The perfect opportunity to train new blood.”
“That´s not what I meant.”
“So? What should I be afraid of in your opinion? Getting ripped apart by sharks? Threesee´s pets don´t bite as long as they scent no blood. I could take a bloody - pardon the pun, a perfectly un-bloody, of course - bath right now and climb out again unscathed! Only respect of your master keeps me from doing so.”
Manuel started gesticulating. “That´s not the point, either”, he explained. “I have seen it before… When fish gets too large for bassin! Fish is struggling, going all wild. And then - one careless twist and - puff! - fish hits dry ground. Dies there, horribly.”
“This can happen to a fish only”, Clark said. “An animal doesn´t know the world around it.”
“So says you…”
The old man looked Clark right into his blue-grey eyes. 
“How quickly can you learn to breath air, sharkling?”
The “sharkling” jumped to his feet. He had earned the name “Clark the Shark” early into his career. Nowadays he didn´t need the title anymore. Sharks would compare themselves to Clark, to stress how tough and successfull they were, not the other way around!
“Stopp it right now, Manuel!” Clark yelled. “I do not need water! I  don´t even need air! I´m not a shark, but an eagle. Jarundo says, the air becomes thin where I´m flying! And I´m still here!”
“An eagle, soso. Speaking of which… when does the Aquila leave port?”
The englishman stretched his body. He drew in the salty air, stiffling a yawn. Truth be told, he wasn´t looking forward much to the upcoming hunt. It served no other purpose than yielding him the funds to finally set in motion a larger plan he was working on for some time.
“Soon as Threesee has fitted on my new shark leather boots”, Clark gave Manueal his answer. He paused, as if he had to overthink his next words. “And I hope for your master, that this pair has breathed fresh air a good while already! The last one stank of tanning shit that much, that I was under the impression of harbouring a spaniard under my bed for weeks!”

*

The afternoon sun painted the harbour of St. Kitts in a gentle golden light. Captain Clark liked the sight of gold. To him a full treasure chest was prove of having mastered another adventure. Heaps of gold also kept his crew in a good mood. A crew was one of the troubles a captain had to deal with, just like the rats. Without a shipload full of both the Aquila did not move anywhere. The englishman had trimmed his trader for suitability as a warship till the original type was no longe recogniceable. Unfortunately he could do the same with his sailors only to a certain extent. Unlike the stable rat population crews tended to disband after each successful raid and had to recruited anew several month later. Some seamen always came back. The were on first name terms with the rats in the ship´s belly, called themselves Clark´s friends and demanded bigger shares.
A handfull of those men and one woman were loitering around their captain while Clark oversaw the final preparation for the Aquila´s departure. They could have lived comfortable their whole life long or in luxury for a few month from their shares from the last voyage. However, it seemed to be their intention to live in luxury for the rest of their lifes and following Clark out to the sea again seemed just the means to this end.
The captain was leaning against a large bale of cotton ready for shipping into the Old World. At his right side stood Jarundo, Clark´s true and valiant shadow as well as his external conscience. Among the privateers the carib indian functioned as the final authority concerning all matters of belief and spirituality. After all, he had eaten the missionary, had he not?
Jarundo wore a loincloth, a short vest and except for a long plait not the smallest trace of hair.
In this he was the exact opposite of second mate Whipcrack Werner. The curly haired dutchman´s most distinguishing marks were his evergrowing beard and a mediocracy that left no space for special talents, but neither for dangerous weaknesses.
Whipcrack throned on the cotton bale as if manning the crow´s nest for his captain. To the dutch´s feet Viviane Bridger sat cross legged, an english fisherman´s daughter who had arrived in the colonies at a very young age. Viviane had run away to sea to try her luck amongst the human sharks. She fervently fought the clichee of adventuring women donning men´s clothing. Viviane wore her dirt-brown hair open, covered her legs with a long skirt and her arms down to the wrists in a fancy fencing shirt. After she had payed a tailor in Providence to re-model the shirt to her size it had serverd her well everafter. A sash held Viviane´s flintlock precision pistol, a twin of the one Clark used. Worn this way the weapon told every pirate or sea-soldier that the woman wasn´t out to hurt or threaten anybody today, since battle ready-pistols were usually worn in braces on a sling around the neck and discarded after one use. Only “landlubbers” and civillians respectfully kept their distance, reading exactly the opposite into the sight.
The pistol was Viviane´s most priced posession. Clar, to the contrary, viewed his as a tool befitting his needs, nothing more and some claimed he felt the same for his subjects. It had to be said that the captain himself didn´t look very impressive. Built not very muscular, of average height at best, his dark blonde hair held by a red headband and clad in a long, black coat, not to forget the new shark leather boots - no, it wasn´t his appearance making all the maidens up and down the caribbean island daydream of this man. The charme was in his stature, rather. Captain Clark had the bearing of a man not in the least afraid of death, because the devil himself was just another petty thug to him, a looser banished from the motherland into the dephts of hell. Jarundo, Whipcrack and Viviane would laugh at an enraged nobleman´s or merchant´s “Common dogs! How dare you!” and run away with the loot before  he stopped yelling and started acting. Clark, however, would turn back and ask “In which way would it serve you if I gave you my answer?”, leaving the poor man dumbfounded in addition to just a bit poorer than before.
And then there was Garcia, Black Garcia, as the man once christened “Grazian” in the far Italy was often called. Black´s facial experession betrayed a man always ready for violence, one of no creativity, wit or talent, who was nevertheless able to tell when to employ his fists and when to bide his time instead. His clothing combined all the styles found in the New World and the general shabbieness of his attire told Clark´s friends that Black had completely spent the booty from their last voyage. Two very good years were behind him now and once again it was time to set sail with Clark, which was just according to how the world was made in Garcia´s worldview. And somehow this attitude had made him first mate and next to Jarundo and the Aquila´s carpenter one of Clark´s few real friends.
Clark watched his new recruits going on about their tasks. “Have we ever been that young?” he suddenly asked, serious wonder and disbelief in his voice.
Garcia shook his head. “Never!” 
Clark´s years numbered a bit more than thirty now. Thus he was rather old for a pirate captain, but not willing to spend the rest of his days in his mansion on Eleuthera island. He wished to use the time left to him to the fullest extend and the man´s reputation as an extraordinarily successful adventurer saw to it that he was never lacking potential recruits for his Aquila. But seeing the newst batch of “eagle chicks” today Clark was worried for the first time. He felt that something was amiss, unable to name what excactly. Did it worry him that half of his crew consisted of the greedy and the other half of greenhorns? He could not tell.
The real problem was, that Clark had far too much time to think about such questions. So many elements that had once added to the fun of adventuring had step by step become routine tasks.
Before the captain could become lost in his thoughts, Viviane laughter caught his attention: “Hey, lad! Say, where´s that rammer headed with you?”
The “lad”, a young man in his twens and as such only a little younger than the female pirate, hesitated. “If a certain someone can´t keep her muzzle shut, that someone´s going to polish the guns tonight from inside!” he replied.
Viviane made a an angry fist. “I will! With your sorry hide!” The woman turned to Clark. “You aren´t too fond of him to let me skin him, right, Captain?”
Clark just let out a bored yawn.
“What do you think, brother? Can he defend his position?” Jarundo asked.
“Either he can, or I choose someone else”, Clark stated the obvious.
Viviane jerked around. “What position?!” 
“Chief Gunner, of course“, Jarundo explained. “Brady replaces Long Streak Eddy since Ed won´t set out with us again. He´s had enough, he says. Of the risk and the treasure.”
“But I was next in the command chain! That rank is mine and no one else`s, least of all a landlubber´s who´s barely out of the egg!”
“Don´t worry”, Clark said, under the impression of having to quench the woman´s fears. She had, after all, been second-in-command of the gunnery crew since her very first journey on the Aquila and deserved a suprerior worthy of her own skill. “We´ve ran trials this morning. All the kids applying for the job were good. Brady earned his position fairly and not too easily.”
Now Viviane rose completely.
“So, it´s that issue again”, she sighed. “The guys.”
“Well, yes, of course, the guys”, Clark replied. “What did you expect? A female senior officer?”
“Why not? You are the one holding his hand protectively over every skirt aboard, be it a hostage or some bitch to be marooned with the rest with the rest of the scum on the next island! From you I expected…” Noticing how close to a mindless rant she had come, Viviane managed to keep her composure at the last moment. She breathed in and out a few, then faced Clark again: “Did the others share your lair with you?”
“If I promoted every pleasant face sharing my bed, the Aquila´s officers would outnumber her seamen”, the man laughed. “No, really, I´m looking for other qualities.”
“So “all” I have to do is chucking every male gunner overboard, before you are going to even consider me, right? Pray tell, it would be easier to just dispose of you this way!” 
Captain Clark was not know for raising his hand against women, but he wasn´t in the habit of allowing his subjects to insult him before his gathered officers, either. So he broke the lesser of his principles, slapping Viviane´s face twice. The she-pirate didn´t crinch or make the slightest sound. Wordlessly she turned around and started marching towards the town.
“If she should return, send her to Brady for cleaning duty”, Clark instructed Whipcrack and Black. Then he nodded Jarundo, to accompany him on the inspection of their ship.

*

As always the huge eagle caught an onlooker´s eye first, thanks to to the wooden figurehead´s golden paint. In her beak the predator bird carried a red rose. Though the symbolism intended by Clark would be lost to most people, nobody could overlook just how sharp the claws and beak´s point were… Clark concentrated a bit longer than usually on his death-promising heraldic bird, just to get the disturbing thought out of his head: “My Aquila´s fate has fallen into the hands of chickens, if not freshly laid eggs!”
Meanwhile Jarundo demanded to know what would be in a batch of tightly closed clay pots carried on board by an eighteen year old, fox-faced youth. “What have you got in there, Abe? Wasps?”
The young man shot Jarundo a grin. “Perhaps later, whatever you wish, mister! I can mix together anything the captain might call for, as long as can lay my hands on the raw incedients. But his, this is better than any weapon. It´s my best homemade brandy in marmelade pots - helps the flavour along, you know?”
“Your name´s Harris, is it?” the captain remembered. “Aberforth Harris? Enlisted as ship´s physician?”
“Don´t worry, brother, I´m confident this stuff is also good for cleaning out wounds”, Jarundo darkly remarked. “And that the patient will smell wonderfully of bannanas and strawberrys afterwards.”
The one called Harris laughed. “One deep drought of the rigth stuff and you don´t care about the pest or anything, mister. Though there is a cure for the pest, too, if only you´ve got your supply of mumia well stocked…”
Of better education than most pirate captains Clark at once recogniced the term “mumia” or, in englisch, “mummy”. He was shaking just from the thought of a medicine containing funural bandages.
Seeing his captain turned a bit more pale than healthy, the youth felt the need to uphold the reputation of his teacher: “My former master said, it belongs in every respectable chemist shop!”
“Threesee says a lot of things he wouldn´t even whisper inside the city walls and I wish for you to follow his example on my ship“, the captain demanded. “Can you straighten broken bone, pharmacist apprentice?”
With a frown Harris answered: “I think so, yes. I just had no time to try it, since you last asked me.”
“What the…” the captain sighed. “We´ve made do without a doctor all those years, we´ll continue so in the future.”
“Cross your fingers, younger brother”, Jarundo adviced his captain and friend. “Best start picking up centipedes to have enough little fingers to cross!”
Clark slapped his friend on the shoulder in a brotherly manner. “No, stuff that last one!” he smiled. “Because I´m not sure what our doc would cook up from them!”
The rest of the candidates were more or less normal, as normal, as any pirate crew could be anyway. Three of them were hard to size up at the moment, because they were dog-paddling in the wet dock. To reach the quay wall, the men had first to get around the Aquila somehow.
“Looks like keel-hauling for beginners”, Jarundo remarked.
A straw-blonde youth was watching the struggling swimmers, obviously quite pleased with himself.
“And what´s this supposed to be good for?” the captain greeted the young man. “Are you making sure, all my privateers can swim?”
“Aye, captain!“ the lad answered. “Is it true, that some sailors from the Old World can´t?” 
“That´s a matter of nationality rather than place of birth. As a rule of thumb the english usually can, foreigners can´t and with spaniards you´ll want to help their sinking along with chains and irons. Those down there seem to be englishmen”, Clark answered conversationally. “Now tell me what has happened here!”
The recruit shooks his shoulders almost apologetically. “We rolled the dice, that is, the three of them rolled them, I was just watching. Then they started  going at each other with fists and I went between them and threw them overboard, one by one. There has to be some kind of order on a privateer ship, right? We are not pirates, are we?”
“No pirates”, Clark confirmed. A patriot to his very bones he would never even have pondered acting against the paragraphs of his Letter de Marque. To Clark this sheet of paper was more than a document relieving him from the threat of death sentence for piracy if caught. He never violated the nation´s trust by going after english ships and the local governors returned the favor in their own way. The sharkling Clark enjoyed not the worst reputation in the english ports, even a good one in some like St. Kitts and Eleuthera. Having a son aboard the Aquila was nothing to be ashamed of for the citizens of St. Kitts. For a simple seaman like Hank Straight to be accepted into this crew was akin to a career jump. He was now part of the - however informal - english military.
Clark recognized officer potential when he saw it, even though he wasn´t very good at the so called people skills normally. In one action the new recruit had proved not to belong to the mass of faceless followers. He had sided with the ship´s leadership and demonstrated just enough cheek to border on, but not overstep, his line. And, of course, he would have pocketed the coins of the illegal dice players, proving himself a true pirate… 
Clark was beginning to like young Hank, and since he liked people best from a safe distance, he strolled away from him, continuing the inspection.
The newest recruit was ten or eleven years old. He looked remarkably like Chips, the ship´s carpenter of french origin from Tortuga, a solid man who had taken part in the Aquila´s construction so long ago. “Your boy?” Clark asked, unsure, because he knew his shipmate´s familiy from chip´s tales only.
“My nephew”, the carpenter answered. “We are quite certain about this. His name´s Alfred, he´s half english on his mother´s side and he has the eyes of a predator bird.”
Clark studied the child. Alfred seemed young in years, but older in experience. The mean and a little limited seeming facial expression reminded Clark of Garcia and that one had proved a useful, a friend even.
“As long as he´s not afraid of heights, he can stay”, the captain decided.
“Yay!” another ordinary seaman called out of sheer joy. “If the little one can come along, then I can, too!”
The seaman was so young, that Clark couldn´t be sure not to look at a girl in disguise. Somewhere between child and youth, no longer the one, though not yet the other.
“You are how old exactly?” he demanded.
“Fourteen.”
“And are you special at anything? The kid has, as you must have overheard, a falcon´s eyes. That´s why I took him in. You are too old for a ship´s boy or powder monkey, but too young for a seaman.”
“I´m quick, the first up in the rigging!”
“And the first down, when it blows”, Jarundo interruped. “Blown overboard! If we fit a rope around him, we´ve got a sizeable fishing bait, Clark!”
Everyone laughed, but Jarundo´s mentioning of a rope had sparked an idea in Clark.
“We may have use for him yet”, he thought aloud. “All you have to do is throwing a twig fixed to a knotted cord into the sea and watch how fast it rolls off. That way we can tell our speed…”
The youngling gave no sign indicating that he had heard of the method before or that he knew the correct nautical term for it. He seemed to suck each the captain´s words off his mouth in the manner of the typical hero-worhispper. A bit dissappointed Clark went on: “You have to be able to cling to the railing like a monkey in any weather, count correctly and yell loud enough. If you think you can do this, you are in.”
The lad nodded eagerly, then he ran towards the other recruits. A wooden talisman was shaking around his neck with each step.
 “Hey, midget! Wait! What´s your name, anyway?“
“Mike”, the youth replied over his shoulder. But Clark´s treasurer had already heard the insult and so the newcomer went down into the papers under the name of Midget Mike.
There were other men on the Aquila, whose names the captain memorized, among them veterans of former voyages like Tom “Fishfry” the cook, Jim Perry the treasurer and Chat Creed, but also promising new arrivals like Oldworld Eric and Kidd Christopher. Later generations would add more names, whispering them respectfully in low voices or, depending on nationality, spit them out. But at the end of this day in St. Kitts Captain Clark was just thankful that the men had not sunken his ship yet - and hopefully would not make up fothat r come morning while trying to leave port with the rising tide. 
Clark saw Black Garcia and the dutchman nearby. “Whipcrack, Black, over here!” he caught their attention. “Let´s throw the bones one last time in the landlubbers´ fashion!”
“Where´s the fun in it, when they don´t bounce off the wall thrice while the shots fly around our heads?” Garcia replied.
“We haven´t seen each other for two full years, Garcia, are you going to claim not to have learned any new tricks worthy to show us in this time?”
“Oh, claim he can all he wants”, Werner grinned.  “But he has and you have, and they won´t help the two of you against the tricks I have learned in the least.”

*

In Clark´s cabin stuffed with booty from his career the three officers violated the no-games-of-chance-aboard policy, arguing that dicegames were not really forbidden. It was forbidden - and thus punished - to get caught at it.
The three men played as peacefully as they would only in a prison cell - and just as treacherous as if belonging in one. They were ever alert as if they were, stretching the analogy to it´s limit, just waiting for the guards coming ´round to supply them with a short violent intermezzo and afterwards the keys for their escape.
Clark smacked down the tin cup with the dice full force, but he could not tell why or at whom he was so angry. About half an hour later a visitor gave him a valid reason…
Whipcrack raised his head. “Ah, fine”, he gretted the entering man, an officer cadet from St. Kitts. “I was loosing anyway.”
Black Garcia threw down the dice one last time, counted the score and then filled the same mug he had used for the game with brandy.
The arrival ignored the two men, adressing the privateer Captain Clark instead. Clark took his time sharing out the coins in the pot between himself and Garcia, since Whipcrack had ended the game without his captain´s say-so and thus lost. 
Clark tried to read the midshipman´s´s facial expression. He found the usual disappointment of a young man of standing at being used as a courier or other lowly services during his learning years. Certainly he hadn´t been used to such treatment at home and most probably would not have believed it if warned about it beforehand. But despite this Clark could not shake the feeling that something else was weighing down the young man´s heart. Clark wasn´t good with hearts, he preferred the icy clarity of a mind. “Speak!” he told the courier of his englisch allies.
“Your new Letter de Marque”, the midshipman said, holding out a rolled together piece of leather. “With the lowered shares, on durable pig´s leather as you demanded and issued to…”
“I know the name of my own ship myself, than you very much!” Clark snapped. He snatched the leather off the other man´s hands. “Now spit out your bad news already!”
The officer cadet swallowed hard. “We are at war”, he said.
Werner and Garcia toasted each other. A declaration of war! What better luck for a privateer?
“With whom?” Clark asked.
“No one. Just we.”
While Werner and Garcia bawled about this answer, their leader´s face paled visibly. So that´s how it began… Strictly sppeaking it had begun long before, with rumours counting not even among the most colorful ones coursing the New World. The king had been overthrown, some said, beheaded on Cromwell´s order. “Not true!” others cried, “though it would be adviseable if he did so soon!”
Rumours… nothing more. Up until now. Now it was utter certainity, that in the homeland Clark had known only so short a time as a child, a civil war had broken out.
Hesitating, ever so often interrupted by the laughter of Clark´s leutnants, the midshipman gave his full report about the events in England.
Clark´s eyes narrowed. “The governor guarantees for the legitimacy of this document?” he inquired. “His nation keeps true to her word?”
A short nod had to suffice as an answer.
“Go”, the privateer captain ordered the midshipman in an unusually gentle voice. “Before you have to ask me a question that may cost you more blood than a body can risk loosing.”
Another nod followed, but the man from St. Kitts did not leave the captain´s cabin as ordered. Instead he brought forth a sealed letter. “While you certainly place no trust in me, the governor does in you”, the midshipman said. “Break the seal as usual only after you´ve reached the open sea. Then decide to your own discretion.”
Only after saying those words the man left.
Clark put away the letter for now.
“Did they saddle us one of those missions again?” Garcia asked. 
“Doesn´t matter!” Werner laughed. “Our captain, who so dislikes attacking english ships, has just been told that his protection needs only be good for half of their vessels from now on! This calls for a party, if you ask me!“

*

St. Kitts. The same evening.

The last shadows of the day hat not yet dissolved completely. They stretched unnaturally, while the sun bled out in the horizon.
Viviane Bridger sat nestled against a wall, watching the bizarre shadows the pigs and goats cast. In one hand she held a twig she had used for scratching in the dirt, as if she was a beast herself, despite her being a sharkling.
A larger shadow fell over Viviane.
“So this is where you´ve been crouching to lick your wounds”, Black Garcia remarked.
“Did they send you to fetch me?”
“Would you follow?”
“Perhaps. To build this.”
Garcia looked around. What did his shipmate refer to? “A town?” he ventured.
“No, silly. Step back!”
Garcia followed the order - and then the direction Viviane´s stick implied. Looking down he noticed that Viviane had sketched out guns, cannons sticking in strange holding devices.
“Guns cast in irons? Does it mean something? Like… like we are supposed to hold peace with each other? I´m sorry, but you won´t score a rousing success with this attitude in England right now…”
“Not completely off the mark. I call my invention the chain dogs and they are going to keep the peace at our ship”, Viviane started to explain. “You see, whenever a gun recoils, the ship runs danger of loosing a plank. In the worst case the cannon kicks aganist - or threw - the wall behind it. Not on the Aquila, but certainly on the bathtubs most pirates and enough of the military use. The way I laid out my construction it will compensate the recoil and bring forth again the gun very quickly, allowing more shots in the same time.”
Garcia got the general idea. Thankful to be spared the details and numbers he asked: “Sooo… are you going to test your idea with the swivel guns?”
“No. I´m not building anything that makes the captain even more secure.”
“Aquila´s captain - or Clark?”
Viviane reaised her head. She met Garcias black eyes and found the sly grin in his equally black beard. And suddenly the shadows around her took on an altogether different quality. No longer strange or threating they became her friends, welcoming her.
“It´s a rough life we are leading”, the woman said. “Accidents happen?”
“There are no accidents, says Jarundo. Just the divine providence.“
“Then let´s go to Providence”, Viviane smirked. 
“Yes, to Providence”, Black Garcia replied. He stressed the english town´s name as if relaying a code and Viviane´s smile widened. So innocent a word, a name, a place and yet so much more… 



An eagle falls 

In the year 1642 the englisch privateer Aquila set off from St. Kitts to her last voyage, though none of the seamen aboard even had an inkling to this.
The captain was shouting his commands: “Come on, move, the eagle won´t sail to Barbados all by herself! It´s a lady, so she likes to get persuaded. Gently with the rope, Creed, if it snaps, you´ll find it around your neck!” Chatham Creed, an able bodied seaman in his own right, clenched his teeth. He knew how to sail, knew it inside out since childhood! But the man also knew how to survive and so he did not protest against the scolding.
One hundered and fourty man the crew numbered and half of them was really barley out of the eggshell. Some were just young or inexperienced, others young and inexperienced. Many had set foot on a ship´s planks for the first time, even.  But under this captain all of them felt as if they had mastered the treacherous gulf of Maracaibo themselves and ransacked the spanish treasure fleet anchoring in the port of Gibraltar along with the town. Captain Clark had pulled off this feat two years ago with seventy determined man. Seventy against the two hundred spanish soldiers that had survived the first attack from the seaside!
Clark strode out over the deck. Once again he wore his black coat held by a red sash. A few unruly strands of hair fell over his headband. Blue-grey eyes bore into the world today not with the grim resolution of a warrior-tactician, but an almost boyish charme.
“A dreamer´s eyes”, Aberforth Harris remarked.
“Those of a successful dreamer”, Whipcrack corrected.
“He doesn´t know the meaning of ‘impossible’”, Chips added. “That´s the key to his success.”
Despite the carpenter´s conviction a more than solid education in navigation and tactics added into Clark´s success as well. Where a simple former marine had aquired his expertise remained open to speculation. Normally common born soldiers were not taught the skills needed to captain a warship, but, as Clark always said, that “being taught” wasn´t the same as “learning” and he had done a lot of the latter. Unfortunately his military background often made Clark blind to his men´s needs and desires. He barely even noticed that he commanded a swimming bomb and the fuse was already burning…
“I need no bloody royalist telling me how it´s done!“ Eric hissed to his neighbor, Creed. More wasn´t needed to ignite a violent exchange of words. Before fists coud settle the matter, the captain went between the two seamen. “Ho, shipmate!” he adressed Eric. “Next thing you´re telling me is, you need no bloody captain, either?! Both of you, listen up! You are on the english privateer Aquila, not in London! Out here there is no king and no parliament, there´s nothing but whatever appears before the muzzles of our guns! Got it?!”
“I only said that England...“ Chat Creed started.
“Don´t think of England, think of Spain! Of our spanish gold! If you dislike anything in England, imagine how the people there are getting no more than the seventh part of our hands´ work from now on!”
“Just the seventh? Are you for real?”
It was an outragous lucrative deal only the very best among the licenced privateers got granted. And it seemed their stunt at Gibraltar had eventually catapulted Clark and his followers into this category.
Clark slapped the larger man on his back in his casual manner.
“Welcome back to the Aquila”, he said.
Just a little bit later Garcia whistled for Eric to report before him. “Over here, Oldworld!”
“What´s the matter?” Eric protested. “Haven´t done anything! And I´m not about to do anything more, too, thank you very much! I´m done with my work!”  
“About your argument with Creed…” Garcia ventured. “To the captain, despite his little speech, it does matter whether his England is ruled by a king or a parliament. A lot. I just thought to tell you, for no other reason than Chat knowing it, too.”
Eric listened to everything the mate had to say. Garcia was weaving his net, knot by knot, telling himself he would not need to cast it, ever. But wasn´t it good to have iteady, just in case…?

*

Meanwhile Captain Clark sat in his cabin on the piece of all-in-one furniture serving him as bed, chair and filing cabinet. Opposite the captain Jarundo and James Maria Perry, the scribe and treasurer, had sat down on lightweight stools, that were easily to stow away under the table when not used.
Clark held the letter from St. Kitts aloft. Then he cut the seal from it with great care, without breaking it. Breaking the seal meant accepting whatever quest the letter asked the recipient to undertake. For the second time in his life the privateer captain felt the need to perhaps not disobey, but evade an order from the motherland.
He studied the document, then summed up it´s contents for the other two: “We are to meet with a diplomat from Europe east of Barbados and escort him safely to Providence. Any stopps are left to our discretion according to the condition of ship and crew. In the end all that matters are the man and a few papers in his posession.”
“Holy mother of god!” Perry gasped. “That´s nothing less than an invitation to sack the pot and keep it!”
“It is a thinly disguised request of armament”, Jarundo corrected. “Before our Gibraltar-raid we had three ships, as you will remember. And what was it, the captain said during the briefing?”
“This isn´t piracy anymore, this is war”, Perry quoted.
Jarundo implored to the friend he loved like a brother: “Let´s take the money and the ship as intended! But our next move we can plan in Cartagena, Campeche or Rio de la Hacha just as well as in Providence! Delegate that escort duty to someone else, captain. There are enough capable men in the caribbean owing us favours!”
The carib indian´s mentioning of the rich spanish ports served the only goal of reminding his friend to the fact that the englisch capital of Providence was their gate to the spaniards´ treasures in the New World. Spanish gold and silver meant so much more to the captain than it´s worth in money, as everybody knew. Probably Clark´s hatred for the murderers of his parents would keep him from involving himself into the recent conflict. There was no need to drive a wedge between his followers by choosing a side in a civil war fought on a far away continent, wasn´t  there? 
“We´ll see”, Clark answered. “You two may leave now. I´ve got to plot our course to Barbados.”
 
*

Captain Clark had not been a pirate - had not been and english seaman! - had he not taken every opportunity for plundering while on his way towards Barbados. He refrained from sacking too many dutch ships, for the dutch held the rule over three stratetically important harbours in the middle of spanish territory. Clark had to make sure to remain in good standing with the young nation to continue being able to use those ports and wharfs. But everything sailing under a spanish, french, portuguese, danish or prussian flag was fair game. Many a captain had to find out the hard way that Clark´s Gibraltar raid two years ago might have yielded the man a place in history, but by no means meant he´d remain between the pages of a dusty old chronicle. Legends could come back to life and hit their targets full force. Clark´s tactics had lost nothing of their efficiency.
Especially Martinique, a french colony that had blossomed during the recent years, caught Clark´s interest. The eagles already were speculating not if, but when their captain would launch an attack at Fort de France. But before this happy day would arrive, they had much experience to gain. The well traveled trading routes across the caribbean islandchain supplied Clark´s little sharklings and eagle chicks with enough small and medium prey to try their fangs on.  Time and again merchant ships unprepared for what would hit them crossed the Aquila´s course - or the Aquila their´s. Time and again ships warned beforehand of the threat crossed her path and fared none the better than the others.
Yes, Clark the Shark was back for real, but no longer could he enjoy the sound of riggings crashing  into each other, the smell of gunpowder or the taste of fear in the air. Each boarding operation meant nothing more to him than that: a job well done. Gone was the wild ecstasy that had went with the chase and each battle in the years before.
“Why did you return?” Jarundo asked his friend almost conversationally one day, while both were locked into melee aboard yet another merchent ship which had persisted on resistance. 
“Why? Did you not miss me?” Clark teased.
“To the sea, I mean. To this life.”
“Perhaps to escape it”, Clark cryptically answered between two parrys and a dodge. He did not need to press home his own attack in turn, for the enemy captain just stared from one attacker to the other. Realizing that he was providing nothing more than the unloved housework that had to be done to those two, he decided it would be wiser to simply yield.
Clark penned the ship´s name, the day of capture and the merchant captain´s name down into his logbook. He ordered his men to take a substantial portion of the cargo, more than he would have demanded after an immediate surrender, but less than the whole hold´s contents. 
No aid was granted to the wounded and the dying, but neither did Clark allow his crew to engage in all of manners of having “fun” with their captives. After disabling the french ship so that it would take her crew days to control their course again, the eagles left their prey to their fate.
“Our mission is to disrupt the french trade routes throughout the caribbean”, Captain Clark told the newest recruits Hank Straight, Kidd Christopher, Midget Mike and Freddy. “That´s achieved by straightforward, honorable military operations, not a crusade of anihilation.”
“I don´t care what you call it!” Kidd exclaimed. “As long as a get my shares.”
“More pieces of eight than you can count”, the captain promised. “Better start learning calculating in addition.”
Scribe Perry closed in on the group. “Our cargo bay is full of goods”, he said. “Let´s hunt down one more prize and force them to trade their best stuff for our least valueable crap.”
“Perry”, Clark snarled. “I know the drill! What´s your real point?”
“My point is, that you´ll not want to miss the rendzevous with the english diplomat and that we are hard pressed to loose some load long before we reach Barbados. Returning to St. Kitts is no option, but neither is renouncing all the potential loot we can gain between here and Barbados.”
“We´ll have to, Perry. The Aquila´s hold can hold only so much barrels. As you said, we can trade off the mediocre booty for better goods, one captured ship at a time.”
“Well, captain, there is another option”, Perry ventured nervously. “We could sail to Escapio Domingo to meet with an, er, intermediary…”
“Dealing with Smuggler-Hanno? Is that what you are suggesting? Cheating the english crown, our most powerful ally?
Perry shrugged. Before he could think of a reply, Jarundo came to his aid: “Hanno knows our reputation well. He won´t cheat on us as much as he would on others and we´ll be able to negotiate a good profit with him. By the letters of our Letter de Marque we are held to sell our loot in St. Kitts or any other english town to an english trader, this I understand well enough. But our dues to the motherland we pay in minted coin. What does it matter where we get those coins? One way or the other, the crown won´t loose anything, Clark… captain. And once our hold´s emptied, we can get more.”
“Alright, brother”, Clark said. “I´m going to think about it. I like your last argument. In times like these the crown needs every penny, I suppose, no matter where it comes from.”
And then he really thought about it. And set course to the island of “Escapio Domingo”.  

*

“Why have you returned?” Clark asked his ship´s carpenter on a calm and lazy day halfway towards Escapio Domingo. 
Puzzled more than a little bit Chip replied, that he was a shipwright. “That´s how I make my living. And that of my family. Well, and my family´s growing, you know?” The heavily build man thought twice, then he added: “But, if you wish to know why I´ve watched over the Aquila for two full years in St. Kitts, then the answer is, because I know her soul. Imagine yourself as our eagle´s husband and me as your family doctor.”
Clark laughed! For the first time since the reunion in St. Kitts his laughter sounded not only sincere, but free of his usual arrogance. Instead it was carrying a sort of innocent friendlieness and joy of life the privateer captain only rarely displayed in public.
“This is once again the man Jenny Little chose over me”, Chips mused. He did not delve deeper into that particular memory. The two men just stood shoulder to shoulder (for the shipwright was stronger, though not much larger than Clark) looking out at the sea. And life was good for a few days.

*

Escapio Domingo. A buccaneer port.

The island´s residends had stolen and then cobbled together the components of their home´s name from the spanish and english language as was true for most of what they owned. 
Escapio Domingo Village was a typical buccaneer thorp found along the coastlines of Hispaniola, San Juan and the caribbean island chain. There were no streets except for trodden out paths. The huts made from clay and reed didn´t care facing towards those streets with their door-like openings anyway. The chickens and pigs were used to entering the huts through any opening they could find, whether it was called a door, window or hole in the wall. In turn the inhabitants threw everything they found on their island into the cookpots. They also made use of the non-edible ressources - most prominetly driftwood and shipwrecked sailors - to the fullest.
This was where the Aquila had anchored. While their captain used the days to go over his logbook and wheather notes the seamen enjoyed themselves on their shore leave to the best of their abilities and creativity. Whipcrack Werner, for instance, lay drunk in mud hole, happily relieved of the world´s pull or something as burdensome as a personality. 
Clark - the man seemed to never have posessed any other first or second name - copied the most recent of his weather precictions on an extra sheet of paper and added some notes, all the while listening to the music made by the natives on their home-crafted instruments.
The captain shook his head at the his route his thoughts had taken. In this world all musical instruments were home-made, much to the dismay of the local cats and donkeys - the letter missing nothing more but a few strands of tailhair, the first one of their supply of cat lives.
Buccaneers either crafted or stole everything they needed. Fancy musical instruments had no place next to bamboo flutes, drums and rattles. Violine was taken for violence misspelled and
shops were all but unknown. There was no need for them, since the whole world around him was a buccaneer´s shop and he tended to pay in the shopkeeper´s blood.
Most of the island´s population had come here from a plantation on Hispaniola where they  had lived as slaves until the eagles had come along and freed them. It had been a happy coincidence, not a planned act of charity. Clark and his mean had been in pursuit of a spanish nobleman in posession of a much needed nautical chart. Truth be told, Captain Clark had needed the slave´s rescue as much as his prized map. The man hated every form of slavery or intendured service. Stumbling upon the plantation the eagles had not even known to exist before, Clark had not been able to take his eyes from the sight of a rebellious slave about to be hanged for his insubordination. He had ordered an outright attack and with his own sabre he had severed the rope around that man´s neck. Since this fateful day the former slave, Jarundo, followed his rescuer wherever Clark went. 
Absentmindedly Clark brushed the scar running over the inner side of hisleft  forearm. Once there had been a brand in the same place. Enslaved as a child the parentless boy had been taught that he was a tool (and a toy, to some) - well maintained as long as it functioned, but ultimately expendable, to be discarded if it was of no further use. To everyone´s astonishment the humilating experience had only fueled Clark´s pride further, not crushed it. Rescued at about the same age Midget Mike was now he had come into his uncle´s household. And that was where his real troubles had started…
“Homemade musical instruments!” Clark cursed aloud. He spat on the clay floor and realized that the act cost him a lot of willpower. A gentleman´s manners and disdain for all things not fit for showing off with in a parlor had taken hold of him unbidden.
“What”, Clark thought, “causes me to think and feel all of a sudden as if I was sitting with uncle Rupert at his tea table?!” The answer was a simple one: The english warship anchoring right next to the Aquila in the shallow waters before the island. Real officers, men said to be so much better than himself, commanded this Brigantine. 
England meant a lot to Clark. Propably not just as much as his cartographic expeditions, but still he would have put his life at stake for both his passions. His love for them even outweight his hatred for the spaniards, though it had taken the man time and effort to reach this level of inner peace. But now this two-masted better raft that did not even deserve the term “ship” in the nautical sense, had happended by and Clark started doubting everthing he had achieved in his adult life, is picture of himself shattered. The english Brigantine was nothing compared the Aquila and yet Clark would have happily traded the command over his bird of prey for a genuine officer´s comission. However, the english military would never have officially accepted Clark into it´s ranks - with good reason, as the captain knew well enough.
“Why did I return, Jarundo?” he spoke to himself. “Perhaps because there´s no other place I belong? Because I realized this every day on Eleuthera? Despite my magnificent mansion or the Sundays spent sitting in the bench right next to the governor´s in church? Each week I had to wonder whether the pastor would accept my tithe so readily, if only he knew what´s working differently inside my trousers? Perhaps no less welcome than the money of any soldier. But the Good Lord, he knows how each of his sheep is made inside…”
Now Clark could make out more details about the goings on aboard the english warship. It had dispatched a small rowingboat carrying only a few men. The seamen were nervous. They needed repairs, most probably also food and ammunition. The Buccaneers had allowed the english to close in on them, but were they heading into safety or right out into a trap? Slowly, tentavely they set their steps, aware of the fact that displaying weakness could have them killed, yet too strained and worn out to keep their composure.
Then they saw the privateer captain emerge from one of the huts. 
Clark strolled down to the beach. 
“An english warship is always welcome”, he stated - and because of the memory of their rescue from the plantation the buccaneers nodded to his words. It would not work for any ship or at any day, but here and now it was enough. 
“Pay for everything you need and keep low your command voice”, Clark instructed the arrivals. “The people here will tolerate you, but they are not your subjects!”
The english officer studied his privateer-counterpart. As one of the few fully clothed men  Clark seemed so out of place among the unruly natives! The english gentleman at once recognized the the injured pride of one who had gotten denied something through no fault of his own in Clark. Captain Joseph Grangerford knew this feeling well. 
Old Major Grangerford had loved all his sons equally well, even those two that weren´t his. But were they not part of his beloved wife? So how could he not love them, too?
The woman had cried hot tears upon hearing this and vowed never to betray her husband´s trust again with another man. Joseph and his half brother had grown up in the Major´s house together with the man´s legitimate children. Truth be told, having a father like Major Grangerford wasn´t always easy. One day when Joseph´s brother had broken a valueable vase the Major had taken him to his sire and demanded damage compensation. Afterwards he had taken the boy back home with him again.
When Joseph had been laughed at by agemates because of his heritage, Major Grangerford had not only slapped the other boy in the face, but also threatened him to come back with Joseph´s sire, because he was a dock worker and knew how to hit even harder.
Said dock worker left town a few years later in rather a hurry, when Major Grangerford congratulated him for having pleased his wife so well in bed fourteen years ago. “Look”, the mariner had told Joseph´s real father, “what a smug young midshipman he´s become! Well done, mate, well done.”
But that had been old Major Grangerford, a unique specimen in his own right. As entertaining as his childhood tales usually proved to be, Joseph knew that his had been incredible luck. Since there was nothing for him to expect in terms of inheritance he had set off to the New World where he had soon climbed the ranks to full captain. And here he stood, face to face with this “Captain” Clark. A bastard just like himself, Captain Grangerford saw in the blonde man, but one less lucky. Not really unlucky, however, since he was alive and had found a niche of his own. Just closer to how things were usually working out in the real world.

*

Garcia hustled over to his  friend. He was beaming brightly a the caribbean sun. Anticipation of treasure warmed his heart more than the star could, however.
“Our captain - after all those years still as sharp as ever! Such a fat catch and sitting still right here for reeling in! Of course the villagers will demand their cut of the… what are you looking at me like this, Clark? I´m talking about the warship out there. The Springflower is full to the brim with treasure! Didn´t you know that?”
“Treasures belonging to the king.”
Garcia stared to laugh, but was sombered at once when he realized that Clark had not made a joke at all.
“Why let pass this chance?” he asked. “We sacked Gibraltar AND the silver fleet, what threat could this halfwrecked vessel pose to us? Who can threaten us at all? We are powerful now and need the laughable Letters de Marque no longer for our protection!”
Only the most determined pirate hunters, men like Don Escobedo, would dare to chase the eagles as long as their reputation didn´t suffer a uge hit. Both Captain Clark and Black Garcia knew this well.
“According to your argumentation every child should murder his parents and run off with the spoils”, Clark smiled.
“So what? We are pirates!”
“Privateers, Garcia. England is our ally and one doesn´t stabb an ally into the back for no good reason.”
“Oh, the amount of money on the Springflower is the best reason there is!”
“Not for me, no.” Pushing his friend aside Clark left the beach.
“And you are our captain”, Garcia grumbled.

*

Shortly after the little exchange Joseph Grangerford sent Clark a courier with an invitation to the Springflower. According to navy protocol it would have been extraordinarily impolite not to throw a feast for a fellow captain. Of course the meal would consist of pork jerky and nameless roots bought from the buccaneers, but protocol was protocol. Grangerford might had arrived as a petitioner, but acted like the officer he was.  
“Escaped starvation and re-stocked their supply just now and already holding a bankett?” Jarundo remarked. “They act like pirates!”
“No, Jarundo, the act like english gentleman.”
“I´ve been told the differences are blurry and depend mainly on an enemy ship´s ability to put up a fight.”
Clark smirked. He gave Captain Grangerford´s courier his answer and made his entrance on the Springflower come evening.
Clark´s partner at table, the only female passenger, was showing great interest in the pirates´life - or rather in Clark the pirate. But the captain rejected all blunt or subtle advances.
“Tonight”, he said, “I´d be your exotic price, the tamed danger. The barriers between us would not crumble for real. You do not wish them to, anyway. One night together and then the old routines again? This is not my way.”
“You are speaking like a gentleman, Captain Clark. I underestimated you, it seems. If there is anything I can do for you?”
“Now you underestimated me again. Your pity I do not need, or England´s almonds, for that matter. If I wanted it, your ship would have been mine already by now.”
“Says you!” Joseph cut short Clark´s speech. “Pray tell, how would you go about it?”
Only split-seconds later the men were engaged into a lifely discussion about how each of them would capture the other´s ship. The lady in the room was completely forgotten for the time being. Nobody even noticed her slipping away from the table.
“What´s the saying? Woman on a ship make luck turn bad?” she thought aloud grumpily. “And what does a shipload of barabarians like these two do to our luck?!”
 
*

“Today I´m offending everbody”, Clark told Jarundo later that night. “At first Garcia and now the english lady.”
The carib indian gestured towards one of the doorless huts with his head. A leather hide flapping in the wind allowed the two to look inside. “Yes, Garcia and the lady. Right there, both of them, kissing.”
“She´s just using him!” Clark snorted angrily.
“As he does her. They deserve each other.”
“I wouldn not have done it with the lady, if I liked women in my bed”, Clark thought aloud. “One single night, pshaw!” 
Almost fearfully he looked into his brother´s eyes, rolling a question on his tongue, but not voicing it.
“What´s the matter with you, eagle?” Jarundo asked impatiently. “Something´s not right at all! This look is called doe´s eyes and it looks frightening on you!”
Clark sighed heavily - and hated himself for casting down his eyes at the scolding.
“The english ship, Jarundo”, he said. “It sparks all kinds of desires in me. I so wish to be an english naval officer. I´d do my best to be a good one. But from my position this is akin to desiring another´s posession and standing. A sin, as the Holy Bible tells us. No matter what else I do, how honorable or noble I act, my thoughts alone are calling damnation down upon me. But I cannot just decide not to wish for that which is not meant for me! It´s tearing me apart...”
“The rest of us just hopes for a major raid. Fort de France for instance, or the Springflower.”
“Perhaps I could rest in peace if I died protecting that ship from all of you…”
“You would go between your friends and your country, even though neither faction in England would accept you the way you wish them to?” the indian asked. He had become a stranger to his own tribe long before he had been on the plantation. Never had he told his friend whether he had been captured by the white colonists or gotten sold to them by his own people. Whatever the case, Jarundo needed no tribe or country.
Clark nodded.
Jarundo thought about this silent answer for a while. He came to the conclusion that he had asked the question not entirely correct. Not between his country, but between his dream, and his friends!
“We´ve finished our dealings with Smuggler-Hanno, the weather´s brightening up and Grangerford no longer needs me as his milk-nurse”, Clark summed up the most recent events. “I say we leave the island come morning.”

*

The caribbean. A few days later.

Unilke a pirate ship the Aquila´s chain of command included many ranks, not just a captain and his quartermaster. Clark had appointed two mates or leutnants or boatswains, using the terms interchangeably for one and the same job. On this journey Whipcrack Werner and Black Garcia filled these positions of worldly power, while Jarundo served as a kind of spiritual leader. Those three ruled over a bunch of lesser ranking and petty officers, all of them chosen through thourough tests of skill and attitude. The eagles might voice disapproval if one of those officers was lacking in his duties, but the final decision whether to keep or oust somebody had always been Clark´s. 
None save the longest serving eagles could remember a time when Whipcrack Werner had not filled the position of second mate. Dependable, content to remain in a state of endless present, posessed of no special fears or dreams he could name, the dutch seaman was almost part of the equipment. To the slaveboy Clark his similar situation had been unbearable, to Werner it meant peace.
The man had come to enjoy sitting on the steps leading up to the quarterdeck when there was no work for him to do. He rose when Clark came along, accompanying the captain to the helm when invited so by means of a single nod.
“You ever been to England?” Werner asked.
Clark delayed his inspection of the current helmsman´s. Leaning against the rail, staring into the endless blue he answered: “Not really. I was two years old when we left.”
Werner drew in his breath, then he spoke up: “I never knew the netherlands and neither did I grow up in one of the enclaves the Westindia Company maintains in the New World. I was born in spanish Coro. How my family ended up there I don´t know. Have my guessses, but what good are guesses, anyway? What matters since Adam managed to get himself cast out of Eden are food and shelter. We kids lived off the wealthy people´s surplus. There were crates all over town where the respectable citizenary put in their worn clothing and other stuff still serviceable. All the gangs, kids and grown-ups alike, tried to claim as many of those containers for their own. “Knights of the poorboxes” we called ourselves, speaking about our streetwars as if we were capturing fortresses. Spanish gangs, indian gangs and who knows-what-else ones. But there was one wherein only the very best were taken. That was the only one I was interested in. And I almost would have made it…”
“Almost?”
“The Good Lord seemed to be pleased with me and thought it fit to send me something even better. The day I was to do my entrance test the Aquila sailed into port. Well, you know the rest.”
“Just one day, changing the course of a whole life”, Clark mused.
Werner stepped back from the rail. “No, captain”, he said. “Sometimes the span of a single bell ring is sufficient. It´s all in the divine providence, you see?”
Clark coughed.
The men had come to talk a lot about providence since the Aquila had left Escapio Domingo, even he had noticed this. Sometimes it was hard to discern whether the topic was the english capital they were headed to or the fact that the outcome of everything they did ultimately rested in the the hands of the Good Lord.
Werner turned around sharply, as if he had said too much already. Clark smiled. So his boatswain at least had enough sense to be embarrased. Belief was one thing, and a good thing, too, one humanity was often lacking. But superstition sharp minded Clark could not abide. He went on about his daily routines, the little intermezzo soon vanishing from his memory.

*

The closer the Aquila came to her destination, the less Captain Clark was preying on prizes. Ever so often he let go targets he would have judged worthy of his attention several miles before.
More than once Jarundo begged his friend: “Just this one yawl, let´s take it, please! If only to find out how much the bounty France put on our heads has risen since the last one!”
But time and again Clark declined the opportunity. Reaching Barbados and preparing for the envoy´s arrival had become his primary objective.
Soon there was nothing left for the men to do. All the repairs had been undertaken, all songs sung, all coins appraised and there were more than enough ropes to string up every single parliamentarian in London. Endless boredom had gotten hold of the eagles.
At the end of one of those days - high noon to a land dweller - Clark put away his nautical equipment after determining the Aquila´s position. “We need to go faster!” he demanded. “Can´t you evenm manage the only job I´m giving you these days to my satisfaction?! Shall I send up a sloth first to teach you true speed?”
Cpatain Clark never even considered that his subjects might take offence when he insulted them in his casual manner. His old seargant´s cursing, he liked to tell, had caused seagulls to fall dead out of the sky. The only bird falling today, however, was an eagle…
“No falling asleep up there, Mike, lest you´re seeking eternal sleep!” Clark was shouting, when suddenly a familiar voice rose up behind him. “You will find”, Black Garcia said, circling around Clark until he was standing face to face with him, “that you are no longer in the posession to give orders!”
The pirate pointed his rapier at Clark. 
The captain´s eyes narrowed to small slits. Anger rose inside him. Many were the words he could have employed to put the other man back into his place, but what Clark really wanted was driving home the leasson with his weapon. The way Garcia held his old stinger, Clark would have needed no more than one or two well placed thrusts with his saber. But he fought down his wrath and asked: “How long did you have to practice memorizing such a long sentence, Black?”
The same moment he felt another bladepoint, this time right against his back. Had he given in to his first, angry urge this blade would surely have pierced him. 
More crewmen started drawing their weapons now, among them Whipcrack, Perry and Fishfry. The united presence of these veterans held those sailors who would have sided with Clark at bay. Not only that, more and more of them were moving towards Black´s side until Chips and Jarundo were standing isolated. As officers they carried their weapons everyday, not just in battle. But Jarundo´s daggers and Chip´s axe stayed sheathed. Realizing how foolish it would be to stand up against Black´s followers, nevertehelss they could not not be made to join them.
Garcia did not speak up again. He had Perry the scribe talk in his stead.
“The seaman and officers of the Aquila will follow a captain, who cannot make true on his promises, no longer!” the scribe shouted. “That´s why we declare Clark deposed.” The man´s head jerked around. “That means removed from his post”, he explained. “Black Garcia will captain us from now on, leading us to riches and glory! And our first action will be to collect the bounty on Clark´s head!”
Ignoring the scribe Clark turned to Garcia directly: “Ah, of course. You will sail the Aquila to Martinique.” The thought seemed to amuse him a lot. Under normal circumstance Garcia wasn´t fit to man the helm, let alone navigate.
“I know you can navigate and pilot blindly”, Clark added nicely. 
Black stared at his erstwhile friend blank faced.
“Uge mistake”, Jarundo thought. One did not allow Clark to speak when one expected to keep the upper hand. To silence him you had to cut his tongue off or stuff cotton into your ears. Even washerwoman had to fold in a duel of words with the privateer captain.
Clark nodded gravely. “Yes, Black. I speak the truth. One doesn´t need to see the bottom of the sea to reach it. For this is the only direction you are able to get the Aquila to: downwards.”
“Don´t try to make fun of me!”
“Oh, please, Garcia, the whole caribbean does!”
In Black Garcia´s defence it has to be noted, that the people in Captain Clark´s era understood only the Lesser Antilles as “the caribbean”, not whole New World. But that wasn´t the point here. It didn´t even matter whether Clark´s words were true. All that mattered was that Clark, standing between two bladepoints, still provoked one of the blades´ wielder. Garcia gave a heavy sigh, knowing Clark could easily afford such boldness. Garcia could strip captainship away from Clark, kill him he could not. Clark was the only skilled navigator among the eagles. 
“The weasle´s right”, he said, “we still have need of his skills.” The mutineer yanked the smaller man towards himself, hissing: “Once we´ve reached Barbados it will be downwards for you! There´s no shortage of experienced seamen there and one of them will replace you!”
“Or better yet”, a female voice rose up behind Clark. Now he knew who had been holding the weapon in his back all along: Viviane Bridger. “Let´s sell him to the french as Perry suggested!” she said.
“Lady and gentlemen, it feels sooo good, knowing to be loved”, Clark mocked the mutineers.
Whipcrack came up with a suggestion of his own: “Let´s get him underdeck and tie him up ´till we need him, friends!” The was also thinking of a nice, fast gag, but Clark Clark laughed him into his face: “I do not think so, shipmate. I could forget my abilities under certain circumstances…”
Aquila´s new captain put away his rapier. His arms folded he stood in the middle of his followers, but Jarundo noticed, that Black had almost cast down his gaze. Garcia had imagined everything to go differently. Smoother.
“Well“, Garcia decided, “put away the rope, quartermaster. Just disarm him. But it will be my pleasure to dispose of him once and for all in Barbados, bounty or no!”

*
 
The stars were dancing in the sky high above the ocean. It was a secret only true captains knew. Because the stars only danced for them. To everyone else they appeared boring, colorless and fixed to their relative positions. 
Somehow Clark felt comforted, seeing that the firmament still acknowledged his captainship, even after he had lost said ship. He was standing at the helm with the stars performing their dance above and Jarundo´s reddish-brown body only so slighly standing out against the dark background. The carib indian was to guard Clark, but both men knew, that the watcher would be watched, himself.
Without an introduction Jarundo spoke up: “You let the men feel your superiority once too often.”
It was true, Clark was superior to the others in many ways, but telling them outright? No, that just wasn´t done. The captain had always thought disparagingly about his men, even his friends, but never, in all their journeys, had he shown it to them so bluntly as this time. The shark had been famous for his bravery, not for recklessness. Had success changed him so much, or the recent two years spent in the shore? Jarundo could not tell. Her only knew that he was sorely missing the old, joyfull, yet stern, eagle, that had been replaced by the sullen, tyrannical one since the onset of the civil war.
Perhaps Clark should never have set off again after Gibraltar. With no challenge in front of him he had always been prone to brood. Once started on this path his thoughs traveled paths leading too far away and to no apparent destination. No, thinking didn´t do the privateer captain any good. He was smart, yes, but a lot better in his job when acting on instinct and insight.
“What about you?” Clark asked, as if he had read his friend´s musings. As perhaps the only eagle Jarundo, the captain´s “brother”, had never been insulted in the casual manner Clark did not even seem to notice.
“Stay alert to your surroundings, eagle”, the carib indian answered. “I might do something stupid to rescue you.”
“And I´m not nearly noble enough to decline this offer on your own wellbeing´s behalf”, Clark shot back. “Aren´t we a fine bunch of gentlemen?”
Jarundo looked up. Never before had his friend spoken like this. Dissappointment about the state of his soul just did not seem in character for the aloof privateer captain. Or was this the big secret of Clark´s? Did he have to remind the people around him to their shorfalls because his own were paining him?
“I suppose he has always thought like this”, the reformed cannibal thought. “but because I´ve never tasted a part of him I cannot read his thoughs as I would.”
Jarundo decided to break his vow just on this one occasion, should he be unable so save his friend from death. He would eat Clark´s heart and never again be without the one he loved like a brother!

Garcia´s troubles

Come morning the captain demoted to helmsman watched the fencing practice down on the main deck. Black Garcia was wielding Clark´s sabre down there…
The never really dry wood under his naked toes reminded Clark to the shark leather - boots he had owned until yesterday. For reasons know only to himself and Jarundo the pair taken from him would end up in Vivianes posession or in that of men built as lighly as Migdet Mike and Doc Harris.
“It´s a small miracle that they did not share the rest of my stuff among themselves, too”, Clark mused.
“Do you think you can still sway their attitude?”
“That would be an even greater miracle, Jarundo. One of the kind that doesn´t happen anymore in the 17th century.”
The two friends continued watching the training.
“Garcia always fought against his old rapier rather than with it”, Clark said. “But my sabre won´t be much use to him. Garcia never understood his blade as a sword. His is a fighting style derrived from fencing.”
“Am I standing next to you or your uncle Rupert?” Jarundo snorted. “It´s far from textbook, what he does down there, that´s true, but he´s a dangerous opponent!”
“Black´s unmatched in a brawl, but only so-so with weapons”, Clark retorted. 
“Hm. When would like him to find it out? Facing one of us, like, me or Whipcrack, or in real melee, when his defeat will be the death of all of us?”
“That depends. Will you go out with the Aquila again, after Black is done with me in Barbados? No? Then the latter option.”
Jarundo nodded. He expected no different answer. 
The hours were slowly crouching as was the Aquila.
“We are gaining no miles!” Whipcrack yelled. “I sweer, Clark´s cheating on us!”
“Come up here and make as much wind as you are doing down there!” Clark replied. “Perhaps then the sails will start blowing again! I cannot turn her any differently to the wind of we wish to move at all!“
“Do you want to move, too?” the quartermaster threatened. “It´s your final voyage, after all!”
That was too much for the proud ex-captain. He teared into the rudder, once, twice, thrice. The heavy wheel creaked and the Aquila performed a half-turn.
Whipcrack caught his footing quickly. He ran up the stairs leading to the helm, his namesake-whip brandished - and ran almost into Jarundo´s cutlass.
Werner´s choice of weapon told the carib indian that his shipmate wasn´t intend on killing in this confrontation. Still he held his grip on the cutlass firm. Garcia´s quartermaster gasped: “Heaven above! All the saints can testify that I tried to warn him days before the mutiny! But he did not understand! Clark thinks himself to be so smart, but he never understood anything! If only he had listened more carefully! Taken the slightest interest in the goings on at his ship! But what are we to him? Certainly not persons in our own right…”
“And the sky is my witness that you can tell this to the angels, if you take just one more step towards him!” Jarundo replied.
The dutchman nodded. Before he turned around he said: “You´ve made your point. Just do not expect the crew to elect you to second quartermaster with this attitude of yours.” 
 
*

The dutchman came up again to relieve Clark of his helmsman duty when it was time for him to determine the Aquila´s position. Severly tired Clark shot the sun and had to pencil down the needed calculations to get them right. Since the mutiny the man had taken only a few cat-naps, none of them really refreshing. And then there was the thought of having an election aboard his ship, that gave him severe nightmares while awake…
In the first heated moments of the mutiny Captain Garcia had gotten away with naming Whipcrack Werner his quartermaster. But the Aquila had always had two boatswains and the crew wished to stick to that rule. The men would choose Whipcrack´s vice-quartermaster themselves, according to pirate tradtion. The election was over quickly and everyone cheered the well-liked Hank Straight when he came out as the winner.
The young man started his career with unfazeable optimism. “Do not let your friend do anything unchecked” he told Jarundo, just to see how it felt to give an order. The carib indian felt something like regret for what had happened the day before in Hank´s voice. Over his head he fixed his gaze at Black Garcia. The newly appointed second quartermaster quickly dodged away under the duel of wills, taking it on his own to escort Clark from the quarterdeck to his cabin.
“He was your friend, too”, Jarundo said to the new captain. “What has changed? Why…”
“This is not about something Clark has done, but rather what he is“, Garcia cut short Jarundo´s question.
An uneasy presentiment dawned in Jarundo. Should the captain have uncovered what Clark had managed to hide so well all those years? But how? And why Garcia, of all people?
The captain read in Jarundo´s expression that he was not the only man aboard who knew the secret. “I see. He´s told you.“
“No, he didn´t. I found it out on my own, shortly after I joined the crew.”
“And you kept it a secret, because he had cut you from the gallows, I understand.”
The carib indian nodded.
“How exactly did you find out, Jarundo?”
“Well, not by rumaging through his drawers. But it was pretty obvious…”
Again Garcia cut short Jarundo: “Right! It is in his gaze, in the way he´s walking, in his bearing, in everything he says and how he says it! You just have to read the signs. But I fell for the charade, as did all of you. Say, it´s not what one expects, right? I mean, they usually give away themselves pretty soon. Not so Clark. But on Escapio Domingo he made the crucial mistake.”
Jarundo remembered the occasion well. On Escapio Domingo Clark had rejected the english lady, who had made Garcia her bedmate in turn. “Are you going to tell the others?” he asked in a low voice.
“No, I don´t think I will. Word could get around and spoil the bounty. But let Clark believe I would!” The new captain laughed hoarsely. “Going through his clothing chest! No, even Clark isn´t that thick to maintain a keepsake of the crown! He knows damn well that officers are going overboard first in a mutiny!”
Jarundo did his best to turn his face into a mask of stone at these words…

*

Clark allowed himself four hours of sleep before he straightened out his nautical charts again on the table in the captain´s cabin.
“Nice. Colorful”, Christopher commented. Together with Miget Mike he was loitering in the cabin, watching Clark do his magic with protractor, ruler and a bunch of tables.
“In my time the rabble would not have been allowed to the oficers´ cabins or the quarterdeck”, Clark commented the seamen´s presence when Jarundo entered. “And now indianes, too?” He smirked.
“Out!” Jarundo bellowed. After the two younger ones had left, he told his friend: “Captain Garcia knows your secret.“
Clark raised his head, eyes narrowed, lips pressed together tightly.
“I was”, he eventually told his friend, “doing a good job forgetting it myself, you know.”
He leaned back, playing absent-mindly with the protractor in his hand. Then he spoke again: “Naturally that makes it impossible for him to comply with my leadership. This is why he wants me off the ship, too?”
Jarundo confirmed the guess: “Yes. Because on Escapio Domingo he realized that you have been an english naval officer once.”
Their eyes met. Then Clark laughed out loud!
“It really took him that long?! I mean, it was obvious when we raided Eleuthera and I raised the english flag over the place, was it not? And that was even before your time with us!”
Jarundo joined into the laughter.
“The military and me, well, that´s a long story that can be told in a gratifying short manner”, Clark said. “We were in the middle of a battle, my crew laying in their own blood and not nearly enough spanish blood had flown. Then a shabby blockade runner joined the scene, signaling to cease the hostilities on the crown´s orders. Both crowns, actually. I took the only possible course of action: Ignoring the message, sinking the enemy ship and making my escape as not having to face court-martial. That´s how I became a… well, yes, a pirate. But I turned to privateering in the very same year.”
Jarundo had never before heard this story. It did not surprise him in the least. There was no peace with the spaniards in his eagle´s eyes.
Someone else had also listened in from the other side of the cabin door: Midget Mike and Kidd Christopher.
“My ass! Officer!” Christopher called out. “That means... that means… that means Clark´s a nobleman or something!”
“I´d say ‘or something’”, Mike grinned. 
But the rumour was born that moment and could not get silenced again.
Ship´s cook Tom Fishfry was tapping yet another beer, offering it to Viviane. The women needed all the help she could get to get over her defeat in the recent election. Black Garcia had promised her the rank of second quartermaster! Her! But now events had taken a different turn and there was no consolation for the only mutineer brave enough to actually stick a weapon against Clark´s back. Garcia had not even granted Viviane the post of chief gunner.
“If anything should happen to Brady, and I don´t care what or how”, he had made a new promise to her, “then you can fill in.”
Tom nudged Viviane.
“Did you hear, lass? About our Clark being a noble born gentleman?”
“I have trouble picturing it”, Viviane murmured. “A soldier, yes, that much he never made a secret of, but not an officer. Has he not stolen his first ship from the english? You know, he has, Fishfry. And there´s spanish blood said to be running in his veins, too.”
“Clark is half a spaniard? Strike me with lightening! Wouldn´t that be…?”
Viviane shrugged. “I don´t care.” She gulped down her beer, wiped the foam off her mouth and added: “He´ll be a goner soon anyway.”
“Just because!” Fishfry stressed his point. “It´s time for a mighty good legend!“
 
*

Located a bit more to the east than the other caribbean islands Barbados was known as the island where one might think to be in the New World no longer, but once again back in England. On the shores of Barbados young Clark had set foot in the New World for the first time and now it would become the place where he would have to lay down his life.
But before the Aquila could eventually sail into port, young Alfred was crying out in the crow´s nest: “Sheeeeeeeeep! Coming into vieeeeeeeeeew! It´s the englishman!”
“Heave to! Set a course to intercept them!” the captain shouted.
His helmsman, Clark, had already innitated the maneuver after he had identified Fred´s “sheep” as “ship”. Rather then unquestioning obedience in this case it was more like a little rebellion.
“Arrogant officer-scum”, Perry remarked. “Even the devil does not want them. We´ve got to sent them to hell singelhandly to make sure they end up where they belong.”
The english ship, by name of  Plough of the Ocean, was approaching the Aquila innocently. It kept the eagles under the impression of being intend on nothing else than exchaning news with an ally. Then it happened almost too fast to follow and suddenly the Aquila was facing a full-scale boarding troop! The Plough of the Ocean withdrew, leaving the field to her marines. And none other than the envoy was leading the soldiers into battle! 
“What´s this supposed to mean?” Garcia screamed. “We are carrying an english Letter de Marqe! Keep your fucking Civil War east of the Line where it belongs!“
“Not you are in posession of this letter, but Captain Clark”, the envoy shot back. “But your ship´s bell has been moved from it´s place at the quarterdeck to the bow and that tells me, that the Aquila is a pirate ship. I am forced to assume that Clark is no longer in command.”
Obviously the man had informed himself well about his contact before setting of to the caribbean, if he did not even consider that Clark could have turned to all-out piracy. Garcia cursed under his breath for giving away himself so thoughtlessly.
The english marines and Garcia´s pirates remained content to stare down each other for the time being. Often enough that was how the soldiers earned their pay, something they had in common with pirates and that made them even less liked by the seaman than they were anyway.
“And yet you came to the rendzevous point, Captain Black-of-beard”, the english diplomat went on. “To capture me for a ransom, I pressume. But from whom would you have collected it? The french, or one of the factions in this war? And if the latter, then which one?”
Clark strolled down from the helm into the ring. “Your timing is perfect, Sir”, he adressed the envoy with a broad smile. “Time to reinstate the normal order to this ship.”
“I don´t think so”, Garcia hissed.
The captain signaled Whipcrack. Werner seized Clark by his arm, dragging him towards the lower deck. In almost the same instant Garcia lashed out against the english diplomat with Clark´s saber!
“If you prefer it the hard way, all the better for me!” the gentleman laughed. “Why not clear up with the pirate-scum in one go, if it was my intend to capture Clark all along?” 
“No! No!” Clark screamed when a bloody battle erupted around him and Werner. But very soon his blonde mop disappeared below and with him Garcia´s quartermaster. Werner did not display the slightest intention of joining the battle after locking away his former captain. He stayed where it was safe for the moment while above his head the battle was raging.
“Indeed!” Garcia laughed, locked into duel with the english envoy. “What has my prisoner done, to get the government so rallied up against him?”
“Not the House of Lords”, the gentleman answered with a gentle scolding. “Only Sir Rupert of Gloucester.”
The name rang no bell with Garcia at all. His movements slowed not in the slightest he pressed on his attack. But the envoy was an expert fighter himself. Keeping his defence unbreachable, shooting forth for just a few pincer attacks, he kept talking while dueling the pirate-captain: “Clark - has become - too - close - to - Sir Rupert´s - beautiful - niece - in - the - Ouch! Take this! - colonies - but - whoevercaptureshimalive - Ha! Do not rejoice too soon! I´ll get you still! - hasbeenpromised - There! First blood! - the maiden´s hand!”
Garcia decied to remember this information well. He harboured no doubts that he would win the duel and could profit from what he had heard.
But someone who had been watching the fight from a higher vantage point could not share Garcia´s optimism. Too balanced for her taste the battlefield appeared to this pirate, making it impossible for her to believe in the eagles´ victory as steadfast as her captain did. The weapons under her command, the swivel gun battery, were useless while friend and foe were swarming at the deck undistinguishably.
Viviane Bridgers hesitated not one second. Deserting her post she broke into a mad dash. Nobody held it against her. After any battle the women of the defeated party would become very interesting to the winners and because Viviane knew this well she jumped overboard - or so it seemed to the casual onlooker.
No loud splashing sound heralded the she-pirate´s end. To the contrary she felt life more intense than most of the time: In the form of pain. Viviane was holding fast on to one of the gun hatchs. She was aware of every sinew inside her arm.
“Must… pull myself… up there. Mus…st get inside…” the woman groaned. But since she had come down quite hard against the Aquila´s hull she had to battle not only her own weight but also the pain.
“Want in?”
The hatch opened compelety. A hand and a rather hairy arm appeared. Viviane recognized them and the voice as Whipcrack´s.
Inch by inch the pirate pulled herself up, assisted by her shipmate. When she had clambered through the hatch not just the dutchman, but the captain deprived of his command, too, were waiting for her.
“The two of us have been down here for a good while, but I must confess your route had to offer the eye more “ Clark mocked the she-pirate. “The vast, vast ocean, romantic sailships, hungry sharks…”
“While I had to deal with filthy rats in the meantime”, Werner added, kicking one especially sassy specimen of the four-pawed variety away with his foot while the two-legged one spoke.
“Seagull droppings!” Viviane cursed, but not at the male pirates´ words. “I slit my skirt at one of those damn nails! Have you got any idea how hard a skirt is to replace?!” 
Indeed a male pirate had an easier time rolling a captive for his clothing when his own was ragged beyond repair. But there were only a few skirt-wearing sailors under the caribbean sun…
“It´s just not done! A chief gunner in a patched skirt!” Viviane went on. “How does it look like anyway?!”
“If the question is of that much interest to you, I`ll have the enemy chief gunner dress up in one after the fight”, Clark offered.
“No, you won´t, helmsman”, Whipcrack hissed. “You are no longer our captain!”
Clark shrugged, then rose from the sack of ballast he had been sitting on. “Let´s get to work!”
Viviane let not the battle sounds detain her from her job. Down here among the favourite of her “children” she felt at home. The cannons here were far too heavy for the Aquila´s upper deck. Normally some well placed shots from the four or eight pound guns were sufficient to intimidate a typical trading ship into surrendering. The twenty-pound cannons and the privateers´ pride, one thirty-six-pound gun at each side, only rarely came into play. Those heavy guns were what Clark´s saber had been to Garcia´s rapier: What they were lacking in finesse they made for up in raw destructive power. And that was exactly what Viviane needed now while Brady was - in her opinion - playing with the swivel guns up there.
Working together in a unison practiced over the years the three of them preapared three guns, one at a time, then took position each at one of the cannons. 
“You are going to raze their mast?” Clark inquired.
“No. This is not the time for male boistering“, the gunner replied. “We´ll slam them three shots below the waterline into their hull and that will be do the trick. Now take up positions, men, and do as I do! Sincerely, on this range ´t will suffice to hit anything and you cannot even miss a target that large. Leave the precision work to me.”
Three shots resounded as one. Had the three not protected their inner ears with cotton, the sound would haven deafened them.
“Viviane, really, you are a witch!” Whipcrack murmured appraisingly while pulling out the cotton from his ears.
“No, that was my mother”, the woman answered, stepping back from the hatchs very pleased with herself.
Whipcrack sought Clark´s face in the darkness. “Just how serious…?” he started, but Clark just laughed, not in the least interested in the honest answer.

*

Three direct hits had done the trick, but it took the severly damaged Plough of Ocean a while to sink completely. Much, much quicker the realisation that they had lost their “home on the waters” dawned to the english marines. Instead of fighting even fiercer the soldiers let their movements become sluggish. Their fighting spirit sapped they offered little resistance.
They had survived the long and dangerous journey from England, only to witness their ship sink so close to their destination? To fall into the hands of pirates? 
The end of the world had been determined long ago in advance by the good Lord, or so the men had been taught. The knowledge that the outcome of this battle depended on their own skill and willpower had somehow fled from their minds. Some of cast down their weapons at once, others kept fighting half-heartedly and those that still kept to their sanity were cursing the others under their breath, helpless. In the end Garcia´s pirates remained victorious.
Wasting no time they took captive the surviving seamen, officers and passengers from the Plough of the Ocean, among them her captain. Every single man meant a good profit on the slave markets scattered all around the New World.
“Deserting crew - nothing unheard of”, Clark adressed the english envoy after the battle, a wide grin on his his face. “But your own ship being fed up enough with you to make it´s escape, well, that must be a tough bit to chew on, Sir Bluff of the Ocean. So perhaps now I´m going to sell you to Sir Rupert instead of the other way around, hm?”
Garcia was looking from his former captain to the captive. Feeling strangely elated Clark supposed that Black was trying hard to tell the one from the other all the while working hard not to forget his own name or that of the ship he stood on. But Garcia´s next words sobered him.
“Looks like the devil has sent me a new navigator”, Garcia remarked. He pointed at the english captain who was held by Hank Straight and Jarundo. “I don´t need you any longer, Clark! - Stow him away with the rest of the ballast, Whipcrack, but this time for real!”
Jarundo opened his mouth, but Clark was faster: “Let him play, brother. We both know, he´ll have changed his mind by tomorrow or the day after at the latest.”
“What course?” the enemy captain briskly asked, intent on proving his usefulness as soon as possible. He did not particularily like the idea of serving in a pirate crew, but it seemed a better fate than that awaiting his subjects.
“We were headed for Barbados”, Garcia mused. “But considering I wish to fleece the english a bit for their wealth… probably Tortuga.”
“That´s quite a journey”, Chatham Creed raised his voice. “We need to stock up on provisions before we undertake it. Especially since we have all those additional mouths to feed now.”
A vague hope had risen in the man. If the people of Barbados had taken notice of the battle at sea, and if the governor´s soldiers would intercept the Aquila while she was trying to enter port as had always been her right… If only they would make short work of the mutineers, perhaps then everything that had happened during the recent days would vanish like a bad dream. Certainly there would be mercy for any seaman who sincerely demonstrated the proper remorse for not coming to Clark´s aid or speaking up against Black Garcia during the mutiny? Jarundo, Chips, Chatham and even Hank Straight - they were not talking about it openly, but none of them liked the course Garcia was taking them down. Especially not the young quartermaster, who had hoped to carve out a a solid existance for himself by joining the independant semi-military unit, as the eagles were called in the official documents. 
But Captain Garcia´s thought seemed to run along the same lines and thus he said: “We´ll take our grub from the next ship crossing our way! And that´s how we´ll make do all the way to Tortuga! And one week later I´ll make my entrance on Sir Rupert´s fine sugar plantation with Clark´s still living body in my tow. Because I´m going to get married!!!”
“But this is not possssss…” the newly appointed navigator started, his last word coming out as “posh” on account of Garcia having stuffed him his own wig into the mouth.
“Oppose me again and it´ll be your cut off toes I´ll have you chew on!” the pirate captain threatened. “Now do your work!”

*

In the dark, damp belly of the ship the english seamen and soldiers were held captive. For most of the time the men did not seem to notice each others´ presence, brooding silently all by themselves. Whenever Jarundo, Whipcrack or Straight fetched a handful of them for work they were given a little food afterwards  The meals brought to Aquila´s ex-captain by Jarundo, however, were in truth of the carib indian´s own rations, Clark suspected. Sometimes the friend stayed for a while. 
“It´s not the first time I get to see you locked up or in chains”, the carib said on the second day after the sinking of the english ship. “But usually it´s part of some elaborate plot of ours.”
Clark managed to crack a smile. “This time I did it the other way around”, he said. “First the chains, then the plan.”
“Ever since the re-unification in St. Kitts Garcia has toyed with the idea of taking over the command”, Jarundo told his friend. “That much he told us. He was never truly at ease with your loyality to England. But only after he uncovered your secret at Escapio Domingo he had a steadfast reason for going through with his plan.”
Clark nodded and Jarundo went on: “Garcia doesn´t really hate you, you know? He loathes what you represent. It´s difficult to explain…” Jarundo paused. The ‘especially to somebody as thick as you when it comes to people’ he left hanging in the air between the two friends unspoken. “This one Rupert´s niece…” he then started again.
“His late cousin´s daughter, actually.”
“Doesn´t matter! All I want to know is: Is she y…?”
“Yes.”
The carib indian chuckled.
“As you can see”, Clark said, “all we have to do is waiting it all out and have a good laugh in the end.”

*

It took more than the two days prophecied by Clark, but Garcia indeed had his captive fetched from his cell again. For many days Clark had not percieved the smallest hint that the Aquila might have engaged in battle with a prize. The larder was emptying steadily and since the same was true for the beer barrels the pirates´ mood wouldn´t be the best.
Clark blinked into the sun - or rather where the sun should have stood on his account, but did not. Jarundo allowed the prisoner no moment to pause and re-orientate. The two of them were expected at the quarterdeck where the new navigator had to bear Garcia´s wrath already.
“Well, it´s not my fault if your former captain has encrypted his navigation tables!” the man replied. “And those few maps I managed to rescue when the Plough sank just cannot compare with ones actually drawn in the New World!” 
“But even Freddie ought to find Tortuga of all places blindfolded!” Garcia shouted back. 
“We have not seen a coastline or other ships for what feels like an eternity”, the carib indian whispered to his friend. Clark answered: “That´s no surprise considerung the course the englishman has set. It´s a hunch I´ve got, that he does not…”
Garcias raised his voice: “Where´s Martinique?! St. Kitts?! San Juan?!”
“Far away, you fool”, Clark answered, then asked the captain: “Garcia, why are we travelling south?”
“South…?”
“Well, towards Tortuga, as you ordered”, the navigator fell in, shrugging. “Soon as we reach the coast of Terra Firma we are going to turn west. It´s safest this way.”
Clark´s suspicion confirmed he spoke up to all men present: “He´s refering to the Isla de Tortuga. In the Spanish Main. One of at least three islands named after the tortoise in the New World. But how is an Oldworldling supposed to know this? When even we heard the rumours of the french Tortuga starting to become a pirate-haven only so recently?”
Captain Garcia let out an angry howl! “I did not want to sail right into the spanish Mainlands! Who would? This is all your fault, Clark!”
Clark let Black go on ranting. He looked around. The eagles had grown lean and hollow-faced. Days filled with nothing but growing despair were behind them - with more waiting before them. Nothing else Clark had expected to happen under the rulership of Black´s. Getting straight down to business he asked: “How long will our provisions last and where exactly are we?”
The englishman showed the Aquila´s position in the map while Jarundo went to inquire about the other question.
“The closest port is Trinidad”, Clark thought aloud. “but the spaniards there aren´t that smuggler-friendly as they were in our time… in the thirties, I meant to say. And, as you know, Black, even smugglers rank above a squalid - even above a successful! - pirate. Well, the next secure port would be Barbados. Provided, of course, word of our little firework with the Plough of the Ocean has not gotten around already…”
Clark asked the english navigator about the weather. James Perry and quartermaster Werner appeared at the quarterdeck. In grave silence the three men gave their answers. 
Clark nodded solemnly. “That´ll last you ´till Martinique. French Martinique.”
“What about Barbados?“ the captain demanded.
“A game of chance I would not risk under the present weather conditions, Black.”
Garcia bared his teeth. “Then Martinique it will be! Set a course, navigator! I´m positive we´ve got something that will gain us safe passage in and out!” The captain pointed at Clark. “Chain him to the mast, Whipcrack! I want him alive when we reach Fort-de-France.”
Clark said nothing. Would Garcia ever tire of his stupid game, he wondered? Rotting away slowly underdeck suddenly seemed the preferable option to him… 

*

Clark´s forehead and right cheek were rubbing against the wood of Aquila´s main mast. Rarely had the man come that close to his ship, even though it was the one of his posessions he was most fond of.
His shackles left the man enough elbowroom to alternate between standing, kneeling and cowering. Clark did not want to entertain the pirates by struggling and so he stood still. Several hours into the torture he learned that forcing him to maintan his discipline this way was what made it all the more fun to Garcia.
In truth, Captain Black did not feel much better than his prisoner. Bereft of any sense of guilt or pity he felt his command slipping already and that was what made him sick. His quartermaster was of no help to Garcia. Ever so often when his new position proved too demanding for the dutchman, Whipcrack sought counsel from Jarundo. As Garcia´s leutnant his responsibilities were reaching much farther than they had been under Clark´s command and that was troubling the pirate. Deep in his bones Werner knew that he was a follower, a man carrying out orders, not giving them. Just like Garcia Whipcrack could intimidate quite well, but not really command people. 
But Black Garcia was seeking no advice. He simply could not trust anyone. Even Viviane and Brady had laid asided their differences for now, watching the new captain together. They came to the same conclusion as most of the pirates: “He was a friend of Clark´s and he´s as bad as him.” A small minority even went as far as saying that they had been better off with Clark. Garcia tended to use people to his own ends and had coaxed several of them into mutineering by means of false promises. Clark looked down on everybody, but at least, the men said, he had led an open and honest tyranny.
Garcia was standing close to his captive, lost in thoughts for a good while by now. In his hand he still held a compass, though what he had wanted to check with it had long since vanished from his mind.
The man chained to the mast sneered. “What are you trying to think about, Black? East is starboard-side right now, but there are three more interesting directions. You should be able to memorize them even if you cut off one of your fingers with my saber!”
Angrily Garcia tossed away the compass. Had Mighet Mike not sat on the rail and caught it with a mongoose´s reflexes, the expensive instrument would have went overboard for certain. 
Worried and uncertain what was expected of him now the teenager presented the compass to James Perry. Should the scribe suffer Garcia´s displeasure! He was the wily one among the eagles, after all!
But some of the pirates had laughed at the little scene and so Garcia ignored Perry, striding over to Clark instead. His fingers bore into the fabric of Clark´s coat. Only Jarundo´s firm grip around Garcia´s wrist kept the man from tearing it apart.
“Do not gamble away your place on this ship for a dead man!” Garcia hissed. “Your friend´s due a sound thrashing right now, no matter how much you implore for him! Try to stopp me and it´ll be the last thing you ever did in this world!”
“He´s talking in long sentences, but don´t worry”, Clark told the carib indian. “It´s still our Garcia.” But Jarundo did not reply. Wordlessly he forced the prisoner into kneeling postion.
“On his feet, Black”, he adviced the new captain. “It´s much more humilating this way.”
Garcia grinned, very pleased with how things were turning out. So the cannibal had not wanted to challenge his authority at all, but rather demonstraded to anybody´s eyes which captain he was serving now!
Clark, however, let out his breath in a moment of relief. Parts of his body not fit for public viewing would stay covered, thanks to Jarundo´s quick reaction. A few whip weals on the soles were a small price to be paid for this. Besides, the privateer had endured worse lashings than those even Whipcrack could administer from the spaniards´ hands when he had been a child. He had to cling to this thought to keep himself from screaming when it began…

*

Garcia had not really been able to enjoy the ex-captain´s punishment. His thoughts were still circling around the compass incident. The nautical instrument could not help him getting his thoughts straight, focussing them to a single direction. So had stood there, staring into nothing in particular, completely oblivious to the fact that his physical eyes had still been resting on the compass. Naturally many of the men who had laughed at Clark´s words did not know where east was or why they would have to tell it apart from west. It fell into a captain´s duty to know what all those lines and angles were good for. And however fiercely Garcia wished to immerse himself in nothing else than the lines, angles and curves of the girls from Cayonne at Tortuga island, wishing alone would not get him there. Especially not since the Aquila had been, until a few hours ago, on her way to the Spanish Main… 
“That man´s going to spark a full scale muti… rebellion!” he snarled. “He´s got to go overboard!”
“No”, Perry said, reminding his captain of the bounty waiting for them. “We´ve got to offer the french something real good, so they let us re-supply in their port!”
“Clark would have seized the town, bottled it and put it up on his shelf for display!” Garcia spat. He knew only too well that he did not enjoy the crew´s trust enough to risk such a stunt. The men´s respect as well as the tactical knowledge he had to gain slowly by means of smallscale ship-to-ship battles. But being told so by James Maria Perry of all men really irked Garcia. Perry, who was one either diving into hiding or attacking from an ambush during fights! 
“Scribe!” Garcia spat out again. Perry didn´t care. He knew how to lead people without them noticing it. The scribe spoke appeasing words to his captain. He even had a useful suggestion and Garcia kept listening. Consulting with Perry instead of the two officially appointed quartermasters felt good. Young Hank was much too friendly with the crew and for Whipcrack his new responsibilities proved more than he could handle. But Perry was there for him as Jarundo had been for Clark, or so Garcia thought. He did not notice how the command of the Aquila slowly slipped out of his hands into the scribe´s. And Perry was secretly chuckling to himself. “Clark or Garcia” just wasn´t the question anymore…

*

At the end of the day Garcia was sincerely and truly happy. His former captain had finally given him the excuse he needed. Clark had yelled at one the enslaved english seamen to take more care at cleaning the deck of his, Clark´s, ship. Such a tone, even directed at a mere slave, Garcia said, he could not tolerate from the captive. For his irreverence the ex-captain was to be executed.
“Since you are standing at the mast already, all you have to do is name the exectioneer”, Garcia told his predecessor. “Choose whomever you like - except for Jarundo. You´ve got one glass to decide.”
The pirates spent the half hour making bets about who would be Clark´s sencond-best friend at the Aquila. Shipwright Chips, an unobtrusive, almost invisible man despite his size, was topping the list and feeling very uneasy about it.
Eventually Garcia announced that the time was up. “Well, who´s it going to be?”
“Bridger.”
That came as a surprise to all but one man. Only James Perry had gotten a good deal richer.
Hank Straight was among those who had lost their stakes. “But why in all the world?” he moaned. 
“She has reason enough to want it - from her point of view at least”, Clark explained patiently. “And she´s the only one here who can aim. A stationary target at seven feet? I´d be more frightened should I have to stand behind the marksman concerning the rest of you!”
“That was the last time you insulted us!” Garcia shouted. “Got a final wish, rat?”
“Yes. Have Brider use a cannon.”
Garcia did not recognize the remark as sarcasm. He only knew that granting this wish to the death-candidate, he´d condemn had his men to slow death, as a cannon shot would have brought down the mast along with Clark. “So sorry having to refuse”, he said. 
The captain winked for Viviane to step forth. He handed her Clark´s precision flintlock pistol.
When the woman took aim Clark looked up. The sun was sinking into her wet grave already, but the stars kept hidden from man´s sight. They would not dance for him today or ever again.
Viviane pulled the trigger - and nothing happened.
“Missed a bound man at seven foots!” Christopher laughed.
“Thanks for not hitting one of us!” little Alfred added and Fishfry, who had stood right behind the woman stepped away from this “dangerous” place.
Viviane pressed her lips together tightly. Her male shipmates completely ignored the fact that she had not missed her target - that she simply could not have missed it on account of not having fired any shot at all. For a moment Viviane pondered using her own pistol, the twin of Clark´s, but then decided against it.  Again she pulled the stubborn trigger.
This time the shot made more than up for the last one! Powederstench filled the air and splinters were raining in all directions when the pistol exploded! Viviane cried out. She dropped the sorry fragments of the pistol. Blood was all over her hand.
“Did you think Old Black Garcia predictable?” the pirate captain roared. “Who´s going to live and to die at this ship is mine to decide! Mine alone!”
Aberforth Harris hasted to Viviane´s side. He grabbed her wrist, checking on the wounded hand. “You could have lost it”, he told her in a whisper. “No, you should have lost it and your whole forearm with it. Luck was really with you today.”
“Yes, I know”, Viviane whispered back. “Whomever Clark would have named - Garcia wanted him to die or get maimed.”
“For me alone it is to say!” Garcia continued his chant. “Lord over life and death!”
No one dared to contradict the man. Non one even found the gut to call him crazy openly.
Perry clenched his fists, angry at himself for not smelling the rat before it was too late. He had adviced the captain to give the crew a display of power. An empty pistol, Clark perhaps wetting his trousers for fear of death and then Garcia showing mercy along with the “Lord of life and death”- line - that was how the plan should have unfolded. Perry cursed under his breath. He hadn´t told Black to manipulate the pistol. The man was still too independent for his taste.

*

“Pretend-execution”, Clark murmured. “Didn´t think Garcia knew about it.”
“It was Perry´s idea”, Jarundo explained. As he had done for so many nights now, today, too, he kept watch after - and over - his friend. The stars were dancing above the two of them. Why should they not have indulged themselves in this fashion? They had noticed nothing of the drama playing out down there, after all.
“I watched Black  removing the ball and manipulate the pistol, so it had to go boom”, Jarundo went on. “He really had to use all his dexterity, you know? The cheaper models blow up all by themselves…”
Clark was not in the modd to discuss contemporary powder weapon technology.  “You could have warned me beforehand!” he blamed his friend.
“I wanted to see your reaction.”
“Did I mention how I despise the recent attitude on this ship?” 
“Did you?” Jarundo smirked. “Could be.”
“It´s enough to make one puke!” Clark sighed. “And did I pass your little test?” he asked.
“You prayed. Silently.”
“Yes. Please don´t tell anybody.”
“To whom?”
Clark cursed. His all-too perceptive friend knew him well. For some reason Jarundo had guessed that Clark had not sent his prayer to his chosen patron, Saint Nikolaus.
“My parents”, he admitted. “I know it is heresy, but you know, people say your closest relatives will come for you, when you die.”
“And you wonder what they will think about that life of yours?”
“Hm… I don´t even remember what they looked like anymore. But when they come and I know it again, then I won´t forget it in all eternity.”
Clark did not fear the anihilation of his self after death. He belived. But his believe held no comfort for the privateer captain. He had killed and sinned and enjoyed it many times. In his case death meant eternal condemnation. Clark did not doubt that the devil gleefully would have him tortured by every spaniard he had ever sent him in his life. Some of those were quite experienced at it already.
“Try to get some sleep”, Jarundo said softly. “I´ll think about a way of sparing the poor souls your entrance into the afterlife.”

*
 
Come morning Perry and Christopher took over guard duty. Perry had instructed Garcia never to let down his guard where the valuable hostage was concerned and especially not let it fall into Jarundo´s hands alone.
“You were startled, yesterday”, Perry spoke up. “When you thought Garcia would have Clark shot dead.”
The the younger pirate nodded. “Right. I remembered how I met him for the first time, when I was a small boy. I admired the ship! It was an older Aquila, and her name I could not read. ‘Is this your ship, mister?’ I asked Jarundo and he answered: ‘I’m sailing with her.’ When I asked him about his name at first I didn´t understand it. ‘Gerraint?’ I tried and he laughed and said: ‘Good enough’. Then I told him I was christened just the same as the island and he asked whether my name was ‘Kidd’. That was shortly after the english had re-named the french town of St. Christophe to St. Kitts. I asked permission to come along, too, and suddenly Clark was standing there. He had just appeared out of nowhere! An´ he wore the jacket of an english uniform and I was just a common boy from an occupied town and was kinda afraid… But he smiled and said: ‘Not this time, lad. When you are old enough to kill spaniards.’. When I heard that, I knew who he was and what the ship´s name was. I reckon they´ve been legends even back then…”
“And now you are sailing with the man who has brought down the legend”, Perry eventually managed to cut short Christopher´s flood of words.
“Yes, that´s even better, I suppose. I wonder what kind of captain Black Garcia is…”
Perry said nothing. He already knew the answer. Garcia was an idiot and a cruel one, to boot. The kind of person wanting to stand at the top, but unwilling to work for this position. But he was also the kind of man who was oh-so useful as a figurehead by those really in power. Clark had known this, too and made use of this knowledge. Clark was a good deal saner than his successor, but to the scribe´s dismay he had never been able to control Clark the way he was doing now with Black.
“Kidd…” Clark´s voice. Christopher jumped up! What would the captive want? Perhaps water?
“The fact that you are a lousy person doesn´t negate the fact that you have grown into a capable seaman”, the erstwhile captain said. Christopher had to unscramble the words at first, then he replied happily: “You are too, captain! Both of what you said!”
Clark smiled back. There was a kind of bandit´s kinship between them, that left out the scribe. Perry´s face darkened. What did Clark have, that he could easily get from this spindly youth what Perry´s own smooth words could not achieve?!
The prisoner nestled his face between his arms, trying for some much-needed rest of mind at least, if he could not make his body more comfortable. As a slave boy he had often stood like this for public display after a whipping. Flys had crept over his bare back and mosquitos sucked his blood, leaving his skin itchy. And he had been afraid that some of the crueler overseers would scatter the insects with a few more whiplashes, but only rarely had he had to fear for his life. Oh, how Sir Rupert would love humilating the proud privateer by buying him free from the french. But for this he would at first need to know where Clark had ended up and Black would not play courier for his rival. Into death or slavery again, one way or the other Martinique would be his final destination.




Naked truth in Fort-de-France

Fort-de-France, Island of Martinique. 
Some time prior to the mutiny.

Henri de Monet, Governor of Martinique, had his captains line up in front of him. The eldest, Captain Mattei, was a pompous fool and was probably aware of it himself. He was useful to the island lord in his own way, however. But even if he had not been, Henri de Monet was not the kind of man who judged their friends by their usefulness or competence. Mattei simply was Mattei and he wasn´t a bad person.
Next to Mattei Raoul La Mancha was standing, a brave man Henri had more or less inherited from the late spanish Governor of Trinidad´s. As a mariner Raoul was second to few men in the New World only and his reputation certainly was better than that of the majority of those few. His only weakness was one he shared with the governor, his chivalry. Both men trusted each other blindly and would have layed down their life for each other or a family member. Their devoted friendship was one of the kind that could only come from a first meeting painted in blood and seasoned with violence. One day La Mancha´s captain had come home to Trinidad, only to find it taken over by a french invasion army. The French had conquered the town and were now laying claim to the whole island. 
Despite their situation being hopeless the spanish captain had ordered an attack. And there they met on the spires of the castello, the newly appointed governor Henri de Monet, a french nobleman, and Midshipman Raoul La Mancha, half french, half spanish and half mad. The young man´s courage had mellowed Governor de Monet enough to not only refrain from executing any of the captives, but making Raoul officer in his own right. Henri needed the halfblood, who called Trinidad his home, to inform him about the current mood and needs of the population. When the french had to withdraw from Trinidad only a few months later, they took with them not only a substantial portion if the island´s wealth, but also Raoul, who had by then grown into a dear friend of his Henri´s. 
The nobleman continued to invest in his new asset, much to his son´s dismay. “If I was half spanish, you would not call me an asset, but a bastard!” little Francois had protested back then. Francois de Monet had many siblings, but he was Henri´s only legitimate child. Beause of this he had to bury his dream of a dangerous nautical career early in his life. Having to watch a complete stranger of questionable heritage got granted what he would never get was hard for Francois. In time, however, his loathing of Raoul´s was replaced by adoration. The young officer taught the governor´s son many tricks the merchant-to-be would never ever need in his life. They had so many adventures together, that eventually Francois decided, that Raoul was best to think of as just another common born halfbrother. Commoners, the boy concluded, had much more fun in life!
His father was ruling his domain with an independance the other french governors could only dream of. Henri de Monet owed his luck to the happy incident of the french royal direcor put above him dying from fever shortly after coming to Martinique. Until now the man had not been replaced by a successor, but Henri knew that this fortunate situation would not last forever. Soon he he would be nothing more than a, though quite rich, figurehead with no real political influence. Many a minor noble had to live as the middle-classes  did and Henri de Monet was not above following this example. The future, he understood, was in trading, and he desperately wanted his son to have a future.
And now this valueable son was weeks overdue, lost on a trading expedition Henri should never have allowed the youth to undertake in the first place!
The governor´s gaze briefly rested on the third of his captains, Marcel Perben, then he made a decision.
“To the hell with what´s proper!” the governor thought. La Mancha was the most competent of the three man and among them Francois´s confidate. “Take the Lupus and initiate the search for my son at once!” he ordered the halfblood, fully aware that he was assigning the man another captain´s - Mattei´s in this case - ship. Henri knew that this just “wasn´t done”, but he issued the order nonetheless.
“As as you wish. What better beast than a wolf to sniff out a trail?” La Mancha joked, but his smile died before it could reach his eyes. He grabbed Mattei firmly by his shoulder, telling him: “Just don´t make yourself too comfortable on my galleon while I´m away!”
The Lupus and Prince Paris were battleships of a smaller type. Henri´s pride, a warship he had named Pride of Martinique, was still at the wharf, but getting ready for her maiden voyage. But Henri did not want to waste one more day, or single hour. Because that third ship, the Prince Paris was out there somewhere and with it Francois, his son.

*

Martinique. Back in the present.

Since the beginning of La Mancha´s search mission enough time had passed for him to travel the route between Martinique and the trading posts of the Dutch Westindia Trading Company several times. What had transpired at the english privateer Aquila, as vital as those events had been to those involved, played no part in Governor de Monet´s thoughts. One of thses days  he was expecting back the Lupus. Marcel Perben, right now acting Harbourmaster, kept constant watch for it.
Captain Perben commanded no ship of his own. The twenty-seven-year-old mariner had not yet reached the age at which one island looked just like the next and a man was starting to wonder what he might have missed in life. But ever so often Perben found himself in the confusing situation where he knew that he would feel this way one day. This was puzzling him so much that, confronted with a decision, he rather did nothing than running the risk of choosing the wrong patch.
Because of this Henri de Monet could not place his trust in Perben any longer. That was why he had entrusted  the Prince Paris to young, untried Pierre Dupon instead of Perben. If it should dawn to Perben one day, that his life crisis had probably led to the loss of the governor´s heir, it certainly would cast him into deeper despair. 
Would the same thought come to Henri first, the man would understand and forgive.
But if it was La Mancha who came to the right conclusion first, then Perben would be best adviced to pen down this final will.
This Captain Perben was inspecting the Pride of Martinique, overseeing the final preparations for her maiden voyage, when he noticed a ship heading for the island. Both the Prince Paris and the Lupus were mauch smaller crafts. The arrival looked like a trader to him, but one heavily modified for use as warship.
“I could swear it is the Aquila”, Perben hissed the name of the respected foe. Oh, to be able to test his skill against the eagle-ship just once! In a naval battle Captain Perben still felt free and unthreatened by any looming future.
But the incoming ship was showing neither the golden eagle carrying away the rose nor Clark´s pirate crest with an axe inside a split skull on a blood-red background. Instead the colors hoisted by the arrivals showed two crossed swords, a rapier and a saber. And while Perben was still uncertain what to make of this, they were raising another signal flag: “We wish to negotiate.”

*

Several hours later the captains Perben and Black Garcia stood facing each other, exhausted from some fierce discussions. James Maria Perry handed Perben´s assistant a copy of the final draft of the agreement.
“So it´s settled”, Perben said. “This one occasion we´ll let rest our enemity. Take the bounty, buy whatever you need in town, but be gone from this port within the next two hours! And rest assured, my men will shadow you at…”
“…every step we take. My memory´s sound, France-boy.”
Perben bit back a sharp answer. It would only have been wasted at this pirate. “Where´s Clark?” he asked.
Garcia pointed towards the mast.
“Holy Mother of God!” Perben exclaimed when he saw the figure hanging in his chains more dead than alive. “This one is all but finished!” 
Garcia shrugged in a non-commiting way, but inside he beamed. “So what? You´ll want to hang him anyway.”
“Water!” the french officer demanded. Jarundo at once carried out the order. His friend was still holding to his consciousness enough to percieve the goings on within his close distance. He had not noticed the frenchmen´s arrival or the negotiations. But he remembered well that Garcia liked the simple games best, especially the old favourite “What do you think, will I let you dring this time?” Most of the days the answer had been “no”, but the Captain had have his captive drink brandy or beer - with the desired effect. Never again, Clark had vowed each time, would he drink alcohol in the caribbean climate - only to do so again, as it had often been the only liquid avaiable. But he needed water and soon!
Jarundo could not tell why he was saving his friend now, only to see him hanged in Fort-de-France. But he had eaten the missionary, a man who had talked about hope ´till the end and because that man was part of him now, the cannibal he could act no differently.
“Eagle!” he whispered when Clark did not accept the water cup for fear of it being part of just another torture. The whispered name meant “Trust me!”, because the bird of prey´s name was part of the privateer captain´s esscence. Few persons knew what the Aquila really was: Not a specific ship, but a tuning configuration that could be applied to any trading vessel. Clark´s first ship had been a barque and he was still talking about it with loathing. In Clark´s opinion a barque combined all the disadvanatges of a fragile small vessel with those of a difficult to steer large craft. And so he had taken the matter into his own hands, coming up with the eagle-blueprint. Clark was the eagle carrying away the spanish rose in his beak.
Captain Perben watched the indian talk his friend patiently into accepting the drink of water. He wasn´t too surprised when Jarundo proclaimed he would leave the ship together with the prisoner. Indians were treacherous as slaves, but attached themselves to their friends closely and Captain Clark seemed to posess one of those loyal red-skinned friends in his servant.

*

Gouverneur de Monet´s mimic betrayed his suspicion when it fell upon the carib indian standing next to Captain Perben in his mansion´s parlour. “This is Captain Clark?” he inquired.
“No. This is an extra. Captain Clark is right now in the upper floor where he is under medical treatment. While he was held prisoner at his own ship, he suff…”
At this point the native, standing still and silent until now, exploded into a rage: “WHAT?! No! No, you cannot…!”
“Hey!” Perben called out, but the wild one had alredy pushed him aside and was running up the stairs.
“I´m tending to him!” Jarundo panted. “Me and nobody else!”
The carib indian had no inkling where his friend was held. As it turned out, he did not need to. 
Climbing the stairs he ran into a man equally exited and realized at once it could be no other than the doctor mentioned.
“This captain Garcia cheated you, Captain!” the doctor shouted at Perben.
Jarundo made the sign of the cross and sighed. It was too late.
“He is dead?” the Gouvernor assumed.
The chaos was made complete by a ship´s boy storming into the mansion, announcing that the Lupus had been spotted and would make her arrival soon.
Perben grabbed the physican by his vest. “Go up there again and bring the pirate back to scratch! Should Raoul return empty-handed, that man is probably our last straw of hope!”
“But…”
Captain Perben shook the doctor violently. “I find the thought as abhorrent as you, but he…”
“But he isn´t Captain Clark!” the doctor was whimpering in Perben´s grip. “He cannot!”
“Is, too”, Jarundo murmured.
The physican  wriggled free of Perben´s grip. He pointed at a door on the mansion´s first floor. “In there?”
Jarundo nodded.
“The one with the breasts?” the doctor challenged him.
“Yes, that one. The breasts are foolproof evidence that you have indeed Captain Clark.”
“I say you have much to explain”, Perben barked at the prisoner. “Come with us!”
“No. I won´t stray from his side again. I have done enough damage when I did earlier today. I should have made a meal of the doctor and treated Clark´s injuries myself!”
Jarunod had renounced the practice of ritual cannibalism, but he still believed in the ritual´s effect. The skills of a person eaten would be at the feaster´s disposal. Jarundo even claimed having learned the english language in this way.
“We cannot always have those we love around us”, the Governor cryptically told the pirate. “You will not be parted from Captain Clark longer than a few hours at best. We need answers and the sooner we get them, the sooner I´ll have you brought to the prisoner.”
“Well”, Jarundo started his tale, “I suppose our troubles began in earnest some weeks ago in a buccaneer-hideout by name of Escapio Domingo…”
Jarundo went into his story. He told the governor about the meeting with Captain Grangerford, about Clark´s refusal to prey on english ships and how concerned his captain had been with a war fought at a far away continent. He also explained Clark´s yearning for acceptance by the english military and how his crew had not shared his patriotism in any way. Only the Clark´s heritage as an english  noble´s scion he kept to himself.
“And ever since that night Garcia dreamed about taking over the command himself. Until he had convinced enough seamen to back him up in a mutiny”, Jarundo concluded. His heart nearly stopped when he realized: The governor did not believe one single word of the story.
Henri de Monet nodded to his captive: “Go to her, Jarundo. You may reassure the woman that no harm will come to her. Or to you, for that matter.”
“But…” Jarundo started to protest. However, the governor made it clear that his orders were final and not subject to discussion.

*

Eventually a measure of calm came to the ruling class of Fort-de-France.
“Captain La Mancha´s sleeping”, the doctor told Henri.
“As we all should”, the man replied. “It is past time.”
“Well, the captain did not think so. I had to administer a sleep inducing medicine to the poor fellow. I´m really sorry for him. He´s lost someone dear to him the second time now… And, you, Sire…” The man did not finish his sentence. What could he tell a father, whose hope of seeing his son again alive was dwindling each day? Captain La Mancha had not been able to uncover any clue to Prince Paris´ fate…
Henri de Monet shook his head in regret.
“Captain Garcia tired of his playmate, so he got rid of her. Not without proftit, having built this ‘Captain Clark’-legend all those years before. We put a bounty on a legend! What am I to do now, doctor? I cannot put this woman to the task I had planned for him… er, her. But neither can I have her hanged.”
“There´s no law preventing you from doing so.”
“Please, doctor! A masqerade like hers, a lie, it is a sin, but in no way a death-sentence-crime.”
“Assuming an unlawful military title, however, is.”
“And I say she´s not getting executed! Probably she is with child even… She is not in blessed circumstances, is she, docotor?”
The physician shook his head. “Of that at least I can assure you. Or could - up until you allowed the wild one into her company.”
“Let the two of them sleep in the way they deem best”, the governor replied with a wink. “And let´s not work our brains again before tomorrow. Ours are enough problems, too many, to even hope for restful slumber. But perhaps a friendly angel is going to send us in our dreams a hint what to do next.”

*
 
The next morning.

The governor´s mansion was one of the buildings that had not existed two years ago, in the era Clark called “his time”. Fort-de-France was prospering, that much was obvious. 
The furniture and everything in the room stank of french high culture. Clark had stuffed enough of it into his cabin at the Aquila, too. A certain pattern in the woood, a gleam of porcelain… some  items were missing and everything seemed to have been re-arranged. Still, he might have been in his cabin again. When everything around him was a blurr and he could hardly tell yesterday from tomorrow or leg from arm, everything was possible. But the mariner would have known had he woken up out at sea. The heavieness of land-bound existance was weighing on him heavily and did not really make getting up a promising prospect. So Clark just shifted his position a bit and opened his eyes fully. He blinked, then sat straight in the cushions when everything that had happened the day before came back to him in utter clarity.
“French Martinique? Phew! Even the dungeons here have style, I say!”
The prisoner found himself in a luxurious guestroom. He felt as if he had slept though a whole week. Then he noticed Jarundo, standing next to the door, wearing a domestic servant´s attire. Most people mistook the carib indian for the captain´s slave. At Martinique it might safe Jarundo´s life. Instead of accompanying his convicted “owner” to the gallows, he could just as well end up in the Governor´s posession.
“When you fell unconscious yesterday, the officer carried you into town on his own shoulders”, Jarundo told his friend. “I could not allow them to leave me behind - and the pirates could not make me stay with them, for that matter. So I trotted along. Now imagine my surprise when they put you up in this room instead of prison!”
“Well…” Unlike ordinary pirates privateeres counted as proper prisoners of war, as Clark knew well. Their status protected them from getting hanged ourtright. Instead they would work themselves to death slowly in a mine, a workshop or at some remote plantation. Officers usually fared a bit better and Clark hoped for a treatment according to his rank. But without the Letter de Marque from St. Kitts that Black Garcia had kept, Clark could not prove his legal status. Viewed in this light Governor de Monet could do with Clark as he pleased. If he assigned him the most luxurious guest quarters in all of Fort-de-France, he seemed to have plans with the privateer that went beyond a mere exchange of prisoners.
“The French have a suicide mission for us”, Clark voiced his suspicion aloud.
Jarundo pointed at a pile of clothing. “Those are garments of de Monet´s son from when he was younger. It´s near lunchtime and the governor wishes to dine with you.”
Clark grabbed the silken shirt lying topmost and twisted his face into a grimace. But when he started donning one piece of clothing after the other, his disdain gave way to amazement. Quality leather and clever tailoring allowed a maximum of mobility as well as a, though very basic, protection against physical impact. Clark was looking like a dandy while enjoying all the perks a rogue might wish for in his new attire.
“I wonder if the governor knows that his son´s an adventurer”, Clark mused, when he even found a slim dagger in one of the boots going with the outfit. “And I wonder if the bird is stuffed up as nicely.”
“You expect to get served bird? I don´t know“, Jarundo croaked. “Frog is more like it. And there´s not much room in a frog to spare.”

*

Jarundo´s misgivings were off the mark. The meal did not consist of amphibians, but could compare to the best Clark had ever tasted - or Jarundo had ever served, as the carib indian attended the meal only in the role of a servant. Clark, however, ate more than his fill of everything, only the wine he drank diluted. 
Speaking about a mission during the meal just wasn´t done and Clark honored that custom. But when the subject had not been touched at all even after the dessert, the eagle´s patience broke. “You did not invite me to dinner because I enjoy such popularity with your nation, Governor”, he spoke up. “Please tell me how to make up for the hospitality Martinique offered me!”
Henri de Monet moved nervously in his armchair. “Let´s just forget about this. All of Martinique is open to you…”
Clark`s self-control had been severly tried by Garcia. It was an inch only apart from shutting down as Jarundo could tell only too well. The man could read the signs: Clark´s temper was about to flare up… and then it did!
“You did not buy free a pirate only to maroon him at your bloody island!” the captive privateer hissed. “The island you may own, but me - never!”
The french nobleman still did not give his guest a straight answer. Giving in to a hunch Clark sought Jarundo´s eyes. The companion seemed to know more about what was going on here and about the island lord´s strange behaviour. But he lowered his head when he felt Clark´s gaze resting on him and remained silent.
“Let´s just forget it, as I said”, the Governor repeated.
“Could have walked over the plank for Garcia´s entertainment just as well”, Clark thought. “We´re acting like Threesee´s sharks, always going ´round and ´round to no avail.”
“Okay”, The prisoner leaned back in his chair. “Give me a ship and we´ll be gone from here.”
“That´s impossible!”
“I see. So my credit-worthiness is limited. Good to know.“
“They would only capture you again.”
“’They’? The pirate-hunters? You are overestimating your captains, Governor. They did not bring me down by a long shot. It was treason.”
The french noble sighed. “I had in mind a mission for a pirate captain of your reputation, indeed, my good woman”, he confessed. “But not for a lady.”
Clark sat up straight!
“Of course!” it finally dawned to him. “Somebody was bound to notice when they carried me into this place. And that means the caribeean and all of Terra Firma will know soon enough, too.”
“So it is your belief”, he adressed the governor, “that I´m too tender for my own hanging and too weak to pay off my debts? The citizens of Eleuthera and Gibraltar could hum a different tune for you!” 
Henri de Monet gave Clark no answer. Jarundo knew how to interpret the silence: “He thinks you´ve never done any of these things, friend.”
Clark held out his hand. “A gaunlet!” he demanded. “I´ve got to challenge a toad!”
Jarundo moved towards the nearest ornamental metal armour in the room. A pikeman, a human that had appereared not much livelier than than decoration up to this moment, kept Jarundo from taking off the armour´s gaunlet.
“Then lend me yours,” the pirate laughed. “Don´t worry, I´m not going to eat your hand!”
Meanwhile Clark had risen from the table angrily. “And does the noble man believe I cannot fight, navigate or pilot? What does he think I have done on the ship? Oh, if he even hints at it, there´ll be a bloodbath!”
“Calm down! You have been through so much those recent days…” Henris tried to appease the woman. 
Over the head of his host and out of the window Clark had a good view over the surrounding grounds. That sobered him up a bit. He memorized the outline of the fortress at the harbour and the general layout of the town. If he just had a battleship again, Martinique would bleed for the governor´s insolence! A dream he called “a plan” was beginning to take shape in Clark´s head. He sat down again and said: “Governor, I`ve been parted from all that makes up civilized life for a long time. I ask your permission to write a letter.”
“Well, you are a prisoner, Mademoiselle Clark. I have to peruse whatever you wish to write and of course no one´s allowed to take you away from here.”
“How about visiting?”
“That could be arranged. Taking certain precautions, of course.”
“Good.” Clark flashed the man a grin that was not of this world. At least no one in this world should have to face such a grin without the aid of a pastor standing ready.

*

“She is not yet ready to face the full truth?” Captain Perben inquired, when he and the doctor accompanied the governor at a stroll through the gardens after the meal.
“I think she´s been through some terrible nightmares”, de Monet mused. “To cling to the fantasy of being the tough and successful pirate captain may be a safeguard for whatever is left of her sanity. I think all she needs is more time.”
“You suggest we should play along?” Perben asked.
“Exactly.”
“But the people will want to see ‘him’ hanged, when word gets around that we´re keeping Captain Clark in our custody”, the captain warned.
“Then in the eyes of the people the prisoner will become my nephew from Europe. What´s one mask more or less in this situation? Mademoiselle Clark will find that we play along with her and gain in self-confidence. In the end she won´t need the charade anymore.”
The doctor gave in to his anger: “To go to such lenghts for a common-born woman! She should be sent to the fields, god knows we can use every pair of hands there. She´s been at a privateer ship, after all!”
“Oh, good doctor, don´t be such a gloomer. You are spoiling everything.”
“Spoil, you say?” the man uttered. “Me? It´s you cuddling her! But, forgive me, it´s not my place to tell you…”
“The whole issue will be dealt with and forgotten sooner than you can imagine now”, Henri reassured the physican. “You will see.”
Bowing down to his governor the doctor signaled his obedience. He strongly suspected that Perben and de Monet were enjoying their weird scheme. But should he allow this foreign woman to drive a wedge beween Martinique´s ruling class? No, he had to lay aside his personal opinion as long as he was not called for in his function as physician. 

*

Locked up again in the guestroom Clark and Jarundo had not heard a single word of the exchange, of course.
The carib indian was sitting on the only bed in the room. “Well?” he asked.
Clark shrugged. “In my opinion everybody around here´s a few glasses shy of a full bottle”, he replied. “But that could be perfectly normal for Frenchmen. Do me a favour and do not eat one of them!”
“Too late. The missionary was a Frenchman.”
Clark waved his hand, all the while pacing up and forth through the room. “Priests don´t count. They are… well, different.”
Clark was thinking hard about his options, now, that his disguise had been compromised. Often in is life he had killed in cold blood. Enemies. For revenge. But could he murder the governor, doctor, captain and a handful of guards for knowing his secret? He did not know. All he knew was that he wanted to ransack the town. But that were just the instincts of an english pir… er, seaman adding to his confusion. Who was to blame for it? Garcia? No. Black Garcia was just a nuisance. When the time was right, he and Jarundo would deal with him, of that at least Clark was still certain. The one faction that had truly turned Clark´s life upside down was… “England”, the privateer whispered.
“Do you feel like crying?” Jarundo asked in a helpful tone.
Clark nodded.
“And are you going to?”
“Pray tell, what´s going on in your head these times?! Of course not!”
The carib indian stretched out on the cushions. “Well”, he concluded, “then everthing´s as it always has been. You are still yourself.”
The wry analysis made Clark laugh. He jumped onto the bed, too.
“This Henri de Monet is either perverse or he´s keeping his servants in a medieval manner”, Clark stated. “A single bed in the room!”
“You are going to complain, aren´t you?” Jarundo said sleepy.
“Yes, of course I will! And I think I will do it about fifty heartbeats after everyone here has snuggled down into bed.”
Visualizing all the troubles Clark´s attitude could get the two prisoners into, Jarundo smiled. It could get them both executed, after all. But perhaps it had never been his destiny to safe the eagle´s body, but to preserve her brash, sometimes childish, spirit instead. Er, his, he corrected himself. Slowly drifting into sleep the carib indian imagined how good it would feel, making love to Marita in a bed as comfortable as this. But his sweet-heart would certainly have in mind another partner, the privateer captain Clark, to be specific. And then, as his final thought before his mind vanished into the hazieness of dreams, he wondered whether Clark, too, had a man or woman he was thinking of in this way in the lonelieness of the night.

*

“You say, the Aquila travelled southwest instead of heading for Tortuga?” Clark asked Jarundo the next morning. The remains of a rich breakfast were layed out across a desk. Fishbones, pieces of bread and spoons had to serve as landmarks and ship models at a map of the New World sketched on the brakfasttable with a piece of chalk by the privateer captain.
“Whatever bit Garcia this time, hopefully he´s taking our old route via Santa Marta, Curacao, Providence and then straight north and on to the Bahamas. Or he makes a lucrative detour towards Villa Hermosa. Right now the wind´s favouring him, but once he reaches Havannah, he´ll have to deal with treacherous winds and currents. All our allys need to reach Eleuthera before he does is a fast pinnace.”
“And who are those allys?”
“Butcher Silas´ financially strong new family”, Clark answered. He read the just finished letter to Jarundo. In this letter he expressed his readiness to sell “family heirlooms the company always had been interested, artifacts from the Spanish Main”. He had added a description and the position of his mansion on Eleuthera island, where said heirlooms were kept. The carib indian understood at once what Clark really referred to: His complete collection of nautical charts and tables, a treasure the cartographer company their former shipmate Silas had married into had always wanted.
“The mansion I have build and furnitured from our Gibraltar spoils”, Clark explained. “Garcia thinks me dead, so he´ll consider himself my successor and take whatever he can carry away. Even if Silas´ loyality to my person should have vaned, too, he will not wish to see Black selling off our maps dirt-cheap to some stranger.”
“I think so, too”, Jarundo agreed. Then he asked what was supposed to so special about those particular maps. “What makes them different from the copies Garcia already owns?”
“Being my legacy to future generations they are not encrypted. They also contain additional, secret information about the coastlines and islands of the Bahamas. Not to mention the coordinates of secure retreats I have not marked in the charts I carried with me at the Aquila.”
“Oi! That´ll fetch you a nice heap of money! But when have you charted out the territory in such detail? It´s no task undertaken within a few weeks, after all.”
Clark grinned. “When, you ask? While the rest of you made merry in wealthy St. Kitts, of course. You did not really believe I could stay ashore for longer than a month, my friend?”
Jarundo laughed! “No, not really. I should have known. So you travelled the Bahamas…”
“Sometimes I signed on as a guide at a trader, then again I was part of some buccaneer gang and sometimes I was heading out on my own with our old yawl. I tricked indios and spaniards alike, messed up the french settlements around Floridia and fooled the spaniards again - this time in league with the indios. None of these schemes made me rich, however, and I´m loath  to use up my retirement savings for similar expeditions. So I decided to keep my promise to you and return to St. Kitts for another voyage when the two years were up. I came to think of this as the greatest mistake in my life… But, Jarundo, it will hardly be my last! For soon we´ll be back in business!”
“You´re entrutsting your letter to a dutchman for deliverance to St. Kitts?”
“Correct. With the estimated profit it should be easy persuading some merchant to sell us a ship in Fort-de-France. Or a smuggler from Trinidad takes us in and we´ll make the deal there.”
Jarundo liked the idea. But even more he liked the subtle irony inherent in Clark´s actions: “De Monet has no idea that he could aquire your map collection for his nation, if only he interpreted the letter correctly. But your plan´s not without weak points. One of the ships involved could sink, for instance.”
“I wouldn´t complain if it was Garcia´s.”
“Garcia´s! Ha! He can keep the old Aquila. But how will will he like facing an exact copy of the eagle-ship in battle? Commanded by someone who knows best how to employ her strengths and nullify her weaknesses? Yes, let us get an Aguila from Trinidad.”
“French ships of a given type are generally a wee bit sleeker and thus faster…”
“First I think getting away from here has priority over getting away from here on our own ship. And second I don´t know the french word for eagle. By the way, Clark, what the english envoy hinted at… Is it true?”
Clark laughed out loud! “I almost forgot about this! Well, yes, it´s truth. The newest draft of our Letter de Marque is not issued to the ship, but to me. That´s going to be a tough nail to swallow for Black, should he try to resort to the paper! Though I guess he´ll prefer leading the ‘free pirate´s life’.”
“Free and short” Jarundo snorted. “As befits him.”
“Wash the dirty thoughts off your mind! I reckon they would not agree with your missionary as he did with you.” Clark adviced his friend. “And now let´s have a little… stroll.”

*

When human sharklings went for a walk, they were dreaming of the element that was their home. Captain Clark and his best friend were no exception to this rule. And so it happened that Captain Mattei disrupted their entertainment. He had watched the pair for a while and come to the conclusion, that the strangers were a little too interested into the fortress and defensive capabilities of Fort-de-France. His opinion the man had them told by a soldier. Clark and Jarundo gave their answer in person. With interesting results…
“Your captain´s going to recover from his shock”, Clark said, shrugging, when he was questioned about his reaction by the governor later. “Only the wig´s beyond repair.”
“Because you set it on fire! With a fuse! What did you think?”
“I thought that I could hardly challenge Mattei to a duel without a proper weapon. But with his insult I could not let him get away.”
“It´s true!” Jarundo joined in. “Clark got insulted!”
“Captain Mattei calls me a spy - well, it´s his right to, if he believes it. But if he calls me a spaniard, he get´s presented a bill”, Clark explained.
Around the three of them servants were serving the evening meal. As the day before Henri de Monet would dine with his guests tonight and again he wished for the company of not even his closest friends.
“Who are they?” one of the uniformed servants whispered to another. The man could only give a shrug. “Family”, a dark skinned slave woman murmured. “By marriage?” the servant suspected and the slave woman nodded. It was the only explanation that sprang to mind for the fact that a nephew of Henri´s spoke french with a spanish accent.
“His name´s Nicolas”, the woman shared what she knew about the guest, before the personell had no more time to spare for idle talk. Only Jarundo sat at the table, not as gesture of respect towards Clark´s friend, but as a means to issue a measure of control over the wild one.
“Please do not endanger yourself again and again!“ the governor asked his prisoner in a low voice. Clark looked the man into the face for long moments. Then he decided: “I´m going to tell you a story. Decide whom I endanger, when you´ve heard it out.” 
Clark´s tale had a prologue, one he kept to himself. It dealt with the love of an english diplomat and the fierce daughter of a spanish Torrero from Toledo. Together they had the time of their lives, but the problems began, when the nobleman decided to marry his Isabel and a child was on the way. Weary of politics and intrigue the pair wanted to retire from public life. Their retreat was interpreted as the preparation of sinister plans. Head over heels, chased by english and spanish agents alike, the pair was about to flee into the colonies. They had not yet reached the open sea when their lifes ended in the blaze of cannons - spanish ones, of that much Clark was certain, of even though there had never been any proof. 
Of those few surviving the initial attack only a small girlchild reached the shore alive - or if there had been other survivors, none of them had ever bothered coming to look for her. The girl was found and taken in by the jailor of Bilbao´s prison. The best that could be said about this man in afterthought was that he performed his duty in rasing his foster daughter. Her share  of parental love she recieved from the jailor´s brother, a carpenter, and his wife. 
The girl, now called Isabel because she had cried that name several times, often went to the harbour to watch the big sailships come and go. The ocean, that had nearly become her grave, never ceased to fascinate her. She learned a few phrases of english and french from the seamen, never wondering, at her young age, why the english language came to her so easily while she had to work hard at memorizing the french words and understanding the underlying grammer. Only much later the full story of her being found on the shore after a seafight was disclosed to her. With this realisation came the whispered-only possibilty that the girlchild had come not from the spanish, but the english ship involved, a possibility little Isabel soon decided to think of as the truth. Everything she was lacking in the care of her foster parents she was certain her made-believe english relatives would have provided. And why else would she have been entrusted in the care of a warder of all people, if not because she was a prisoner, after all?
Isabel felt less and less at home in Bilbao, even though at the age of nine all she had to do was nod and all the boys at her age would brawl over the right just to woo her. And one day, when a ship bound for the New World was looking for an apprentice carpenter, she signed on, wearing boy´s clothing.
“This is the story of a ship´s boy”, Clark started his tale, “who was never satisfied with the love he received at home, because the far away stars would not let him rest. His Capitano Porreno more then once seared with white-hot anger, because the boy was never there when there was work to be done. But the helmsman had taken a fancy for the lad and taught him everthing he knew. One day there was a terrible storm. The man went overboard. All alone the ship´s boy held fast to the heavy rudder, keeping the ship at it´s right course - or at least believed he had done so and felt mightily proud of it. Porreno was impressed by the kid´s, well, rather by his courage and stubborness than his pilot ‘skill’, I suppose. Starting the day after the storm the boy was relieved from all dutys and made Porrenos personal servant and pupil. The captain taught him mathematics, geography, navigation and even basic tactics. When the came closer to their destination Porreno frequently engaged in mock battles with his confidates. He showed the boy, too, how to handle weapons - or at least not to be afraid of them. And the boy forgot that he was among enemies and enjoyed those weeks as the best he had ever experienced in his short life.
When they finally arrived in the New Worls Porreno´s first move was to sell the settlers that had been entrustet into his care into slavery. From the profit he armed up his Clarabella and carved out a repuation as a pirate for himself. Spain wasn´t as rich or powerful as it had been before the armada´s anihilation. Porreno fought for everchanging masters in the local conflicts of the european powers. And all the time the former ship´s boy was at his side.”
Clark´s face clouded, when he spoke on: “We were anchoring at our secret hideout on Hispaniola, to perform much needed to repairs, when Commodore Escobedo found us there. Our only chance was to sneak away at night, it seemed, preferably overland, leaving behind our ship. But then our quartermaster came up with the suggestion to overtake Escobedos´s own ship while the pirate hunter´s attention was centred on the Clarabella. And the plan would have played out nicely, if not for Capitano Porreno. The very same day he had found out that his ship´s boy was, in truth, a girl. Instead of concentrating on winning our gamble, he became fixed on protecting the girl. The practiced teamwork of crew and commander did not work out as it usually had done and that led to our defeat. The survivors were taken to a cuban sugar cane plantation.”
Feeling that he had relayed all the details necessary for the morale of his story, Clark spoke no further. But the Governor had listened enraptured all the time and did not wish to miss out on the sequel.
Clark sighed and delved into his tale again: “Because nothing in the world can stay the same for long things changed for the young slave boy, er, girl, too. The English took over the plantation in a coup de main. Their leader could tell me an interesting story, since he turned out to be a close relative of mine.”
“He conversed with a mere slave about his family and as touchy a subject as the english-spanish marriage to boot?” Henri interrupted, looking sceptical for the first time.
“Does it sound like a fairy - tale to you, Governor? No, of course at first our lifes did not change at all, just because a new flag was flapping about in the wind happily. But I reckon your imagination´s good enough to supplement the less fantastic aspects. They include blood, violence and degradation, and revenge taken as bloody, violently and humilating. But in the end all that counts is that I got rescued from that place! I knew, then, for real, that the spaniards had killed my parents: my english father and my mother of their own nation! It was her name I had blabbered as a child, not mine!
But uncle Rupert and me saw things from such contradictory viewpoints, that I could not stay with him. Once again I disguised my true gender and signed on at an english warship as a marine. I wanted to kill spaniards, wanted to pay back Porreno´s ilk and the murderers of my parents! But because, as I already had learned, nothing ever stays the same, our local wars, too, start and stopp as they wish. One of those days I had no other choice but to break up with the motherland.”
“And so the former ship´s boy repeated what he had learned from his old capitano, making off with the ship?”
“Aye! With a bloddy barque, Governor!”
“Please! Watch your language!” the frenchman begged. Then he smirked. “That was a tale my Francois would have loved. You are a good storyteller. And your features do betray a hint of spanish heritage, now that you mention it. Let me guess: a grandfather?”
Clark quenched a glass in his fist without hurting himself. He threw the remains away in a wide arch. Shards were flying all though the room.
“Oh!” Henri yelped. “The exitement! Understandable, if one has as colorful an imagination as you have!“
“Enough!” Clark shouted. “For real! You frog-eaters want to extend your territory? I´ll take over Trinidad on your behalf! With a barque, should it be necessary!”
“Perhaps you really manage to get her out of port”, Henri de Monet attested his guest. “But I´m not about to sacrifice a good ship to indulge your fantasies! I cannot imagine what exactly you went through, but it is over now!”
Clark was burning with anger and helplessness. Martinique was worse than the plantation and even Whipcrack´s whip lashes had been easier to endure than the treatment he received from the governor.
“Please… I want to retreat... withdraw, I mean. I´ve lost my appetite.”
On de Monet´s orders Jarundo gathered portions of everthing on the table and carried it up to his and Clark´s room. His friend didn´t touch any of the food. He went to bed immediately and slept through the whole night, leaving the floor to the carib indian.

*

“What would have happened at your warship, had someone overslept?” Jarundo greeted his friend come morning. “We were supposed to take turns using the bed!”
“Nothing. The captain liked me.“
“Oh! You - and him?”
“Yes. But Isaac died in our last battle. All the more reason for me not to accept the truce, see?”
“Right!” the carib indian agredd.
Clark rose from the bed and had a cat´s lick. But when he was about to grab Francois de Monet´s clothing from the stool where he had left it the evening before, the found it no longer. Shirt, Sash and leather leggins were gone, replaced by an “unmentionable”. 
“What´s this?!” Clark uttered in disgust.
“What it is? A dress”, Jarundo replied. “Our host seems to hope that it will have some sort of positive influence on you.”
“That man´s abnormal…” Clark whispered, then he asked: “Say, brother, how far would you go on my behalf?”
The carib indian waited. He did not like the lurking undertone in Clark´s voice.
“Would you wear a dress for me?”
“Swap it for my uniform? Forget it!”
“Well, it was worth a try.” Clark folded the dress again and carefully placed it back.
“Today”, the “man” announced, “I´m going to stay in bed!”

*

Meanwhile Henri de Monet and Captain Mattei planned to use the early hour to conduct business. They were sitting in a coach, on their way to the port, where the morning high tide had brought with it a merchant ship well known and always warmly welcomed in Fort-de-France. Both de Monet and Mattei were keen business men, who had to fear only the other in a haggling duel. What the captain was lacking as a mariner (or in modesty, for that matter), he made more than up for in this respect. But instead of beaming with anticipation of a good deal Mattei´s face was clouded with worry this morning. “That man, Nicolas”, he started, “Who is he and where does he come from?”
“Nicolas is a distant relative. He was at the Aquila, but his arrival was overshadowed by La Mancha´s empty-handed return. I did not really have the time to welcome and introduce him properly yet.
“Nicolas was held hostage on the privateer ship Perben negotiated with? Did the scoundrels buy their unhindered withdrawal with your - what is he, nephew´s? - freedom?”
“By means of an old fashioned ransoming, yes. Nicolas got shipwreacked - or Black Garcia facilicated that shipwreck in the first place, come to think of it. But I must confess that my own sorrows override the concern for members of this particular branch of the family tree.”
“I see. But have you ever met this nephew of yours, before he came to Martinique? Certainly he could have been no more than a child when we left France. How can you be so sure to shelter the right man now?”
“What makes you think Nicolas is not who he claims to be, my good Mattei?”
“This ‘Nicolas’ appears young to the eye, but he´s talking like a far older man. He seems to enjoy playing the bold rogue with a touch of simpleton, but it´s just this: a game. Under his facade he´s alert and dangerously intelligent. What also comes to the mind is the term ‘tomboy’, sire.”
“Tomboy?”
“Yes. In my opinion Nicolas´ behaviour allows only two explanations: We are dealing with a woman dressed up as a male or with a young man drilled beyond the usual life experience. Either way the conclusion is the same - a spy is running loose in Fort-de-France!
Before the governor could reply, the coach driver shouted “Ho!”. They had reached the port.
“We´ll continue this talk after the negotiations.”, Henri promised the captain.
“Yes, yes I beg you! Please do not take my warnings too lightly!”

*

Henri´s business partner was old, experienced and clever, bordering on sly. He always proved a good match for de Monet and Mattei.
“You had an uneventful journey, I hope?” Henri greeted the man. “No storms, no pirates?”
The merchant had a drag at his tobacco pipe. “At least one knows where one´s standing with the pirates, Governor”, he said. “A storm is unpredictable.”
“With the pirates? How so?”
“Well, usually an encounter follows the same pattern: We are sailing our course, they come along, hoist their red flag and threaten us a bit. Then we give up a few crates of goods or a bag of money and then the pirates take their leave.” The merchant leaned over to de Monet and said in a whisper: “Between you and me, we figure those losses in when we calculate our prices. Except for good customers as you, my dear de Monet!” A winning smile on his lips the old man went on with his philosophy: “The pirates have learned that a cow can be milked daily, but slaughtered only once. I´m only afraid of a rare few of them, the bloodthirsty and the most patriotic among the privateers. Those, that declare you their enemy for dealing with the ‘wrong’ nations. Believe me, I´ve met them all…”
“And have you met the Aquila?”
“Whose ship is this?”
“Captain Clark.”
The merchant cringed his face. “Oh, yes, more than once“, he answered.
“Describe him to me, please!”
Henri de Monet listened to the description. He had to admit that his she-prisoner was fitting it perfectly. “But isn´t this exactly how Ni…!” Mattei started. De Monet waved his hand, commanding him to shut up. “Later, Mattei. Tell me, Captain, did Clark, too, follow your pattern of a succesfull pirate?”
“Only after our second meeting”, the merchant answered, the remorse in his voice obvious.
“Insofar as...?“ 
“Well, back then, about fifteen years ago, Clark wasn´t commanding his Eagle, but a barque. He had all of us brought over to his ship… I thought we were done for! Keelhauling or slave market! Clark´s men then inspected our ship and cargo hold. But instead of stealing our goods they opened fire at their own ship - the very same ship we were kept at! In the end it was barely keeping afloat and we had to let it drift, unable to maneuver, let alone pursue the pirates. And that was when Clark started making a name for himself. Obviously my smaller, more manoeuvreable ship suited him better than his proud english warship. I often thought back to the assault when my good old Corse was mentioned along with his name…”
“And Clark was the commander?” de Monet pressed the matter. “There was no other?”
“Pirate ships always have just one captain, Governor. One lord over life and death. Until a successor emerges and feeds him to the sharks.”
“And Clark´s typical in this regard?” 
“I suppose. You know, I´m not maintaining that close contacts to the scum!” 
The merchant beckoned his scribe to come closer. “You´ve been in Gibraltar! Tell us what it was like there!”
Eagerly the man oblidged. “Gibraltar”, he said, “was spooky. When it began, we fled from or ships, first into town, into any rat-hole we could squeeze into, and then into the wilderness. Clark attacked the fortress with three ships, two of which he lost during the assault. I reckon one of those had been heavily damaged before the fight started and functioned as a decoy. Good lord have mercy on those poor souls that went with it! Must have angered their commander mightyly to get assigned to such a suicide mission… The fires were burning for days. Gibraltar´s governor had heard of Eleuthera having fallen under english rule during a similar attack and barricaded himself in his residence. The soldiers he summoned to his defence could not aid the town. but perhaps they would not haven made a difference at all. 
Even the treasure fleet´s sentrys were dumbfounded by the attackers´ boldness. The pirates must have slaughtered ten times the numbers of their own fallen! Many were content with their shares from that raid and so Clark set out again with only a few diehard veterans recently. He´s back for real, that much the whole caribbean knows by now!”
“And he led the attack personally?”
“Fought in the first line, yes, and as five men! I saw him dancing on the spires with my own eyes. Spooky, as I said. Our captain said, his strategy was brilliant. I don´t understand much about military tactics, but his maneuvres while his little fleet approached the fortress had impressed me. I´m not a fighter, so I had hidden. Glimpsed Clark a few times, though. He stood out from the rabble... The others were in it for the loot, and the women, but I think Clark made this raid to see if he could do it. This is his creed: The next port, the next star, the next stunt. The gold gathers up as a welcome side-effect, to keep his crew in a good mood.”
“Just fancy that!” the merchant captain exclaimed. “He did not exactly keep his man at bay in Gibraltar, I´ve heard. He isn´t that noble. And he´s supposed to bear a grudge for the spaniards, sinking their ships on sight.”
The governor listened no longer to the exchange of words. He knew the legends and rumours already, the denouncements and those tales making Clark a hero. But today he had learned the unimaginable: that at the core of all this was the woman he held in his custody right now. Even if one left out the exagarations of those tales, the rest was enough to make her a formidable warrior and mariner. 
Entrusting the business to Mattei Henri returned to the town. He had wasted enough time those two recent days!

*

“Clark! Come out!” Governor de Monet demanded, battering the door to the guestroom with his bare fists. He got no answer. Jarundo, standing as stoically as on the day of his arrival next to governor, was of no help here.
“Does she still refuse to wear the dress?” Henri asked. The carib indian nodded.
“Come out or, by all that´s holy, I´ll come in!” de Monet threatened. Only seconds later he made true on his ultimatum. The door burst open! 
“Governor Angry Money”, the prisoner greeted the French. The female privateer displayed at least a token sense of decency wearing the bedspread like a tunic. “I wonder where your son´s clothing wandered off to, but even more burning I find the question: Where the hell´s your son himself?”
“To answer that question I need your talents and contacts, Captain.”
“Sucessful completition of your mission wins me my freedom?”
“Your life, Clark! Your life.”
The captain nodded. “Let´s call it a basis for negotiation, Mister Money.“

*

Captain Clark did not begrudge the governor anything that had transpired during the first days of his captivity. He went straight down to business, his tomboy mannerisms all but gone in favour of an icy efficiency. In solemn silence he listened to the case of the lost heir. There was not much to go by. La Mancha had found - and identified - the Prince Paris´ wreckage drifting in in the Gulf of Venezuela.
“You insisted in training Francois as a merchant only“, Clark gave voice to a truth even La Mancha dared not speak aloud. “Many dangers  can befall an inexperienced trader at sea.”
Henri de Monet shook his head. “No, Captain, it is different. All the signs hint at a pirate attack. And you know the region. You know pirates and their way of thinking. And…”
“…and I get assigned the Pride of Martinique for this mission!”
“Certainly. She´s finished and ready to leave port. This mission will be her maiden voyage.“
The unimaginative named galleon was of the sleeker, lighter design that was so typical for the french models of a given type. Clark strongly suspected that it had been built in Europe and only subjected to a far-reaching overhaul in Fort-de-France. But he could not be completely sure. The french might posess a wharf capable of building large warships here. Whatever was the case, it was obvious to the perceptive onlooker, that all the lessons shipwrights and mariners had learned in the New World had went into the Pride´s final construction. As a seasoned naval warrior Clark even recognized the results of some ideas that he had heard only theorized about and never actually seen realized. The Pride of Martinique was a true warship. Chained to the quay she was spreading her wings protectivly over the lesser ships and the town. But she was made to fly and just did not know it yet!
“Jarundo”, Clark whispered, moved beyond words, when he was allowed on the Pride for the first time. “Do you believe in love at first glance?”
“Seeing you enraptured by that thing - yes”, the carib indian replied.
Clark sighed. He flashed the governor a grin, asking: “So if the ship won´t be mine, can I at least count on the proceeds from the heirlooms finding their way into my pocket?”
“Of course, captain! I am a man of honor! Your stay at this island will be as civilized as your actions allow me to make it…”
“And about a probable exchange of prisoners…?”
“I´ll heed your wish not to ‘fall into Sir Rupert of Gloucester´s hands’ as you put it.”
Relieved Clark raised his head, looking upwards. Acting on an impulse he mounted into the rigging, climbing up till he reached the sharpshooters´ lookouts. He had always wanted to include some such nests into the Aquila´s defenses. 
For the span of a few breathes the privateer´s attention rested on the northern point of the island, the weak point where a ship could anchor without being noticed from the fortress. Fort-de-France was not sufficiently protected against overland attacks.
Jarundo grabbed a rope, too, but did not intent to follow is friend. Instead he begged the governor not to have Clark fetched back. “Let him alone, Sir Money”, he said. “My brother was parted from everything that makes up his idendity for along time. But that´s not his womanhood, but the ocean and commanding.”
“And what else?“
“You are a perceptive man, Governor. Let´s put it like this: Sometimes it´s more fun to hunt pigs with a spear instead of shooting them down easily with a musket. The farther away from England Clark´s going to spear his ‘pig’, the better for all involved.” 
What prayers Clark had said up there, even an eagle had to return to the ground sometime. And so, when his feet touched the wooden planks again, Clark reasssured the governor: “I´m a man of my word, too. Martinique will see me again.”
“I know. And I will make sure you come back”, the noble replied. Clark did not like the undertone, the underlying threat, in the statement. But he preferred it to the alternative, which he had had to endure until this morning. There was a new waryness in de Monet, now that he knew his captive for what she really was. His feelings towards her a mixture of respect and pity he nevertheless treated her as the enemy she was. 
Since there was no more need for the Nicolas-pretense, the governor explained to his confidates that Captain Clark was in his custody. Mattei smiled and nodded to de Monet. If Clark had captured the Corse almost fifteen years ago he would have to be about Perben´s ages now. So “Drilled young man” was out of the picture, leaving only “Woman in disguise” as an explanation for what been troubling the captain. 
The doctor´s loathing for Clark subsided, to be replaced by cool neutrality towards the female privateer. When confronted with her as a patient he would work to the best of abilities, but have no dealings with the enemy officer that went beyond the most basic demands of politeness.
Perben, however, instantly attached himself to the english captain. He had wanted to do so from the very first day, but Clark had pushed away everbody while he had felt not taken serious by de Monet. Now he accepted Perben´s company. The two men spent their hours in the Pride´s captain´s cabin and walking on deck, talking about philosophy. 
Yes, two men. Jarundo was certain that there were no sparks between Clark and Perben. They needed each other to make a start on their healing, but lovemaking was not involved. The carib indian thought that La Mancha would make a much better match for the eagle anyway. Raoul, however, was itchy whenever he saw Perben and Clark together. “The way you are fussing about the pirate, one might think you´d be in love with him!” he snarled at his friend. Perben nodded gravely, then he said: “I´m not in love. Neither with Clark, nor with any man or woman. Don´t you think it´s time to change this?”
Cocking his head La Mancha replied: “So you´ve finally found an adventure worth your time?”
“Or it has been found for me. By whom - who can say?”
Some more lazy hours passed, day faded into evening and into night. The inhabitants of the mansion went to sleep not looking back as they had done the recent days, but looking forward, each to something different, but with the same determination.






In the face of the past

The Pride of Martinique came complete with crew, captain and watchdog. Governor de Monet had made it clear that the prisoner would be in charge of the mission, but not the ship´s captain. Raoul La Mancha held this position.
The crew consisted of experience able bodied seamen and carried a contingent of marines. Those men understood the orders they were given and carried them out without the constant need for displays of power Clark had gotten used to with his pirates. Thankful for this Clark´s mind often wandered back to his time as a soldier.
Captain La Mancha was a bit younger than Clark and he had led a life no less colorful and adventerous. He wore a single lense on a chain, as if the optical device was an ornament. Clark knew that there had to be a percentage of near-sighted persons among the seamen, too, of course. But in a pirate crew nobody would have displayed his handicap as openly as La Mancha did.
“The lense has proved useful more than once“, Raoul explained, when Clark brought up the topic. Once his ship had been boarded by pirates and Raoul had found himself marooned, the captain told Clark. “The spectacle glass served me well to lit a signal fire. Just a few days later I was found and got rescued.”
“Could have attracted slavers, too”, Clark replied. “Your trusting ways are strange to me. Dangerous, shortsighted, blue-eyed. Except… I reckon you have the fencing skills to back them up?”
“Anytime, englishman, anytime”, La Mancha smiled.
Despite the expected frictions between the two captains they functioned well together, even coming to sort of uneasy friendship. Jarundo, however, proved a constant pain in the butt of the seamen. Since Henri de Monet had not demonstrated enough forsight to keep the privateer´s friend hostage, Jarundo was on the Pride of Martinique, too. Here he had absorbed himelf into the crew, going about a sailor´s daily routines as he had done on the Aquila - in the most efficient way, even if it meant disrupting the Pride´s order over and over. After his friend had rallied the french up against him once too often, Clark ordered Jarundo to stopp involving him in the work. Seeing the french seamen so disturbed by what they could not fathom had been amusing, but Clark had already alienated one crew and felt no need to do it to another. The Pride´s well-oiled military machinery had to be maintained.
“Call it a shore leave that doesn´t require you to leave the ship”, Clark told Jarundo.
To everyones relief the carib indian spent his days lazing around from then on. His favourite pasttime was finding out how long he could balance a dagger on his big toe.
Clark spent his own freetime double-checking La Mancha´s calculations. It was a matter he was unwilling to let rest in anybody else´s hands. After he had set off from San Juan towards Coro once and found himself at Santa Marta instead, the young captain had learned the needed conscientiousness that complimented his natural skill as a navigator. He had even come to enjoy the effort and soon he had mapped nearly every coastline in painstaking detail.
Jarundo´s and Clark´s excentricities served another purpose, but one the two were not quite aware of: It made them appear a bit odd and less dangerous than they really were to the french…

*

Passing the Isla la Tortuga the Pride of Martinique had covered half the distance between Trinidad and the Gulf of Venezuela. Deep in spanish territory Clark could not even dream of gathering information about Francois. At best he and La Mancha could test the galleon´s firepower against some patrol ships. But the wind was on their side. In this region it blew steadily from the east, bringing them a good deal closer to their destination each day.
At the height of Caracas a single, heavily damaged trader appeared in the view. Long before more details could be made out Clark was pacing the deck in circles, agitated by a dread he could not name. Jarundo stood close by, watching him with concern. But even he could not deny that he was harbouring a certain suspicion.
“It is her”, Clark whispered just loud enough for the carib indian to hear. “I know her outline. No other trader looks like this. I´m dead-sure of it!”
A closer inspection through a looking glass finally brought certainity. The sinking ship was indeed the Aquila.
“I assume the Pride of Martinique is held to give aid to a ship in distress?” Clark asked the captain, the challenge apparent in any fibre of his body. 
“If not on some sheet of paper, then by a higher power´s decree, yes”, La Mancha answered. “The wreck looks stable to me. It´s bobbing up and down, but if it was sinking fast, it would produce a larger current around it. I think it is safe to board and search for survivors.”
“I´m coming with you!”
La Mancha nodded. Then he pointed at Jarundo and ordered his men to keep an eye on the man. “He´s staying here”, the captain explained. “Just in case.”
“I got your point. But one of these days you´ll have start trusting me. Because sooner or later you must issue me a sabre, if I´m to be taken serious during our investigation.”

*

“Without doubt, this is my Aquila”, Clark thought, striding over the deck of the wreck. She just did not feel familiar to him anymore, as if the soul of the dying ship had fled already. A new would be needed to contain it. “And a new crew”, Clark added. “This one brought me nothing but trouble!”
Clark found the ship´s cook. Tom Fishfry lay flat on his belly, just like a drunk, his arms spread from his body. But he wasn´t sleeping off an intoxication. From this sleep the man would wake no more.
Clark turned around the body with his booted feet. To his surprise he found that there was some life left in it still. “Clark…” Fishfry moaned. “Then I´m dead now, too, and in hell.“ And then he died for real.
Clark stood on deck, looking around. Everything around him felt unreal, just like a dream. One did not loose his ship twice in a row! He, Clark, did not!
Like a sleepwalker the former captain too step after step, until an unknown face among those of the dead stirred him from his trance. The man lay as dead as the eagles at his back. He was wearing a combination of seamen´s clothing and attire looted during many a raid.  A pirate, Clark instantly knew. But none of Garcia´s?
“Aye, this is all those bastards´ doing!” James Perry called out. La Mancha´s soldiers were leading the Aquila´s treasurer away in bonds. Pirates rescued from drowning were pirates nonetheless and did not remain rescued for long…
“Wait!” Clark ordered the french. “I wish to hear what has happened to my ship from him!“
Perry eyed his former commander, who was now in position to order around the strangers. Why did the bastard always come out on top, while he, Perry, bit the dust, he wondered?!
“Not a scratch on your body, Perry”, Clark adressed the mutineer. “As always. Now spit it out! What happened here?“
“Somebody must have thought, why hunt onesself, when it´s easier to snare the seagull already carrying the fish in it´s beak”, Perry started, angry and exited. “They were pirates, just waiting for us to fill up our cargo hold completely. In the meantime Don Escobedo had come a bit too close to our heels, but we were able to shake him off and leave him behind. We were done in by other pirates. They came after us, when we were still licking our wounds from the encounter with Escobedo. With a sloop. Went straight in and finished us off. They could not even carry away everything and so a great portion of our booty is now lost together with the Aquila.”
“Not if I can help it, Perry”, Clark grinned. “We´ve got quite a large hold over at the Pride of Martinique. Tell me, the attackers, was it anybody we knew? Trying to make even for something he thought we´ve done to him?”
Perry shook his head. “The captain was dressed in black and wearing a black mask. His flag had a black dog in it, too. I´ve never heard of him before.” The pirate spit out. “But in sinking the Aquila he has layed out the foundation for quite a reputation! He was well aware of this. Took Chips and Alfred and Bobby from the Plough with him as captives, so they could testify his victory.”
“So Chips has survived? Then there really is a divine justice, Perry! Well, I suppose we´ll be seeing each other in Martinique.”
“Captain!” Perry cried when he was led away. “They are going to hang us for certain! You cannot let them! You cannot do this!”
Clark waited for the shouting to subside, then he braved his old ship once again. He could not tell what else he was hoping to find here. It just did not feel right to leave alone the Aquila in her extended death-throes.
Only a few steps further in Clark heard someone cry. In the debris of a direct hit from the enemy´s cannons Viviane Bridger knelt. He dress was torn and Clark knew at once what had happened to her. He kicked away a now useless cannonball that had never been fired, nearly stumbling over the chain connecting this ball with it´s twin. Clark cursed! Why had this fool insisted in wearing a dress, anyway?
Viviane was still crying, something Clark had never seen her do, but that wasn´t the strangest sight at all. The female pirate cried for somebody else and that was so out of character for her, that Clark found himself caught in another world even moreso than before.
He stepped next to the woman and realized, what she had not noticed in her pain: The one shipmate Viviane was mourning was still alive. And it was Werner, of all people.
“Over here! Quickly!” Clark yelled at the french marines. “Hurry up and help them, you tortoises! Turtle soup´s faster than you, ´cause liquid runs!”
The familiar comparison had Viviane listen up and jerk around. “You!”
“Am I hearing a not-so-mild reproach for coming to your rescue?“
Viviane lowered her head again. She had wanted to scream her frustration at Clark, but found that she could not muster the courage for this. Her lips only were moving with the words the woman wanted to say - or were they merely twitching?
“Where´s Garcia?” Clark demanded.
Viviane indicated the direction with her head.
Captain Garcia was lying next to a large hole, his legs dangling into it, fist clenched around his old rapier. Clark found his own sabre lying nearby, broken neatly into two pieces. As if an hitherto unknown rule of the Good Lord called for it, life had not yet faded from Black´s body completely.
The former captain had imagined what he would do to the traitor if he ever layed hands on him. All his fantasies ended with Garcia´s death - some sooner, some later. Man needed no anger to kill, he could do it in cold blood just as well. But to balance this there was something good in humankind, too, and not every act of anger resulted in murder. Clark folded his aarms, wondering how he felt. Death and seamen were a weird pair. Rage, hatred and the craving for revenge had vanished from Clark´s mind all of a sudden. There were only two shipmates and one of them was dying.
Clark bent down next to the dying man. “Hallo, Garcia”, he said softly. 
Above his head a sail gave way and fell down. It covered parts of the ship like a shroud.
“Captain… I… destroyed … your ship…”
“It´s no longer my place to judge you”, Clark answered. They both knew that.
Garcia labored to turn his head towards the Pride of Martinique´s silouette.
“A… Galleon? Good substitute! Wish I could... go with...“
“To Martinique, Garcia! We´re  going to take the fortress! I know, how! Just like Gibraltar!”
Garcia tried to grin. But with his soul almost in another world his control over this body was faltering. “Are we there already?” he asked.
“Yes. We are winning.”
“I know. I can see… the fires…”
In the caribbean heat Clark was shivering, when he rose from the dead man. What fires had Garcia seen, dying? Not really…?
Clark´s heart was beating fast. He forced his breath to come out slow and steady. Everything around him could just as well had been his doing. Pure coincidence had taken revenge out of his hand. A few days earlier and he would have faced a dire challenge to his character, a challenge he was not sure he would have been up to. The mutineers´ blood would haven been on his, not the Black Dog´s - or whatever the new pirate was calling himself - hands. 
Clark returned to the galleon. “Everbody still breathing on board? Then let´s get away from here!”
Captain Clark had to find this governor´s brat. He needed a good deed badly…

*

“I don´t give a fart how many soldiers you place next to, in front of, behind me or onto my head! I´m going to talk to the prisoners!” Clark stated. “Let the whole ship listen in, if you like!”
Captain La Mancha waved his hands. “Then do, what you have to do”, he said, amused. “You have my permission to speak with the other prisoners.”
Clark went down to the lower decks of the Pride of Martinique and the cells. In one of them two seamen punished for some minor crimes against the ship´s order were cowering. The other cells were holding the men left of Clark´s eagles. 
Aberforth Harris, Viviane Bridger, Chat Creed und Oldword Eric were suffering from wounds nowhere near mortal. They seemed rather responsive. Chatham even flashed Clark a shy smile. 
Kidd Christopher´s und Whipcrack Werner´s wounds were grave and their survival in doubt.
James Maria Perry was only physically in a good condition. His thoughts were about the gallow and he went from one panic attack to the next.
But of the empathy Clark had felt for a while there was not a trace left now. “We are sailing towards Curacao, should it have escaped your notice”, he told the captives. “And into the gulf, afterwards.”
That could mean many things. The local governors of Maracaibo and Gibraltar would shower with gratitude any captain who delivered them Captain Clark and his crew. The ransacking of the treasure fleet had severly tarnished their reputation, after all. Was their former captain planning for the mutineers would they had done to him, the eagles wondered? Hand them over to the enemy? The silent plea not to do so stood in many a face. Even those “eagle chicks” that had not participated in the raid almost three years ago could not hope for mercy. In the eyes of the law “Clark´s crew now” was also “Clark´s crew then”.
“We all knew the risk from the moment we signed on”, the captain told the survivors. James Perry stared at him, terrified. Clark replied with an icy gaze. “Well, I´m not exactly feeling thankful for what you did to me.”
“We´re going to make up for it!” Perry begged. “Sail for half shares!”
Clark smirked. If James of all men offered to give up a financial boon he had to be really desperate. Out of his mouth it was akin to the promise of throwing himself into a blade on Clark´s behalf. “We´ll see”, the captain said.
“Say, where´s your new sabre, Clark?” Harris asked cocky.
Eric hit the apprentice pharmacist hard with his fist.
“Hehehehe…” Perry giggled nervously.
“Don´t listen to the fool!” Oldworld Eric asked.
“But I am right”, the fool persisted. “He´s not carrying any weapon at all! Clark is a prisoner himself, nothing more. He could not help us even if he wanted to. Let´s face it, guys, we are sitting deep in the shit!”
“You have no right to talk like this about my ship!” Clark hissed.
Harris´eyes narrowed in surpirse. “We sit…”
“Very, very deep”, Clark repeated the young man´s words.
“In your ship´s belly? If you really believe this, you are crazy!”
“As crazy as Brady was, turning his back to Viviane in battle with Escobedo”, Eric snickered. The Aquila´s chief gunner shot him a devasting look.
 “So”, Clark said. “I could learn to apprecciate your frankness, Harris. Unfortunately a bunch of mutineers isn´t very convinving concerning their sincerity.”
“I could be in luck”, Viviane whsipered. “Pregnant women sometimes get pardoned. In a month we will know, if…”
Clark, already on his way back, gasped: “It happens that fast?! I thought it shows only after about five month?” 
“You guys don´t know anything about anything!” Viviane bickered back. Clark, however, was satisfied with her reaction. As long as he could play Viviane for a fool about his true gender, he needed not worry about the others.
“It´s mine”, a hoarse voice suddenly croaked. It was Werner, laboring to speak. Viviane bent down gently over the man. Returning to his consciousness just now Whipcrack had not yet realized where he was. “I´m going to make your brat a man, no matter who the father is!” he promised the female pirate.
“And if it´s a girl?” Clark followed up.
Not shy for an answer the dutchman claimed: “Then I´m going to make her a pirate!”
“And if Viviane´s not with child at all?”
“Thunder and hellfire, then I´m going to make her one! Don´t ask such silly questions, Clark!”
Whipcrack hesitated. Then he blinked and tried to sit up.
“Clark?! Here?!” And where was “here“ anyway?!
“Explain his situation to him or prove friends to your quartermaster at least, if you have not to me.” With these words Clark left his former crew.
Viviane held Werner in her arms. She explained lots of others things to him first, things culminating in one and the same result, a nice pink feel of the air surrounding the two of them.
“He really believes he has the ship in the pocket already!” Harris still could not believe it.
“He wants it at all cost”, Viviane corrected.
“But why?” Perry threw in.
 The cells inhabitants looked at the scribe as one person. Was their comrade loosing not only his nerves, but his sanity, too?
“What does Clark want with this misconstruction of a ship?” Perry repeated. “Did you have a good look at the Pride? I mean, it kind of looks like a french fast galleon, but I´ve never seen a model like this before! Whoever built it, should give back his journeyman certificate!”
 “Well”, Eric murmured, “The bars are qualitiy work, at least. We are not getting out of here that easily.”

*

The rest of the journey passed without any more noteworthy incidents.
“Dutch Wilhemstad is a secure port for you?” Captain La Manche inquired one day.
The privateer captain spit and answered: “If any place where those dutch devilry, the windmills, stand can be called safe, then, yes.”
“Yes, they do look impressive. Even frightening, if you haven´t seen one before. But they certainly are not the ‘hellish bone-mills’ people thought them to be in my parents´ time.”
“They frighten me mainly because I was far too near to one for my taste when it exploded.” 
“It did what? You are joking, Clark!”
“Too often for my wellbeing, but not in this case.”
“Really?”
“It´s because of the flour dust in the air. It´s an easily inflammable substance”, Clark explained. “You should keep this in mind well - from one warrior to the other.”
La Mancha´s face brightened. “I see!” he laughed.
“One weapon for another, Captain La Mancha?” Clark pressed on. “I shared this little trick with you and you could make even by handing Jarundo and me cutlasses at least.”
“And loose the best helmsman I ever had, because he throws himself into the fray? No, thanks!”
“Then let´s delay the decision again“, Clark sighed. “And talk about Wilhelmstad instead. Coro and Maracaibo are situated about the same distance from where you found the Prince Paris´ wreckage. But the dutch port isn´t much farther away, too. These three places are our best adresses to turn to for information. Should Francois have survived, he most probably was captured. Nobody will have recognized him, else by now he would have been ransomed. If we are in luck, we´ll simply have to buy the young man back from somebody.”
La Mancha nodded. Most buccaneers and pirates tended to be slavers rather than murderers. The captain could not say what was worse. His disdain for slavery he shared with Clark. Jarundo harboured no prejudice against the keeping of slaves, as long as he wasn´t involved himself. But he could not remember the Aquila travelling with live cargo even once. The only execption were those men and the woman kept in the holding cells right now. Clark had not yet made a decision what should be done with them. He tried not to dwell on that question, entertaining La Mancha with stories about Curacao, the dutch and his adventures, instead.
Eventually the port came into view. Curacao, Aruba and Bonaire, the dutch settlements in this region, were not under control of the dutch government the spaniards still did not really recognized. They belonged to the Dutch Westindia Company. To a pirate the difference was irrelevant, but Captain La Mancha had learned to acknowledge - and use to his advantage - those finer points of colonial politics a long time ago. On his recent journey into the region La Mancha had realized that relations between Wilhelmstad and Martinique were strained. Because of this he agreed with Clark´s idea to disguise the Pride of Martinique. The ship was called simply “Pride” now. The new name would not come to anybody´s surprise who had dealings with Clark before. Since the galleon had never before been seen Clark and La Mancha did not run any risk of he getting recognized as a french warship. The slightly bruised golden painted eagle figurehead salvaged from the Aquila made the disguise perfect. To anybody not prone to the real facts it would look as if Captain Clark arrived in charge of his own ship, though, of course, one much larger and more powerful then his old Aquila.
The englishman did not feel like the mighty commander at all, however. He was still waiting for La Mancha to issue him a personal weapon. When the captain finally was ready to, Clark yelled at him: “All right, all right, I´m not going to feed the crocodiles, rape the natives or steal the windmills!”
“These were not exactly the conditions I ordered you to repeat.”
“But good ones, wouldn´t you say so? And now give me that sabre!”
La Mancha sighed. He complied, though hesistantly. Jarundo received a cutlass and Clark a long, thin package. With the deliverance of the blade the mission would officially start and that meant that La Mancha would be second in command only from now on. To take full advantage of Clark´s reputation, the privateer just could not presented as a captive or bound to anybody´s orders.
Clark removed the cloth from his new weapon. “It´s an epée !” he gasped, apalled.
“Yes. I would not insult you with a cheaper gift”, La Mancha grinned.
Clark fastened the fencing weapon to his belt, burning with anger. He was lacking the agility to wield such a blade efficiently. A sabre, a hatchet, even a mere club, complimented Clark´s fightiny style based an strength and stability. La Mancha had chosen a weapon that left his captive bereft of his full danger potential.
“It´s a lady´s weapon!” Clark grumbled. “A needle! It´s embarassing!”
On the other hand La Mancha, too, was using an epée. To besome better with his chosen weapon than his rival was a challenge and as such a wellspring of joy of life for Clark…

*

“I could apply for an audience with the governor“, Clark explained while the three of them were exiting the boat ferrying them from the Pride to the quay a short while later. “But it´s highly probable that he does not know anything about the issue. Or that he would want me to carry out some mission I cannot undertake because of… other responsibilites right now.“
“And for lack of a ship of your own”, La Mancha added.
Jarundo and Clark shared a telltale-look, then Clark suggested to start their investigations in a tavern.
A shabby clad half-caste woman stepped into their way, leaving her small vendor stall. “Spanish roses?” she offered.
“Marita!” Clark laughed. “You are the only person I let get away with as bold an offer like this!” He bought one of the roses, only to put the bloom into the woman´s own hair right after he had payed for it.
“Welcome back, Captain!” Marita said with an honest smile in her face. “And Jarundo. And a new face?”
“I parted ways with Garcia”, Clark commented La Mancha´s inclusion into his crew. “He´s the replacement.”
“Nice deseesion of Senior at allest!” the woman praised Clark. Her usually fluent dutch was wavering whenever potential customers were in the vicinity. “That Garcia was a scumbag!” she stressed the point once again when they were alone again.
When the three men left behind the small vendor stall, Jarunod looked back more than once. Marita was a good friend and sometimes playmate of the carib indian. She would have preferred being Clark´s sweetheart and had not yet buried the notion of winning “him” over one day.

*

True to it´s name the Tullip Cup tavern sprouted tullips on every table, colorful flowers carved from wood. Nobody knew what tullips were supposed to smell like, so something artificial had been created by an alchemist - all in in the name of keeping up with modern times. Everybody wanted tullips at the moment, everybody in Europe, that was. And the Tullip cup´s owner went to lenghts to make his patrons feel like back home in Amsterdam where tullips were in great demand now. Francois had said, La Mancha whispered to Clark, that the whole tullip-affair would end in a desaster sooner or later… no, nor “or”, but sooner rather than later!
Clark´s thoughts were elsewhere. Taking up a chair he wondered how he felt about flowers in general. Certainly they weren´t enough to win the heart of the woman within him, but he did not actively dislike them, either. 
“Where are you, Captain?” La Mancha asked, giving no outward sign how awkward he felt having to adress the prisoner as his suprerior in here.
“I was thinking about a girl, no, a young woman who had been in my life once. She really hated flowers.”
“What happened to her?”
“She bore me a son and died from the effort. Chips and me planted flowers on her grave, just because it was what one always does…”
Clark shook his head as to shake off the unwanted memories. “Come, sit with us for a while!” he invited the Tullip cup´s owner. “This round´s on me!”
The captain threw a handful of coins onto the table, a small portion of the generous expenses Henri de Monet had granted the two captains.
“My pleasure, captain”, the dutchman replied. “Nice epée, you have there, by the way.”
“Thanks.”
“What happened to your pistol?”
“Blown up.”
“I always warned you of newfangled devilry like blackpowder.” 
The Tullip cup´s owner was as hopelessly oldfashioned as he was perceptive, La Mancha realized. He had not taken into account that someone would remember the exact kind and model of arms Clark had carried before the mutiny. But it could not be helped now.
“What brings you to Wilhelmstad, Captain Clark?” the dutchman asked casually.
Clark stated his quest for the missing trader in detail, keeping to himself only the real reason why he undertook it.
“Prince Paris, you say? No, doesn´t ring a bell. Hasn´t been here.”
Jarundo noticed how quickly - far too quick for his taste - the answer had come. He kicked his friend´s leg under the table to signal his doubts to him.
“Please try to remember!” Clark asked the landlord. “They would have come with great clamour and under the french flag.”
“Nobody´s entering here with ‘great clamour’ and to glamour we are immune, captain. Our nation´s keeping neutral in the local conflicts. I cannot memorize every lousy pinnace breaking it´s journey here, anyway!”
“A barque”, Clark reminded the man. “I told you de Monet had commanded a barque. Yet you knew that the Prince Paris was a pinnace.” 
“I… it was a figure of speech, that ‘pinnace’, alright?”
Clark shoved a few more coins over the table towards the man. “I´m positive the indians know of a medicine against a faltering memory. Buy yourself some of it before I take my leave and drink it to my health!”
“Captain Clark”, the landlord beseeched his guest. “You really should not rally the french against you even more than you already have! However enticing it may sound, kidnapping this governor´s son for a ransom, you´d better leave the young man alone!”
“Why?” Clark removed one of the coins from the pile and then another one. Hastily the dutchman grabbed the remaining pieces.
“I´m telling you everything I know! But first let me deliver a warning to you! They are building a ship in Martinique. The fastest galleon ever to grace the seven seas and powerful as none before! You won´t stand a chance against this warship with whatever you call the thing you came in with!”
“So you say. Well, perhaps I need not. What about the young de Monet, now?” 
“Bought gun powder from Russian-Fjoder. A full shipload I´ve heard tell. Continued towards Maracaibo afterwards.”
“My thanks”, Clark said, drank up and rose from the table. “Men - we´re leaving!”
Captain La Mancha had remained silent all the time. Now he spoke up: “Francois´s ship wasn´t armed. What would he need a shipload of powder for? And why the detour via Maracaibo? What´s left there that could be of interest, after your raid?”
Clark looked out at the ocean as if a fascinating new kind of seamonster had appeared there. “There´s a black market for cannons there”, he answered. “Have you any idea how many guns a humble pinnace can really employ? Francis Drake had one, too... They are lacking hold, but prove the most maneuverable destroyers in a fight. Seems to me their magazine flared up long before they reached their destination. You searched the surrounding smaller islands?”
“Every single one.”
Clark said nothing. The pirates seemed innocent, after all. They had not facilicated the Prince Paris´ end. Francois de Monet had drowned when his ship had blown up. It was so simple.
“What face…? Clark! Have you given up already?!”
Clark shook his head. Each minute as a free man was too valueable to waste. He had too few of them before him to give up this mission now, however hopeless it had become.
“We are going to visit yet another pub”, he said. “But don´t stake your hopes too high. Oh, and you´ll want to hold your breath in there…”

*

Raoul La Mancha was choking. The stuffy air in the bar, the smell, the cheap alcohol and most of all the patrons in the Shaky Swordfish were getting to him.
“Not used to the good stuff, huh?” the toothless barkeeper grinned. From his barstool Clark toasted the frenchman, who was by now writhing on the ground. Had Raoul be able to retch, he might have felt better. “A deserter from Martinique”, the privateer said casually.
“Am no deserter!” La Mancha gasped.
Clark laughed. “Oh, right, he doesn´t like to hear it, yet”, he explained. “Come on, Henk, top me up! And then spin your yarn for us!”
“It´s no yarn, Sharky-Clark, it´s plain truth. See, the new one, Chien del´Onyx, you´ve got nothing to stand up against him. Not with that weird pot of yours.”
“Why not? What kind of ship has he?”
The barkeeper wriggled a bit, before he got to answer.
“Come on, tell me! Is it a barque?”
“Winnn…” La Mancha choked.
“Yeah, right, were going to win in the end”, Jarundo said in a comforting tone. “Don’t worry about that. We always do.”
The frenchman pulled himself up against the bar. Waving about shakily he clapped his cup on his head. “Wind!” he finally managed to say. “Mussd dake advantatch of de wind wisse barque. Isse goooooooooood shib then. Shib whad´s going ´gainst de wind!”
“Certainly”, Jarundo remarked. “What are sails good for, anyway?” 
“Sails or not, what vessel does the Black Dog have, now?” Clark demanded.
“A… sloop”, Henk replied.
“Good choice!”
“Er… the Midnight Blue.”
“What?!”
Clark tossed his cup aside. He was halfway at the counter and at Henk´s throat, before he managed to get a grip at himself. The only in rule in the Shaky Swordfish was “No one touches the barkeep” and it was enforced with no exceptions. The patrons usually knew creative ways of how to deal with rulebreakers.
“How come?” Clark hissed angrily.
“Seized her right out of port.”
“Of course”, Clark thought. “The Midnight wasn´t at her her usual place when we came into port. And I thought she was just lying in dry dock…” 
“Is there any rumour concerning Chien´s port? Or his allys?”
“Can´t tell. The lad´s too new.”
“Thanks anyway, Henk”, Clark whispered. “Please fetch us a bucket before we go - for Raoul here.”

*

“Aren´t you aware of that you´ve ruined my reputation along this coast forever?!” La Mancha shouted at his companions when he had been sobered again. Jarundo and Clark just laughed.
“Was it part of the agreement not to?” 
“You are insolent, Clark!”
“What did you expect? We are temporary allys, nothing more.”
“Governor de Monet spared your life!”
“And his protections ends when I set a foot off his island. Then he´ll have me shoot faster than I can say “gun”. That means lifelong exile.”
“If you prefer the gallow, that could be arranged…”
“Oh, Raoul“, Clark smirked. “Have you any idea how well you would fit into my world? Every navy captain has somethin of a pirate in him. It´s something that comes with the stars.”
La Mancha gave a start: “What about the stars?”
Clark answered with a smile and nothing more. It was plain to read in La Mancha´s face that he knew the answer well. Every true seaman heard the sea´s siren call, whether he followed it from his heart or unwillingly. But only the captains saw the stars perform their secret dance each night.
“What´s the great deal with the Midnight Blue?” La Mancha changed the topic.
“She´s my ship.”
“How come?”
“I usually have a dutch Letter de Marque in addition to my english one. The Midnight Blue comes with it. I christened her and commanded her a few times, when Spain and the Netherlands could not come to terms about who owns whose land.”, the privateer explained. “The governor deigns selling the Midnight to me for good. I´m paying her off  in small installments, just in case I should ever loose the Aquila. Now this day has come, but the Midnight Blue has disappeared, too. I hope she´ll reappear soon, because otherwise the company would be thoroughly indebted to me. They would have to actually pay me for my services to them…”
“You really are insolent!” La Mancha confirmed.
Jarundo tried to steer away from that subject to a more important one: “This new player appeared, as we know, not long before the Prince Paris´ accident. And we know as well that Francois´ des Monet liked to think of himself as an adventurer. Do you remember what Clark said about pinncaces today?”
“I know enough about them, myself“, La Mancha replied, piqued. “You want to imply Francois had turned to hunting pirates?”
“Exactly. That´s what he needed the additional guns and the powder for. The Black Dog must have seemed to him like an easy target. But then the prey found the hunter first.”
“The Midnight Blue hit the Prince Paris hard and unexpedted”, Clark agreed. “Francois could be Chien´s captive. Anyway, this dog´s our only clue right now. Care to go after him for a while?”
“Pursue? It will be my pleasure to sink his ship”, La Mancha said.
Clark gasped. “And the company?“
“Will recieve a compensation, of course.”
“And where will I be in this calculation?” Clark murmured to himself, when the Pride´s real captain led the way back to port.

*

“Raise the anchors!” Clark ordered right the after he stood at the Pride´s deck again. The seaman were about to obey the privateer as agreed, when La Mancha came up with a surprise for his prisoner: “We are in pursuit of the Midnight Blue, correct?”
“Aye.”
Out of sight of the dockers and citizens the frenchman threw away the dusty old mantle he had used in his disguise as a pirate. “Then there´s no more reason for this pretense. From now on this ship is the Pride of Martinique once again and I´m taking back my command!”
Teeth clenched Clark replied something incomprehensive first, then he demanded to note his protest in the log. “And hope for real strong winds”, he added.
Jarundo pulled his friend aside. “Clark! The Midnight Blue is no opponent for a ship like ours!“ he hissed. 
Clark nodded. “That´s why she´ll wisely keep her distance, as long as we are recongniceable as a military ship. It might be different if we sailed under my colors. But since we do not, we should prepare ourselves for long hunt.”
A seaman approached the duo. Waiting patiently ´till they had finished conversing among themselves and acknowledged him, he told them La Mancha was waiting for them. Some pressing matter had to be resolved before leaving port.
In his cabin the captain was waiting for the prisoners. “Two are enough. We cannot attempt this journey with our hold full of prisoners”, he stated. “And I say it´s in both parties´ best interest to finish this without further delay.”
Despite Clark not being competent in reading between the lines he at once grasped what Captain La Mancha was planning. Offically captured pirates had to be shipped to the motherland for trial. A waste of time, not to mention food, that could be better spent, some said. Especially since those not hanged, but pardoned, ended up as intendured servants and had to make the journy back anyway. Often only the most notorious individuals got delivered to Europe, while the rest disappeared with no questions asked. La Mancha suggested exactly that, but the privateer had objections: “You are not going to murder my crew!”
“Your crew? I thought they had deserted? That you hated each other?“
“They have. We do. But that´s not the point. I should make myself more clearly: Your are not to make decisions about anything that´s mine. Not about the Midnight Blue and not about these men!”
“Well, if it is that important to you, then I suggest a duel between men of honor. To the first blood, Clark.”
Flattered by being called a gentleman Clark agreed, though the victory condition did not sit well with him. Pirate battles were won somehow with one combatent still standing and no questions asked. But in the duel to come Clark would loose if he recieved the slightest scratch that drew blood. 
But La Mancha had another surprise for his opponent, a welcome one this time: “Choose your weapon!”
“Sabre”, Clark snarled.
La Mancha decided to use his epée instead of the same weapon as his opponent - a breach of etiquette he hardly seemed aware of. Reading this as a sign that in this battle the very individual pirates´ codex of honor would be employed, Clark at once sought higher grounds. He entered into the rigging and  La Mancha had to assume that his opponent would attack him from out of it.
Clark checked where the sun stood. “Perfect”, he thought to himself. “I hope La Mancha´s a gentleman to his very bones!”
“Come down there, Clark!” La Mancha shouted. “This style is abhorrent and I refuse to…”
Clark´s lips formed an O, but no sound escaped them. The privateer fell, as if sunstruck, and came to lie unconsciuos on his back. His sabre landed a few inchs from his left hand.
Captain La Mancha failed to notice how convenient Clark had come down onto a soft pile of empty sacks. He hasted to his side to give aid - and was received with a quick and precise left-handed sabre slash against his cheek.
“He´s ambidexterous.” Jarundo grinned, satsified with his friend and the world in general. “I always forget this.”
“Could have been your heart just as easily”, Clark informed the captain.
La Mancha jumped to his feet again. He was not wounded. Clark´s sabre had punctured his skin only deep enough to draw blood. 
“Your orders, Clark?”
“The captives will be unloaded and stored in Wilhemstad just like the annual potatoe harvest.”
“So you might deliver them to justice in the end, nevertheless. To see them hanged.”
“The pirates´ life or death was never the reason for this duel, as I told you before! Even if I´d wished to see them dangling from the yard this very moment, I just had to fight for the right of the final decision.”
“And I granted you this right. Not because I acknowledged your pirates´s code in any way, but because you deemed me a man rising high above this scum”, La Mancha replied. “Dirty tricks like the one you employed to defeat me are not worth your time.”
The captain pointed at the eagle figurehead that had made the Pride´s disguise perfect until now. “As soon as we gained some miles this thing comes off my bow!” he ordered.
Jarundo reacted without the slightest delay. “I´ll make sure that no harm comes to our bird”, he promised his friend, slapping him on the shoulder reassuringly. But Clark, it seemed, had not even heard his words.
“Martinique is your chosen home, captain”, he adressed La Mancha. “If you were hard pressed to either resort to dirty tricks or loose a battle for Fort-de-France, would you let the town perish?”
The french laughed! “Captain Clark! I would answer this, were your question motivated purely philosophical. But, no, really, it was a nice try, but your feint missed.”
“I see”, Clark nodded. “So a trick you do not fell for is an honorable feint all of a sudden. Well, a poor potatoe farmer like me cannot understand the finer points in the dealings of real officers, I suppose. Let me tend to my crops, now.” 

*


“Captain Clark!“ A very confused governor of Wilhelmstad´s received the privateer captain the same evening. “My secretary informed me, you´ve got something for me?”
“Seed potatoes, Governor. I´d like them to sprout in your dungeons.”
Clark added some explanative words.
“If I´m getting you right, you wish to, er, deposit your crew in my cellar?” the dutchman asked. Clark facepalmed. “Can´t carry them around with me all the time. In case you should have forgotten, a ship of mine got lost in your town.”
“Oh, right. Very embarassing. Tell you what: If you can capture this pirate and get the Midnight Blue back, this will suffice for all installments still outstanding. The ship´s yours, then.”
Clark flashed the man a winning smile. “That´s all I wanted to hear! She´ll probably need repairs. I´ll get them for free in Wilhelmstad?”
“Captain Clark!” The governor coughed. “The repairs undoubtly needed after a battle you can procure in Wilhelmstad at cost price!”
“Deal!”

*

“Shit! Steaming, stinking, worm-tunneled shit!” Clark started to curse right after he had left the Company´s local branch. He kicked a dead rat aside, but even the sight of the carcass bouncing of a wall and falling onto a cat´s tail did not lighten up his mood. 
“That fart has me pay for the materials! That never happened before!” Clark raged on. “You know what that means, Jarundo? Next England will charge one sixth again, when I come calling at their door for a new Letter de Marque. Those cursed mutineers ruined my reputation!”
Jarundo, Garcia, Bridger, Riet and Creed were well known names, the faces of Clark´s confidates familiar to the dutch.  Now one of them was missing altogether, replaced by a french renegade, one was half-dead and two others the captain wished to see imprisoned? Even if no rumour at all about the mutiny would have reached Wilhelmstad, this situation alone sowed some distrust in the governor. Commanding a galleon did not Clark help much to polish up his now tarnished reputation, though it was a start at least.
The cat so nastily interrupted in it´s slumber tumbled around Clark´s legs. He bent down to scratch it´s ears. “Night´s falling”, he said.
“Yes”, his friend replied. Paraphrasing a verse from the Bible he added: “That means, the new day is drawing near!”
 
*

Captain Clark stood at the Pride´s rail, looking out at the sea. Curacao island was fading out of view already, but what had happened there still haunted the privateer. The wind ruffled his thick hair as always. Francois de Monet´s tightfitting clothing in shades of white and brown (along with a light blue sash covering Clark´s breasts) made him look younger, almost like a stranger, in Jarundo´s eyes. But his recent sorrows were plain to read in Clark´s face.
“The West India Company cuts down my priviledges, despite me arriving with a war galleon in Wilhelmstad!” Clark spit. “This mutiny cost me more than I imagined.”
Jarundo stepped to his friend´s side. He waited for Clark to bring a measure of order to his thoughts. The former captain, however, was lost in his self-pity. “I´ve lost everything worth owning”, Clark complained. “My command, my freedom, my maps and now my last ship, too.”
“You still have me.”
“I do not own you, brother!” 
“You know what really irks me, Eagle? I envisioned that we could perhaps team up with this Black-Dog-Man, Chien del´Onyx. But not after what he has done!”
“Indeed. It was my plan to stay faithful to our agreement with Angry Money. Only after completition of this mission, succesful or not, would I have stolen the Pride of Martinique from Fort-de-France and then I would have offered the two young men, Chien and Francois, a place in my crew. But Chien crossed a line in kidnapping my sloop. Now I´m going to pursue him to the end of the world!”
“And when you are done with him?”
“Then I´m going to steal the Pride out of port”, Clark grinned.
The two of laughed together. Life could be wonderfully easy, sometimes.
“What about the mutineers of the Aquila?” Jarundo wondered. “Forgave them already, did you?”
“I do not know, Jarundo. But I´m glad not to be in a position to slit their throats and let them bleed dry for a while.”
“You´ll see, brother, everything will return to normal”, the carib indian promised. “And better!”
“You really believe that, don´t you? But what if my idea of great things won´t match with theirs? I crave being able to serve my country, but I also want to explore and to sail farther than anybody before me, just like Drake. That´s not the typical pirate´s desire. But with pirates I´m stuck. A “man” of my station doesn´t have too many options.”
“How come? You never told me, but I was under the impression that your parents had been legitimate spouse and husband. You are a noble by right.”
“Father got trialed in absence, disinherited, disowned, exiled from England on penalty of death and whatnot. Uncle Rupert never tired of reminding me of it. Guess who layed his greedy hands at our property first?”
“Then, if every bridge behind us has burnt down, we have to find a new way! We survived the mutiny, did we not? That´s something even most of the mutineers cannot claim!”
Clark caressed the galleon´s wood, smiling softly. Then, as abruptly as always, he jerked around. The starlight revealed to Jarundo, too, what was there to see: Captain La Mancha was standing at the quarterdeck, looking up. For a moment Clark was painfully aware of the fact that the hated spanish blood was running in the veins of Henri de Monet´s confidate.
La Mancha lowered his head when he felt watched. His gaze met Clark´s and an icy cold feeling spread in the privateer´s belly. 
“He knows!” he thought. “He really knows! This thrice cursed spaniard recognizes the stars´ dance! He´s not just another ship´s commander with the matching military title. I´m about to steal a real captain´s ship. Just like Garcia and Chien did…”

*

In Wilhelmstad´s city dungeon Clark´s former crewmembers were lost in their own thoughts. The moonlight shone though the narrow window of the common cell they had been put into. It made the stars appear paler, somehow. But to the men and the woman in the cellar stars were just little lights whirling around around the firmament. Not being able to see a dance they did not even knew about did not hurt them. What were missing was the sound of the waves. They had to made do with the faint echo they were carrying indelibly in their hearts. It was the sound of a song they had heard all their adult lifes, even though they had not always liked having to listen to it. 
“By now Clark ought to know it was the Midnight Blue that attacked the Aquila”, Eric moaned aloud.
James Perry winced once again. Since Kidd Christopher had succumbed to his wounds at the galleon, the man did nothing but squatting in the cell in resignation. He moved only to perform the most vital the actions mechanically.
“Doesn´t matter”, Creed threw in. “Did you not hear what Clark threatened to do to the dutch in case anything should happen to us while he was away? He´s as fickle as the sea and has already forgiven us.”
The european seaman shook his head. “Clark wants us alive, because he won´t let us go so easily”, he stated. “He´ll want us to know who´s won and die slowly.”
Meanwhile Harris made sure that none of the guards was watching, before he pulled something small from under his sash. The pharamacist had managed to smuggle three tiny vials into the cell. “Bridger!” he whispered to the woman, all the while moving closer to the bars seperating her cell from that of the male prisoners. Next to this bars the pirates had bedded down their quartermaster to allow the lovers to exchange touchs and caresses.
Viviane examined the object Harris held aloft. A brownish liquid was shimmering in the glass vial. Judging from the fact that the vial was filled completely, the woman deduced that it was better not mixed with air…
“What is this, Abe? Do you want to use it to corrode the bars? Or blow up the whole island while you are at it?”
“If that was to be an insinuasion about the windmill at St. Eustachius - I wasn´t even at land with the rest of you before the incident!” the young man retorted. “Give this to Whipcrack to drink!”
Viviane took the potion with shaking fingers. Werner´s condition had worsened, even though Wilhelmstad´s prison was clean, dry and comparatively free of many-legged denizens. Nevertheless it was a landbound place. There were no gently rolling waves here that told you that everything was well first thing after you woke up.
Irresolute Viviane held the medicine in her hand. “What is it, exactly?” she asked.
“I have no name for it. It´s for emergencies only. Either it gets you back to your feet or you are a goner the same instant. But the way things…” Harris did not finish his sentence. It was plain to everyone that Werner´s breath came slower, that the flickering of his eyelids had ceased and the fever was no longer helpful, but consuming his body.
Eric moved closer to the pair. “Careful, chief!” he counseled Viviane. “Clark knows now what´s going on between the two of you. He´ll want to execute revenge and kill you, to hurt Whipcrack. At least, that´s what I would do.”
Viviane believed that not only the European, but every sane person, would act in this way, but she did not care. “So be it! As long as he´s going to live in the bargain!” she said and put the vial to Werner´s lips. And the the cell exploded…

“That´s the limit!” a dutch guardsman complained, when he found the mess later. “Next time pollute your own cells, instead of spitting into the floor where we have to clean it up!”
“We could swap places with you anytime if you liked”, Chat Creed suggested, but he retreated quickly to the security behind the bars.
Aberforth Harris watched the jailor go about his unsavoury task. Very pleased with himself he said: “There you see and smell the effectiveness of my potion!”
“Rubbish!” Eric contradicted. “Whipcrack brought it out again at once!“
“And got well within the blink of an eye!”
Werner smiled weakly. He did not feel well or healthy, but merley out of mortal danger. He had started on the long, difficult path to full recovery, a road with many a backtrack.
“I´d get better, too, if I had to drink that goo of yours”, Eric went on talking insistently to the ship´s doctor. “One recovers out of sheer fright!”
“See? Your say it yourselves: One recovers. What else could you expect from a medicine?”
Aside from the two argueing men Werner was watching over Viviane sleeping by his side. Her outstretched arm rested on her partner´s breast. He was gently stroking her fingers.
Perry sat next to the two.
“She´s not that beautiful at all, nor can I think of nothing else but making love to her”, Whipcrack explored his feelings. “But she´s always been with with us and when the pirate was done with her and raised his weapon, I realized, soon she wouldn´t be there anynmore. Never again! I screamed just like young Hank Straight when he went overboard. And then I ran right into the attacker´s cutlass. Crazy, neh, Perry?”
“Tom´s been there a good while longer than most of us, but when he was butchered, you did not throw yourself into the killer´s weapon. `cause you did not love Tom.”
“So this is love? But that´s worse than wound fever! It´s… it´s… people live with it?!”
“Well, it´s a strange place, the world, is it not?” Perry remarked.
 


Chien del´Onyx

The black clad man was walking up and down on his equally black painted ship. The dutch shipwrights had already seen to it that the sloop received the painting her new owner favoured before he had captured her. Had his chief gunner not been so careless, however, the captain would command the famous Aquila now. “A wooden hull can take one hundred hits before it breaks?” Chien ranted under his breath. “Whoever calculated this should get sent over the plank!”
“Are you making progress, Chips?” the captain asked his new carpenter, the last memento of the defeated eagle ship.
“Could go better”, the man replied. Language wasn´t a problem for the new one. Chien del´Onyx called his own a motely band of french and spanish pirates and french was the mother tongue of the carpenter from Tortuga. Chien´s mode of expression and pronounciation marked him a native speaker grown up somewhere between the Windward Islands. The pirate had given no additional clues to his heritage.
“Your chief gunner can fire the cannons, hit the target, too, if he pulls himself together, but he´s lost at deciphering Viviane´s notes about her invention”, Chips explained.
“I was also thinking about this looser right now”, Chien grumbled. “Seems to me a successful pirate has to steal not only for a living, but also to assemble a decent crew.”
“We actually bought Longstreak Eddy on Jamaika”, Chips remembered. “He was a natural at gunnery and rising through the ranks so fast that he had payed back the sum in a breeze. But the sketchs Viviane made are more than even Eddy could handle. ‘Wheels’ she wrote! How and where exactly am I to put wheels at the construction?!”
“You´ll find out eventually. I´d rather go on without the witch´s invention, then sailing with a known mutineer”, the captain said.
“Saiiiiiiiiiiiiiiils!” the boy in the crow´s nest, Chip´s nephew Alfred, shouted. “Can´t tell what type this is supposed to be, captain!”
Chien was puzzled. Little Alfred had not only grown up in a coastal settlement, he had also been sailing for a while, first under Clark´s, then under Garcia´s command. So inexperience did not account for his inability to identify the strange ship.
The Black Dog called for a looking glass and entered into the rigging. Halfway up he risked s look through the lense. “Merde…” he whispered.
Leaving his work Chips approached the captain. “Chien…?”
“We´ve got to get away from here! At once!” the pirate shouted down. “Under no circumstances must we get ourselves caught in fireing distance of their guns!”
Chips expected the young man back at the deck. “You look like you´ve just seen a ghost, Onyx! Do you know this ship?”
Chien nodded. “This is the frenchmen´s new warship built in Martinique”, he told the carpenter. “Captained by Perben. Or La Mancha. With luck we´re facing Mattei only…” He shook his head. “But, no, I cannot count on fickle, fleeting luck now. We´ve got to make our escape as long as we still can!” 

*

The Pride of Martinique, too, exploded into hectic activity. 
“Battle stations everybody!” Captain La Mancha ordered. “Clark - you take the helm!”
“No need to tell me”, the englishman agreed. He brought the ship around in order to shrink the distance between her and the Midnight Blue. La Mancha´s gunners were lurking at their cannons…

*

“One thing´s for certain”, Chips sighed. “We cannot row away from them…”
The greatest adavantage of a sloop over a full ship were her oars and the ability to row against the wind. But the wind did not favour the pirates now. It blew from the east, from the same direction the french behemoth was steadily gaining on the Midnight Blue.
“Chips”, the captain adressed the Aquila´s veteran, who had served on the Midnight Blue whenever Clark´s larger ship was down for maintenance or when a mission had called for it. “What is a sloop´s optimal mode of sailing?”
“Dwars”, the older man informed his captain.
Chien´s lack of mariner´s lore gave him away not only as a neophyte pirate, but also as a stripling seaman. The men of the Midnight Blue had an expert fencer, haggler and cunning leader of people in their captain, but no able bodied seaman. But in contrast to Black Garcia Chien del´Onyx was no fool. Able and willing to learn he was proving his progress to Chips daily.
His shipwright in tow the captain hastened to the rudder. He grabbed the helmsman by his shoulder, ordering: “When the Pride of Martinique performs a turn to face us with their gun hatches, get us right-angled to the wind! But do not do it too early, lest they smell the rat over there!”
The man understood the clumsily given instruction and nodded. 

*

“No reaction at all from the Midnight Blue“, one of La Mancha´s leutnants reported.
“What did you expect?” the captain shot back. “They are pirates, they´ll be waiting for the right moment to board us. They allow us to close in on them to resolve the encounter in melee. But this favour we won´t do them.”
Meanwhile Clark hesitated to bring the galleon into battle position. Instead he kept her, as La Mancha recognized, in the best position to intercept the Midnight Blue, in case she should try to swerve out of line towards the coast.

*

“The Martinique´s cutting off our retreat to the main land!” a seaman by name of Gontard, one of the closest confidates of Chien´s, realized on the Midnight Blue.
“Well, rectangular to the wind works two directions”, Chien del´Onyx responded. “Let´s go north!”
“But that course will lead us right into the open waters!” the helmsman protested.
“Unfortunately there´s no other way of shaking off the french.”
“But they´ll prowl there, never ever letting us come close to the coast again!”
“Then we´ll be sailing straight towards Domingo!” Chien del´Onyx yelled at the contradictory helmsman.
“We´ll be starved before we get there”, another pirate threw in. “We could just give them what they crave…”
Chien grabbed the man by his shirt, pulling him closer.
“And what could they want, if not us?“ he challenged. The other man averted his eyes in submission. The captain pushed him away for now, but Chips got the inkling, that this man´s days on the Midnight Blue were numbered.
“I said: North!” Chien repeated his command. 
 
*

“They´re fleeing! I knew it! The little doggie has his tail between his legs!” Clark exclaimed.
“Fire!“ La Mancha shouted at the same time. 
The first volley went over the sloop in a high bow. Chien del´Onyx made no move to respond in the same way. He simply had his men stand ready to extinguish the fires should the next salvo hit.
“I assume you have rallied up the lorship of Martinique against your person somehow?” Chips asked his new captain. “Not just in general because you are a pirate?”
“Ask me this particular question again, once you´ve made your Lafayettes or whatever you call the things, work!” Chien replied. The shipwright had not viewed Viviane´s invention as “his” until now. He let the matter rest, even moreseo because the Pride of Martinique had gotten ready to fire once more…

*

“We are loosing them“, Captain La Mancha of the Pride of Martinique realized. “The weak wind hinders them not nearly as much as us. And it´s weakening even more, as if the fellows over there were dearer to the Good Lord than righteous seamen.” 
“I told you before that our chances aren´t so great without a strong wind”, the “righteous seaman” Clark reminded his commander.
“I need solutions and no reproaches, Clark.”
“Hoist the white flag.“
“They will never fall for it!”
“They will, too - if there´s noise and we start listing. We should cut loose the ballast to simulate a leak.”
“And the explosion?”
“A powder keg in a rowboat. We´ll have it burst a where they cannot see it.” 
“That´s risky!”
“Call it daring. Besides, what have we got to loose, but a boat and a bit of gunpowder, Captain La Mancha?”

*

“How are things going?” the Midnight Blue´s ship´s cook fearfully asked the pirate Gontard.
“They keep firering after our asses, but I at this distance I do not think...”
Clamour rose when the Martinique suddenly listed. One of her guns had backfired, it seemed, or it had broken through the hull due the heavy cannon´s recoil. Only moments later the enemy commander hoisted the white flag.
“Captain! They are giving up!” the men rejoiced.
“The the leak must be larger than it appears from here”, Chips mused. “They probably sustained some additional damage below the waterline.”
“They are sinking way too slowly”, Chien thought aloud. “If we approach them now, they can still open fire against us.”
But then the Pride of Martinique´s gun hatchs closed, one by one. Alfred saw it first and shouted it out loud, unable to contain himself. Was this their chance?
Chien gave the boy a simple calculation: “Two hundred french seamen and marines, eight for each of us, Freddie. That´s too much. A chance we´ve got, yes, but one for survival, not vainglory. We´ll circle around them and return to Aruba. It´s safer this way. Let´s get out of here, men!”

*

“The Midnight Blue did not fall for our trick”, Raoul La Mancha said. “They´re plotting a south-east course.”
Clark frowned. “Towards Curacao? I wish we could give chase. But we´ll loose the Midnight Blue in the night. I saw to it myself. See her paint? It appears black at first glance, but it´s a dark blue in truth. With this coating the sloop will turn invisible at the ocean.”
“He cannot sail back to the dutch”, Jarundo added. “But La Mancha claims to have thouroughly searched the surrounding islands. A pirate hideout wouldn´t have escaped his notice. So where´s the Black Dog headed?”
“Caracas”, Clark assumed. “It may be true that he´s in posession of a spanish Letter de Marque, as the rumour goes.”
“Then we´ll have to tack these waters a bit longer than expected”, La Mancha grimly concluded.

*
 
Clark´s notion about Caracas was as wrong as wrong could go and it bought Chien del´Onyx much time to recover from the encounter with the dread from Martinique.
“I´m from Martinique”, one of his pirates by name of Louis told the ship´s carpenter in a moment of calm. “When I was Freddie´s age, I got caught at game poaching. A major crime against the god-given order, as they said. One might think that trying a common born runt without a surname would be below the governor´s notice, but, no, he saw to my case personally. A flogging, a few hours at the stocks - I got away much cheaper than expected. I guess de Monet saw his own little son in me. There´s this good-natured streak of his, not really a weakness, when one comes to think of it. I think your former captain, Clark, is still alive, though imprisoned. Chien´s pondering to liberate him from there, even though Martinique´s dangerous territory for him.”
“And settle his personal score with the french in the bargain?“ Chips assumed.
“Collect the interest, I´d say.”
“Might you have something to trade for Clark that you have not yet shown me?” Chips pressed on. Louis smirked. “Might be, but the captain will be loath to part with it”, he said.

*

In the weeks to follow Chien del´Onyx consolidated his hunting grounds. The reports concerning a black sloop reached the Pride of Martinique, too. Grudgingly Clark and La Mancha came to respect the pirate whose star was rising that fast. They buried their differences, working together as one man to devise a plan that would bring about the Black Dog´s downfall. Their original mission, the quest for the governor´s  lost son, was fruitless. Capturing the Midnight Blue became the last flicker of hope, something to concentrate on in order not having to admit their failure.
“Captain La Mancha!” Jarundo shouted across the deck one day. Legally he had been convicted for piracy, but somehow it had happened that any decision about Clark´s fate referred to Jarundo just the same. Up to a handful days ago Raoul La Mancha had not given this much thought. Jarundo had been nothing more than Clark´s constant shadow in his eyes. But then the privateer had locked himself up in Raoul´s cabin and Jarundo was seeing to it that nobody breached his defences. This had led to some intense duels of words and will between the captain and carib indian. La Mancha had learned that the native was not Clark´s mere sidekick, but the more level-headed part of the duo. Jarundo was a bit older than his friend, a man driven by reason rather than desire - and could get his way just as easily in his unobtrusive manner. La Mancha never felt challenged by Jarundo, as he had by Clark, and because of this he learned to trust the “wild one´s” opinions and suggestions. Jarundo never bothered to advice La Mancha about mariner´s lore, even though he was an experienced seaman. His wisdom covered the human nature and in this he proved as competent as the late - no, the lost! La Mancha corrected himself - Francois de Monet had been.
“Captain!” Jarundo called again. “He wishes to speak to you, now.“
“How gracious, to receive such an invitation to one´s own cabin”, La Mancha grumbled. He followed Clark´s friend into the room, unable to hide his anticipation.
Clark was looking severly tired, unwashed, his hair was oily and his belly was grumbling, but, as La Mancha noticed, the man was correctly shaved.
“Anything?” he asked briskly.
Clark nodded. “You were right all along, La Mancha. There is indeed a pattern to the Black Dog´s operations. And I finally found it!”
He pointed at a sheet of paper. “A prognosis if his movements for the next four weeks.”
“Anything we can use?”
“A stopp to unload goods at Rio de la Hacha.”
“Can we get there before him?” Jarundo asked.
Simultanously the two captains flashed wide grins and that was was answer enough for the pirate. This time the wind was on their side!
“You´ll be the one wearing a disguise, this time”, La Mancha told Clark. “Since France and Spain maintain a wacky peace right now, we can approach Rio openly. You´ll be playing the role of a french marine.”
“On your orders, Sir, Captain Snyder…” Clark murmured. Then he bent over the table and was asleep over his calculations the same instant.
“Captain Snyder?” Raoul wondered.
“His last commander from when he was a soldier”, Jarundo said casually. “He died by the hands of the spaniards and Clark took over his ship afterwards. But that really should not worry you now.”

*

Rio de la Hacha. Four days later. 
 
The tavern was situated not far from the fortress. It got frequented not by seamen, but rather by the soldiers, the dock workers and small-scale vendors from the port district. Strangers were rarely seen in the Traitor´s Head, but they were not unwelcome. 
This evening a french captain with his adjutant and servant were counted among the patrons. The three were quite merry, but that came to nobody´s surprise, considering the outcome of their recent battle.
“They won´t make it far with all the damage we dealt them”, La Mancha claimed.
“Drinks on the house for the men who defeated the Black Dog!” the owner of two small trading ships from Rio de la Hacha called out. “Come on, barkeep, don´t be cheap!”
“Not exactly defeated”, someone else interrupted. “And now he´ll be mad at Rio, spanish Letter de Marque or no.”
“Still, we have to ackknowledge the frenchs´ success”, a noncomissioned officer from the fortress said. “It´s been a great feat, and with that travesty of a galleon to boot!”
“Don´t let him rattle your drawers”, Clark whispered to La Mancha. “I, at least, apprecciate your ship. It´s perfect.” “But she doesn´t look like much”, the privateer thought. “And that´s what makes the Martinique the perfect pirate ship. Usually everybody will flee, confronted with a warship of this size. But not from the Martinique.”
La Mancha would harbour similar thoughts, so Clark changed the subject. “Black Dog will wish to sneak into town”, he said. “He´s got a full hold of booty, but neither food nor ammunition. He desperately needs a smuggler or fence, so he´s bound to come here. Except for a tiny Jesuite Mission there are no settlements within the Midnight Blue´s reach - not in the pitieful condition we left her.”
“That´s what we would do, anyway”, Jarundo added, as quietly.
La Mancha rose from his seat, when another group of strangers entered the tavern a short while later! The black clad leader of the arrivals eyed the frenchman curiously. 
La Mancha drew his weapon and to the captain´s left and right his companions followed his example. 
Before the arrivals could react, some daring townsmen cut off their retreat by shoving several barrels and a table aganist the Traitor´s Head´s door from the inside. They were merchants, peddlers and common workers, united in the suspicion. The spanish soldiers themselves had no reason to attack or arrest Chien del´Onyx. But on the other hand, no agreement bound them to come to the privateer´s aid.
“Captain La Mancha”, the Black Dog greeted his enemy. “So this is the place of our final encounter? At land? Pray tell, why are you making things so easy for me? Are you tired of the hunt?”
And with these words the battle erupted.
“Oi! I was wrong!” Chien laughed. “You are tired of life, too!“ Without having to look he jumped onto one of the barrels in his back. “My gratitude, good people of Rio, I´m obliged!” 
The pirate captain´s companions went at La Mancha´s adjutant. Clark tumbled out of his two attackers´s reach with practiced ease, but they pressed the attack again.
“For the freedom of Rio de la Hacha!” Jarundo shouted, in the hope of urging the patrons to join the fight. The presence of a licenced, but in the end unpredictable, privateer in the surrounding waters had made many citizens nervous recently, especially since this Chien del´Onyx was a foreigner.
Jarundo´s plan worked. Townspeopel came to Clark´s aid, keeping busy his attackers. Clark was free to choose the opponent he wanted now. He dashed towards Chien, but La Mancha was a bit faster. The french captain kicked over the table Chien had danced onto from his barrel in the meantime. The pirate los his footing. Falling he managed to roll with the momentum and escape the full impact of La Mancha´s blade coming down on him. It had been a maneuver that would not have been very effective with an epée anyway. Only Chien´s shirt got cut, the man remained unscathed. “What´s this going to be? Duel to the third rag?” he mocked his opponent.
Aside from the three captains´ Chien´s companions found themselves hard pressed by the townspeople meanwhile. Trying to evade a blow one of them tripped, stumbling right into Jarundo´s cutlass. The other three got overpowered and disarmed one by one.
“Consider yourself arrested on account of disturbance of the peace!” one of the soldiers told the captives, grinning. “The City Watch will be so pissed about the extra-work, that you can expect a good while longer in the hole before they even think of penning down a protocol.”
“And an additional week because they´ve got to cope with the fact that we interferred with their work again”, his comrade added. “So, let´s have a good look at your purses now…”
Still locked in duel with Clark Chien del´Onyx realized that he could only delay his defeat. Or could he still hope to escape? The barricade behind him was destroyed, after all. “Or”, the man thought, “I´m doing something altogether different. ´cause there are two ways to win: by your own skill or by your opponent´s stupidity.”
A murmur went through the crowd, when Chien del´Onyx let go of his weapon.
“Away with it!” Clark ordered. He placed the point of his epée at the other´s throat. The Black Dog obeyed. He kicked his rapier away with his foot. The he bent to his knees slowly, while La Mancha´s adjutant closed in on him. Only a few heartbeats later it became obvious that the pirate had not knelt, but merely flexed his knees in preparation of a sudden jump! Several onlookers screamed, when Chien forced Clark into a grapple. From a hidden holster inside his sleeve the pirate let snap forth a thin knife. He pressed the blade against his captive´s throat under his chin.
“So, La Mancha”, the Black Dog panted. “If you wish to get your assisstant back in one piece, let me go!”
The captain indicated a short nod.
“And you´ll refrain from giving chase!”
“He´s not that dear to me, come to think of it”, the french said.
“Don´t let him go!” some of the citizens called out.
“Let´s hang the other three first!” another one suggested.
“Aside from the boy, what else have to got to offer, Onyx?” La Mancha inquired.
“What do you want? Gold?”
“To begin with your word not to harm Rio de la Hacha in the next ten years.”
“Didn´t plan to anyway”, Chien admitted. “Deal.”
“We are also interested in information about the Prince Paris´ fate, a ship lost near the Gulf of Maracaibo”, La Mancha continued. “Especially about Captain Pierre Dupont and Francois de Monet.”
“De Monet?” Chien whispered.
“The name sounds familiar?”
“Er… isn´t that the governor of Martinique´s name?” Chien del´Onyx tried to cover up his lapse, all the while moving a little closer to the exit with his captive. But just when he had loosened his grip the slightest bit, he was already flying through the air and landing hard on the Traitor´s Head´s clay floor.
“I´m confident you can delve into that a bit more specific”, Clark purred. The grip he had used he had learned during his enslavement at the sugar cane plantation. Truth be told, it hadn´t been particularily helpful most of the time, back then.
Now Clark was threatening Chien with the pirate´s own knife.
“Yes, yes, the governor´s brat is with us” Chien hastened to declare. “I can have him fetched, if you let me go!”
Clark intensified the pressure against Chien´s neck. “Why shouldn´t we get you both?”
“That´s out of the picure”, the pirate laughed, depsite his dire situation. “I´m the only one who can lead you to where we keep him and I´m going to wave you goodbye from there as a free man!”
“First things first”, La Mancha silenced the cheeky man. “You are not in the position to dictate the conditions. On to your ship, black dog!”

*

In the dark of night the giant sized Pride of Martinique approached the heavily damaged Midnight Blue. The Black Dog returned alone, worse: alone and as a prisoner, held in check by Clark.
But despite the hostage could clearly be seen in the torchlight the Midnight opened fire at shortest range. Then she turned, hoping to make her escape in the chaos following her first salvo.
“Yours isnt´the most loyal of crews, either”, Clark remarked in a jolly tone.
“Doesn´t matter”, Captain La Mancha decided. “We´ve got what we need. Besides, I still owe the Midnight Blue´s destruction to somebody, anyway…” The man raised his gloved right hand. “Return fire!”
His adjutant stared at La Mancha and could not believe it. The Black Dog used his chance to pull himself loose. He jumped over the rail and into the water, right into the raging inferno.
The uneven battle did not last long. Soon the Midnight Blue drifted in the water in the form of black planks, barrels and and torn sails only.
“There´s no use in searching for survivors in this darkness”, Jarundo said. But the french desperately needed a live witness who could lead them to Chien´s secret hideout. La Mancha delegated the command of the search party to Clark. Boats were put to water. With lanterns fastened to long poles the seaman sweeped the water, scouring the sloop´s wreackage. Jarundo got lucky first. He found the Black Dog´s mask drifting on the water.
“The rest went to the fishes”, he stated.
Most of the bodies found no longer housed souls. But Clark gave not up that easily and his patience was rewarded. “There! Somebody´s holding fast to a crate!” the englishman called out. He ordered his boatman to steer closer. 
Menawhile the man Clark had discovered lost his handhold. He sank into the water, not to surface again.
Clark jumped overboard without stripping off his boots. He had swom in stirred up waters before and was an expert diver. The privateer´s decision to keep on his uniform payed off soon after he had dived in. He sank rapidly, faster than Chien´s crewman, and had reached the man´s body in no time. Clark grabbed the man. Now he had to get rid of the ballast. Clark wriggled his ankles. One of the rare moment´s where a female pronoun seemed appropriate hit the woman. The soldier boots were made for a man´s feet. Slipping out of them without using her hands was not too difficult for Clark. Two pieces of cloth she had stuffed into the footwear to prevent sores were still wriggling around her ankles for awhile, soaking with water. Clark struggled free of them. With one-handed, but nevertheless strong, strokes she swam towards the lanterns´ light.
With the words “One´s enough?” Clark greeted the waiting seamen. Chien´s accomplice was shivering in his grip with cold and fright.
“Well, he knows what´s in for him”, one the frenchmen remarked. “Let´s get the scoundrel into the boat, mates! Oh, and Clark´s captive, too.”
Clark lowered his face into the water, drew in and spat into the rower´s face as “punishment” for his words. But in truth all of them were far too relieved about the search´s result to hold anything against anyone tonight.
“We can continue our search tomorrw”, Clark decided. He pulled a blanket free from under a seat. But before the rescued pirate could grab it, the englishman had pulled the woolen blanket over his own shoulders and covered his body with it. Nobody took more than peripheral notice and Clark´s secret stayed secret once again.

*

Rather rudely Clark threw the rescued pirate onto the Pride of Martinique´s deck. La Mancha gave a sudden scream: “Young dominance de Monet!”
“De Monet?” Clark gasped. “Are you sure, La Mancha? He was at the Midnight Blue, after all? The Black Dog lied to us?”
Francois winced at the name. “Why should he not lie?” he asked with a grim face. “Chien, ha! He´s treated me like a dog. I had to serve him hand and foot as his slave!”
La Mancha nodded, understanding. His sympathy was with his young friend and the dead pirate captain equally. Chien del´Onyx had been of the same age as Francois. His closeness to the french and the spanish culture gave reason to assume that he, too, had called the island of Trinidad his home. During the french occupation the Black Dog had been a young boy. But now nobody would get to know about what memories of this time he had carried with him…
Francois straightened. He wore only a loincloth. The complete lack of bruises or whip scars on his body told Clark that the noble must have been a very obedient slave. The privateer prided himself on his keen nightvision. It had served him well during the dive and now to estimate the newcomer. “Light blonde hair, his eyes a very light shade of gray, but a bit small. Hm. All in all quite a fine figure of a man”, the “man” Clark could not help but think. “Considering he hasn´t exercised his body for months or practiced with a weapon…”
Clark could not to admire Francois´s merits to their fullest extent, because Jarundo hastened to dress the governor´s son in his own servant´s uniform from Martinique. To a man of standing any clothing would be preferred over nudity, the carib indian thought. His opinion and that of the civilized world did not always mesh, but Francois seemed satisfied, even thankful.
“Captain Clark”, La Mancha exclaimed, “You´ve finished this mission and finished it well, I must say!”
“This is Captain Clark?” Francois de Monet inquired. “And you are calling him captain?!”
“We share the command between us…”
“Oh, no, you don´t!” Henri´s heir protested. He tightened up his body a bit more. “Hereby I, Francois de Monet of Martinique, take command of the Pride of Martinique!” he declared. A smile crossed the freed man´s face. “She´s done great. My commends to officers and crew!”
When the cheers rose around them, Clark followed the nobleman´s gaze. Francois did not only look around proudly, but also upwards, where the stars were dancing for his liberator. The privateer almost felt that they were trying to tell him something. Though everything had ended well, his could not shake a weird feeling…

*

Come morning Clark stood at the rail, watching the rolling waves. The Pride of Martinique was homeward bound, but by no means that was cause for the crewmembers to get about their work less carefully. Never before had Clark seen such disciplined a crew! But it wasn´t his any longer and until they reached the dutch waters there was nothing to do for the privateer captain. Certainly the de Monet family would compnesate Wilhelmstad´s governor for the loss of the Midnight Blue in some way. Clark felt less sorry than expected about the loss, because he kept dreaming of overtaking the Martinique.
Francois´ thoughts, too,were with the ship, when he approached his rescuer. “My father had high hopes for this ship”, he told the englishman. “How has she served, Clark?”
“She´s the best ship I ever commanded, including the Aquila”, Clark answered truthfully. “I know no mariner who could best her.”
“No ship can be better than it´s captain…”
“Yes, the Midnight was a tough opponent”, Clark admitted. “I expected nothing else from her.”
“Indeed”, de Monet answered, then he, too, cast his eyes at the ocean. Clark could not tell what de Monet´s heir might be dreaming of.
“Was there a blonde-bearded man at the Midnight Blue? With a boy?” Clark eventually asked. The freed nobleman closed his eyes. Whatever emotions accompanied his memories of the pirate crew, he fought them down. “Yes. They were captives like me, but got absorbed into the crew.” Francois paused. “The kid´s a pain. He likes to have fun with prisoners. What little goes on ihn his head is centred all around himself. He needs a strict hand, but his uncle isn´t the one to give him that. Chips, now, he was kind. He helped me a lot. Never got to know his real name…”
“So they are dead.”
“Actually, no!” Francois laughed. Clark could not tell whether this laughter was caused by sadness or relief. Perhaps a mixture of both. “Chien left them in his secret hideout last time he set out. A few of his friends also stayed behind.”
“One of them might decide to don the mask and become the new Black Dog.”
“Mhm… You may be right. It is not completely out of the picture.”
The two men´s contemplative mood was broken by Jarundo. The carib indian obviously was in a festive mood. “Captain de Monet! La Mancha!“ he shouted. “Will the sow have to wait till Martinique?!”
“Whom exactly do you refer to?” La Mancha asked back.
Perplexed the pirate replied: “Well, the sow, what else? A mission completed sucessfully always calls for the slaughtering of a pig!”
La Mancha smirked. “Soldiers of France need no such incentives to perform their duty. Their pay and honor are reward enough.”
“Easy-care”, Clark remarked. “And what about us officers?”
“I could have a frog served to you”, La Mancha offered.
Clark pulled aside his friend. “Come, brother. I reckon we´ve got a bad influence on him.”
“That´ll be be a long journy to Martinique”, Jarundo sighed, crestfallen. “We cannot even be certain we´ll get there, nobody ever can. And then no sow!”
“You´ll get one all for yourself in Fort-de-France”, Clark promised. “But in this you are right: the journey will take long, with nothing to do.”
“Shouldn´t the pirate-lords be glad to be allowed to run free on my ship?” Francois snapped at the two prisoners.
“Apart from the fact that it is a waste of good talent?” Clark retorted. “You´ve got the best navigator of all of Westindia here!”
“Ah, yes, the famous Eagle-maps”, Francois remembered. “The Black Dog was talking bout them.” 
“Forget him”, Clark adviced the nobleman.
“You let him escape!” Francois hissed.
“Only to see him drown miserably”, Jarundo said. “Don´t worry. He´s gone for good.”
Common sense was on Jarundo´s side, but it was a fact that no body had been found. Soon the legends surrounding Chien del´Onyx and his life after his end would set in. But when that happened Clark planned to be well away from here and on his way north - from a slightly less wealthy town of Fort-de-France.
The young de Monet, however, could not forget the pirate captain that easily. He practised fencing with sabre, dagger and epée with his friend Raoul. Clark´s suggestion to include the hand-axe got rejected by both of the gentlemen alike.
One of those days de Monet and La Mancha were facing each other in mock battle, armed with epées and parrying daggers. La Mancha was well versed in this technique, with an extraordinary talent for cross-blocking. Clark had already noticed this when the Pride of Martinique had captured prizes in the past time during their long hunt for Chien. 
But something about Francois´ fighting style did not sit well with the praivateer captain. The young man was using his off-hand weapon clumsily, leaving himself open for La Mancha´s attacks far too often. Only several days later Clark realized what his problem was: not a weakness of the frenchman, but a strength he wasn´t aware of. Clark himself was equally skilled with his left and right hand, not because of extensive practice, but because he had been born knowing no difference between them. He had maintaned the upper hand in the duel against the Black Dog in the Traitor´s Head only because he had kept confusing his opponent by switching his main hand repeatedly. Now he recognized the same natural talent in Francois.
“Hey, Mister Wrong War Money!” he yelled at the nobleman. “That´s not a buckler you´ve got there, but a dagger! Attack with it!”
The shout cost Francois his concentration and La Mancha scored the final point he needed in this practice battle. Francois strolled over towards Clark, looking at him curiously.
“What do you mean, Clark?”
La Mancha accompanied the two, but he waved his hand dismissingly about the englishman´s suggestion. “Two-weapon-offence is a maneuvre of desperation, Francois”, he explained.
“When the Black Dog boarded us, it was a desperate situation”, Francois said. He stepped closer to Clark, demanding: “I´ve got to learn all I can about fighting. Teach me this style of yours!”
“I strongly advise you against handing him one weapon, let alone two!” Raoul protested. But Clark had the better arguments: “Come on, Captain, why would I kill him of all persons? He´s the mission objective, after all. Keeping him alive ensures my wellbeing, too.”
“Very well, you´ve got my permission”, La Mancha gave in. “But be careful!” he warned his younger friend and repeated this warning in different words at the start of each practice battle between Francois and the prisoner. 

*

Francois de Monet turned out a quick learner. Soon he had learned everything Clak knew about dual-wielding, but he had yet to defeat his teacher. The men saw each other only a few hours each day. They met, fought doggedly and parted again. One of these days Francois selected two sabres for his weapons instead of the usual fencing weapon/parrying dagger combination.
“Do you want to loose even faster than usually?” Clark teased his pupil. But Francois was confident. Two idendical blades it had to be for the heir of Martinique, not something that wasn´t even a proper weapon, but a tool and toy used by commonborn fishermen´s children.
Smiling superciliously Clark too the offensive at once. But his smile faded after the first clashes. The two mens´ battleground covered the whole ship and they had agreed beforehand to employ no other helpful elements that went beyond their weapons and bodies. They stayed at ground level, ignoring sand sacks as well as seamen and even paused their fight once, allowing the ship´s cook to pass by, when he had to cross the battlefield with two buckets full of water.
The battle had something of a dance, but Jarundo secretly called it “mating ritual”. Many lookers-on could hardly follow the combatents´ movements, but the more experienced fighters soon realized: Clark´s attention had shown Francois where his real expertise in dueling lay. Already the merchant fought at a very high level of skill. With some more training he would be unbeatable. 
Clark, too, had realized this, but he was loath to give up now. Jarundo laughed: “Now that´s something you´ve unleashed there, brother!” Clark did not even snarl at this. He needed to concentrate on the french nobleman and his whirling sabres. 
It turned out that Clark wasn´t good enough. The englishman fell backwards and when he came to lie on his back, he felt two bladepoints against his chin.
La Mancha and the leutnants rushed in to congratulate the governor´s son, but Francois did not drew back his weapons. Clark stared into his eyes. He found a mask self-control only. What primeval forces raged underneath stayed hidden from the privateer.
“Young sire…?” Uncharasteristically shy La Mancha adressed the man he had helped raise up. Jarundo interrupted: “Put away that stinger, Francois! He´s not the Black Dog! Without Clark you would still rot on the Midnight Blue!”
“Enough!” Raoul La Mancha directed his words of scolding not at the governor´s son, but Jarundo. “Francois”, he then turned to the noble. “Your father gave Captain Clark his word! Do not disgrace your family name!”
“That´s what it´s all about, isn´t it?” Francois´ voice was faltering. “The honor of the de Monet family!” In a high swing he retreated his blades, sheathing them once again. “Raoul! I wish to see no pirates ´till we get back to Martinique! It was too much. I have to become myself again before… before all else. Let´s consider this closed, my friend, and lock these two up.”
When four armed men surrounded Jarundo and Clark to lead them away, Francois turned around one last time. “Oh, and buy a sow in the next village we pass by!”
Clark heard Jarundo scream in indignance. He realized that they had made a grave mistake. Men as the young de Monet were not used to getting rescued. They were the people in power and lived in the illusion to be able to master any crisis by themselves. Clark knew this way of thinking too well. His own imagined supreriority was the only thing keeping him from crying, when the small cell they were put into was locked behind him and Jarundo.

*

“What are they doing?“
Captain Clark had to look twice. Peeping through a hole an the wooden door to Francois´ cabin he shrank back. With an expression of utmost incromprehension in his face he answered: “They are bathing. Only french can get the idea to place a bathtub on a ship in the middle of the ocean!”
The carib indian nodded. “Weird. But I´m all for taking a bath, you know. It´s a great idea, normally.“
Clark turned around, looking at the crewmembers standing in their backs. Two of them were looking rather guilty, since it had been their task to oversee the prisoners on their daily walk at the deck. To use the priviledge granted to Francois´ rescuers by Captain La Mancha to spy on the governor´s son deemed them a bold feat of piracy!
“Spread out a sail, we wish to have bath, too!” Clark told the seamen. But the men laughed! “Soso, the lords wish to bath!”
“Not just the two of us, you, too. Don´t you wish to?”
“We are not simply doing what we wish, Misterclark”, one the french replied, as if the english titulation was part of the name. The name of the man who seemed to have no other first name.
“There goes your ‘easy-care’ - crew, Eagle”, Jarundo remarked.
Clark pulled open the door to Francois´ cabin. “Well, then we´ll use the proper offcial channels”, he decided. “Captain de Monet, asking permission to chuck a sail into the water!”
“I can think of something else I´d really like to toss over the rail”, Francois replied. Snapping his fingers he signaled La Mancha, who was already clothing himself again after his bath. “See to it, my friend!” 
Clark and La Mancha disappeared through the door, closing it again behind them. 
Four empty water barrels were tied to a large awning and then the makeshift construction was lowered into the water. The sail cloth became saturated with water, but the empty barrels hindered it from sinking completely. Thus the seamen had created a bassin where they could enjoy themselves in the shallow sea water.
“You are above such child´s play, I take it, Captain Clark?” La Mancha inquired.
“Indeed”, Clark, master swimmer that he was, replied.
La Mancha slapped the englishman on his back brotherly - or so it seemed at first. But then he grabbed him by his shirt and shoved him over the rail with his other hand.
“Thought so”, Captain La Mancha said. He turned away, satisfied, when he heard a loud splashing noise and an even louder protest afterwards. La Mancha had carried out de Monet´s unspoken order and Clark cried blue murder.

*

In his cabin Francois de Monet simulated the stirring of real waves with his toes. His civilized bath with the clear water and the bathing oils and essences wasn´t really to the young man´s taste. It smelled so strange and felt completely different than to swim in the lagoon at Aruba Island. With weeds in his hair. And with Swantje.
Francois sighed. Swantje had a lot to offer to a man´s eye and… other parts. Francois had to admit this, even though he preferred spanish women. What had they been laughing about during the last trip to the lagoon? Ah, yes, they had talked about whales. How lovemaking could give cause to the most weird topics!
Perhaps Swantje was even now enjoying herself with Pierre… Angrily, but to no avail, Francois quenched a handfull of bath water between his fingers. Pierre would not have freaked out at the sight of a single little warship! But Captainleutnant Pierre Dupont had watched the Pride of Martinique´s construction from the first plank, too. He would have wanted her and together with Chips, Chien and his friends would have performed this feat one day, Francois believed. But now Chien´s crew consisting of french seamen and spanish coastal pirates was resting in a wet seaman´s grave as befitted a bunch of traitors like them. And Francois, the only survivor, was on his way to Martinique where, as he felt, lifelong captivity was waiting for him. A gilded cage, but a cage nonetheless. And there was nobody in Martinique he could unburden his heart to about what really had transpired since the anihilation of the Prince Paris. He had to keep all of it his secret ´till his deathbed.
Clark and Jarundo, the prisoners, they were free, really free. Did they realize this? Did they appreciate it?
Francois stared into his own face looming in the bath water. “I´ve got to become again the man I used to be”, he repeated his own words. But who was he, after all? The young heir Francois de Monet he had been raised to be or the pirate he had chosen to be those recent months?

*

The Pride of Martinique had anchored at a small island Clark had called “large enough to contain a house and garden“. The privateer and his loyal friend had to bide their time in a small cell while crew and officers made a merry time at land by their captain´s degree.
Obviously the cell had no window to watch the party through, but the prisoners could hear the noise. The inhabitants of the costal thorp had joined the seamen in their festive mood and only a skeleton crew remained on the galleon.
Clark and Jarundo rose as one man when they heard the deckofficer´s steps directly above their heads. This was the moment! A better chance for taking over the Pride would not present itself.
Clark was still wearing young de Monet´s attire, including the boots. Francois had confiscated the hidden needle, dagger and the weights in the sleeves, however. The imprisoned had only a few objects less suitable for breaking out at their disposal: the tooth of a rat Jarundo had killed, some wooden splinters, a piece of toenail of Clark´s and a large amount of impertinence.
The privateer captain knew a bit about lockpicking. It would take time, but the endeavour wasn´t hopeless. Jarundo was listening for disturbances while his captain worked. Eventually Clark heard the liberating sound of the mechanism giving in. He flashed his friend a grin, then opened the door of the cage-like cell.
Jarundo took the point. He had taught his captain the native hunters´ way of stealth and secrecy, but only one born as an indian could ever master them fully.
When the two emerged from the lower deck, the sound of water splashing could be heard. The escapees did not pay it any heed, because it did not repeat itself. Far more important was to aquire some weaponry. That meant either sneaking to the armory or stealing it from the guards. Perhaps those soldiers would even play along, once confronted with the new situation. Because two men alone could hardly sail a full sized galleon, Clark and Jarundo had no other choice but to make some fast allys among their opponents. Alone they would never be able to reach Curacao, where Clark wanted to harvest (with an option to peel them and sizzle them in oil) his seed potatoes. Seaman switching sides and joining a pirate crew was not unheard of. Especially those serving on battleships were often men conscripted into service against their will or criminals given the choice between prolonged imprisonment under inhumane conditions and the dangerous war service. Others had applied voluntarily, full of high hopes and expectations, only to have their illusions quenched by the harsh reality. All of them would seize the - at first glance - better opportunity and become pirates. Clark and Jarundo knew the names of men of each category: Joe Surname, Tom Fishfry and James Maria Perry. They did not know the name of the first guard they clobbered… Clark took the man´s cutlass, Jarundo the knife. Then Clark signaled his friend where to turn to next.
On their way to the quarterdeck the carib indian picked up a musket. He moved towards a marine standing guard near the now empty captain´s cabin. Thinking about how to best get into the man´s back or at least close in unnoticed, Jarundo held fast to his improvised club - when suddenly the soldier rolled his eyes and sank down with a heavy moan. 
From behind the now unconscious man´s back Francois de Monet appeared, holding a heavy boarding hook in his hands.
“What´s he doing here?!” Jarundo hissed.
Francois smiled: “Taking over the Pride of Martinique. And you?”
“Same as you”, Clark replied.
“Why should he steal his own ship?” Jarundo flared up.
“Because it isn´t his. It´s the ship of the governor´s of Martinique´s son.”
Jarundo nodded, the subtle difference not lost to him.
“Just to think of it… I had all the pieces where I wanted them: La Mancha at the island, most of the soldiers off the ship and my new quartermaster and navigator locked up in a cell until needed”, Francois sighed. “Are you still the best navigator of Westindia, Clark?” he inquired then.
“Ha!”
“Of any use as helmsman, too?”
“Already there”, Clark nodded, moving towards the rudder.
“Sail a course that brings us along the northern coast of Aruba!” Francois instructed his new ally. “Then I´m going to reveal to you the secret hideout of Chien´del Onyx´s!”
Halfway to the helm Clark hesitated. “You owe me a sloop, frenchman, but the Martinique will do for a start!”
Francois paled visibly. “What? Why me? I´m not responsible for the loss of the Midnight Blue!“ 
Clark performed a gesture with his hand. Even though Jarundo did not understand, why he should grapple the young de Monet, he carried out the order at once. At sea one had to trust each other blindly. Because of this Jarundo of course expected an explanation, but he could wait for the right moment, until then doing what his warrior captain deemed necessary. 
Clark came down the stepps again rather brisk. He hit Francois hard several times. “Nobody who calls himself a captain should lie as as insolent you, Black Dog!” he held against the noble. “The Midnight was yours to command when she died. If you deny this, you´ll end in the same grave… Chien!”
Jarundo gasped. “Chien?!“
“I had to become again the man I used to be, before I could face you again, Clark“, Francois reminded the englishman to his words at the end of their last practice battle. “And that´s Chien de´Onyx. Yes, Jarundo, it is true. I was the black dog, all the time since we sank the Prince Paris to feign our deaths. And I thought I had to fear your perception more than Clark´s in this respect…”
“Well”, Clark laughed, “I know a thing or two about disguises! Let him go, Jarundo. Francois´s one of us now.”
Francois bowed respectfully to the privateer. This was not exactly what he had planned, but an outcome he could live with. It was far better, after, all, then the first time he had set foot on the galleon…

“Move, you…!” The tone Raoul´s adjutant of obviously spanish heritage employed was new to Francois and he crinched. This marine had proved a fine opponent for the governor´s son he knew only in his guise as “Chien del´Onyx”. But Chien could bear entering the Pride of Martinique as a captive even less than Francois. Hundreds of thoughts were racing through the man´s mind, fighting their own battles in there.
Chien had to guide the Martinique to the place where his sloop was anchoring and all the time the annoying soldier was at his side. He spoke little, as befit his low rank, but what he had to say had Francois listen up. What did that mean “the most loyal of crews…?”. And “you, too?” Had Captain La Mancha had to face a mutiny during his journey? No, that was not possible! Every mariner, including himself, admired La Mancha! But Raoul called Martinique his home and would not leave it willingly. Because of this the two old friends had to part ways. The thought of them becoming enemies Francois still could not fathom.
All this went through the pirate´s head in the the short time between him jumping overboard and diving in. Now the darkness engulfed him, forcing his attention to the present. Chien´s boots had to go if he was to survive. The rest of his disguise had to follow - for the same reason.
The water dampened the sound of the cannons speaking above. The pirate risked surfacing, but where should he turn to? His second-in-command would try to escape from the larger ship. A captain could be replaced anytime, not so the Midnight Blue. Who cared that the Black Dog felt exactly the opposite? The Midnight, he realized, would not survive the battle. In order for Francois de Monet to survive, Chien del´Onyx had to perish with his ship. 
But it was one thing to survive in the stirred up waters during a naval battle, undressing and staying hidden all the while cost the pirate all the strength he could muster. When he finally found a crate he could hold onto, he felt elated somehow, drunken from the high of another adventure mastered. 
Unable to fully realize his exhaustion Francois waved his hands to signal the approaching row boats to his position. Doing so he lost his grip and once again he was swallowed by the black-ness. But out of the dark something was coming at him… At first the man believed it was a uge fish, so easily was the swimmer blending with his environment. An isle of calm moved with the stranger, another mystery of the sea the noble scion raised as a merchant-diplomat could not yet fathom. And then the diver grabbed him! Francois felt as if he had been seized by a predator fish. Now his old life would claim him again…
The Black Dog was shivering from cold and anger, when he realized to have lost. He almost laughed out hysterically when he stood on the Pride of Martinique´s deck again. The trap had been triggered, the hatch closed, the play was over and actors as well as audience went home. Only the epilogue was still to act out. ‘Was this how La Mancha´s betrothed murdered by pirates has felt in the end?’ Francois wondered. When life and death seemed equally terrible prospects?
Somebody threw a jacket over Francois´s shoulders. His body language portrayed gratitude, but the man´s mind was hardly present. Only the mentioning of a certain name had Francois´ body and spirit return out of of the hands of an invisible puppet player into his own control. Captain La Mancha had called his adjutant “Clark” just now! The adventurous nobleman knew of course every legend about Captain Clark. He took a closer look at the man wearing a marine´s uniform. Clark´s dark blonde hair reached his shoulders, his eyecolor was somehow undecided between blue and gray, he was of average height for a man and his facial features were strangely boyish. Had Francois not known that the englishman was at least five years older than him, he would have judged him much younger. No wonder that everybody had bought into his “La Mancha´s adjutant” - disguise!
“This is Captain Clark?”
Francois rose. He was taller than the other three men, even though La Mancha was standing taller than the half-naked governor´s son right now on account of wearing boots. Francois´ bare toes touched the wood under him and the felt felt as if he had never before stood on a ship´s deck. He tried shaking the slight dizzieness, but could not manage it. Proudly Francois raised his head. Having lost his command he could still strip Clark of his, too!
“Your career ends at the gallows in Fort-de-France”, the young man thought, but he felt bad about it. Envy was a bad sin… Did he feel so dizzy because he harboured unclean thoughts? Or was it… Could it be?
“Of course!” Eventually it dawned to Francois. “The stars!“
Captain Perben had shared their secret with his Leutnant Pierre Dupont, even though captains-to-be were to find out on their own. Pierre had confided to his friend Francois, that no star had ever been dancing for him and together they had dismissed the tale as mere superstition. But here, on the Pride of Martinique, Francois experienced the dance for the first time and he knew, he had come home.

*

“What do you see?“ Clark asked.
The last stars of the night were winking out over the pirates´ heads, but they took their leave the same way they had watched the seizing of the Martinique tonight: dancing.
Chien gulped hard. He spoke it out aloud. No true captain could lie at a direct query about the stars´ dance.
Clark nodded. “From now on they´ll continue doing it, no matter where you are. It can be comforting or feel like a slap in the face, trust me! But the stars having started to dance for you makes our situation complicated…”
“Haha!” Chien laughed. “Well, not everybody has it as cozy as our friend Raoul at his island with the gnawed bones of his sow in front of him. But at least he can catch another one whenever he needs it.“
“And where are you going to maroon us, when you need us no longer?” one of the Martinique´s seamen dared to ask. It had turned out that La Mancha´s subjects obeyed their new masters at the threat of force readily, but could not be baited by the promise of a free pirate´s  life. In this respect they were very different from “Francois del´Onyx”.
“Not in any port from where you men can report our deeds to Martinique in no time, I´m afraid”, the Black Dog replied. “You´ll stay nicely at Aruba. We leave enough food and a reasonable wage from Chien del´Onyx´ treasure.”
“I do not understand, Sir de Monet!” the seaman pleaded. “After all you had to suffer from that man´s hand, you´re turning turned pirate now, just like him? Why?”
“Because Chien did to me nothing worse than my father before him”, Francois answered. “Making me his prisoner, dictating my decisions for my and restricting my life an a way mocking my rank as noble born - nay, as free born - man!”
Standing nearby Clark smirked to himself. Chien knew how to keep his secret. No one except himself and Jarundo knew, that Francois de Monet and the Black Dog were one and the same person. Clark liked the governor´s son despite their different opinions on many things, including patriotism. When Isabel had felt she had to break up with her uncle, she had not deserted England. Francois, however, was much more pirate than soldier. And he was a true captain, to boot, something, even a galleon did not need double…
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When the morning sun sent her first rays down on the Martinique´s deck, she found several of the seaman doing their work, supervised by Jarundo. The rest of the men could not enjoy the warmth and dryness. They had been locked in the prison cells until their work shift was due. But even if all of the captives had been put to work at once the Pride of Martinique would have been far from fully manned. As long as the wind was blowing calm and steady and encounters were limited to the sighting of ships at the far distance, the galleon was covering ground to their new owners´ satisfaction despite the lack of workers.
Francois de Monet oined Clark at the helm when they had finally arrived at their destination. “The caves over there are our destination”, he revealed to him. “There´s an entrance to our base of operation.”
“I was under the impression the french had scoured this area already?” Clark shot back, his voice betraying more than a little suspicion.
Francois just laughed at his worries! “Raoul´s search party would have discovered some frightened shipwrecked, but not men determined not to get found! I have more men at my disposal than I could employ on the Midnight. The rest always led a good life on Aruba. It´s like our own little Tortuga, you see? Turn straight south now, please!”
The Pride was nearing the steep coast. The access to Chien´s hideout was hidden well. A narrow gap between two cliffs formed a natural channel. Deeper in the channel was bridged by a stone arch.
“We are watched even now from out of the caves to the left and right above our heads”, Francois told his Co-Captain, pointing out the dark holes in the cliffs. “In there we found a good sized system of caverns and tunnels that we made into a fortress. The dutch heardsmen populating the island don´t even know about it´s existance. Except for a few women, but they keep their knowledge to themselves. So - we are there. Might you try for a comparatively inoffensive first impression?”
Clark just snorted. Seconds later a crossbow bolt bore itself into the planks at his feat.
“Hey! What does this mean now?!”
“Hey there!” Francois, too, called out. “Everything´s fine! No need to worry!”
In the mouth of one of the caves the marksman´s head appeared. “Capitano?”
“It´s just me, Louis, an old friend. I ask permission to enter the channel!“
At this distance Louis´ facial expression was hard to read. Clark assumed that thousands of questions ought to go through the man´s mind, considering Francois´ return in this fashion. No black mask and costume, no Midnight Blue, but commanding France´s most modern warship. But he gathered himself up and asked: “I trust the weather was fine?”
“Come out and have a look yourselves!” Francois de Monet offered. Louis relaxed visibly. Any other answer, Clark deduced, relayed “Danger” in various versions. In this case it would have been easy for the defenders perched in their caves to set on fire the sails of an entering ship and assault the crew with bombs.
“Wait!” Louis ordered the arrivals. He shouted something into the cave, then a second man appeared. Fleet-footed the duo entered from their hiding place into the galleon´s rigging, climbing down from there.
Francois alias Chien del´Onyx happily approached his childhood friend Louis. The french settlers called themselves the lords of Martinique, but in truth they controlled only the town of Fort-de-France. On his daring expeditions into the island´s interior Francois had been accompanied by a wild horde of boys, children from any tier of society. Right from the beginning Louis, a stray born in Fort-de-France, and officer´s son Pierre, orphaned in the battle for Trinidad, had belonged to the gang.
Chien was stopped from greeting his accomplice by the second man, a french seaman from the Prince Paris. “Who are you?” this man challenged.
“Gontard! What kind of question is this supposed to be? You know me!”
“Of course I know you, Francois, but it´s been awhile, you see?” the seaman replied. “Last time I saw you, it was during an inspection in Fort-de-France. In the month to follow you changed, gradually. At first into a full man, somebody we could follow, and then into the Black Dog of the Spanish Main. Now you´re standing before us in the same fancy twist you you left Martinique in. So - what´s your game now? I have a right to now!”
Chien sighed: “The Black Dog´s dead. Raoul and Clark did me in. In order not to get hanged for piracy I was forced to assume again my old identity.” The noble smirked at his man, when he continued: “But if you wish to wear clothes such as mine, you´ve got to set out with the Pride of Martinique, Gontard! Because on their own the prizes won´t sail into our maw!”
“Hm”, Louis thought aloud. “Chips, the spaniards and the buccaneers have no idea who the Black Dog really was. As for the rest…”
“What rest?”
“Why, the others from the Prince Paris, of course, who were with you on the Midnight Blue! Aren´t they here, too?”
Chien shook his head in regret. “La Mancha sank us to the last men. Other than me, you two and Pierre are the last.”
“What are we to tell Pierre and the others, then?” Gontard demanded. “They are waiting up there for our assessement of the situation.”
“Tell them”, Francois decided, “that the Black Dog is dead. And that the man who destroyed Chien´s ship got overpowered by me and Clark together. We marooned him afterwards, so Captain Onyx is revenged. And tell them further, that every last one of them is welcome here. It´s the truth, sort of.”
Louis and Gontard nodded. They climbed up again with ease, clambered into the cave with a little less ease and stayed away from sight for a while. 
Meanwhile Clark looked around, judging the channel. It did not go straight all the way, rather it was winding through the cliffs and the end could not be seen from here. “A galleon won´t fit through”, Francois voiced the obvious. “We should chain a few row boats together in order to fetch the men and our provisions.”
Clark agreed to the suggestion at once. Shortly afterwards Louis signalled the arrivals, that they got granted passage. 
“Where are we going to turn to when we´ve finished cleaning up here?” Francois asked, while he and Clark were rowing.
“Curacao. To complete our crew.”
“I meant: Afterwards.”
“What do you mean? What´s wrong with harassing the spaniards in these waters a bit longer?
“You tell me! I thought, well, you are infamous for aiming much higher, Clark.”
For several beats of the oars the englishman reamained silent. Then he said, tentavely: “I´ve got to recoup some substantial losses, indeed. Considering I´m going to miss out on a stash of gold from Martinique now, too.”
“The reward for rescuing me?” Francois assumed.
“No. Proceeds from the sale of certain maps. The originals burnt when you attacked my Aquila.”
“Those weren´t the only copies, I take it?”
“Right. I hid some others in the Tongue of the Ocean.“
Francois stopped rowing. “The Tongue of the Ocean? Count me in!”
His new aquaintance´s lust für adventure warmed Clark´s heart. To a young man, who had felt caged at home, the voyage to the Bahamas was akin to crossing the ocean! The profit to be gained during the journey was of secondary interest to Francois, it seemed.
“We could make a detour to Martinique, however”, Clark offered.
“With a ship as well known there as ours? No way!”
Clark tried to judge the deserter. Francois´ answer had come quick, but also rash? The privateer captain could not tell. He got into detail a bit more: “I envision an attack from the landside. There´s a dire lack in survaillance…”
Now it was for Francois to row in silence. The thought of attacking his own hometown did not sit well with him. Clark nodded, uncharacteristically sympathetic. The situation in England had attuned his awareness in that matter a little. “So the Tongue of the Ocean it will be”, he decided. “The wind has changed with the seasons, so we could aim straight for Jamaika from here. I´ve never done it with a ship rigged like ours, though. But whatever, after having to tack against the wind from Rio de la Hacha to Aruba, any speed will feel like flying!”
Clark and Francois passed several turns of the long, winding channel with their boats. In some curves it wasn´t easy to keep the line behind them in order. The only ship able to pass here was indeed a pinnace or a sleek sloop.
“A barque is too large already, to make it through here”, Clark remarked.
“Except if it´s steered by you”, the Black Dog corrected.
“I…”
“Come on, Clark! That´s part of your well-tended image, ranting about how you hold this particular model in contempt at any given opportunity! So no one might guess…”
The first boat of the chain had already hit shore. Francois jumped out, yanked at the line and finished his sentence: “…that you might be incredibly proficient with one!”
Angrily the englishman rammed back the oar into it´s position. Had he not done so, he might have given in to the urge to hit the Black Dog with it.
“Okay, okay”, the privateer hissed. “But I´m good at cooking, too, and would never contemplate actually doing so!”
Francois waited for his Co-captain to get ashore, too. “You can cook?” he asked. “If that´s true, that leads to only one conclusion and that one is quite humilating for you.”
“What are you hinting at?” Clark flared up.
Francois shook his head. “You know. It´s better I don´t speak it aloud, because, believe me or not, I still harbour the utmost respect for you despite this revelation.”
“But I command you to!” Clark shouted.
And that was how the pirates of Aruba found their leaders-to-be: Locked in a brawl in the shallow water. Captain Clark forced the Black Dog´s head underwater and had him swallow mud. 
“Gasp…”
“Now, if you´ve got nothing better to say, I can ‘baptize’ you again”, Clark said and made true on his thread at once.
“So be it”, Francois wheezed. He spat water and a small stone, as if he was a fish that needed it for digestion. “I´m going to tell - in front of the whole crew! They´ve gathered up behind us, in case you haven´t noticed!”
“What? No!”
Francois revelled in his triumph. He saw Chips rolling his eyes behind Clark. The rest of the pirates waited anxiously how things would turn out. They seemed ready to follow the Pride of Martinique´s captain - whichever of the two men would turn out to be that one. 
“They´ve demoted you before and marooned you somewhere!” Francois stated. “That´s why!“ 
Relief filled the privateer captain. He allowed himself a smile. “Idiot! I´ve learned it in my time as a soldier. I thought you were smart enough to make the connection.“
Chips nodded meaningfully. “Now that you´ve met Captain Clark, stranger, does it take you wonder, that he had to serve more than his usual share of kitchen duty on the Royal Bride?”
“Actually, no”, Francois murmured. “I´d rather ask myself whether he had time to shoot. The detentions with the kitchen knifes must have served as a good practice for boarding fights.”
The former captain of the Aquila turned around to Chips, one of his oldest companions. The shipwright was one of the few persons alive who still remembered Clark sailing into port with a pinnace, the Corse, in Providence. He also remebered the name of the barque Clark had stolen from England.
“Chips!” the englishman exclaimed, ready to hug the other. After all that was behind them Chips allowed it. “You yellow-bearded coffin-maker of the devil! You survived!”
“Clark, you old shark“, Chips returned the compliment. “You here? I was afraid you might have joined your little Jenny by now.”
The privateer captain let go Chips. He lowered his head, averting his eyes. 
The carpenter thought that maybe he was missing Jenny Little more than the englishman, who had been betrothed to her. But it hadn´t been Clark, after all, overseeing the first Aquila´s construction, but the young woman. Jenny Little, nineteen years of age and with child from her Captain Clark. Chips often wondered how events would have unfolded had mother and child not died in childbirth. Would he have begrudged Clark the jolly dreamer Jenny in the long run? But since Jenny was not standing between the men anymore, Chips could greet the privateer captain as a good friend, free of jealously.
“Listen up, men!” Francois called for the attention. “You know now, that your capitano has fallen and how the Midnight Blue is lost. I pressume you´ve heard about Captain Clark of the Aquila, for who has not? He freed me when I was Chien del´Onyx´ captive. Returning the favour I helped him take over the Pride of Martinique. So, guys, the galleon out there in the channel Clark here and me have to share. If you´ve got no problem with this, you are welcome aboard!”
Freddie, Chip´s young nephew, cast an appraising look at his uncle. A ship with two captains, that just wasn´t done, was it? “Let´s find out”, Chips re-assured the boy. Alfred nodded. He had seen both captains in action (though he did not know it yet) and did not care whom he followed, as long as there was loot. The issue of captainship seemed to be one that did not involve the crew in the least, that much was plain to read in the two men´s body language. Alfred decided that it was better that way. What was the alternative? Herding cows at Aruba? No way!
“They are way too ready to accept the facts and switch their loyality from Chien to us”, Francois snorted. “I´m afraid it would be the same, was the Black Dog still alive.”
Once again Clark nodded. “Captains need ships”, he said. “Crews always come with trouble!”
The Black Dog seemed to agree with this assessment. Nevertheless he gave his first order to their new crew: “Stuff everything not able to move by itself into the boats!” 
Soon the boats were loaded and moving towards the Pride of Martinique.
 
*

“So this is the Pride of Martinique“, Pierre Dupond remarked, rapt with awe. Somehow it felt to him as if he had never before seen the ship. And to a certain extent that was true, for it was one thing, seeing your next-door neighbor with a big belly, and another to hear her infant crying. The “infant” that was the galleon, was kicking now - and it knew how to hit hard!
“We placed such high hopes in her from the very first plank”, the captainleutnant remembered. 
“And she surpassed our expectations”, Francois added. “She´s my pride, now, too.”
“Hm. Yes, why not?” his friend replied. “With the Black Dog dead! You´ll need a new pirate-name, after all. For the galleon Clark will, I suppose, think of something along the line of ‘eagle’.”
During those last words a second boat had come closer. Pierre and Francois abruptly fell silent. Pierre´s last remark, however, had been heard by Alfred and what he had picked up let the boy´s mouth fall and stay open! What the former officer hinted at just wasn´t done! For several long seconds Alfred turned the noble´s words round and round in his mind, then he gasped: “You suggest renaming the ship?! But that brings about bad luck of the worst kind!”
The boy stared gape-jawed at Pierre. It was hard, letting go of a superstition one had grown up with. As long as the issue had never actually been brought to the table Alfred had easily been able to talk about it in an enlightened way. But confronted with a specific threat his old worldview came back full force.
Pierre nodded at the accusation. “Yes, but not as you think”, he explained. “Because the name will not vanish. Francois´ going to take it for his own.”
The governor´s son agreed: “I can hardly sign on as Francois de Monet, you know? To leave behind, but not deny, my past… yes, the name ‘Martin’ seems fitting. Luck and bad luck will get distributed evenly between me and ship this way with no undue harm befalling either of us.”
Just a few heartbeats later the boats reached the Pride of Martinoque. Alfred eagerly climbed aboard. “Captain Clark! Captain Clark!” he cried out exitedly.
“Easy, boy!” the privateer captain laughed. His voice came from behind Alfred´s back. “I was in the boat behind yours.” Clark bent down to Chips´ nephew. Winking roguelike he whispered: “Never let your enemy out of sight, you see?”
Alfred nodded. “So you heard everything Pierre and the new one plan? What do you think about it?”
“About renaming the Pride of Martinique?”
“Yes. Pierre and the guy you rescued. He wants to take up a pirate-name and…” Alfred repeated Francois´ explanation about the renaming process and why it was supposed to be good thing.
Clark crossed his arms. “My new crew thinks”, he sighed. “Not like one would expect from normal people, but at least they are thinking. It´s a start, Freddie.”
“Er…”
“He thinks it´s a good plan”, Jarundo explained to the boy. Finally Alfred´s face brightened again. “I think there´s work for you, uncle”, he told Chips. “A new bagde and all!”
Clark enlightened his ship´s carpenter in brief words about what had been agreed upon. With each repetition of the strange argumentation he got used a bit better to it. “But I say we should do it only after we´ve officially started our new voyage, out at sea, with everybody present”, he said. “This way we´ll have a ceremony to meld the two crews together.”
“Not dumb”, Chips agreed. Then he nodded to his captains: “Martin, ey? Like the island that almost would have become both your fellows´ final destination?” But instead Martin and Clark both could enjoy a fresh new beginning now.
Chips watched Freddie romping across the deck. The older crewmembers were showing their exitement a bit more civilized, but far from the discipline La Mancha´s marines had demonstrated. The shipwright whistled in appreciation. “I´ve seen smaller villages”, he commented on the galleon. 
“And I think”, a young spaniard added, “that I really do not fancy cleaning a deck this large!”
Chips studied Clark´s face. One or two drops of spanish blood the englishman could tolerate, but how would he cope with Chien´s crew, half of them being spaniards? Not all of them were denizens of the coastal villages living like buccaneers. The man who had spoken up, for example, was a pure-blooded, city-educated - if not too loyal - subject of the spanish crown. Clark´s mind seemed to dwell in the past when he beheld that Jose Peralta. Chips was already fearing the worst, when Captain Clark adressed Chien´s man: “Your name´s Peralta? I think I knew your father.”
“Well, it´s not you, that´s for sure”, the shipwright joked. “He´s a bit too old for that!”
“Miguel Peralta, helmsman of the Clarabella”, Clark remembered.
Jose nodded eagerly. “Yes, that´s his name!”
“A playboy with a bride in each port and some more sweethearts”, the captain went into detail.
“Och”, Jose dismissingly replied, “every seaman has!”
“Miguel´s blood, no doubt”. Clark commented on this, much to Chip´s relief. “But this one dalliance must have meant more to him, else you would not bear his surname.”
“You are taking the spaniard-thing rather relaxed”, Chips spoke to his captain, after Peralta had rejoined his friends. 
“Probably because I intent taking in something far worse than any spaniard.”
“And what would that be?”
“Seed potatoes. Each one a specialist in his field of expertise and thankful for being allowed to work his miracles on our behalf for half a share. All we have to do is to pluck them out of the good earth of Curacao.”

*

The Pride of Martinique alias Pride of Chien alias Pride of Francois but soon to be Eagle reached Wilhelmstad a few days later. Captain Clark instructed the men to listen for any news about Captain La Mancha, not to forget Don Escobedo, who was still patrolling these waters. From the island governor´s  secretary he got informed that the netherlands would not issue Letters de Marque to anybody at this time. He left the residence knowing soon to be in a better position for negotiation than those few, short months after the mutiny. Then he went down to the dungeons, to have a good look at his gardening results.
“Are you even aware of that we should be in Providence by now?” he greeted his former crewmen. “It never took us that much time from the Windward Islands to get there! Fortunately I got a fast galleon now, so this… regrettable singular occasion will not repeat itself. Got it?”
“An isolated case, yes”, Perry repeated in a small voice.
Harris, however, shook his head uncompehending. “You took over the ship? You really did?”
Clark nodded. “Now it´s your choice whether you wish to sign on with the Errant Eagle or the Midnight Blue”, he told him.
“You´ve got them both?!”
“Not. But I know the exact position where the Midnight went under. As I said, it´s your choice…”

*

Soon as no more bars were filtering the air for him, the land-heavyness liftet from Whipcrack Werner. What did the man care that he had just now taken his first step out of the guardhouse? The ocean was beckoning to him! Reaching for Viviane´s hand he grabbed it and held it tight.
Viviane and Werner were not the only pair ready to leave Wilhelmstad today. Jarundo met with the group, a fearful-looking Marita clinging to his arm.
“Your men sought information about La Mancha!” the half-caste confronted Clark with her knowledge. “The Pride was his ship, in truth, and you marooned him somewhere! But La Mancha now knows about my connection to you guys! I don´t want to be here when he comes, taking up the hunt for the Pride!”
“Raoul La Mancha is a man of honor”, Clark rejected the notion. “He would never harm you. A she-pirate´s life is far more dangerous…”
“But I´m frightened!”
“She´s afraid not to see Jarundo and you again alive”, Viviane translated the unspoken subtext for her captain, who was not well-versed in matters of love and partnership.
Marita nodded. She stepped closer to the privateer captain. “Though I could never convince you to live with me, allow me to die under your command, at least.” Speaking the woman corrected the collar of Clark´s new mantle.
“Let´s have a compromise and say you are going to live under my command”, Clark relented. “That´s nothing more and nothing less than I demand of anybody here.”
“Thank you!” Marita breathed out, leaning closer to the supposed man. Over her head Clark flashed his friend Jarundo an angry look. “Everthing she does on, at or to my ship is on your head!” his mimic said.
The carib indian relieved his captain of the newest crewmember. “She can cook like no other soldier I ever had the honor to meet”, he mocked Clark with an information he had aquired only so recently at Aruba.
“All wifes can”, Clark replied. Because of this widespread prejudice “he” had found himself more often than he would have liked in the kitchens back at the plantation. Provided the right circumstances, Clark knew, anybody could learn how to cook in no time. On the Royal Bride he had not needed his skill. Preparing and serving had been a cook´s priviledge who had used the soldiers sent to assist him only to peel the vegetables, boil the water and clean up after a meal.
“Were you able to find a good pistol for me?” Clark inquired, steering away from the subject.
Jarundo handed his friend an object covered in wax cloth. “Flintlock, as you requested”, he explained and added: “That I tell you, Clark, our Martin has learned haggling before walking! The gunsmith was close to tears when he realized what bargain he had entered into!”
With envy Viviane watched her captain stow away the pistol for now. The Errant Eagle carried enough blades and guns for the crew to use. The mutineers, however, had yet to re-earn the right to carry weapons. 
Martin frowned when his erstwhile opponents from the Aquila approached the port together with Clark. “Your mutineeres, Clark, you know it violates my principles, having them with us.”
“I´ve got to man a galleon, Martin. If we took in only gentlemen, a pinnace would suffice”, Clark replied.
Not hiding their curiosity in the least, Perry, Whipcrack, Creed and Viviane eyed the stranger. Oldworld Eric sometimes just did not get this or that custom of the New World, but he was an able bodied seaman. In contrast Aberforth Harris was lacking expertise as a sailor, but he had grown up in the colonies and knew his way around. Clark´s newest aquisition looked like he had grown his sea legs only months ago, even though he was well into his twenties. Where did his real expertise, if any, lie?
“His name´s Martin and before the same man happened to him that happened to you, he wanted to become a pirate-hunter”, Clark explained. “I defeated the Black Dog, then offered this guy a place among us. Martin is probably the best fencer of the Spanish Main, but some aspects of our life he still has trouble comprehending. It´s not always like in the the books he read as a boy.” 
“You real name´s de Monet, isn´t it?” Werner asked. “You are the adventerous son of Martinique´s governor.”
“Who cares!” Perry slung one arm around Martin, the other around Whipcrack and led both of them aboard. “I say, some of us are named ‘Maria’. In comparison ‘Money’ sounds promising!”
“Speaking of money…” Clark started. Martin broke free of Perry´s hug. His innards convulsed and he knew he would not like the next revealition. 
“Captain La Mancha destroyed the Midnight Blue before I could capture her. That could stretch relations between France and the company, let alone the Netherlands, too far, I´m afraid. I think we should reimburse the governor for the loss.”
“From my treasure rescued from Aruba?!”
“Yes. First, I´d feel better knowing I´m not leaving behind a fucking war zone. Second, Curacao will prove friendlier to the party the money comes from - us, and not La Mancha, in this case.”
Martin was of another opinion altogether: “Raoul destroyed the sloop while it was in pirate hands far longer than twenty-four hours! By right the Midnight Blue had been France´s anyway.”
“For real?“
“Of course! If your english friends fail to re-capture one of their ships during this frist, but you manage to seize it, it´s your legal prize. The crown could not even piss at your leg should you decide to keep the ship, sell it or chop it up for firewood!” 
 “Is that so? Just to think, that the governor tried selling his suggestion to keep the Midnight Blue as a great favour to me…”
“Being learned in the law pays for the merchant as well as for the privateer”, Martin remarked.
“For almost fivteen years no english governor ever felt the need to inform me about this clause!” Clark said. “I hear it today for the first time - and out of an enemy´s mouth!”
“Well, you see, those Letters de Marque can come in handy, but one should not trust the noble-born dogs”, the so-called enemy replied. “They turn you in whenever they feel like it. And because that´s the truth, Clark, I prefer a pirate over a gentleman anytime. Even if this pirate considers me his enemy.”
Soon as he had spoken these words Martin turned around, leaving his rival for captainship. 
Clark felt like following without asking for an audience with the governor, but he could not quite make up his mind. So he dawdled, until a youth seized the chance to approached the privateer captain. 
“What do you want?”
“I´m not somebody´s errand boy, if you thought so”, the young dutchman answered. “My name´s Korthals. Peter Korthals.” He pronounced his name more like “Payter“, but his english was good. Speaking spanish was more important in this region, so Clark assumed that the teenager was a well-travelled merchant´s son or apprentice and asked him about it. “We brought some goods from Aruba, but they are not for sale. They´ll fetch a better price in Providence to the west”, he added. 
“My father thought so, too”, Korthals said. “Conducting business between Bonaire, Aruba and Curacao was not enough for him anymore. He wanted to get a foot into long-distance trade. He invested all our money… sold some valueables and pawned some more heirlooms to this end - and lost everything when our ship sank. My family sleeps in our warehouse, the only place left to us. I need money, much money and fast! So I want to apply for your crew, Captain Clark.”
Clark sized up the youth. Peter seemed determined, but what was a young merchant to the eagles? A spoiled brat who had learned nothing useful!
“Do not think that I buy into this freedom and romance - stuff, Sir!” Korthals said. “I know it´s a hard life. And I hate pirates. May just as well have been pirates, not bad weather, that cost us everything. Between here and St. Marten there´s more pirate-gangs than islands, they say, and that´s accounting to some large number!”
“I´ll take you along, on probation”, Captain Clark told the teenager. “If you do well we´ll keep you, otherwise we´ll leave you behind on Bonaire.”
Korthals shrugged. “Okay. I can find a job there, I guess. Doesn´t matter, where I end up, one eater less is a relief for my family in any case. And who knows, perhaps I do return home treasure-ladden.”
After the two had finished talking and the young man moved towards the ship, more men gathered. “The Errant Eagle´s recruiting!” they passed the news between themselves. Clark smiled. “Korthals!” he shouted after the newest recruit. “Send me down my brother and the scribe! There´s work to be done for them!”


*

After a swift cat´s lick Jarundo helped his friend in the new mantle Clark had bought in Wilhelmstad. The style was the same as that of the black one from St. Kitts Clark had lost in Fort-de-France. But this one was red, red like the cross in the english war-colors and like most of the pirate-flags of this era. Finally Clark was looking again as Jarundo had known him all the time!
In return Clark combed Jarundo´s long plait, bound together the strands and cut away some short hair at the head where no hair belonged in the carib indian´s opinion.
For more than a decade the chosen brothers could touch in this way without feeling anything. Clark was able to hug Chips like one man the other and perhaps he would even have managed to kiss Viviane´s mouth in all innocence. The woman dressed up as a man seemed bereft of any sexual identity. This Captain Isaac Snyder, Jarundo concluded, had to have been a truly remarkable person, if Clark had entered into a relationship with him. Could there ever be another man like him? The carib indian took it as a meaningful indication that his friend consciously tried not to touch Martin - except for the two occasions when he had first beaten him up and then almost drowned him, of course. But at least he had stared rather patiently through the hole in the door when young de Monet hat soaked naked in his bathtub…
“The Errant Eagle´s fully equipped with everything we need”, the carib indian stated. “We can leave Wilhelmstad with tomorrow´s evening tide.”
“Why not tonight? Are you all so eager for a fight with La Mancha?” Clark retorted. “He could be preying on us somewhere around Curacao at this very moment! If I had my way, we´d be away from here the day we came!”
“The ceremony will dealy our departure by just a single day, Eagle. You´ll nullify this one day easily with your navigation skill.”
Clark smiled, looking sad. “So I still have no authority on my own ship.”
“The highest! And that´s why you´ll have to give a long speech, my friend”, Jarundo replied. “It´s traditional. Two ships sunken - the Aquila and the Midnight Blue - the drowned seamens´ souls wait for us to give them the goodbye they deserve.”
“Martin´s captain just like me. He can do it.”
“But he did not know the old Aquila.”
“He did not know any of my eagle-ships!” Clark suddenly yelled. “Who does he think, he is, burstings into my life, seeing the stars dance?!”
“In Rio de la Hacha you made each other see stars, true enough”, the carib indian grinned. The deeper meaning of his friend´s expression was lost to him. Jarundo kept some of ther most private secrets of his captains, but he did not know about a true captain´s secret.
“Haha, yeah, you are right”, Clark laughed. “But you are wrong about the speech. Because there´s someone next to Martin and me you forgot: You, brother.”
“I´m not much of a public speaker…”
“You speak to crowds the way I cook: Reluctant, but competent. So no argument from you or I´ll have you read the bible to the men each Sunday from now on!”

*

Some time later boats were leaving the Errant Eagle, moving towards a spot at the beach Martin had selected in advance. Men returning from shore leave joined their companions coming from the ship there. Those who stayed behind were seamen from Wilhelmstad who had signed on just today. Among them was Lipnail-Tom, a runaway slave from town. The young negro combined the late Hank Straight´s eagerness to perform well with Perry´s talent with numbers and figures, much to the scribe´s dismay. Of all the mutinieers James had felt least expendable and was now proved wrong. But compared to most of the newcomers from St. Kitts and now from Wilhelmstad, too, even Perry, the least skilled seaman of the eagles, had to be considered a veteran mariner.
The galleon was still lacking it´s full crew of onehundred and eighty to twohundred men, but now that more than three pirates and a dozen prisoners were working, it could be sailed into battle again. Clark planned to stock up his spanish-french-dutch crew again in Providence with some englishmen, making the foursome of the carib political poweres complete.
In the rowing boat on his way to shore Clark moved closer to his new cook. “Well, Marita, what´s freedom smelling like?” he inquired. Theatralically the half-caste breathed in the air. Then she gave her answer truthfully: “Spanish roses and dead fish, captain.”
“Best combination there is”, Chatham Creed remarked.
“How come?”
“Why, captain? Well, do you want yours still breathing?“
Before anybody could even think about eating fish, fruit and the sow, firewood had to be fetched. The evening was still young and so Martin welcomed the arrivals each as he saw fit: Clark with a friendly slap onto the back and the rest with much work.
Clark let his gaze wander over the game downed by Louis and his co-captain. “If you two are as capable at sea as in the forest, I have no fears for your future”, he said.
Abit more inland the men gathered up firewood. Alfed cursed aloud. He was the smallest and youngest of the pirates and had been burdened with the most work. “If only we had a proper code”, he complained to Clark, “then Marita would have to do all the dirty work! She was last to sign on!” 
“If only we were at sea, we had a proper code”, the captain shot back. “But I´ve got a crew whose only virtue is to dawdle. The majority wanted this ceremony and now you´ve got to live with the consequences. Now you see how nothing good comes from the majority vote!”
Grumbling to himself Alfred piled the wood and started gutting Martin´s game animals.
Away from the rest the two captains were smoking, watching their men, the faceless and the noteworthy, merge. Fewer in number, but veterans all of them, Clark´s followers dictated the others´s  opinions and actions already.
“See, Black Dog, you got company”, Clark remarked. “No I´ve got half a ship full of enemies.”
“As a young boy I lived on an island where it was just like that”, the deserter replied.
Everywhere larges fires flared up. Used not just for cooking they soon became the only lightsources available. 
The party started rather solemn. It was held in honor of the now dead mutineers as well as Chien´s companions. Jarundo started speaking of the Aquila and of the men now sailing with her spirit forever in the here-after. Some of those had called the ship their home for years, men who had not posessed the common sense to retire after the Gibraltar-coup, like Butcher Silas and Longstreak Eddy had done. But there were also many young faces whose stories and lives had been short, but burning all all the brighter for it. The carib indian spoke their names: Tom Fishfry, Alexander Brady, Hank Straight, Kidd Christopher, Midget Mike and many others. Once again he conjured up the most noteworthy memories about the fallen and he alternated between names from the Aquila and the Midnight Blue.
Viviane and Werner, aware of the fact that they almost had ended up on the list, too, stood by the fire hand in hand, staring into the flames.
Captain Clark still kept his distance, standing free, arms folded.
When Jarundo reached Garcia´s name he looked at Clark, who had been Black´s best friend. Shrugging the captain came closer to the fire, just a few steps, and spoke up: “The best I can say about Captain Garcia is, he went with his ship. What more could one expect of a captain?”
A murmur went up and through the ranks. Captain Garcia Clark had said! Suddenly someone shouted: “Aye! But when you were our captain, the Aquila never even thought about sinking!” Clark recognized Creed´s voice. The men laughed and even their captain could not help but grin, though he did not want to. “Oh, well, tap the beer already”, he ordered. “What shall our shipmates think, looking up from hell, seeing all of us so damn sober at their party?”
Clark needed not say this twice! The eagles, who remembered having crossed blades with Chien´s men several month ago drank all the more, so that the memory would no longer stand between them and their new shipmates. The very few personal quarrels, too, would be resolved within the next hour. Raw meat made up for a black eye and roast meat for pain of the soul. This was a pirate´s life. You survived. You made merry. You cared for your friends, if possible. And you forgot what had happened yesterday, because the existance of a past only reminded you that there would be future, too, and you did not need this. To the human sharks there was only the endless ring. True, from time to time one of them got taken away by heavenly decree. But the sharks did not pause or look back. They swam on. They never saw coming the harpoon thrusting on them from above and so it´s point could never worry them.

*

Marita stepped next to Jarundo soon as he had emptied the first mug after his speech. “So you already put to death the most beautiful of pirates”, she said.
“I would not have allowed it. You´ve got him back, little orchid.”
Marita sighed. “He´ll never be mine, won´t he? But you have been waiting, day in and day out. My body I´ve given you before often enough, for a short while each time. But now both of us serve on the same ship. I decided, Jarundo, to be yours, fully.”
Just when the two were sinking to the ground in each others embrace, Jarundo could not help but tell his new lifemate that Captain Clark, too, would not be alone much longer.
“Oh! He got to know somebody? In Martinique?“
“No, in Rio de la Hacha.“
“And now he´s plotting a course to Providence, which leads us to Rio beforehand”, Marita thought aloud. She would have liked the thought of Captain Clark parted from his love a while longer much better. “Perhaps we´ll return to theese waters, too, someday?”
Jarundo smiled inwardly. His wife had a hard time leaving her home, but he was determined to make any place they went together her new home!
Where Clark was concerned the carib indian by now was under the impression, that sex was in the air whenever he and Martin shared the same continent. He was looking forward to the day when they would eventually realize it…

*

Meanwhile Pierre Dupont and Martin had approached Captain Clark.
“A captain going with his ship… Was that a jabb because of the Midnight Blue?” the governor´s  son asked grumpily.
The captain flashed the two younger ones a wide grin, when he answered: “The Midnight sank, but she was never your ship, Black Dog!”
Pierre said: “I commanded that sloop from time to time, too. But…”
Clark waited.
“But I was never a captain”, the former officer admitted.
Clark´s eyes widened with surprise and uncomprehension. “Somebody told you?”
“About the stars, yes. Someone in Fort-de-France. I am sorry.”
Clark wished for the gift of judging people correctly, the elusive skill Jarundo and Martin posessed. He had been impressed by the seamanship the young frenchman had demonstrated during their journey from Aruba. But would the erstwhile officer be content with his subordinate role on the Errant Eagle or develop ambitions just like Garcia had? Had Black started seeing the stars dance one day? An old friend turned enemy… was it possible for a newfound enemy to turn into a true friend? What had Clark to expect from Martin and his companions?
“I suppose Francois and me became pirates because of you”, Pierre thought aloud. “The whole carribean tells stories about your adventures. I´m not really a captain and even now I´m as afraid of you, as I admire you, Clark. It´s weird, standing next to someone you´ve heard all those tales about…”
“So I am weird, now?”
“No! I… I did not mean…”
The two captains laughed! “Relax, shipmate”, Clark ordered the younger man. Realizing he had walked into a verbal trap, Pierre joined in the laughter. 
“Excuse me for a moment, will you?” Clark said. Strangely elated he worked his way into the centre of the party. He felt ready now to give a speech.
“Men!” the captain shouted. “We got shot at, hunted, outlawed and cursed! They hurt, imprisoned and humilated us, but let none say we did not know how to pay back everything over the years! No one ever managed to defeat us for good and none ever will! We are back! We´ll always be back, so we´ve got practice for when the Day of Judgement comes. And when we are facing a higher court then, let´s see whether it´ll be be the so-called noblemen in Spain, England, France and the Netherlands, or us, having to answer justice!”
A chorus of hoorays answered the captain. Clark smirked when he heard Martin whisper: “I think your last sentence was too long for them, but they like your voice.”
And somehow, perhaps induced by the strong drink consumed, Martin found, that he, too, seemed to like his co-captain´s voice a lot.

*

Candles lit the captain´s cabin of the Errant Eagle. Clark needed no candles to see anything. He found that he needed not even his eyes, since they were on the high seas again, on their way to Providence, though without an english diplomat to babysit this time. 
Providence it had to be, that one crewmember had survived the sinking of the Plough of the Ocean and of the Aquila. Taken captive by Chien del´Onyx this Bob Benson had served on the Midnight Blue only to survive this ship´s end, too, save and sound in the caves of Aruba. The man´s story reminded Clark and Martin to the fact that their lifestories were not the most adventerous imaginable. “He got lucky thrice, this guy”, Perry remarked. “Though it seems he brings not the best of luck to the ships he sails on…”
James Maria Perry sat at the table in the spacious captain´s cabin. Clark´s old cabin would have fitted into this one almost three times. The scribe needed the brightly lit candles for his arts and Martin needed them while supervising Perry. The deserter sat at the short end of the table, feeling so much nobler in his role than the mutineer.
Perry drum-rolled with his knuckles at the table impatiently. He would never have risked acting with so little respect towards Captain Clark returned into his power, but bore only the slightest trace of respect for the new one. “The captains´ share is to be split evenly among…” Perry read the first paragraph from his list. “What name may I put down here, er, captain?”
“Martin… Marten… Martius…Martinus… I do not know!”
“That´s too long”, Clark grinned. “Stay with Martin. The crew will come up with a nickname for you soon enough.”
“Something like Clark the Shark?”
“…among Martin and Clark”, Perry put down the two names. He raised his head, looking up. “I pressume asking you for a first name is still in vain, Clark?”
“It is”, Clark confirmed. He had no problem going about under a wrong surname. Men like Captain Grangerford did it all the time and many men did not even know that they wore not the name of their real sire. But that was one thing, laying aside ones own first name an altogether different matter. Clark could not simply change his female first name, the name he had been christened to. He had stopped using it, but it was still his and the only name he would ever have.
“Should the case occur that the two captains are of different opinion…” Perry wrote on.
“Where Clark and me are concerned, that´s a when-, not an if-construction”, Martin said helpfully. “As a non-native speaker one pays attention to such details.”
“…the majority vote shall decide the final course of action”, Perry finished his sentence. “Every crewmember has exactly one voice, no matter age, gender, position, shares and miscellaneous factores.”
Clark and Martin nodded in unison.
Painstakingly Perry listed every officer´s and non-commissioned officer´s positions with their shares, but without any names yet. “Decisive for paying out shares is the function held at the beginning of a boarding operation, even if said position has changed ´till the day of dividing up the plunder”, he wrote. “The shares of the fallen go without deducting to their heirs, or, should none have been named, the ship´s treasury. Rules about the drawing of shares into the treasury we have already laid out at the beginning of the document.”
“You write this last paragraph on every sheet?” Martin wondered.
Clark and Perry confirmed. “You have no idea, how easily such a sheet disappears and no one wishes to remember that it has ever existed”, Perry explained. “My predecessor on the Aquila let it happen. Result: No shares were taken aside for the ship´s treasury. At first no one was worried, no, everybody was happy with their suddenly higher income. But one month later, when we needed repairs and many men were in need of medical aid, the much-needed funds just weren´t there.”
“What have you done to the ones responsible?” Martin asked his co-captain. Negligently or willfully risking the ship´s safety was a major crime. The untrained captain knew this as well as the two veterans in the room.
“At any other time I would have left their punishment to Garcia´s creativity”, Clark answered. “But back then there was the question of manning the Crimson Road, the third ship I brought along for the Gibraltar raid.” 
Perry started humming the melody of a song that had not been popular enough to be sung almost three years after the ransacking. But because he had made up several stanzas the scribe knew them word perfect:
Captain Clark three ships he had:
one sunken for the crew to enter the fray
one ladden with booty, it went away
and one stayed behind for customs to pay
to the sea devil in souls to pay...
“Go on, Perry”, Clark smiled wistfully. “Back to topic, please.”
“Crewmembers marked with an M renounce half of the shares they are entitled to by rank and serving time for the ship´s treasury´s benefit for the duration of three month, as agreed by the Errant Eagle´s crew.” Perry wrote. His own name was one of those, it was followed by a large “M”, the letter standing for “mutineer”. 
“Three leutnants”, the scribe and treasurer went on, “have been elected by the crew.” He leaned back, chewing on his pen, looking at the two captains.
“So”, Martin sighed.
“Weeeeeeeell”, Clark said.
The election had had a definite outcome - and then again not. Now Perry was laughing inwardly while the two men once again had to face a result of their unusual way of leadership. About half of the crew had voted for Martin, Whipcrack and Jarundo, roughly the other half for Clark, Whipcrack and Jarundo.
“Give me the blackboard!” Clark asked the sribe. Perry produced a wooden board from under the table. Chalk lines and crosses documented the votes every candidate had received.
“Well, this works out nicely, as I see”, Clark said. “The next in line is Pierre and with Pierre as third leutnant we both can live, right, Martin?” The other captain nodded and Perry put down the names as agreed. 
While Clark and Martin would fill the positions of captain and first mate, constantly squabbling about who was who, the other three officers, despite being called “leutnants” interchangeably, had their expertises: Jarundo would be the second mate as well as ship´s pastor, Whipcrack preferred looking after the equipment as the boatswain and Pierre would act as quartermaster, dealing with the people in their day-to-day-duties, mostly. Gontard was made quartermaster at the paper and Creed boatswain, but in truth they would act as seconds to the leutnants already filling their positions only.
“You allow a navigator next to you?” Perry asked, half joking, half apprehensive, when he worked down the list of officer positions. “And a sailmaster?”
“Yes. Jose Peralta. I´ll see to his education personally.”
He had listed the positions orderly by rank, but when it came to filling them, Perry had to jump from the upper columns to the lower and back again. “Treasurer: James Maria Perry”, the scribe wrote on, not without a twinge of satisfaction. “Shipwright: Chips.” Just like Clark was Clark, Chips was Chips and would never be anything else. It wasn´t that the carpenter made a secret about his name. But everybody had gotten used to calling him thus, that not even Perry noticed anything odd about it. Man and job were interchangeable. One of the oldest mechanisms of giving people second names based on their occupations made Marita into a Marita Kok, because the dutch word meant “cook”.
“Guide: Alfred S. Winston. Cook: Marita Kok. Physican: Aberforth Harris. Chief Gunner…”
“The Black Dog´s drowned at Rio de la Hacha”, Martin said.
“And Escobedo shot mine at Caracas”, Clark replied.
“Well, Louis is quite talented”, Martin mused. “He started his career as a poacher.”
“He´s a trapper, then?”
“That, too. Believe me, Clark, as a sharpsooter Louis outshines any formally trained soldier.”
Perry waited, without taking the pen off his mouth. Martin studied the two englishmen´s faces, then he stared at Clark directly. Just like Perry he understood that Clark was struggling to make a decision, but he did not know why it was so hard for him this time.
“Viviane Bridger”, Clark eventually said. He spoke on hastily: “It doesn´t mean Louis will get no acknowledgement of his skill whatsoever. A ship of this size usually carries her own squad of marine infantery with up to three leaders.”
“Marine infantery? That means every single pirate in our case”, Martin laughed. “The full eighty men.“
Clark nodded. “We are going to divide them into three specialized units led by non-commissioned officers”, he told his comrade. “Louis is responsible for the marksmen, another man for the sword… well, sword-like blade weapons and a third one for those fighting with long-reach weapons like pikes, halbards and spears. The candidates will present themselves once we´ve had two or three battles.”
Martin had nothing to add or criticize. “So all we are lacking now is a musician”, he said.
The others two stared at their new companion, blank looks at their faces.
“What´s he going to do? Sing us into sleep at night?” Perry eventually asked.
“Have you never heard?” Martin wondered. “About Pirates accompanying their attacks with scary music to make their opponents surrender? Because their morals are shaken?”
“Sounds to me that the one filling the position doesn´t actually need to be a good singer”, Clark remarked to Perry´s and his own amusement.
“Don´t tell me you´ve learned this from the Black Dog!” the scribe laughed.
“Martin!” Clark frowned. “Please don´t tell me Chien del´Onyx had a ship´s musician!”
“He never found someone.”
“I´d say!” Clark nodded wisely. “Most seamen can sing very good.”
By now James Perry was crinching on the table from laughter. Before he could suffocate for good Clark ended the discussion with the promise to enlist the first eunuch he could find. “Until then”, he said, “we´ll have to make do without a chamber singer.”
Perry wiped the tears of laughter from his eyes and checked whether his moustache had suffered. Suddenly he jerked upwards, standing frozen, looking very much like a startled mouse. At the same moment any trace of amusement vanished from Clark´s face and Martin, too, listened intently. The two of them left the cabin. Above their heads the stars were dancing, but in this hour the captains payed the show now heed. What was going on at their ship called for their full attention.
“Jonah! Jonah!” a chorus led by Gontard was chanting. Again and again the men were pushing one of their own back and forth between themselves. They kicked at him and beat him. Whipcrack and Jarundo tried their best, but could not calm down the crowd, even though they were not afraid to employ whip and cutlass. 
“Jonah!” Freddie, too, shouted, spitting at a much larger and broader man´s naked feet. More beatings and kickings followed. The seaman stumbled, fell down and tried in vain to get up again. Eventually he crouched towards the two captains for protection. 
Clark and Martin recognized the man as Bobby Benson, the sole survivor from the Plough of the Ocean. He bled from several wounds. Bobby ripped a piece of cloth off his torn shirt to stopp them from bleeding with the cloth. Martin grabbed his wrist, forced down Bobby´s hand and called for Doc Harris: “Abe! Bring clean water!“ 
Hesistant Aberforth Harris made his way through the crowd. He held up his hands as if apologizing to his fellow shipmates for doing his duty as ship´s physican.
“No mercy for the Jonah!” one voice called out. The speaker could not be identified, but others took up the slogan. “Aye!” someone shouted, “Bob´s a Jonah!”
Clark heard Creed´s explanation to a landlubber from Wilhelmstad, what “a Jonah” was supposed to be: “That´s like in the bible, see? Someone thinking evil thoughts and that´s sure to lure misfortune.” Indeed any ship Bobby Benson had served on since his arrival in the the New World had sunken. Even his hideout at Aruba the Black Dog had been forced to vacate.
“So you are afraid”, Clark shouted across the deck, “we are going to loose this ship, too? Because of Bobby here?”
“Jo!”, “Aye” and “Yes, captain, that´s right!” came up from everywhere.
Uncomprehending the privateer captain shook his head. “But we are pirates, men!” he tried getting their ears. “We curse, raid, set fire, kill and rape without a divine punishment coming down at our pitiful asses!”
“Just because!” Oldworld Eric said. “We are doing all those terrible things and no misfortune hits us! So a Jonah must ponder stuff even worse in his head! He´s a blasphemer through and through!”
Bob lifted his head. “Please!” he begged. “Don´t believe that!”
Harris paused in his treatment of the man accused of being a blasphemer. He and the other former mutineers of the Aquila eyed Clark intently. Would he obstruct once again or finally act in accordance with his men´s wishes?
Clark´s face hardened. “Damned… I really do not like what I´m going to do”, he hissed.
Bob´s eyes widened in horror. “What do you not like? Captain! What?! Please! Help me, please!“
Clark ignored the man´s wailing. He grabbed him firm, forced him upright and pulled him towards the rail. Cheers and even one “Halleluja!” followed him and the squirming english seaman. Harris helped Clark  dragging the Jonah to the spot where he was to leave the Errant Eagle. “Perry!” Clark shouted. “Come over here and bring your writing stuff! There´s an adjustment to make to the roll!”
“To the sea devil in souls to pay“, Perry trilled to himself. He was no superstitious man, perhaps not even a firm believer, but he enjoyed the racket just like the others.
Bob had taken to whimpering in a heart-rending manner and Clark thought to notice a faint sobbing, too, when he pushed the “Jonah” against the rail. The captain cast a quick look over it, as to ensure that nothing would spoil his plan. Then he signalled Haaris to lift the captive´s feet and move him over the rail. Bob´s continued “No! Please, please, please not!” made Clark ill, but he let it not keep him from going through with his intention.
To the left and right of Clark and Harris pirates leaned over the rail, so that it looked like Clark wasn´t the only one feeling like throwing up. And then a scene replayed that had occurred at the Aquila and had led to the Plough of the ocean´s anihilation eventually: Nobody splashed into the water to drown. Instead Bob screamed in pain when he crashed into the seats of a row boat.
“Anything broken, Bobby-boy?” Clark asked the man gone overboard. Bob shook his head. Bruised all over and in his torn clothing he was looking as miserable as before.
“Am I marooned, Clark?“
The privateer captain did not answer. Everybody´s eyes rested on the englishman. Even Jarundo and Martin were lost, by now, to Clark´s intentions, and could do nothing else but wait out how the eagle´s play would unfold. 
“Listen up, guys”, Clark shouted. “The divine providence has sent us something really good - provided we know how to use it correctly. The one down there may draw bad luck or not. I do not deny that he he might…”
“So what are we still waiting for? Be done with the oars and cast away the boat!” Eric demanded. Clark heard his words, but for probably the first time in his life he also noticed the feelings behind them: Oldworld Eric was close to despair and terribly afraid.
“Why don´t we make use of Bob´s state of soul?” Clark teased his men.
“Use it?” Harris wondered.
“How?” Chat Creed asked, rather curious than bloodthirsty.
Perry said nothing. He just stood open-mouthed next to the captain who was not only a lot harder to steer than Garcia, but in Perry´s opinion a whole lot madder than Black!
Clark snatched the doc´s wineskin from his belt, raising it above his head.
“If misfortune unerringly chooses Bobby´s ship, all we have to do it make sure, that said ship isn´t ours”, Clark grinned. He opened the wineskin. “Hereby I christen this nice little ship…”
Clark let the brandy dripple down over the rail. He took care to hit Bob Benson “accidently” with the liquid. After all, he had a crew to entertain. “Sorry, Bobby, it´s not what you might think!” The roaring laughter told Clark that he had succeeded at least in this little aspect. “…to the name Badluck Bait”, he went on, “and assign the command to seaman Bob Benson!”
 “I make a note of: Bob Benson, acting captain of the Badluck Bait”, Perry said, resigned. “No changes to his shares, though, I pressume?”
“Correct”, Clark grinned. “So whatever misfortune the Good Lord and the Satan decide for us, it will hit the little rowboat down there instead of the Errant Eagle from now on. And to ensure that it stays this way we´ll carry the Badluck Bait with us wherever we go.”
“And what about me?” Bobby whimpered, still not fully convinced that he would survive the night. Clark threw his arms into the air. “What do I know! Get used to your new command! Make yourself comfortable in your ship or throw a party for the shipworms!” 
Martin nodded imperceptible. Taking back in the “Jonah” tonight was too dangerous for the man. Should the pirates have their fun with the seaman marooned on his own ship, sooner or later things would settle down again.
 Harris, Creed und Perry, still standing close to their captain, did not know what they should say. “It´s for me to say who´s going to live on my ship and who´s to die!” Clark snarled at the mutineers. “For me alone! Is that understood?”
“And I choose the life”, the privateer captain murmured, when he strode towards his cabin door.



Two men and lady

The Errant Eagle had a definite destination, the english colonial capital city Providence. Because arriving the trade centre with an empty cargo hold made no sense, the eagles aquired some goods on their way there. They made sure to keep their cost as low as possible, preferring the good old “gunpowder for cargo” – method of bartering.
Bob Benson regained his shipmates´ favour when during a battle with spanish bounty hunters the Badluck Bait met her untimely end. The rowboat´s hanging in the right place saved the Errant Eagle from a direct hit that would have cost several man their health, if not their lives. The more superstitious of the men now reverentially evaded Captain Clark, what irked Martin in turn. Bobby did not know what to think about the incident himself, but he immedietaly got granted “command” of a new rowing boat. Since the fateful night the seaman served as cabin steward for the two captains, where he enjoyed their protection. He was planning to leave the ship in Providence and start a new life there, a wise plan Clark and Martin supported.
Jarundo had less time for his friend than before at this voyage due to his new partner. Or perhaps it was not because of Marita, but for the growing friendship between the english eagle and the black dog that Jarundo and Clark became more independent of each other. For the first time in his life Clark had a companion who was his equal, someone he could challenge himself against each day anew, but who could also stand next to him in silence for an hour or so and then finish Clark´s chain of thoughts with a single word. He needed the carib indian as his conscience and advisor and the french as his whetstone. A life without those two Clark soon could no longer imagine - but not every day the two captains´ relationship proved absolutely friendly… 

Clark dangled a few lengths above the water, swinging under the caribbean sun. In this heat his throat dried far too quickly and the wooden piece in Clark´s mouth rubbed just like the rope around his body. The rope connected him with the galleon, a rope someone Clark could not see from his position was holding. Beneath him the ocean lay as smooth as glass, broken only where the “Errand Eagle” made her way through the wet element.
“There´s one swimming!” exuberant Marita called out.
“So what?” Whipcrack Werner grumbled. “These waters are teeming with sharks. They only get interesting when someone bleeds. Because he´s going to get interesting to them, then!”
The privateer captain had not judged Whipcrack capable of even such a simple play of words. His eyes alternated between the leutnant above him, the sharks below and his own fingers which were stained with a red liquid… Then he swang his body closer to the hull. He managed to get a hold at the second attempt. The crew commented it with loud bawling. From the quarterdeck Jose Peralta was loking down at the man who had taught him everything he knew - the man now dangling so closely above the sharks´ maws.
Now it got complicated. Clark tugged at the rope to try it´s firmness, then he let go. The rope shivered, but the knot around Clark´s body held fast. His right hand now free, Clark raised it up to his mouth to free himself from the wooden gag. With his left he drew a hammer from his sash. One last time Clark checked the wooden panel, then he pressed it against the ship´s hull and hammered four nails into it. When the work was done, he grabbed the rope again and swang himself outward in a long bow in high spirit. Now the embossed letters varnished red and golden once again proclaimed the ship´s correct name: Errant Eagle.
“Perfect”, the privateer captain thought. “Upwards, please!” he called out to the others and they started towing in at once. “Martin´s not to enjoy his sole command too long!”
Clark got Pierre´s hand, grabbed it and stoot at his ship´s deck again.
“A pity, if you think about it”, Martin grinned. “I imagined we´d keelhaul you…”
“As you have learned yesterday, a man can survive that, so don´t raise your hopes too high”, Clark retorted.
The seaman who had proven this possibility to really exist was in Aberforth Harris´s care at the moment. He was a dutch seaman taken in as apprentice by Chips and it had been his task to carve a new panel to replace the once damaged in a recent battle. Maiming his ship by misspelling her name was enough to forfeit any mercy in Clark´s opinion. His punishment had earned the dutchman the name Kielschwein-Karsten after he had surfaced somewhat less than whole, but alive, on the other side. “It means keel-pig”, Whipcrack had explained the name to Freddie. “That´s a mystical creature living in the bilge, you know? One of these days you should try to hunt it down…”
Today the leutnant continued his argument with Marita: “Really, it´s nothing! You can keelhaul someone right in front of the beasts´s noses and before he starts bleeding they just aren´t interested.”
The half-indian recounted every single horrific tale she had heard about sharks in her life. Werner contradicted with a story about a very special bath he, Captain Clark, Black Garcia and young Abe Harris had once taken in Dr. Corner´s bassin. The most dangerous aspect had been for Clark to hide his female shape under her wet clothing and make up a good excuse for why he had to wear a swimsuit at all. Whipcrack, of course, could not know this. “Our doc was a mere child back then, but eben he knew that there was no danger at all!” the leutnant stressed his point. “And today? Clark could have banged his head, suffocated, swallowed the nails, drowned… but he ran no risk whatsoever of getting eaten by a shark!”
Marita pointed at Clark´s fingers smeared with red paint in silence.
“Sharks are keen animals, cook”, Viviane came to her partner´s aid. “They can scent what is real blood and what´s a fake.” 
Whipcrack grabbed the can with the red paint still standing around. He lifted it up, ready to spill the contents over the rail. “Shall I show you?”
“That would be a waste!” Chips scolded the leutnant. In the meantime a number of seamen had made a circle around the argueing two, following their discussion interested.
“There´s a much easier - and more impressive - way of proving your point”, Clark claimed. “Whoever jumps in right now can swim with the beasts as if he was one of them.”
“I know where this is going to lead…” Jarundo sighed. 
“Yes, but for today we are done with feats of courage!” Martin said, when Clark had already sat astride at the rail. “Feeling envy, because you aren´t the only one aboard with cojones?” he teased Martin.
“What have cojones to do with it, if you say there´s nothing about it?”
“If there´s nothing about it, you can as well jump together with me!”
“And why should I, Clark?”
“Hm”, the captain thought aloud. “Then there is something about it, after all, it seems, and you are playing it safe.”
Martin bit back any verbal reply. Instead he put his whole fist into the paint can.
“Well, I think one hand I can risk, too”, Clark said lightly. He waved Whipcrack to hand him the can, too.
Martin undressed fully, his Co-Captain just slipped out off his boots. He rose when the other jumped at the rail and balanced on it next to him. “Ready, shark?”
“Ready!”
Marita closely hugged Jarundo. Jose stared from his position at the helm at the rivals who were both his captains. The rest of the crew had started to brawl about the best places at the rail to watch the fun. No one was completely convinced of the endeavour´s harmlessness. 
“On my signal!” Pierre shouted. “Jump!” 
He led down two ropes weighted down with iron to allow the two divers to climb up again comfortably later.
Martin jumped first and because he was the heavier of the two, he dived in first, too. The warm water engulfed the swimmers. Martin stayed down, while Clark came up, orientated himself and dived again. The captains did not notice the shouts of “Oh!” and “Ah!” and the encouraging cheers coming from their friends. Even more than on the predatory fishes each concentrated on the other one. “It´s not good enough just swimming about lazy”, Martin thought. “Clark can do it, too, and has it done before. I must present the eagles with undenieable prove of my courage. A sign of… Hm… Sign? Yes, that´s it…”
Unerringly Martin swam towards one of the large fishes. At land Captain Clark´s mouth would have stood open now, but underwater he just narrowed his eyes, when it struck him what the other´s intention was. A few strong swim strokes were enough to get his head above the water and scream: “Harpoons! Quick!”
Several man´s lengths away Martin slapped one of the sharks with his hand, to mark him with the residual paint still on his fingers. Even the most complacent animal would interpret such a touch as an attack! The shark twitched, and jerked around to the offender. Martin tried to back-stroke, for he could normally swim faster this way. But to escape an angry shark a merchant´s and landbound hunter´s swimming skill was not sufficient. 
And then everything happened very fast. In short succession two harpoons hit their targets and three creatures bled: the shark marked by Martin that in turn had attacked the pirate, the man and a second shark. One of the throwers on the Errant Eagle had deemed it wise to wound it in order to lure away at least a few of the other sharks from their human game. As was in their nature, the animals lunged at the three wounded. 
Clark dived under again. He pointed to the ropes fastened to the harpoons. Martin understood. Closing his right hand around the next best rope he tried to defend against the shark with his other hand and caught another bite. With greatest effort he managed to supress a scream of pain under water.
Clark cut the rope not far below Martin´s hand with his dagger. The harpoon still in his flank, the shark coiled in pain. It was dying. 
The two wounded sharks had lost enough blood by now ro induce a wild killing rage in their companions. So much blood had been shed that the cloud engulfed Clark´s body, now, too. He made haste to get away from the scene. While one captain swam for his life, the other was pulled out of the water by the men holding the harpoon rope. 
The second time today Captain Clark climbed back aboard the Errant Eagle. This time three bodies slammed down beside him. The first was the wounded Martin, the second a shark with by now two harpoons in his body. Into this body, that was hardly recognizeable as a fish anymore, another shark had sank it´s teeth. Whipcrack had not been able to shake it off while reeling in the dead shark. Marita beat the still living one with a club until this predator, too, was dead. “Good beast“, she praised the shark. “Didn´t I say all along you were anything but harmless!”
Jarundo worked his way through the crowd. Ignoring his friend he knelt down beside Martin. “What good was supposed to do?” he snarled at the wounded adventurer.
Martin´s face was distorted from pain. He gave Jarundo a puzzled look.
“In what language would you like to hear it, Black Dog?” the carib indian spat, speaking latin. People usually found it strange that a native should be fluent in the the noble church language, but from Jarundo´s point of view there was nothing strange about it at all. Any language spoken by the colonial powers were foreign to him and long before he had heard his first dutch or english words, he had already known the Jesuits and their tongue.
“Is Jarundo giving him the Extreme Unction?” Freddie asked.
“Yes, tell my, why I should not!” Jarundo challenged the captain. “A final blessing and then over the rail with you again! And your friend Clark after you, too!”
Martin understood only fragments of the latin words. Nevertheless he had recognized the name “Black Dog”. What did the leutnant want to communicate to him by means of his former pirate name? Pain and still lingering recent fear of death hindered the man to make sense of it. The riddle was solved only later, when Martin was already lying in his cabin and Clark came out of his own next door for a visit.
Martin lay on his back. His left arm was bandaged, otherwise he felt quite well. All he needed was rest until his body had made up for the blood loss.  
“Jarundo´s right, somehow”, the englishman started to speak. “We both have lost our crews. My men sold me to the french and yours left you in La Mancha´s hands at Rio, risking your death when fireing at the Errant Eagle. We do not need another such incident. Jarundo warned me and you not to split the crew into two fractions, because together we could achieve so much more.”
“But…” Martin groaned.
“Hey! Calm, now, man, do not overdo it yet! I know what you want to say”, Clark grinned. “I also think we need to solve this one day - but the men should not witness our rivalries anymore.”

*

“Stopp nibbling at your bandages!“ Clark scolded his Co-captain four hours later. “Dinner´s getting served right now!”
Bob had moved a table to Martin´s bed where he throned like an ancient roman cizizen lying at table. Beside his head Clark sat alone, with Viviane and Werner sitting directly opposite the englishman at the square table and Jarundo at the fourth side, waiting for Marita to join him there.
Clark used to dine with guests regularly, as he had seen his old captain doing on the Royal Bride. His guests were recruited from the whole crew, though, with no regard to rank. 
As always Bobby Bensons was serving the dishes, but sometimes, when she had cooked up something special, Marita demanded this honor for herself. “And now for the highlight of the meal!” she announced. She carried a plate covered with a plate-warmer into the room. Right before Martin´s eyes she lifted the plate-warmer, revealing the special treat: “Filet from the shark that bit you!”
“Who brought it down, by the way?” Martin asked. He had payed his rescuer´s identity no attention those hours before.
“Me”, Whipcrack Werner said. “But you are not the only one who is to receive some trophy of my prey.” The dutchman produced a necklace with two shark teeth. “I thought”, he adressed Viviane, “that pirates prefer earrings over finger rings. But an earring reminds one to provide for one´s funeral and that´s no happy thought. So no ring and no earring, either, but this instead. Viviane… will you accept it as a gift from your betrothed and consider accepting a ring from me one day? A wedding ring?”
Viviane beamed! When Werner came to the end of his haltingly spoken promise she bowed her head, so he could place his gift around her neck. While he was doing it, she embraced his body, leaning against his chest. He placed his chin on her head.
“Not ‘one day’. I want to be yours before we set foot on dry land again!” Viviane promised.
The man slung one arm around his bride. The other hand he balled to a fist, but not from anger, but from fear. “Clark…?” Whipcrack asked. 
The captain nodded. He held out his right hand over the table. “Rings we´ve got enough”, Clark said. “Choose a pair and have Perry or Tom appraise it.”
Relieved the leutnant took the hand. Viviane kept leaning against her partner, but she turned her head, facing Clark. “Thank you…”
“No need! Somehow we all yearn for this gushy stuff, men of steel that we are.”
Whipcrack grinned and Martin, too, produced something like a smile in his pain. Marita sought Jarundo´s eyes, but the carib indian had to get over his friend´s words first, the words of one who was no doubt hard as steel, but as undoubtly not a man. 
“You know, you did not have to agree, captain”, Viviane went on. “Nothing of what you did for us in the recent weeks you had to do. Everything you called us we really were. Me and Black, and, yes, even my man, we were idiots.”
“I never stated it so directly about Whipcrack…”
Viviane laughed! “You said, Werner had the intelectual potential of a sow from Gibralta after we´ve been there.”
Clark nodded. He had meant an animal that did not even own a head to think with anymore, on account of turning at the roast as their the victory feast. “Yes, that´s what I sai… wait! You mean to tell me he understood it?!”
“Er, yes”, the leutnant grumbled.
“A few weeks ago in Wilhelmstad´s dungeons!” Viviane exclaimed.
“I guess we were idiots, fools, pigs and all this”, Whipcrack admitted.
“And I was your leader”, Clark laughed. “The biggest idiot.”
“And now you are smart idiots”, Jarundo remarked. “A real improvement…”
The privateer captain joined in the laughter. His intellect could gain him victorys, not friends. Other qualities were needed for this. But those assembled in the cabin wanted to be his friends, even if their friendship was showing strange facettes sometimes. Martin raised his cup together with the others, because he was part of their comradeship now, too.

*

Only a few days later the engaged couple was standing in front of the Errant Eagle´s captain - or at least in front of the one of two captains that Whipcrack and Viviane knew for about a decade.
“Two years ago the Code of the Brothers of the Free Coast was passed”, Clark started. He did not care whether he called the so-called Pirate´s code by it´s proper name because he felt not bound to it anyway. A rogueish gleam in is eyes betrayed how good Clark felt in his role as faciliator of this marriage. It was one of his captain´s privileges called for only rarely. “One may think about this thing what one wishes, but it contains an important paragraph: Every free man has the choice who´s to execute him. Some choose to be shot dead, which is very reasonable, because it´s over quickly and doesn´t hurt. Some others insist binding themselves to a woman. That´s mocking any common sense, but proves courage at least! Werner Riet chose the ball and our chief gunner has some real good ones to offer. I´d say she´s also very apt at judging a pipe´s quality…” The captain paused to allow for the bride and bridegroom´s and the whole crew´s laughter. Afterwards he continued the ceremony in a more serious and solemn fashion.
It would take time to get used to Viviane no longer to be adressed as “Bridger”, but “Riet”. The woman had no problem letting go of her old name that only reminded her to an unhappy family history.
“Death sentence or marriage”, Perry said during the celebration, “one cannot tell what´s worse!” But though several of his shipmates agreed with the scribe, everybody enjoyed the party. After all, it wasn´t their own marriage…
The just-married were still feeling uncertain about what had transpired between them. “We are a family now”, Werner said. He wondered what that might mean. Of course he had always returned to his mother and her new husband as a child, when his father had died. He had been part of the family even after his mother, too, had died and his stepfather had chosen a new female companion. The boy - and later the youth - had known how to survive on his own, but having the option of a roof over one´s head was worth owing the relatives some service. A shared hut meant protection, a secure place to sleep, more or less regular meals and even a limited protection from the law. In short, having a family made life easier and sometimes comrade- or even friendship developed between the family members. Or at least it had been so for the Riets, who had always been a close-knit bunch regardless of their blood - or lack of - connection.
In Viviane´s case it had been different. Her father had needed not her in person, but simply a woman in the house, one who did the housekeeping and bore him grandchildren to one day inherit his boats and fishing nets. When he had died, sixteen year old Viviane had hardly been able to drive off the advances of his friends wishing to marry her in order to add his boats to theirs and their semen to her. And so she had let be boats and nets and fishes to find out who she really was. A few troubled days later Viviane had loved, been betrayed and killed for the first time. She was a witch, she thought, and would end in a fire just like her mother. And then Captain Clark had been there, only a few years older than her, offering her a place on his swimming home on the water along with the chance to actually die in a fire - that of the enemy cannons.
As officers of the Errant Eagle the freshly married couple still drew their shares independendly. Viviane did not need need to cook and had to clean the deck less often than the lower ranking male seamen. Werner, on the other hand side, would never have to find a job or worry about taxes overmuch. Their supreme liege was the captain and even though the galleon had two of them, that made things much easier. 
Werner´s only actual duty as a husband was making an heir. The violation had not resulted in a pregnancy and so Werner had to make true on his promise not only to raise Viviane´s children as pirates, but to give her some beforehand. “Marrying for love… a shortsighted move, they say”, he sighed. “I think we are doing it all wrong!”
“It was wrong, doing what we have done, even though we hadn´t been married yet”, Viviane replied. “But wasn´t it fun nonetheless?”
And so it was decided and the worried husband could start enjoing the party, too.
 
*

“Father married my late mother, but never loved her“, Martin mused. Around him the pirates danced, roared and drank. Only Clark took his time to - Jarundo noted it with a rogueish grin - listen to the Black Dog´s heartache. “He was never shy where women were concerned, and I would not be too surpirsed if I had some half-siblings on Trinidad, but the one who has won his heart, the mother of the twins, is just out of reach for father.”
“What woman might that be?” Clark wondered. “A countess?”
“A negro-slave”, Francois answered. “Big fat Betti she´s called.”
Clark´s Co-Captain tapped himself a cup of beer. “I say”, he explained while drinking, “even if father sets her free, what is she, then? Still just a maid and no suitable partner for the great Henri de Monet!”
“So he changes nothing, in order not to cause a scandal, I see”, Clark grumbled. “Dooming his own children to a life in slavery.”
“That´s why I´m here” Martin hissed. “To forget. But sometimes I just wish to teach them all a lesson!”
No one understood this better than the half-caste Clark, whose parents had payed with their lifes for their liasson not in keeping with their stations. Almost thirty years later he still wasn´t finished settling the score with the murderers. But Martin´s beautiful, yet so manly, features he did not want to see distorted with hatred. “When the life you dreamed of unfolds in front of your very eyes”, he led Francois´ attention back to the party, “then stay your wrath until tomorrow, Martin. For tomorrow we could have to fight again.”

*

The only one “fighting” the next day was Marita the ship´s cook. In full concentration she looked over barrel of Jarundo´s musket. She was aiming at the stilt-legged red birds populating the small islands around Providence. Nearby the two-legged eagles enjoyed themselves on the beach. Only a few dared venturing deeper into the island´s interior. Though the place could be crossed quickly, seamen were strangers to it´s dangers and wisely kept away from them.
“You´d like one of those birdies, wouldn´t you?” Clark teased the half-indian.
“I´ll have one soon enough!“ Marita rejoyced. She pulled the trigger. Startled by the noise of the weapon the flamingos dispersed, flapping their wings instead of stalking along lazily. But not one of the birds fell down to leave the woman it´s feathers.
“Damn!” Marita cursed. “I missed!“
“Don´t let it upset you“, Clark consoled the woman. “In the next port I´m going to shoot a spaniard already wearing a hat with flamingo feathers.”
“The next port is an english one”, Marita replied.
“That´s why! No one should take notice there…”
“I did not dream about a hat, though”, Marita explained, smiling. “But a beautiful stole made of feathers. And in Providence I´m going to buy fine fabric!”
“In Providence, Marita”, the captain corrected her, “you will enter the shop and have offered a glass of wine to you. Then the tailor will call for his journeyman to take your measurements. The dress will be made according to your wishes and the latest fashion. If one of these two changes, you´ll get a new one. This is how it works as long as you sail with me. You won´t have to do needlework yourselves!”
“It´s like a dream…”
“Yes. But the best usually are the shortest, too.”
Marita thought about this. Providence was, as Jarundo had told her, not larger than Wilhelmstad. But now that she was no longer a simple flower-girl, but cook on a privateer ship. Districts the guards would have chased her away from before were now open to her. But the price was that now men, who had simply ignored her existance in the past, tended to shoot at Marita.
Clark continued his lecturing: “But as you can see there are things you cannot even buy in wealthy Providence. Look! You can already see the island at the horizon! But the blooms Harris needs for his medicines, they grow best on this tiny speck of land.”
“Captain!”
Clark jerked around. “That´s Harris“, he noticed. “What might have startled him like this?”
Seconds later the ship´s physican and Martin appeared from out of the jungle.
“What´s the matter, men? A xilob chasing you?”
Marita knew the fairy tale the natives told about thoses giants. “He´s eating children only”, he said. “That´s why I was worried about the two”, Clark said. “They´ve yet to survive their first year at sea.”
“No xilob”, Martin corrected. Next to him Harris bend down, out of breath, hands on his knees to steady himself. “A spaniard”, Martin explained. “On the other side of the island. Headed towards Providence.”
“What type?”
“Warship. Two masts. Brigg or something similar.“
“Nothing that could pose a danger to us“, Clark concluded. “Hurry up everybody! We´re going to intercept them in time!”

*


“The way they´re fighting”, Viviane Riet panted several hours later, “they´ve got terribly valuable cargo or none at all.”
The Errant Eagle trembled under another volley from the enemy warship. While the female chief gunner hesitated ordering to fire again, the spaniard pelted the pirates with heavy stone- and ironballs as well as grape shot. The brigg´s sails were already torn beyond rescue by Viviane´s shots. The chief gunner feared targeting the hull as not to accidently sink the spaniards along with their cargo. But won the eagles had not, even though the enemy ship had been disabled. The Errant Eagle had still to bridge the distance and while she was approaching the smaller vessel it fired without cease.
Clark stood at the helm, employing every trick he knew to engage the opponent in melee as quickly as possible. The Errant Eagle was still handicapped by the fact that there were hardly enough men to man every position. Viviane was lacking the full number of powder monkeys, for instance. Even though she and Chips had finished installing Viviane´s invention, the woman´s job was made needlessly difficult.
When the spanish ship finally was within the reach of Louis´ sharpshooter unit, the tides of battle turned in the eagles´ favour. Now it was the trespassers in the english waters, that had to dodge, seek cover and pray.
“We should have went for anihilating them right them from the beginning!” Martin grumbled. “Milking the spaniards is not worth all those wounds anymore. The country isn´t as rich as it used to be. They just cannot handle the rivalry with the other colonies.”
“That´s right if you look at the big picture, only”, his Co-captain replied. “Besides, I wish to interrogate them, to find out how much and what exactly they know about Providence´s defences.”
Shortly afterwards the captains boarded the defeated ship. To his satisfaction Clark noted that the damage the hull had sustained was far from beyond repair. New sails were needed and one mast would have to be replaced, but all in all the spanish ship was a nice trophy.
The eagles started securing the brigg while their leaders strode towards the captain´s cabin. The two petty officers stationed there moved aside immediately. They had come out of the battle with their lifes, something not all of their shipmates had been lucky enough to. Risking one´s skin without further provocation the winners and the loosers alike did not crave.
Clark opened the door.
“We´ve got nothing!” the enemy captain called out, soon as he beheld his opponent. “But if you let us go, we can share valueable information with you!”
“What information might that be?”
“The silver fleet´s route!”
“The silver fleet!” Martin jubilated. He clicked his tongue.
“Tons and tons of silver from a secret mine somewhere in Mexico, ready to attempt it´s voyage across the ocean”, Clark summed up what every pirate knew.
“Far too dangerous a journey”, Martin joked. “It would be best if we took the matter into our own hands.”
The two petty officers at in front of the still open door exchanged meaningful looks. “So this is the secret the capitano kept!” one of them said. He sought the next-best eagle, to tell him what he had just heard. “You had losses, too, and must be in need of more men, right?” he asked. “When you are going for the silver we want to come along!”
Now that the silver had been mentioned, more and more men proclaimed that they wanted to join Clark´s crew. “Yes! That´s better than the drudgery here and the starvation wages!” one spanish sailor shouted. The eagles, however, just collected the weapons, unwilling to make a binding promise. They would have to check who they could use - and which of those was earnest. A spy or saboteur was the last thing they needed. 
In the cabin Clark and Martin studied the documents that had been entrusted to the spanish capitano. “They are making quite a fuss”, Martin said. “Changing ship and escorts several times. And across Cuba the trail´s going overland, too…”
Clark nodded. “They seem to value stealth and deception over a strong entourage. Probably they´ve had some real bad experiences with their soldiers in the years before…”
“Are… sou… satisfied now?” the capitano asked with a faltering voice. “You agreed to let us go!”
“Of course”, Clark answered. “But now that the silver fleet came into play, you´ll understand that we cannot just allow you to sail away.”
“What?! You gave your word, Capitano Clark!”
“I´ll stay true to it in the next port. That would be Providence.”
The captive´s weepy attitude vanished in an instand, only to be replaced by anger. “The english will never allow us to leave from there!” he complained.
“Let´s say: Not very soon”, Clark corrected. “But I find it strange, to witness how little inclined you suddenly seem to see the city from the inside. In the past years I was under the impression your nation would like nothing better than occupying Providence.”
Everything that had needed saying said, Clark left the cabin. There was only one final debt to pay. “Hey, Marita!” the englishman called out across the deck. In his hand he held a loaded pistol. “See any hat you like?”
Marita swallowed hard. Clark was about to kill a spaniard she knew. Only one and he´d choose at random if the cook did not name somebody. This wasn´t being hard, this was being cruel. Even worse: the eagles liked it, making bets which of the unfortunate captives would be the victim.
Jarundo´s lifemate turned away from the secene.
Seconds later a shoot fell. It might as well have pierced Marita´s own heart.

*

“It´s time”, Captain Clark remarked, “to change from pirate to respectable privateer again.”
The documents from St. Kitts were lost together with the Aquila, or perhaps Garcia had destroyed them beforehand. Even Clark had not the brass to insist, in case of getting captured, that the enemy captain should sail to St. Kitts first to peruse the copy archivated there. Such a claim would only have sped up his way to the gallows. Fortunately during his career not only the governor of St. Kitts, but also the rulers of Eleuthera and Providence had sponsored the privateer and were willing to continue so in the future.
“Hm, hm”, the secretary of Providence´s governor murmured. “Where have we got it? Ah, yes, here it is!”
“Very good!” The island´s ruler rubbed his hands. In front of him the captains Clark and Martin sat in comfortable armchairs. They had made smalltalk with the englishman and drank his liquor, something the typical faceless licensed privateer could only dream of. Because the civil war had left his marks even here, and one could never be sure not to sit down with an enemy, Louis, Viviane and Badluck Bait Bobby accompanied the captains as bodyguards. The three were locked in a lasting staring duel with the governor´s sentrys.
“And here it is already”, the governor remarked, when his secretary eventually handed over the documents. “Your latest Letter de Marque, Captain. We keep copies of all of them, even of the very first from the year 1630.”
“Number two, too? The pamphlet issued to a “Clarc” that would have very nearly cost all of us our lifes?”
“Well”, the governor coughed. “For my part I cannot complain. Carelessness like this…”
“Fraud! With intent!” Clark clarified.
“...cost my predecessor his position, so that I could fill it. And I have the utmost respect for your talents.”
“Let´s see”, Martin thought. “His talents. Not necessesarily Clark´s attitude, too. Bringing the guards wasn´t a  mistake…”
“I will seal the documents at once”, the governor promised.
“You don´t really belief all you need is renewing the old Letter de Marque?“ Clark exclaimed. “This draft was made before the Gibraltar-raid!”
“I have the feeling you wish to tell me something”, the enlishmen said, piqued. “What would that be, Captain Clark?”
“What he means is”, Martin came to his friend´s help, “that Gibraltar was looking a bit different after his visit. So the logical conclusion is that the new Letter de Marque must look different, too.”
The governor stroked the paper. “Why?“ he asked in all innocence. “Those are good terms, terms we do not offer just any of our licensed privateers.” 
“Think up some new ones!” Martin demanded. “Because if you don´t, Providence, too, could look a bit different very soon.”
The pikemen kept their weapons ready. The slightest change in their bearing had Clark´s companions shift theirs, too.
“Was that supposed to be a threat, Captain Martin?!”
The frenchman waved his hands. “Providence has mightier foes than us you should worry about, sire. Your city is situated at the very arse of the world, surrounded by enemy settlements, some of them very powerful. The Aquila could bring down small prey for you, the Errant Eagle can do so much more. Your are bying not only Captain Clark, but a full blown warship, a vessel that can, by it´s mere appearance, scare away an all-too cheeky invasion force.”
“You know about cheek, I take it?” the englishman snapped. It did not help him overmuch.
“A pirate´s life is worth not much, right, Governor?” Martin asked.
“Oh, yes, that´s true!”
“In this case I really don´t see why we should bring the sixth part of our booty to Providence, if a smaller fraction is more than sufficient compensation for our sorry hides!”
Within a few minutes Martin had bargained for a duty of one-eights only and started demanding additional perks his Co-Captain had never even heard of. Before Clark knew what was going on, Martin had persuaded the governor to put an earlier date of issue on the document. This allowed Clark and Martin to treat the captured spanish brigg as a legitimate prize instead of having to sell it at the Black Market for far less than it´s real value. 
The paper got longer and longer and the governor feared, Martin would not stopp until he had agreed to a bad weather compensation in case the Errant Eagle´s sails should catch fire in the flamestorm that would come at the Judgement Day. “Am I mistaken or is it true, that you wish the document issued to your name, even though you are mainly advertising the galleon, Captain Clark?” he tried to turn the negotiation in his favour one last time.
“Our names”, Clark clarified and Martin nodded.
“Mister Martin!” the governor gasped. “We are engaged in war with France at the moment. I really can´t issue you an english Letter de Marque! No, that´s completely out of the picture!”
To the englishman´s greatest pleasure Martin paled visibly. Meanwhile Clark accepted the rolled up Letter de Marque. He saw the faint flickering of the secretary´s eyes when he started to unroll the paper again. Paragraph by paragraph Clark studied the protective document.
“A nice draft”, he nodded. “Several pages long and in an astonishing clear handwriting… Yes, really nice.” With full force he slapped the paper against the secretary´s chest. “Write it again! This time “Clarke” without the -e!”
The governor grinded his teeth. “I hate literate pirates…”
Employing one or two tricks was expected and part of how such negotiations usually went. The only thing the governor could not do was to reject Clark´s request of a Letter de Marque outright. Captain Clark was too well known to the english navy - and liked by some officers - already. If he sent him away empty-handed, questions would get asked, questions there was no rational answer to. Or at least no answers that would not incriminate the nobleman in this way or the other.
“Take your time”, Clark said, taking a seat again. “More wine!” he demanded from a servant. “And bring some for my companions, too, good man.”
The captain drew his dagger and started playing with it seemingly absent-minded. Undoubtly the blade would pierce finger or hand of the unfortunate secretary, should he make a “mistake” again. Of course an incident like this would call for a trial, but the judge of Providence was a royalist to his bones, who had helped the privateer in the “Captain Clarc”-case before.
The only consolation the governor and his scribe had in their misery was the sight of Captain Martin´s pale, crestfallen face.

*

On their way from back to the harbour Clark was humming a tune. Martin recogniced it as the one about the Gibraltar-raid. Every stanza started with the same verse, but since each had been made up by a different pirate, the song´s rhythm often varied. Very low, but satisfied, the english privateer eventually formed some of the song´s words:
 Captain Clark three ships he had
Towards Gibraltar he did race
And thus  unfolfed a story so sad
And even the devil couldn´t keep pace…
“You planned it!” Martin cut his so-called friend´s singing short. Even Clark understood at once, that the other was not referring to Gibraltar. “What did I plan?” he asked back.
“You knew the governor would not include my name into the Letter de Marque!”
Clark shook his head. His denial was as honest as the grin he displayed, when he replied: “No. But I cannot say that it makes me feel especially sorry.”
“So now you are officially the captain of the Errant Eagle”, Martin summed up their situation. “It should not have ended like this!”
“You´ve got a general problem with loosing, Black Dog?”
“I may have lost, but you did not defeat me! The decision was taken out of our hands!” Slowly Martin drew his epée. “A decision there must be”, he claimed. “But made by us!”
“What are you up to?” Clark jumped back a few feet. He had no other choice than to drew his blade, too. “If you gut me where I stand now, you are not going to leave Providence alive!”
The two clashed. Martin´s wounded hand was still covered with a light bandage, so he could not dual-wield his weapons. To the meeting with the governor he had brought a stylish epée, not a heavier blade. All in all Martin was only a little suprerior to Clark in this duel, not outragously, as he would have been using his favourite fighting stlye.
“Accept the unevitable!” Clark hissed. “She´s mine!“ 
“I know her longer than you do!”
“But I deflowered her!”
The rivals circled each other, testing the other´s mettle, before they would engage in a real fight. But before it could come to this, the city watch had already parted the duelists. 
“Gentlemen”, the captain told the sailors, “brawl over your bride elsewhere, not in in our clean streets!”
The fighters lowered their weapons. Clark stared at the frenchman. “What will it take to clear your head? A drink in the next-best tavern or a bath in the harbour basin? Friend or foe?”
Martin sheathed his epée. “Something in between”, he murmured. “I´m going back to our ship, now.”

*

There was no outward sign of a change of any kind in the two captains´ relationship. Most of the eagles did never hear about their leaders´ duel. But a handful of men from Providence had witnessed the fight and signed on the very same day.
It was not easy finding crewmembers for a privateer ship that had no slaves aboard and thus promised extra-work for the freemen. But word of the silver fleet had gotten around and there were more than enough applicants.
Only one man would not set sail with the captainsduo again: Badluck Bait Bobby left the Errant Eagle. Clark´s friend the judge at once offered him a job as a servant with the prospect of becoming his butler.
On their journey north the Errant Eagle filled it´s hold with choice goods. Martin made some favourable deals in Santiago de la Vega and in the coastal settlements on Tortuga. “We still have time for a detour to Eleuthera”, Clark told his crew there. “Whoever sets sails with us from there again will be led into battle against the spanish silver caravan!” The jubilations from his crew told Clark enough. None of his comrades sincerely pondered settling down comfortably at the Bahamas as they could have done with the money earned until now. They all wanted more.
Clark, too, could hardly wait for the operation. He expected more than enough booty to equip the Errant Eagle for an expedition to the southern continent and hire a real crew for this endeavour. Then he would feel everyday as Martin felt now. To the runaway nobleman´s son even the simple journey through the Bahamas was like the discovery of a new world. The bitter taste his adventures with Clark had taken on since the duel in Providence had vanished somewhere between Santiago and Tortuga.

One day the Errant Eagle reached an island Clark had named Lizard Isle in his maps. Leaving Pierre Dupont in charge of the galleon, Clark took a rowboat. He invited Martin to accompany him and Jarundo: “I trust you with my treasure, but not with my ship. So you´ll come with me now!”
When the boat had reached the shore the carib indian made himself comfortable inside. He lit a tobacco pipe. His friends knew that Jarundo smoked only rarely and if he did it, never to relax, but as a ritual ceremony. The indian tried reaching a trance that would grant him strength for the adventures to come and, perhaps, to glimpse a bit of the future. Knowing that the wish alone, let alone actually trying to predict the future, was a sin, he nevertheless went through with it often enough.
“Well, everybody wishes to know what the future will bring”, Clark remarked. “But I make you a promis, Martin: Your immediate future will prove a lot more interesting than our attack at the Silver Fleet.” 
“Here?” the adventurer wondered. “Is there anything to see here except for untamed wilderness?”
“A village of the natives, in about the middle of the island where there´s sweetwater”, the privateer answered. “Or should I say: There used to be such a village.”
“Did… you kill them?”
“Of course not!”
Entering the jungle Clark cut a vine. “Stopp!” Martin was going to shout, but the vine was faster. It hissed it´s displeasure into the two-legged intruder´s face. Clark slashed a second time, this time to sever the alleged climbing plant´s head.
“A snake… Each and every of these things are poisonous and if the venom is not strong enough to kill a human, they try to strangle you out of spite he said. “Just like a spanish Donna. They just do not know when they´ve lost!” 
“Haha! But the snakes didn´t root out the villagers. What happened?”
“White men brought in a disease. When I discovered Lizard Island, the natives had been extinct for years. We stumbled right into a ghost village.”
“That´s good to scare away to treasure hunters. You mentioned treasures when we took off - probably indio gold?”
“No, something much better. Come! It isn´t far anymore.“ 
Martin had to admit that even he, experienced scout that he was, would not have found the indians´ village without knowing where to look for it. The years of neglect had added to the camouflage, too. Walking between the derelict huts Martin lifted the lids of old jars and poked in rubbish heaps with his cutlass.
“Feel free to take and keep whatever you want, in case my men overlooked something of value”, Clark offered. “Last time they broke off the search quite quickly.”
“Oh? Why?”
Suddenly Martin´s blade touched something solid. He bent down to get a better look at the object. The next moment he held a skeletal human foot in his hand! The rest of the skeleton followed, but it broke apart before Martin could recongnize it as male, female or child.
“That´s why”, Clark remarked dryly.
Martin looked around again. He noticed a tell-tale white gleam in several spots, where the sunrays hit long dried bones. The village´s end had had to be terrible and stretched over a long period. In the end no one had been left to give the last “survivors” of the epidemic a funural. 
The man knelt down next to the skeleton whose rest he had disturbed so unruly. He winced at the sight. The broken up skeleton and the one lying next to it were missing their heads!
“That´s thanks to Jarundo“, Clark explained. “I wanted to bury them all, but he said his distant relatives would not like a christian ceremony. They preserve only the heads and eat the rest, if they can. So in order not to anger their spirits we cut off the skulls and made a mound from them east of here.”
Martin´s mouth stood wide open. He couldn´t decide whether he felt horrified or fascinated by the tale.
“Jarundo and me got settled with the task”, Clark continued. “My scardy-cats of seamen never got to know what we found while we were at it. But since that day I´m storing stuff I cannot deposit at a bank and that I do not want to be found by someone else here.”
“Here?” Martin looked around. At first glance alone he noticed several possible hiding places within the village.
“You´ve heard and seen enough for today”, Clark said. “Consider yourself our heir, should something go wrong on Cuba.” Grinning he added: “Of course only if you can survivie the traps.”
“Traps?”
Clark unfastened his water bottle from his belt. “Come on, there always have to be traps! Here - let´s have a toast! To our silver!”
Martin accepted the bottle and took a deep gulp. Only after he had swallowed, he realized that his Co-Captain had not drunken before him. But the same moment his senses went blank…
 
*

When Martin regained his consiousness, he found himself alone.
“That bastard gave me a sleep-inducing medicine!” he realized. “Some devilish stuff, working that fast… cannot even tell how long I´ve been out.” The sun was hard to spot from under the jungle trees. Martin estimated that it had not traveled far since the fateful toast. But he could have been unconscious for a day easily. Not much longer, though, or the local predatory animals would have made a meal of him.
But why had Clark poisoned him? Really just to veil the actual hiding place of his stash? Or was the Errant Eagle on her way to Cuba just this moment - without the pesky rival?
Martin was unable to steer a ship between the Bahamas on his own. But Martinique hadn´t been opened up for real and Martin had grown up in the jungle as it were. Unparalleled among the eagles he, Louis and Pierre were skilled in stalking as well as in tracking. In this environment he was suprerior to Clark!
Where had the other man turned his attention to, after he had keeled over? A quick check told Martin the answer: The englishmen´s tracks led out of the village, though not back to the ship from there, but deeper into the jungle.
The scout drew one the two cutlasses he wore in crossed sheaths on his back. He was ready to react to any attack from beasts while he entered the deep jungle. His epée hang, unsused, but not forgotten, at his belt. Martin would not need it in the forest, but perhaps he would have to draw it today against the man he had considered his friend.
Martin had to carve out a path for himself - even literally, for where the distinctively smaller Clark had been able to squeeze through, he had to cut away vines, twigs and roots. Following his rival Martin acknowledged that Clark had not deemed it necessary to cover up his trail. Perhaps he was lacking the needed knowledge anyway. 
When the tracks suddenly ended Martin wondered what that meant. “You are not that good to completely hide your tracks. I have to…” While talking to himself Martin had tapped absent-minded with his boots. Now he found that something was wrong with the ground under his feet. “…assume, that you… Hey! Am I imagining things? That´s impossible!” Martin repeated his tapping, until he was certain not to have made up something the first time. The sound of his footsteps was thrown back to him. There was a hollow space under his feet!
The man knelt down. Hastily he poked with his short blade in the earth. Only a few seconds into his search he uncovered a wooden trapdoor.
“Aha!”
Martin looked up. Fixed on following Clark´s tracks he had payed little attention to his surroundings, just enough to defend himself from a beast´s attack. Now everything his eyes had seen, but his brain had not processed yet, flooded his mind. All around him only shrubs and bushes grew. It looked like somebody had planted four such fields around the trapdoor. Martin studied the strange “plantation”. He rose to walk around it and when there was no doubt to where he had ended up he whistled through bis teeth. The supposed fields turned out as the cross-shaped layout of a church. The place was deserted for decades and there wasn´t even a ruin left. Perhaps it´s orginial inhabitants had died of a disease, in the same fire that had destroyed their base of operation on this island or they had been killed by the indians who in turn had destroyed the building.
“The cellar seems to be left intact”, Martin conjectured. “A smart fox, that Clark. The pest-village is trail mark and diversion in one.”
The man returned to the trapdoor. “If you are in there this very moment, then the traps you spoke of cannot be armed at the same time”, he smiled. 
Martin lifted the wooden lid. It was not locked.
It was dark around him, when the adventurer entered the cellar. There was  a stair made of stone, that much his feet told him. His Co-Captain had not carried torches when they had set off to the island, so Martin deduced that there had to be something to make light with around here. He was right. In a small niche in the wall he found a tinderbox, three flintstones, a small piece of steel and candles for a lantern. The lamp itself was no longer here - Clark would have taken it.
Martin lighted one of the candles. He could see no farther than the next two or three steps, but it was was better than nothing. Carefully the man worked his way down. A contemptuous smile crossed the adventurer´s face when he found the first of the mentioned traps: The stair ended in front of a wooden door, but between the final step and the door there was a small ditch. Someone had filled it with iron spikes. Martin was confident that he could cross the “obstacle” easily. All he had to was leaning over it from the last step, open the door and cross the oh-so-deadly pit with one single step. He ran down the stairs, only to give a cry of surprise the very next moment! One of the steps had given way under his weight and triggered a mechanism that catapulted Martin towards the closed door. Martin felt just like one of Viviane´s cannons when they were rolled up to the gunports. Even worse - he knew that the unevitable impact would be followed by an intimate contact with the iron spikes. Trying to get a hold somewhere the man lost his grip on the candle. He tried to grabb it again, but got it at the wick only, extinguishing the fire accidently. The rest of Martin´s fall - split seconds that stretched to full years - happened in utter darkness.
Instead of banging against the door, however, Martin felt a draft of air, then he beheld a light and understood that someone had opened the door from inside. And then he had already passed the opening and crashed into his Co-Captain.
“Aaaaaaaahhhhhhh!” Martin screamed.
“Careful! The lantern!“ Clark shouted.
The arrival tried regaining his stability and catching the lamp that had escaped Clark´s fingers at the same time. He sidestepped, or so he thought. In truth he was just tumbling more or less controlled through the room behind the door.
“Got it!” Martin announced, holding Clark´s lantern aloft.
“Good“, Clark smiled, but then he paled visibly. “No, not good at all! Wrong place to step on! Crossbar-trap!”
Martin eyed his friend bewildered. He was shaking just a little bit by now and held the lantern firmly in his left hand.
“Cross-what, please?”
A combination of Clark´s facial expression, a klicking noise from somehwere and another gush of air told Martin not to waste time with turning his head. Instead he jumped forward on instinct. A heavy wooden beam that had been fastened to the wall until now suddenly swang, held by two chains, towards the two humans. The two stumbled over each other and fell down. They pressed their bodies to the ground when the large object went over their heads. It crashed into the other wall, returned and swang back and forth over it´s frightened victims for a while, before it came to a halt.
Martin heard nothing but his own breath, Clark´s equally loud breathing, the beating of their hearts and the slowly dying down rattling of the chains.
“Thanks for your interest, but you better find yourselves a girl”, Clark grinned, when the danger was over. He shoved Martin off his body to one side and rolled himself to the other to escape from under the wooden beam.
Martin did not rise up immediately. He stared upwards, murmuring: “Crossbar-trap. I see.”
“Come on!” Clark ordered his friend. “Put the lantern down at the pedestal over there and help me re-arm the traps!”
Martin obeyed. Thinking about the iron spikes in the ditch he said: “Clark?”
“Yeah?”
“Being ypour friend isn´t easy, damn you!”
The englishman laughed. “If it´s a consolation to you, Jarundo could not sit for days after his encounter with the first trap.”
“I take it those traps were already placed when you discovered this ruin?”
“They were. We are certain we´ve found all of them. A bit of respect for the original constructors and a bit more of caution while one´s down here cannot hurt, though.”
While the two of them worked, Martin noticed more doors in the room´s walls. They might lead to chambers filled to the ceiling with riches, more death-traps or a combination of both.
“What is this place, by the way?” he asked. “I mean, the Jesuits built their mission house from wood, but rigged a stone-cellar with traps? What did the monks want to protect long after their own deaths?”
“Same as me: Valueables”, Clark answered. “I´ll show it to you another time. For today we´ve had enough scary fun. I fetched a copy of the nautical charts I need, so we should not keep the sea waiting any longer!”
Clark and Martin re-surfaced into the daylight.
“Jarundo and me found many chests down there”, Clark told his rival, while they were covering up the trapdoor again with foilage. “But in it were only scrolls with texts and drawings. To the order they were the greatest treasure, as we learned soon.”
“I pressume land deeds and banker´s orders would be too much to hope for?”
Clark nodded. “For decades some church people have studied the natives´ history and mythology to preserve it from the europeans´  onslaught. We both know that each newly founded colony houses not only it´s share of maize-mush cooking do-gooders, but also fanatics. Such people destroyed many of the indian peoples´ original recordings. But some were preserved and stored together with written down oral history for the generations to come.”
Satisfied with his work Clark indicated that he wished to return to the boat.
“Now, Martin, what would you do with this heirlooms of yours?” he asked, when the two had reached the ghost-village again.
“Sell them to collectors?” Martin thought alound. “What are they about, anyway?” he inquired.
Clark shrugged. 
“You did not read the texts?!” his comrade gasped.
“In parts”, Clark admitted. “I´m loath to destroy knowledge of any kind, but too much of the heathen stuff cannot be healthy for one´s soul.”
“But think of all the hints to real treasures that could be hidden in the stories! Perhaps even the location of the Seven Cities of Gold!”
“Like Cibola?”
“Yes, exactly.”
“Eldorado?”
“Yes!”
“Tayopa?”
“Never heard of it.”
“You should have, though. Tayopa is the name of the spaniards´ secret silver mine in Mexico. Nobody ever managed to backtrack the silver´s trail to Tayopa. But, well, if we wanted that, we could have stayed on Aruba in the first place, scratching the gold-dust from the rocks there. We are not miners, but mariner. Come with me to the sea and forget “Cities of Gold” where there´s no beer. Our silver fleet´s waiting for us!”
 


 

The battle for the silver fleet

If there was a place on dry land Clark called home, it was not faraway England, but Eleuthera. He had conquered the small port and brought it under english rule. The local buccaneer clans submitted to the governor for one reason: The knew that Captain Clark could return anytime. Since the battle for Eleuthera planters, merchants and adventurers had come to the island, so that one could get the impression Eleuthera town was a normal city. In truth it met the description in the same way sharks were edible fish: under certain conditions. Less dangerous the predators had not become, just because the english flag was now flapping in the wind. But they had learned to swim into a different direction… at least most of the time…
“A good place to die surrounded by everything that made up my life”, Clark described the place where he planned to spent his retirement. “But not yet!”
When the Errant Eagle approached Eleuthera, Martin became ponderous. Whipcrack and Viviane did not notice the darkening of his mood. They stood to the acting captain´s left and right, supervising the anchoring process together with him.
Chips joined the three. “Each time I think about that this town is ours, my innards rebel”, the carpenter admitted. 
Martin folded his arms. “I´ve heard this often enough, now”, he said. “Clark took Eleuthera from another nation in a coup? Which one?”
“None, actually”, Viviane explained. “True, the english have placed fishermen here, just like they did in Providence, where I grew up. But that was after we had taken the town. Until then it was a pretty lawless place, a pirate haven.”
Chips nodded. “Clark wasn´t older than twenty back then, but when he was done with Eleuthera, his victory was complete and the english flag was hosited over the island. What was more important: After this raid we had become a real crew and believed we could get away with everything we wanted.”
“Between Cuba and St. Augustine there wasn´t another gang like the eagles”, Whipcrack added from his own memories. “They mainly farmed the Bahamas for loot, but the tales of their exploits reached us in Coro very soon.”
“Everytime we sailed into our secure port we left more money there than we had to”, Viviane went on. “Garcia was furious the first few times! He accused Clark of doing it all wrong. Instead of paying, we should charge money for protecting the settlement, he said. Then one day Don Escobedo was at our heels. He chased us till Eleuthera, but found it´s fortress too hard a nut to crack.”
Chips pointed out the town´s defences. “Look here! And there! It doesn´t look like much, but Escobedo had expected nothing more solid than earthen walls. He wasn´t prepared for what the english governor had managed to raise with the help from Clark´s investions.”
Eventually the galleon had reached her place within the fortified area of the harbour. Martin stared at the spot where a massive chain ran through the water, securing the entrance. It reminded him of a prison. When an officer cadet appeared at the quay with an invitation for the Errant Eagle´s captain and his friend accepted it, each step felt as heavy as a walk up to the gallows. Clark took his mingling with the island´s ruler for granted… had he, Martin, not wanted to escape from this? True, this backwater place could in no way compare with Fort-de-France or Providence, but still… Martin´s spirits sank even more, when the governor, after a warm welcome for his guests, announced that he was planning a ball. “Considering the situation in England I think it is unevitable to ensure the local nobility and our trading partners that nothing has changed here. We need to demonstrate not only our dependibitly, but also our readieness to defend against assaults of military or pirate nature.”
Clark agreed: “A worthy goal..”
“…you won´t be able to exclude yourself from helping achieve”, Martin grumbled.
“Mister Martin!”
The pirate found himself exposed and in the centre of the english governor´s full attention. He could not help but shiver ever so sligthly when the man sized him up. It almost seemed to Martin as if this Sir Langley wanted to probe into his innermost core - and that it would cost him only little effort.
“Obviously you got hurt by someone of my standing”, Governor Langley adressed Clark´s Co-Captain. “Or you come from a noble family. The differences are fleeting here.”
Martin had no answer ready. But Sir Langley spoke on already anyway: “You are on the run, that much is certain. And will be driving yourself farther, even after the last bounty hunter has lost your trail and given up. Well, your Letter de Marque does not require any sort of concessions that go beyond it´s letters from me. But still I have a piece of advice for you.”
“Speak”, Martin said. He hadn´t felt as spiteful since the day he had been told that he would have to leave behind his friends and toys to go on a voyage across the ocean.
“You should start looking for something”, Langley said. “Not a place to run from, but a destination to run to.”
Martin gave a sign of refusal. “When I had reached the goal set for me, pirates sank my ship and enslaved me, Governor. One should think this answers, which lifestyle is the smarter one.”
“I did not make myself clear enough, it seems”, the englishman said. “You shall start your search. There´s no need to understand the wisdom of it yet.”
“Did you dish out the same advice to Clark?”
“I have been thinking to”, Governor Langely admitted. “But upon our first meeting another counseling deemed me more appropriate to help preserve your friend´s continued health.”
“Oh?“
“If you wish to keep your fingers, you put that back at once, you little rat!“ Langley quoted his own words from so many years ago. Before Clark could protest, the noble already justified himself with the words: “Captain, please! Thievery in the house of Sir Rupert of Gloucester´s? While you were suspected of having kidnapped his niece already?”
“I did not kidnap Miss Jenny”, Clark clarified. “Not in the traditioanl sense, at least. She never complained about it, anyway!”
Martin laughed out loud! “The nobleman´s niece - and what else did you want to relieve this Gloucester off?”
“That´s for our host to show you”, Clark answered. “Sir Langley, would you be willing to show my friend your collection? As you know by now, since I´m aware of those treasures´ nature, I´m no longer interested in owning them.”
The governor needed no further persuasion to present his trophies to the visitor. 
“More scrolls?” Martin inquired while the three took the stairs up to a chamber under the roof. “Much better!” Clark promised. “I just would not want to keep those things in my own home. You know, actually it´s something you can find in any crypt…”
The weak afternoon sun shone through a single window in the room´s west side. There was still enough light to see everything clearly, though.  Spread over pedestals, tables and shelves lay strange structures, often embedded in silken cushions. Their forms were many, alien, yet familiar to a certain degree. Did Sir Langley keep his hunting trohpys in the form of skeletal remains only, Martin wondered? At first he felt taken back to Lizard Island, but then he realized that what he had taken for bones were objects of stone instead.
“They are called fossils”, Clark explained. “Remains of creatures that are no longer part of the Good Lord´s creation. Can you guess how many worms, shells and fishes cast in stone our host owns?  Dozens, and not two of them identical. Threesee in St. Kitts would kill for each piece - but when we want to make an impression on the less scientifically inclined, we show them this specimen. Come over here!” 
Clark and Langley positioned themselves next to a table. A single, long thigh lay there. Martin measured it with the help of his flat hand first, then with his arm. “Normal human proportions assumed, this leg´s owner was twenty four feet tall!” he calculated. “But we are not talking humans here, right?”
“It´s a giant´s thigh”, Langley said. “All the animals you see here drowned in the flood. Many of them were the last of their kind.”
“And all life reversed to clay again”, Martin whispered, impressed.
“Close”, Clark grinned. He knocked on one of the stony tablets. “Rock is more like it, I´d say.”
Martin studied the object. With it´s head bent back, the neck twisted almost beyond recognition and it´s arms torn from the body, a small creature lay embedded into the rock. It was neither bird nor reptile. Thin lines marked the spots where feathers had covered those delicate bones once.
“The little dragon is my favourite”, Clark admitted. “Jenny´s, too. Her uncle Rupert did not care about her feelings when he sold it away to Sir Langley for mere money…” For a few seconds the captain seemed lost in his memory, then he said: “But what really makes one think, is the sheer number of fishes and sea creatures that became stone. Such animals are at home in the waters, but it did not help them to survive Noah´s flood. They just had nothing going against the forces unleashed then.”
Governor Langley presented the two captains more highlights of his collection. Some of them he had dug up with his own hands, others recieved from friends all around the known world. He owned a horned skull of a creature he had come to call Behemoth and several fossilized eggs. A stonemason had cut open some of them, but the contents defied identification and classification.
“Come to think of it, it´s rather macabre”, Sir Langley mused. “Like watching a hanged man´s body. Only those remains never decay. On the other hand side, keeping those mementos for future generations to see could be considered a pious endeavour.”
Martin strolled through the room in fascination. Even squalid Eleuthera had been able to surprise him in the end with something new! Now he was fully convinced that leaving Martinique had been the right thing to do.
 
*

Two days later the ball took place. The invited guests belonged to the english, french, spanish and portugeese nation. Some uninvited, but expected, gatecrashers had made their entrance, too, and nobody was overly surprised at the arrival of a spruced up indian chief by name of King Aripei along with his armed escort. 
It was no small task to impress all those people and Governor Langley knew this all too well. Eleuthera´s small garrison´s supply of officers was as short as that of true nobility. Only a handful of the plantation owners were blue-blooded younger sons of unimportant families who had not much to expect from life. Eleuthera´s citizenery was a motely collection of individuals, just like the eagles. Many of those calling themselves merchants or shipowners were pirates. Some of them ranked quite high in the hierarchy of the criminal underworld of Westindia, but each one understood instinctively, that the true sharks had entered the scene, once the men and women of the Errant Eagle arrived in town. Clark´s officers moved through the crowd like princes, his seamen like favoured courtiers. Those citizens who had heard about the mutiny now saw the threesome of Captain Clark, Whipcrack Werner and Viviane Riet in a cosy trinity. The sight conveyed the city dwellers and guests that what had happened between the trio before was of nobody´s concern and that it would be too complicated for them to grasp anyway. Each demonstration of the eagles´ power and unity was not showing-off, but plain neccessity. It was nice being able to defeat an opponent anytime, but much more efficient to discourage rivals to try it at all. 
The higher ranking among the eagles would pose as guests at the ball, the common seamen as servants. A handful of other pirate ship´s had gotten offered the same deal. Governor Langley thus the made impression of ruling over many more subjects of any station than he actually did. 
The newcomer Peter Korthals had been allowed to pose as a nobleman from Eleuthera, even though he ranked not particularily high among the eagles. But the dutchman was well-mannered and knew how to move though the upper tiers of society, so he had been a naturla choice. However, the young man declined. “I´d rather watch the ship”, he said. 
“Voluntarily?” Clark probed. “Done anything wrong my leutnants have yet to pin on you, kid?”
“No, nothing like this, Captain. My conscience´s clear, when it comes to your code at least. I used to be an upstanding citizen, now I´m a pirate. Playing what I once was would hurt too much.”
“We are privateers”, Clark instinctively gave his usual reply.
“Yes, you englishmen are” Korthals agreed. “It´s different for me. I´m so glad we´re preying on the spaniards mostly, that´s a good thing my people at home can understand. And once we´ve gotten ourselves the silver, I´ll return home, never to look back again. That´s all I can think of, captain. Please don´t force me into the governor´s charade!”
“Alright. As you wish.”

*

“Dresscode?” Clark heard with half a hear, when he was entering the ball-room. “What do you mean, dresscode? One is always dressed correctly in a cuirass!”
Clark´s neckhair rose, when he recogniced the speaker´s accent as a spanish one.
“Well, look what we have here! Isn´t this guy almost as arrogant as me?”
The spaniard - an officer of the infantery - took a few steps toward the arrival. His features betrayed pure loathing of the man he had heard about so much. 
“I doubt it”, the officer said. “You, “Capitano” Clark, cannot compare to me in anything. For instance I would…”
The englishman laughed dismissingly. “Typical beginner´s mistake, amigo”, he enlightened his opponent. “You cannot convince me of anything, because I will simply listen, smile and then walk away in the firm knowledge of my supreriority.”
“See, Martin?” James Perry adressed the second captain of the Errant Eagle. “that´s the reason why England and Spain must never make peace: They could produce more than one Captain Clark.”
The eagles´ treasurer was lazing around in a high armchair as he spoke. He put down notes on cheap paper.
“You do not like partying much?” Martin probed, still smiling about Perry´s remark.
“I do, normally, but I´ve got no time for it, today, Captain. I´m too busy keeping up with the bets.”
“What bets?”
“You see, playing servant or officer isn´t exactly our men´s favourite pasttime. So I decided to spice it up for them, to make it a kind of game they might enjoy…”
“Clark would never have thought of this”, Martin thought. “He just assumes that everyone and everything goes along with his wishes.”
“What have you got?” he asked Perry.
“Whipcrack bets that Clark will bait the spanish infanterist into a duel, just by being civil and polite. Jarundo counters, that our captain isn´t capable of being civil, let alone polite. Then there are two bets about you. I won´t disclose the poor souls´ names to you, though.”
“Is that so?”
“One claims you will… er, persuade the brunette in the flowing saphire-blue gown. The other says, it will not neccessarily be the saphire-lady, but at least three gals, before the night is done.”
Perry raised his head, gleaning over the armchair´s back into the ballroom. “Looks like Whipcrack´s going to get rich”, he commented what happened there. “Clark and Spainy seem to have come to a conclusion who´s the bigger arsehole.”
“It´s past time”, Captain Clark told the armoured man, “your rundown empire excepted it´s place in the second row. We are generous people. Why else, do you think, did the governor invite your kind today? Sir Langley likes fossils. He collects old and worthless rubbish!”
“Out of the mouth of a mere pirate”, the spaniard shot back, “with nothing to his name?”
Jarundo, standing nearby, winced at this. The guest had dealt his blow to Clark´s most vulnurable spot. All his skill as a mariner, his intellect and his warrior´s ability did not make Captain Clark something better than a criminal. The privateer was infamous, but he had no name to speak of, no ancestors, no land property, and no fortune that wasn´t stolen from someone else. The carib indian expected an outbreak of anger to compensate his friend´s feeling of inferiority, but it did not come. Clark just kept smiling. He looked at his opponent as if pitying him, then explained to him, that true arrogance did not care about substantial deeds in the least. “That´s why I thought you were good at it, at first”, he said.
Everything that had needed saying had been said. The only possible reply got spoken. The two men bowed bowed to each other, then they left the ballroom to go over with their duel this very hour.
“I´m not guilty here”, Clark grinned, when he passed Martin and Perry on his way out. “The other one insisted in a brawl between gentlemen!”
Perry´s lips formed three words without a sound: “Well done, Captain!”
Martin accompanied the duelists, acting as second for his friend. The spaniard selected one of his companions and the four men exited the ballroom through a curtain made from wooden pearls. They found themselves on a balcony surrounding the residence. Ornamental spires secured even the most rampacious children against falling down - but probably not full grown men wounded in their honor.
The spaniard had lived through many a fight on the spires of his own castello. But against Clark it just did not work out. Soon as the man thought to have secured an advantage by jumping onto the spires, Clark slashed out against his feet. With a skilfull maneuvre he nullified the spaniard´s firm footing, then followed through with a second attack in short sucession. While the was still staggering, Clark shoved him over the balustrade with his elbow. A short time later the rustling of leaves, the sound of a branch breaking and an angry scream could be heard, followed by the slam of a body to the ground. His opponent´s groans of pain Clark could not hear from this height. He placed one foot on the spires, turned his head to the second spaniard and said: “I´m positive your liege´s now bleeding in some spot and since we decided on a duel to the first blood that makes me the winner. Hurry down and check! I´ll be waiting here, in case I should err.”
“Bleed in some spot?!” the spaniard flared up. “He could have broken every bone!”
“And that proves that one´s only dressed correctly in a cuirass, if one knows how to move in it”, Clark replied.
Fuming with rage the second strode away, re-entered the building and disappeared from sight.
“For a moment I thought you´d gut the man where he stood in the ballroom”, Martin admitted. “A high birthrank, a big name… I was under the impression you shared his opinion that those are the things that matter. You sounded differrently in your funeral oration in Wilhelmstad, though…”
Clark seemed to weigh answereing Martin´s question against throwing the friend after the spaniard. He decided for the first option. “I thought, that you had all these things, Francois”, he explained, “and that you are known for recognizing a good deal when one presents itself. So if you threw away title and family, those things cannot be worth much, can they?” 
Martin folded his arms. “You do not fully belief what you say”, he realized.
Clark had no reply to his. Men like Langley, Mattei, Martin and Jarundo wielded weapons the privateer knew now defense against.

*

Meanwhile Chips put down an empty tray onto the buffet table. He placed empty glasses on it, filled them and headed out again into the hall. Even though the man was one of those crewmembers who had to play a servant, it did not mean that the party had nothing to offer to him. Out of sight of the lords and ladies the servants, too, had a merry time. More than one plate found it´s way back to the kitchens only half-empty. But Chips should have known that his shipmates would not resign to keeping a low profile and dining on leftovers for long. So he should not have been surprised when he found Freddie sitting between the food, the child´s legs dangling from the table. 
“No, thank you very much, that was obliging of you, Chief Langley”, the carpenter heard King Aripei say. “But we do not eat humans for food. It´s more a ceremonial action, you see?” “What?” the governor gasped. His guest pointed at the boy sitting on the buffet table. Chips gesticulated in an apologizing way. “I´ll sort this out”, his eyes conveyed.
“Alfred Sulpicius Winston!” he yelled at his nephew. “Did we not order you to serve as a waiter?”
Alfred beamed. “Yes!”
“But you aren´t doing so!”
The boy´s facial expression did not change in the least when he answered: “No!”
Chips raised his hand to slap the child, but Freddie was faster. “The ananas halves filled with cream are a real treat, uncle Sulpicius!” he said, blocking Chip´s hand with one. Chips´ hand sank deep into the cream. Between his fingers he felt tiny cube-shaped bits of fruit-flesh moving. Alfred drew back his makeshift shield. He started scratching out the remaining cream. Chips licked clean his fingers. The man nodded. “You are right”, he confirmed. “They are really very good. Fetch us some more!”
When Martin and Clark re-entered the ball-room, they found Chips leaning against the table, his nephew still sitting on it, handing him choice parts of the buffet to try.
Governor Langley sighed in resignation. “It doesn´t matter”, he said. “The two act more civilized than that dutch wholesaler over there…”
“I´ve heard tell”, a lady adressed Clark, “that your shipwright will have enough money to buy the title to get away with his behaviour anytime, when you are done with your next operation, Captain?” Clark recogniced his old aquaintance from Escapio Domingo. He held out his arm. “If I remember correctly, you acitvely disliked talking about tactics and military operations, Lady Janice.” The woman laughed! “You are right, Captain! War is only good for killing men and boring women to death. No more speaking of it. Let´s dance!”
To his greatest dismay Martin found that Clark proved his equal when it came to dancing. “Look at him!” he complained to his friend Pierre. “Where has he learned courtly dances?”
The other man shook his head. “Look? You´d better listen to the music, my friend! Sir Langley did not exactly hire the most talented of musicians. Can you hear one of them loose the beat all the time? Most of the backwoodsmen here stumble after him and wonder why their steps won´t work out. Not so Clark. Clark dances to the music as it should be played, not to the tune he actually hears. This morning he said any man apt at mathematics is a good dancer, too. Seems to me he was as right as right gets.”

*

Elsewhere in the hall Whipcrack decided to skip the next dance. Close to despair he appealed to his lifemate: “Please reconsider, dear! For me!”
“What´s the matter?” Aberforth Harris asked. The content of the glass he held in his hand consisted of the vestiges of several other drinks mixed together. He seemed to enjoy the potent result a lot. Together with the doctor Marita and Creed appeared. As Jarundo´s female company the woman received about the same attention as a stylish walking stick or handkerchief and Viviane did not fare any better, despite her being one of the Errant Eagle´s senior officers. The male seaman in contrast enjoyed the same respect the gentlemen would pay to a proper leutnant.
“It´s this stupid dance I cannot even remember the name of”, Whipcrack explained. “It´s supposed to be the ball´s highlight and you´ve got to give your lady her favourite flowers beforehand. In a bucket.”
“Bouquet”, Harris corrected.
“Alright, in a french bucket, that´s all he same to me”, Whipcrack replied. “If you are so smart, can you tell me where I´ve got to get orchids from?! Now? Because they are Viviane´s favourite flowers.”
“Well”, the pharmacist started, “I think I know a source. I was planning to, er, harvest it myself tomorrow morning. If you go after the orchids, you could as well get me the incredients I need.”
“Favour for favour”, the dutchman agreed.
“Good! The flowers are a bit hard to reach, though”, Harris revealed to his shipmate. “You´ll want to equip yourself and rouse your burglary skills.”
“To go though a flowerbed on my knees?!”
“I never said it was a flowerbed, Whipcrack”, Harris grinned. “It´s more like a real bed. The orchids are in a vase on the nightstand of the lady of the house, Maude Langley.”
“You can´t be serious!” Whipcrack moaned. “And the incredients?”
“Just take every phial you can find in the room. Should be as easy as picking flowers for you.”
“You are going to pay for this, Abe!” the dutchman threatened.
“What - for helping you out of a tight spot? How rude!”
Without a further word Whipcrack hustled out of the hall to employ his long neglected thieving skills once again. Only the admirering look in his wife´s face brightened his mood a bit.
“Hm”, Chat Creed murmured. “And what´s growing within reach? Can you tell me the names of the bloom-stuff in the gardens, Doc?”
“Why the sudden interest?”
“Simple! I´m going to tell the ladies what plants are available and if their favourite flower is on the list, they can raise their hands.”
Marita and Viviane erupted into laughter! “You… you cannot…” Marita was labouring for breath. Eventually she enlightened Creed that he could not roll call the ladys.
“Why not? You and Viviane here answer to it!”
“Why? Because…” Viviane interrupted her friend. “No, Marita, let him! I want to see it! How often, do you think, will we get to see something like this again in our lifes?”
Marita considered this, then she nodded. “You are right. This will be fun!”
 
*

“Where are the men from the Errant Eagle?” the governor´s wife inquired a bit later. 
“Out in the fresh air for a while, I suppose.”
“Now that you mention it”, the commander of the fortress added in, “things have calmed down, indeed, now that only the presentable individuals remain in the hall.”
“Whom do you refer by this, Captain Sidney?” Lady Langley shot back. “Martin and Dupont? Do you really prefer renegade french noblemen to honorable english privateers of lower birth? I exchanged a few words with Dupont and I can tell you, he´s a pirate through and through. Mister Creed, on the other hand side, was a street urchin from Eleuthera and think about how much our town owes to him, too? I would gladly… aiiiiiiieeeeeeee!”
Governor and commander turned around, to find out what had terrified Maude like this. At first they saw Marita and Viviane, who steadied each other, laughing hysterically. The other ladies stared piqued or outright disgusted, some even frightened, at the shapes returning into the ballroom. Covered all over with mud, leaving behind them large lumps of earth while they were walking, but grinning up to their ears, each of the men carried a bunch of flowers in his arms. A few scratchs running over Whipcrack´s face betrayed the fact that the pirate´s thievery had suffered in the years spent in wealth.
“Remove the roots!” Creed hissed to a tobacco planter, for some of the locals had followed the eagles´ example. The man obeyed. He gave the roots to a servant, who took them between two fingers, carrying them away as far from his body as possible.
“I feel forced to agree with you, Lady Maude”, the Commander said. “There really are few differences between our most valued citizens and Captain Clark´s men. At best in their eye color. Not, that anything else would be clearly recgonizeable, mind you…”
To the amusement of the still clean guests in this moment handsome male and female slaves carried baskets filled with already prepared bouquets into the hall. Each suitably clothed man chose one of those to give it to his dancing partner. Captain Clark still hesitated doing the same. Suddenly he heard a voice behind him: “Please! Ask my wife to dance, Clark! I do not want Viviane to miss this dance. We both did not know about this… with the flowers being already tied up and all. But do not give her orchids! I´m the only one she´s to get orchids from!”
Clark shook his head. He emptied his glass of wine into the leutnant´s face. 
“Hey!” Whipcrack wiped the liquid off his face witth both hands. “What was that for? Is it asked too much for a man to see his wife happy?!” 
The privateer captain examined Werner´s appearance after the shower. “No big deal”, he said, “Face and hands are clean, what more could one ask for?” From one of the armchairs scattered around the hall Clark picked a coat someone had left behind. “Remove your dirt-stained shirt and put this over your vest instead!” he ordered the dutchman. “It´ll do.”
“You tell me I´m to enter the dance floor like this? The people will…”
“They will remember who owns this town”, Clark rumbled. 
Then he watched with satisfaction how Jarundo and Marita, Whipcrack and Viviane and Martin and the saphire-lady paired up. Even little Freddie balanced on his toes to grab a bouquet from one of the baskets. Proudly he presented it to a black skinned kitchen girl of about his age. One by one the women present were led to the dance floor. But noblewomen and those who pretented to be were in large supply in Eleuthera. The privateer captain approached a stranger instead, a girl who had seen him struggling at the stake and leading her tribe´s warriors into battle within the course of a single day already: the indian chief´s daughter. “You are too old to dance with your father like child does, princess”, he told the youth. Aripei nodded his permission and then Clark led the only real king´s daughter among the lesser nobles and the nouveaux riches to the dancefloor.
“I´m afraid”, Perry remarked to his fellow mud covered sufferers standing alone without a dancing partner, “Eleuthera town won´t forget this night for years to come!”
 
*

The night went on. Then came the morning. The sun rose into the sky, set again and eventually, how much time had passed since the ball Clark could no longer tell, the former privateer captain stood at the forum of Providence. He hardly remembered his expedition to Cuba and the attack on the Silver Caravan, but it had been a rousing success. Clark gently stroked his uniform that marked him as a flag officer. He even had a first name now: Nikolaus, his father´s name, appreviated “Nick”, which suited the disguised woman fine, because it sounded like “nickname” this way. Nick looked around, studying the assembled crowd.
“Hang the scum!” the people shouted and: “The pirates are going to hang!”
Sir Nikolaus Brackenridge-Gloucester, admiral of the crown, needed no further urging. The citizens of Providence should share his triumph, should watch the remaining survivors of the pirate crew dangling. At first the least important, the faceless followers, were executed and there was no mercy. Only Bob Benson the sorcerer escaped the rope today, because a trial of a different sort awaited him. All the other companions of the Black Dog had to die. Even ten years old Alfred did not escape his fate and she-pirate Viviane begged for her husband´s life to no avail. “Hold her firm!” the admiral ordered his soldiers. “She´s to see the bastard struggle before she´s brought to the workhouse!”
Composed better than Sir Nikolaus would have thought, James Perry stepped up to the gallows. “You know why I´m standing here today”, he adressed the pirate hunter. “Because those few rights you grant us seamen are ignored and trampled on by the officers. Because I dared speaking up a…” “Watch your own feet when you start dancing now!” the admiral cut short the convict´s words. 
He waited out the executions, until only one prisoner remained. Clad in black Chien del´Onyx, the Black Dog of the Spanish Main, was led forth.
“Remove his mask!” Nick ordered. The warders obeyed. Under the disguise Martin´s well known face appeared. One look into it brought to Nick´s attention what had just happened here. The men and women of the Errant Eagle - captured? Executed? How had it come to this? Clark saw every single of his former shipmates hanging stiff and with broken necks in the wind. No, that was not quite true - one was missing.
“Martin!” Captain Clark gasped. “Where´s Jarundo? What have I done to him? Tell me!”
The black dog snorted angryly. “Nothing, Admiral! What would you have done to him? In this life you never met. Jarundo lost his life years ago to the whip of a slave driver.”
The soldiers attempted to drag away the mouthy pirate to his death, but Clark ordered them to halt. At the same moment another hand shot forth. “Go on!” the governor of Providence ordered briskly. “No!” Clark yelled, but the nobleman just shook his head. “Who do you think you are, trying to give orers here, Sir Brackenridge? You are nothing more than a sword that we draw when the situation calls for it, my little knight!”
“Don´t give him ideas”, Martin spat. “Lest he might rise to become the Queen of England before you know…”
Clark wanted to draw his sword to run through the governor and sever the rope that was put around Martin´s neck now. But he could not move.
“No…”
His surroundings blurred before Clark´s eyes. The scene moved back from him, somehow, but not out of sight. It stayed visible enough to be real, yet far beyond his control. 
“No!” Clark shouted again and he was still screaming when he jumped up from his bed in his mansion at Eleuthera. A disbelieving laughter escaped the privateer´s throat, when he realized that he had only dreamed the execution. “Such nonsense! I´d never…”
From the floor loud noise was to be heard. First the voices of men arguing, then a loud bang and then the men continued their discussion.
Clark donned his mantle. He ran to the door, flung it open and demanded to know, what was going on in his house. He was facing those of his shipmates who inhabited guestquarters in the mansion tonight: Chips and the Riet-couple. Viviane was too drunk to even stand upright, let alone add something to the men´s discussion. She kept on caresseing the gaunlet of a full armor that had fallen, taking it for her husband, tand told him everything would be alright again very soon.
“Exshoes ush”, Chips managed, followed by a hiccough.
“Guuuuuyyyyyyys”, Clark murmured. Expectantly three slightly glassy, but alive, pairs of eyes met his. “I just wanted to say”, the captain started, “that I´ll have you hanged for something personal, should I ever do so. Not just because you are pirates. You know that, don´t you?”
At first nothing happened. Then Chips grinned, relieved. “Gumm, Werner, me lad”, he adressed his shipmate. “Lesh down anusser wun! Sha old man is eeven more drung shan wee!”

*

Again time passed, this time in the real world. The days dragged on while the Errant Eagle anchored at Cuba´s northern coast under the command of Acting Captain Pierre Dupont. 
The larger fraction of the crew passed the time in the island´s interior in and around Puerto Principe. Within the next handful of days the silver caravan would change it´s escort in one of the thorps surrounding the town, which on exactly subject to the day the caravan would arrive. The captains Clark and Martin payed rapt attention to the passing of the days. They had memorized the system according to which each of the villages got “activated”. Day and night their scouts kept close watch over the paths and trails that wound through the jungle. Disguised as spanish soldiers they needed not hide from the villagers and townsfolk. The needed equipment a spanish galleon had supplied, the ship carrying the original replacement escort whose place the eagles had taken now. Unlike all the other times Clark had rejected every attempt of seamen to join the pirate crew and left no survivors. Did his deed weigh heavily on his conscience? Martin did not think so. 
But the fletchling pirate had his own worries these days. The trip to Lizard Island, several weeks ago by now, still troubled Martin. Again and again a certain happenstance surfaced in his mind. When he and Clark had fallen onto each other in the cellar, a part of the man had liked it. It had been pleasant… Martin wondered whether his memory played tricks on him or if there really was something wrong with him. Just to make sure he seduced one local girl after the other. Only a rare few of the young women were not interested in a clandestine lovenight with the handsome soldier Martin was disguised as. “The disguise is the soldier-part only, not the handsome. That´s real”, Martin explained to his friends when he met them in the pub. He left it to the native speakers to place an order. Next to Jose that was Clark, too, who had grown up in Bilbao in Spain. 
Martin leaned back, looking for this night´s bedmate among the females.
“As far as we can tell the caravan is still moving in accordance with the time table, even if it takes another week to arrive”, Clark said just now. The words alone did not betray his true intentions. He added that his men became restless, once again no suspiscious remark. It could have come out of the mouth of a spanish officer just as well. His upbringing as the foster child of spanish parents and later Capitano Porreno allowed Clark to produce genuine outbreaks of surprise or delight in spanish. If he cursed spontanously, instead of hurting well aimed with words, he always did so in his mother´s language. But sometimes words failed him - especially when something was so new, that no word existed for it, yet...
“What is this stuff?” Clark asked the barmaid, when Jose had almost keeled over after the first drought from his cup. “Your comrade ordered it willingly!” the woman tried to defend herself. “The drink came to us from Hispaniola…”
“Ah, sea-water.”
“Hihi, no!” the woman giggled. “The english call it Cill de Ville or perhaps it´s french. Anyway, it´s something new.”
“Your original supply´s finished, your patrons crave more and your boss can´t let them down, but nobody in these parts knows how to correctly brew the stuff?” Martin assumed. A shrug from the waitress confirmed his suspicion. 
Clark sniffed the drink. Profound loathing crept into his features. “This piss isn´t made from a certain byproduct of the sugar raffination?” he inquired.
“Is, too, Capitano, or so it´s said!” the woman beamed.
“How - hicc - d´you know this?” Jose asked.
“I remember it from a plantatation I was… stationed as a young man”, Clark lied. He could hardly announce in Puerto Principe´s town centre that he was a pirate freed from enslavement! “It kills pain, pain of many kinds, body and soul.”
Clark lifted the cup into the candlelight, so that it´s contents shimmered reddish. “As if the blood of all those who lost hands and arms in the presses has flown into it”, he thought to himself. “I thought I had left behind this, but suddenly people pay for the priviledge of drinking it…” 
Martin grabbed Clark´s wrist. He forced arm and cup down. Still wound up in his memories the privateer allowed it.
“Capitano!” Martin whispered. “Are you saying you know how to make this? Do you have any idea what profits it could gain us?”
“Forget it!” Clark interrupted his friend. “Trust me, this fancy will never catch on!“
“More of this… this…” Jose begged.
“Kill devil”, Clark came to his apprentice´s help. “But there´s not need to memorize it.”
 
*

Two days more passed on. Come morning of the third day after his aquaintance with the reddish-golden sugar liquor Martin stepped up to the window of his guestroom, taking in Puerto Principe´s boredom. Once, twice or ten times too often had he seen the indians, farmers, pigs and pikemen carrying flags.
“Wait a moment - Pikemen?! Flags?!”
In almost no time the pirate donned his disguise. A full troup of armed men approached the town from the south east! They even had cannons and a small cavalry unit! The escort was larger than Martin had expected in his wildest dreams. It was more than the pirates could handle safely. It was more than they could handle at all! What had went wrong? The caravan was not supposed to enter the town! Had the spaniards altered their plan or had the eagles fallen for false information in the first place? Was this the silver caravan, anyway? Martin could see no porters, only soldiers.
Almost no pirate in town was ready for battle and even if they had been, the men were scattered all over the place. Unorganized. Open to attack. Vulnurable.
Martin climbed through the window, jumped onto the roof of a small shed and hasted to the stables. He ignored the mules prefered by pirates as well as the donkeys, swinging himself upon a real horse that had belonged to the capitano of the galleon before. He urged the animal to hurry, riding fast towards the small thorp where the eagles´ main force was stationed, waiting for the silver caravan. Clark was there, unaware of what was coming to him. Those pirates left behind in town would have enough sense, or so Martin hoped, to flee into the jungle, to join their comrades or return to the Errant Eagle on their own.
Martin had covered about half the distance when he realized that he had made a grave mistake. He had expected that the spanish troup would scour the town first, but that was not the case. The arrivals from the south passed by Puerto Principe without pausing.
“This way I´m leading them straight to our men”, it dawned to Martin. “And that´s going to be a lopsided battle…”
Already  the forefront of his pursuers closed in on the fugitive.
Martin tore into the reins. His mount reared! Martin breathed heavily, unsteady. Where should he turn to?   
Several pistols flared. “Haha!” Martin laughed. “Missed by a long shot!“ The next moment his view tipped over when the horse collapsed under him, dead. “That´s not chivalrous at all”, was all the adventurer could manage to say. He avoided getting buried under the horse, at least, but what had even he, with his three blade-weapons, to bring on against the dozens of pistols and pikes that were now aimed at him?
“It would be in your best interest if you surrendered at once, Senor Martin”, a well-known voice greeted the pirate. It belonged to the captain of the spanish brigg captured near Providence! “Do not look at me like the local oxen, show some cojones”, the spaniard mocked his captive. Martin found himself surrounded by armed men. One of them dismounted to collect his weapons and drag the captive back to his feet.
“Providence´s governor may support piracy for the right price”, the capitano explained, “but he does not approve of it. Being gentlemen of honor of a powerful nation we were out of town soon after your misfit of a galleon.”
“For the right price, too, I pressume”, Martin grumbled.
“Oh, Senor Martin”, the spaniard sneered. “Bribary is such an ugly word! Let´s say, it was my need and pleasure to compensate the governor for the warm welcome we received in Providence. And the remaining time till we met again I used well, wouldn´t you think so?”
“It did not escape my notice.”
The spanish commander yelled a few orders to his men. They majority of them were to meet with the silver caravan, prove their idendity and explain the new plan, before the pirates could stage their coup. “The rest of you moves deeper into the woods, to pursue any scattered pirates!”

*

The forest was always moist and steaming. A myriad of colours, sounds and scents confused those not at home in this environment, but made up a very precise map for the beasts ruling this territory. Today the sharp stench of gunpoweder and fear-smell added to the coctail. It told the animals that man was on the prowl. Man was unpredictable. The jungle beasts could gauge this species´ danger portential only to a certain extent. Judging by the strentgh of limbs and teeth man should have been “prey”, but the calculation did not work out, because no beast could properly add the power of man´s tools into the calculation. So sometimes man turned out to be “hunter”. Fortunately hunter-man´s favourite prey was other-hunter-man and so all one had to do as a sensible forest creature was keeping one´s distance from the two-legged oddity.
“I have no time for you and your ilk!” Clark yelled at a large, spotted cat, fireing one of his two pistols at the animal. There had been no other choice, nevertheless the captain rued the shot. One ball less could be one less too many. There was as little time for re-loading in this fight in the forest as was in a boarding battle. But the trees found on a battleship, the masts and planks, were much more helpful to the captain than those still standing. Aboard a ship Clark knew every possible hiding place of enemy seamen and marksmen. The forest was alien territory to him. It was a battlefield more to Martin´s liking. 
“Back to the ship! Order withdrawal, captain!” Louis heaved at Clark´s side. Out of breath Jarundo agreed with him speaking with his eyes only. “We could make it”, the marksman urged his captain. “The spaniards seem to be busy with another splinter group right now.”
“Yes. Yes, I know…”
The handfull of men around the captain heard the unspoken “but” well.
“But what?!” Gontard challenged.
“Nothing. Just a few minutes to regain our breath, then we´ll be on our way”, Clark ordered. He dragged Jarundo away from the others. “Martin was in town today, along with about a dozen men”, he reminded his friend. “The spaniards came from the south-east, that means they could have come through Puerto Principe. Our men there could be captured, escaped…” 
“Or dead.”
Clark nodded. “I need to find out.”
“That´s insane, brother! We´ve got the use the cease-fire, else we won´t leave this jungle alive!”
“You will get away. I´ll fight my way through on my on.”
“What are those two yapping about?” Creed whispered, while the two friends discussed.
“I`m afraid Clark won´t let go the silver caravan yet”, Louis replied, unsure how to feel about it. 
“Retreat as agreed”, Clark instructed the carib indian. “I´ll leave the Errant Eagle to you along with a very good navigator…”
“If you go, I´m coming with you, of course!” Jarundo protested. But Clark shook his head. “You´ll have to place your wife first. If... when you have children one day, remember that ‘Clark’ makes a good first name, too!” 
“I´m not leaving you. This you cannot order me!” 
Jarundo gulped, when he noticed a tiny gesture of his friend´s hands. Fractions of a second later he heard the snap of a pistol trigger and knew it belonged to Louis. The marksmen knew the same silent signals Clark and Jarundo had made up between themselves. Their sign language had become common knowledge among the eagles. The carib´s choice was now between leaving together with the others or getting shot dead right at the spot.
“Beat it, all of you!” Clark said. “Run!“
“Clark and Martin... We´re loosing them both...“ Chat Creed whispered. The small group started moving. “Now that´s an end I´d never have expected!”

*

Meanwhile Captain Martin was priviledged to witness the silver caravan´s arrival. The porters nearly collpased where they stood from exhaustion. Armed soldiers rounded them up, then they, too, slumped down. Only after a while civilians and soldiers alike started smoking and emptying their water bottles.
“The village should be cleaned out and be firmly in our hands soon”, the Capitano promised the newly arrived. His comrade from the silver caravan nodded. The strain from the long, demanding  march and constant vigilance was etched deeply into his face.
“What about this one here?” the non-comissioned officer charged with guarding Martin inquired. 
“As much as I´d love hanging him on the spot for his friend Clark to find”, the capitano answered, “I cannot deny my comrade´s need for more porters. You can never have enough of them.” The capitano pushed Martin towards the workers. Many of them were slaves, but there was a good score of free men looking forward to spend their hard-earned wages in Puerto Principe. Both groups were guarded equally sharp by the soldiers.
“The son of the governor of Martinique´s not going to play mule for you!” Martin snapped.
“So that´s the story behind the name?” A smile flickered over the spaniard´s face. “Well, young…”
“De Monet.”
“…young de Monet, in case you should have planned pleading your good name at the slightest trace of danger and return home afterwards with some happy memories, then you were in error. Your little adventurer is over. With your actions you have overstepped a line and there´s no turning back. You are an outlaw, without rights. Lead him away!”
The soldier, into whose custody Martin was given, was of common heritage. His grip was just firm enough to hold and he looked almost awed into the captive´s face. “Are you really a governor´s scion?” he whispered.
Martin nodded. “Francois de Monet´s the name. Your captain can relay the message of my demise to France...“
“But why? Why did you run away?”
“Having everything I could ever want for, you mean?” Martin was pressed against a tree and bound. “Lad”, he spoke on, “There are things money can´t buy. Did you join the army in the hope of a new pair of boots and a daily warm meal? Strange, that was never good enough for me. My freedom´s worth more.”
“You lost it”, the soldier replied. “If you survive the march, you´ll end up in the mines of Tayo...” The young man clapped his hand over his mouth. In shock he realized that he had already said too much.
“Tayopa, hm?” Martin murmured. “How interesting...“

*
Clark was surprised at the fact how fast he had reached the town in Cuba´s interior. During the chase the eagles had criss-crossed the forest and used every possible cover. Finally alone Clark had marched back in a straight line. 
When the privateer captain arrived in Puerto Principe, he entered an oasis of peace. “How perceptions change”, he thought. “A few days ago I would have called it boring.”
Moving silently through the small town towards the tavern was an easy task. From the stable next to it merry laughter rose up. “Martin”, Clark grinned, shaking his head. “Having a jolly good time in there while all kinds of horror-visions about your death are spinning through my head?!”
He opened the gate a little bit and spied into the stable. Indeed one of his men was busy with the most beautiful of waitresses. Another held a pitcher with the newfangled sugar-liquor - and one woman at each side. Neither of them was Captain Martin.
The man with the pitcher raised it in welcome when he recognized the entering man. “Come in, Captain! Then there´s three of us and none of the girls needs to feel left out!”
Grimly the captain entered the stable. “Oldworld! Spencer! Are you even aware that out there in the jungle all hell has broken loose?!” he shouted at his shimates.
“All the more reason to stay in here, where it`s safe”, the drinker replied. His comrade gently parted from his lovemate. “We better do what the captain wants, Jeff”, he said, with precaution.
“Huh? Why, Eric? I mean, yes, of course we should, but Clark won´t order any foolishness like running into the forest under these circumstances!”
Clark closed in on the two. “I´m coming from there!” he told them.
“See, Oldworldling? Our captain is a sensible man.”
“That I would not claim”, Oldworld Eric rejected. “I only said that it does not pay off acting against his will. That´s sure to bring down bad luck on you.”
Clark did not comment this statement. “Puerto Principe´s right now the eye of a storm of no small proportions”, he explained. “But in a few hours this will change. When the silver caravan´s escort comes through here, you do not want to be found within the town walls!”
“You are right”, Jeff relented. “But how did the forest become a battlefield in the first place?”
“For reasons unknown to us the spaniards have altered their original plan. Instead of turning south directly from the village with the silver to ship it, they might head to Santiago or another rendzevous point.”
“And as long as we do not know where the treasure ships are waiting for them, we cannot intercept the caravan”, Eric concluded. “What do you want us to do, now?”
Clark went to the donkey boxes. He stroked one of the animals behind it´s ears. “What do the local farmers know about war and silver caravans? Nothing! At best they´ve noticed a band of armed men arrive at Puerto Principe, pass by the town and march on. Soldiers that must be hungry and thirsty, especially since there was a lot of clamour in the forest those recent hours. And that´s why three dumb-bold townspeople with their mounts of burden will trundle along towards the village to peddle their wares. A few empty barrels and some flasks of Kill Devil should suffice. While posing as locals we´ll spy on the spanish main force and check on those of our comrades who might have gotten captured. Oh, and, one more thing: As fashionable as your bedbunnys may be clad, your disguises you´d better get from a man.”
“You want to take our donkeys?” one of the women exclaimed. “You must not! They belong to my uncle the landlord!”
Clark snorted, diparagingly. “What part of “pirate” did Jeff and Eric fail to explain to you?”
 
*

In the meantime Martin harboured thoughts of escape. By now he had realized that the capitano´s remark about needing every shoulder to lug the silver had been exaggerated. Humilating his prisoner thus was just his personal revenge for his defeat near Providence. Except for Martin the spaniards did not waste time trying to make captives. Even a handful of Clark´s men employed as carriers could prove too hard to steer, a risk they could not run. 
Captain Martin did not see his shipmates die, but that did not make it any easier. His imagination was vivid enough to picture the seamen unused to landbound fighting lying in puddles of their own blood, neither dead nor alive, welcome victims to the jungle denizens. At best Jarundo and Louis would be able to leave the forest alive and reach the ship. The Errant Eagle would not wait for stragglers once the first fugitives reached the galleon´s hideout. For this reason Martin had to act in a hurry, if he did not wish to end as a mule indeed.
“You know”, he adressed the young soldier when he brought him some water to drink, “Actually, we´ve got some common interests.”
The spaniard did not make the mistake of gleening in his suprerior´s direction. He slammed the empty mug into the ground, sat down and leaned against the tree Martin was tied to. This way he could, as was expected of him, keep a close eye on the porters. Some of them had recovered enough to engage in a game of chance and the soldier did, figuratively speaking, the same. Overtly going about his guard duty he listened to every word of the captive pirate.
“They are fools“, Martin remarked. “Gambling their wage so close to their destination, only because it isn´t in sight yet and thus does not exist for them.”
“If you´ve got something to tell me, don´t play with your words”, the soldier replied. A smile crossed Martin´s lips. At least his opponent was smart enough to get the comparison. With smart individuals one could strike a bargain…
“I crave my freedom and you your wealth”, Martin continued. “That could be combined…”
“I´m not interested in the pieces of eight in your pockets, pirate.”
“Who spoke of pocket-money? I know where a treasure cache waits for the taking.”
“Ha and ha! Why, then, did you come here instead of getting it?”
“Only to have to share it with Clark and his gang? No, the money was meant for a dire predicament. It seems to me, that such a situation has arisen now.”
Martin could almost see the young man´s brain working. The spaniard, his name was Pepe Gonzales, told himself, that no harm could come from talking to a helpless, bound prisoner. Just listening did not commit Pepe to anything, after all. Should the foreigner talk, as long as he still could! In this fashion Pepe subdued the twinge of guild in his chest.
“Your treasure, is it indio-gold?” he inquired.
Martin´s instincts counseled him to take utmost care. Rumours about cursed indian treasures traveled from pub to pub in the whole New World. “No, real coins”, he span his yarn. “Jewelery and taxes from St. Christophe, hidden from the english, when they invaded the town. I know it from my father.”
“Hm.”
“You see, the money rightfully belongs to France”, Martin explained, though his Co-Captain would certainly have disagreed. “I can do with it whatever I want.” After a short pause the frenchman added: “St. Christophe was a wealthy town…”
Pepe tried for a justification of the improper thoughts running through his mind: “So if one returned the money to the french, there would be a reward for the finder?”
“I would think so”, Martin confirmed. “But your captain is rich. He would not need a reward.” “No, he just wants to become even richer”, Pepe sighed. He had learned this lesson as a child already. The capitano would keep the treasure to himself, with only a token payment to those who had helped him get it. It was better if he and Martin did it on their own. They would dig the money up and return it to the rightful owners… perhaps. If they could still be found after so many years…
“Cut my bonds now!” the captive hissed. 
Pepe rose up. He stretched his limbs. Knees shaking he kicked over the mug with his boot accidently and lifted it up to check, whether there was some liquid left in it. It was empty, as dry as his thorat. Eventually Pepe pulled himself together. The youth´s fingers were trembling when he severed Martin´s bonds and with them the last connection to his old life. 

*

A peddler accompanied by two bullys armed with clubs approached the village from the direction of Puerto Principe.
“I never understood why they named the town Porto”, Eric thought aloud. “I say, doesn´t that mean Port? What port´s this supposed to be, in the middle of a primeval forest?”
“Well”, Clark grumbled, “There certainly seem to be robbers around as at any shore.” The privateer pointed into the direction the trio was headed to. There two locals bent down over a wounded man, one of the eagles dressed up as a pikeman. Unable to escape the duo, he looked up and from one to the other, frightened.
“Told you it would pay off going into the forest today!” one of the two men said triumphantly. “The soldiers have stopped shooting at everything that moves. The three dead they forgot to loot weren´t that poor. And now the Good Lord sent us a muscular guy for the taking. When he´s back on his feet he´ll relieve us of a lot of hard work at the farm!” 
Captain Clark jumped off his donkey. “Hey, you there!” he called out. The two looters turned around. Seconds later the ambidexterous captain had pointed one pistol at each of them. “If they ask you in the kingdom come who sent you there, then don´t stammer you were floored! Give Captain Clark´s regards to Isaac Snyder when you arrive there - then your miserable existances will have served a purpose at least once!”
“Snyder? Who´s that Snyder-person?” Eric wondered, when two shots fell simultanously. 
“His father, I think”, Jeff Spencer replied. “The one murdered by the spaniards, you know?”
Clark walked, the still smoking pistols in his hands, over to the two spaniards. One lay dead to his feet. Clark had hit him between the eyes. The other man was still squirming. The shot had just grazed him and left a nasty wound at one side of the skull.
“It would have been easier for you, had you not attempted to evade”, the englishman scorned the mortally wounded. He pressed him to the ground, twisting his head so that the wound got exposed to the dirt. Now it was guaranteed to become inflamed. 
Then Clark turned his attention to his shipmate.
“Captain…” the pikeman groaned. Just like Jeff he had signed on only recently at Eleuthera. “I do not think I can come along. Can´t move my leg…”
“But your head, I pressume”, Clark answered, grinning. “Look over there, Sam! We´ve got donkeys, they are for riding. Of course a whore is better, but until that happy moment we´ve got to cover some distance.”
While Jeff and Eric looted the dead and the dying spaniard, Clark helped Sam onto the donkey. The three were not quite done when Clark listened up. Hadn´t he heard something? In the jungle? 
“Oh, somebody finally noticed us!” he heard someone exclaim with disdain. “Pirates! They are lost when they have no view of several days worth of travel! If I´d been a spaniard, they´d be dead by now. See, Pepe, with blind bats like them I´ll have to cope on a daily basis!”
Clark recognized the voice at once: “Martin!”
Out of the woods a very much alive Captain Martin stepped, followed by a younger pirate Clark did not recognize. Just like Sam the youth was still wearing his disguise as spanish soldier. 
Clark ran up to his friend. He slapped him on the shoulder - in his position the greatest sign of affection that was still proper in public. 
“Your report, Captain…?”
Martin frowned. “The silver caravan´s escort has almost doubled, Clark“, he said. “I´d say we could deal with them at sea, but here, in the forest? I´m afraid we´ll have to retreat.”
“What the hell did happen, anyway?”
Martin reported everything he knew about the spanish capitano´s escape from Providence. “The spaniards knew, by then, that their plans had fallen into our hands and reacted accordingly”, he finished. “But I´ve secured us something else. I´ll tell you later, in private.”
Pepe could not take his eyes off the two locals on the ground. Not for the first time did he see dead or dying men, but never before had he considered joining forces with the murderers.  The following days he resigned to silence. No one held his taciturn manner against Pepe. After all, the six men were still on the run.
The young ex-soldier held Sam, when Martin tried to remove the shot from his leg during a rest. Just like the pirates he counted the days ´till they reached the shore and he shared Sam´s fear when the man´s wound reddened and an infection began to spread. On the Errant Eagle the carpenter and - a priviledge of richer pirate ships only - a doctor would have to see to the matter. 
“An amputation has it´s good points, lad”, the man remarked to the new one, who led his donkey by a piece of rope, once. “One-legged aren´t sent up to the crow´s nest. I´m terribly afraid of heights, you know!”
Moments like this made Pepe believe he´d been taken in by a large family, instead of having entered into a business relationship with foreigners. But he had not yet lived through the worst… 
 
*

The Errant Eagle´s departure was delayed, because there were arguments over the position of the captain. That wasn´t particularily unusual for this ship and so the galleon rose up and down lazily in the shallow waters unimpressed the the two-legged people´s clamour.
Two days had passed since the scattered pirates had, ony-by-one and in small groups, returned, and a full week since the skirmish. It was time to set sail again, the survivors found - or at least the leading majority of them thought so.
Whipcrack Werner was sitting on a rolled up rope. He did not look into Jarundo´s face when he finally managed to open his tightly pressed together lips: “Is this what you´ve felt like during the mutiny? Did you simply not like what we´d done or did you know it was wrong? As wrong as sailing away now…”
“They did not pursue the fugitives”, Viviane agreed with her husband. “Nothing keeps us from waiting one or two more days. Nothing!”
But the men around James Maria Perry were deaf in this ear. Even Chat Creed, who had vowed to never again let down Captain Clark, was on his side, now. The boatswain simply did not believe that Clark - that anybody, for that matter – could have survived. 
As their self-appointed spokesperson Perry forced each crewmember who had not yet voted for a new captain to do so immediately or accept their shimates´ decision. Jarundo, Whipcrack, Viviane, Marita, Chips and Jose had no choice but to comply with the request.
When the scribe planted himself in front of Jarundo and the Riet-couple, Viviane fixed the carib. “I´m sorry, old friend”, she said. “I know you´d make a better leader, but Werner is my husband!” “I am”, the dutchman interruped. “But I vote for Jarundo. I´m not inclined in the least to became captain - unlike others present.”
Perry did not react to the jab. “Three more votes for Jarundo”, he noted. The man walked up to the main mast, looking up to the crow´s nest from where Jose Peralta kept a close watch of the shoreline. “What´s it gonna be, Peralta? Voting or sulking?” he demanded. “Who´s your candidate?”
The navigator stretched his limbs. He shook his head in disbelief.
“Peralta!” Perry shouted.
“Captain Clark!” Jose beamed.
“What? But he´s dead!”
“Perhaps he is”, the spaniard replied. “But then he´s suprerior to you even as a zombie!”
“What are talking about?” Perry snorted. “Are you sunstruck?”
“Turn around and see for yourself!” the other laughed.
Their shipmates who had heard the exchange of words hasted towards the landbound side of their ship. There three donkeys and six men exited the jungle.
“Hurry up!” Whipcrack shouted. “Down with a ladder! Let them come aboard!”
“Yes, all seven of them”, Viviane added. She boxed Perry. “What´s one more ass to us, ey, shipmate?”
The returners recieved a welcome as if they had brought all the silver of the treasure caravan with them. Pepe Gonzales kept to Martin´s side during the onrush. His comrades had already learned the former soldier was lacking a true pirate´s boldness.
“Are we going to get trea… the reward, I mean, now?” Pepe whispered to the french. 
Martin smirked. “There is no treasure”, he said. “I made that up to escape from the spaniards with your help.“
“What treasure are you talking about?” Clark inquired.
“The tax-money… from St. Christophe... hidden from the english!” Pepe moaned.
“Oh, that treasure.”
“Ha! So it exists after all!”
Clark shook his head. “Such a coin stash has been hidden by the townsfolk, so far you are right”, he corrected. “But I found it many years ago.”
Clark clasped Martin´s hand as if to congratulate him on a great joke. Pepe´s eyes widened and the youth stood dumbfounded. “I threw away my life and now there´s not even a treasure?” he exclaimed.
“See, Martin”, Clark reamarked, “not everybody is lured by the promise of adventure alone. Dreaming is the rich man´s privilegde and the poor man´s curse.”
Pepe struggled against a flood of tears that did not care for the fact that he was seventeen years old and supposed to be a man. He felt displaced into a terrible nightmare.
Martin shoved the youth forward and into the centre of everybody´s attention. “Men!” the captain shouted. “It´s true, we lost the silver saravan. but this here is Pepe and he knows the way to Tayopa!”
Loud bawling welcomed the newest crewmember. Only a few voices of doubt rose. “What use is this to us?” Creed demanded. “Even before the spaniards decimated us, we´d never been able to conquer the secret silver mines!” “You are right”, Perry replied. “But imagine how much the information would be worth to our english allys!” Viewed in this light the two captains´ safe return turned out to be not a bad thing at all, the scribe thought.
“I´m telling you not a single word!” Pepe Gonzales barked.
“Not bold, but couragous”, Clark acknowledged. He approached the youth so that Pepe had to step back. “You spaniards like it to make your final hours harder than they need to be, don´t you?”
Pepe reached for his side-weapon, a long dagger. But before he could drew it, Jarundo had already snatched the blade from him.
“Those paltry coins from St. Kitts cannot compare to the shares a crewmember of ours earns”, Martin tried to convince his aquaintance. “Join us and secure your share of the silver! You won´t ever rue this decision. Otherwise… well, you have seen what Clark´s going to do to you.”
“I don´t care”, Pepe lied.
Captain Clark snapped his fingers. “Whipcrack, Freddie, Perry - I want the exact location of Tayopa along with every additional information you can garner. Everything you need for this task is aboard this ship.”
The three closed in on Pepe to drag him to the lower decks.
“You´ve plotted a course already, Jose?” Clark turned to the apprentice navigator. The man confirmed. “Then these shores have seen us for the longest time.”

*
 
The Errant Eagle left Cuba. The privateers preyed the western coast of Hispaniola now. Pepe was unsure what to fear more: Each additional day at sea or the eventual arrival at Tortuga. Clad in a shirt stained with his own blood and sweat only, he lay enchained in the very same cell Clark and Jarundo had waited for the right moment to take over the Pride of Martinique once. In time he stopped measuring the days, counting only from hour to hour. There was no future beyond the next hour. Each stroke of the ship´s bell seemed an eternity away. When one day Jarundo instead of the pirates assigned to extract the information about Tayopa from him stood at the his cell´s door, the prisoner thought that his final hour had come.
“You are as stubborn as Captain Clark, but you seem to be a good deal tougher”, the leutnant spoke up. The mortal fear in Pepe´s eyes could be clearly seen despite the darkness down here. So Jarundo went straight to the point in order not to needlessly torment the prisoner even more. “You´ll answer each of my questions with ‘yes’”, the carib indian ordered. “If you do so, you´ll get out of this mess alive - can you understand me, spaniard?”
“Er… yes?”
“Good! Tell me, did you lie, when you were bragging about knowing the way to Tayopa?“
“I…”
“Yes or no?!” the leutnant barked.
“Yes?”
“Much better. And are you going to admit this to the others, when they arrive to interrogate you in a few minutes?”
“Yes…”
“And will you accept the offer to join our crew afterwards?”
Pepe wanted to decline. But his body searing with pain was of another opinion. The body knew nothing about honor and what terrors awaited a soul after death did not concern it. That was why a body did not exactly think the world of virtue and patriotism. “Yes”, it made the former soldier say.
Jarundo seemed pleased, but not entirely satisfied, with the answers. “Then you also agree that you will, out of gratitude for my help, pay nine of ten parts of your shares to me?”
“Yes”, Pepe whispered, with a sigh that was part relief and part resignation.
“Then that´s settled”, the carib indian laughed. “Now listen up! Alfred and Whipcrack or too limited to notice anything but ‘Prisoner screams’ and ‘Prisoner spills the beans’. Perry´s a sly fox, he can read between the lines. But I peformed some work of persuasion on our treasurer. He´ll be a nice boy and say nothing when you are going to ‘confess’ your ‘lie’.”
A question slipped off the prisoner´s tongue: “Why are you helping me?” 
“Because Perry is not the only one I have a score to settle with”, Jarundo answered. “Garcia and Clark tend to put pistols to their friends´ heads when they least expect it. I do not like that.” 
“Garcia?”
“Before your time. Now play your part and play it well!”

*

“Well“, Captain Martin said the next morning, “All Pepe really said was, that I might end up as a slave in the mines. That he had come the whole way from Tayopa in Mexiko to Puerto Principe personally was my conjecture. I admit that was a bit too rash.”
Clark nodded grimly. To loose this last bit of hope for turning the desaster into a partial success at least, did not sit well with him. But what could he do? 
The two captains walked the Errant Eagle´s main deck. Without pausing Martin grabbed Alfred by his shoulder, dragging the boy into the opposite direction he had been headed. 
“Hey, what have I done wrong? I just wanted to roll dice with the others over there!” the child protested.
“Not as long as Pepe´s playing with them”, the captain clarified. “You enjoy seeing him wince at your sight far too much.”
“Oh?” Clark inquired. “Does he?“
“What did you expect? The three of them tortured the boy on your orders for days!”
Martin´s Co-Captain strolled over to the gamers. “Pepe - to the treasurer!” he ordered with glee.

*

James Perry recieved the new one with a businessman´s cool neutrality. 
“I pressume you cannot read or write, Gonzales”, he said. “But you should remember that this sheet of paper here…” The scribe presented a folded up document one could easily carry on one´s body all the time to his visitor. “…is your most valuable posession.”
The youth accepted the paper in silence.
Perry explained: “It certifies that the owner was pressed into service in a pirate crew against his will. Such documents are around for a short time only, but I´ve heard tell they can save a man´s life.”
“And this is true?”
Perry nodded. “Don´t tell anybody about it”, he adviced the spaniard. “Else everybody would want one. You can imagine how quickly the certificates would loose their effectiveness then.”
Perry swallowed hard, before he put his next question: “But isn´t that what Letters de Marque do, already? Saving lifes and all that?”
Perry erupted into laughter! “Try telling this to the spaniards, lad!”
“But I am a spaniard!” Pepe protested.
“What you are“, the treasurer said, “is stranded on a ship full of madmen. You´ll see this soon enough for yourself.”


 

The pirates of the Tortoise Island 

Pepe Gonzales had grown up in the borderlands of civilisation. During his childhood and later in the army he had never heard anything but his mother tongue and a bit of church latin. On the Errant Eagle that wasn´t enough anymore. Though all four major languages were spoken here, english had been established as the official ship´s language. The young ex-soldier learned it´s comparatively simple structures quickly. After a few days he could understand and use words in the proper context, without actually being able to translate them. He learned to distinguish square rigging from lateen rigging, but could not name them in spanish, spat “Bites me!” when the situation called for it without knowing what it meant, drifting into a pre-babylonian state where all languages melted into one. One moment he spoke spanish with Louis and the next he answered a question Whipcrack asked him in english with a french term he had learned from the marksman. Only rarely someone took his time to formally teach the necomer. His learning process took place while at work.
“The captain was a soldier, Perry, too, and whole lot of others”, Viviane Riet specified. The chief gunner was busy mending and patching up sails together with the ordinary pirates. One could cite one´s rank on a pirate ship to exclude onesself from work, but ususally that only resulted in leaving the ship very soon. Neither boat nor port nor shore were needed in this case. In this respect the Errant Eagle´s rules were more like those of a pirate-, rather than a true military ship.
“James Perry?” Pepe wondered.
“Yes, believe me”, Viviane confirmed. “Our scribe is loyal to his nation. He´d never joined a pirate crew!”
“So why has he done it?”
“Because we are privateers, lad, not pirates”, Oldworld Eric reminded the youth.
“Thanks a lot! That makes me a traitor instead of a deserter”, Pepe grumbled.
“What´s Perry´s story, exactly?” Eric asked.
“He signed on as a seaman at a military ship, not as a marine like Clark. Perry was already literate then and it got him into trouble. The army´s not so different from us, there are rules…” “No good ones!” Eric threw in.
“Perry knew the few good ones, those the officers repeatedly broke”, Viviane went on. “He was something like the crew´s spokesperson and his captain held it against him. He punished Perry once too often for minor incidences. Anyway, our rigging was locked with theirs, we boarded the others, Clark advances, but before he can reach the enemy captain, the man collapses - punctured from behind and by his own sabre. That´s how Perry came to us. That was shortly prior to our Gibralatr-raid.”
Pepe was lost at the story. “But weren´t the others english, too?”
“A Letter de Marque, Pepe, is often limited to a certain span of time”, Viviane explained. “Ours had run out and due to bad weather we had not made it back to St. Kitts in time to renew the papers. The other ship saw our situation as an invitation. They opened the hostilities, not we. God knows, Clark has made not only friends in England - but whenever one of those bastards tried to get the better of us, we got even.”
“And what about Clark´s so-called secret?” Martin´s follower Gontard asked. “Is he a blue-blood or not?”
“Ask him yourselves!” Eric said. Saying something wrong about the captain, even by accident, could end badly or so the seaman thought. For if Clark was of noble birth indeed, as the rumour went, he would have been born for his position. The mutiny had been an affront against the divine order and the Aquila´s end the subsequent punishment… Eric called himself a fool. He was a free pirate and should not belief such nonsense about rulers, but he could not help it.
“That´s rubbish”, Viviane answered her shipmate. “Clark´s old man banged the prettiest whore along the spanish coast and she raised him until he was old enough to fend for himself. He came to the New World as a ship´s boy, but his capitano betrayed him when the hunter Escobedo was chasing them. In vain, as it turned out. All of them were either killed or enslaved. Clark had to toil on a sugar plantation for almost two years before the english took over the place. Among them was his father and he freed him. Then Clark became a soldier and the rest you know.”
“A few coincidences too much for my taste”, Pepe remarked. “And isn´t it said the the spaniards killed his parents?”
Viviane threw her arms into the air. “Well, contradictions are part of a good legend!” she stated. “I´d rather like to know when the captain´s going to incite the attack! That fat-bellied indiaman trottles in front of us for five days now!”
Indeed the Errant Eagle followed a trader headed for Havannah for a while. The thought of his first boarding operation so close at at hand did not sit well with Pepe. At least he could take comfort in the knowledge that as a fighter he was suprerior to any seaman. He needed not fear for his life.
When Clark and Jose were finally convinced that they could cover the distance left between the Errant Eagle and the prize in the shortest time, Pepe, too, covered up his insecurity with loud shouting. The red flag with the skull split by an axe still struck in it went up. As always Viviane timed the first salvo to go off the moment Clark´s war flag reached the top of the mast - no second earlier, but none later, either.
The indiaman opened it´s gun hatchs in a last, desperate attempt to discourage the opponent. A stately battery of fifteen guns stared at the attackers on each side.
“It looks ridiculous”, Viviane commented the weapons when she beheld them. “Like a woman wearing trousers!”
“What´s so funny? The merc being armed?” Alfred asked.
“No”, Viviane clarified. “The silly trick with the wooden cannons. Judging from here I´d say they´ve got two to four real guns, nothing larger than fourpounders. The rest is ornamental.”
A short lesson about judging an object´s weight by the speed it moved with followed, then the boarding hooks flew. The eagles tossed smoke bombs at the enemy ship. The first wave of men boarding the indiaman had fastened wet cloth around mouth and nose. They needed not see their comrades´ faces. They did not even need the kerchiefs to recognize each other. There was only one rule: Whatever ran away, screaming, was the enemy.

*

A short wile later the captives turned like panicking chickens between sabres, cutlasses and handaxes. A pirate with tender, boy-like features could not take his eyes off the woman aboard the indiamen. “Undress!” he ordered.
Gontard barked at the lad: “You know Clark´s rules! On shore leave everybody as he pleases, but at sea no woman in our custody is to be touched! Find yourself a ship´s boy if your need´s that pressing!”
“What do I care for the woman?” the younger man replied. “I want the dress!”
Gontard jerked around, dumbfounded. Then he laughed. “Oh, it´s you, cook! Do something against your cold soon, you are already sounding like a guy!”
“Such a beautiful dress!” Marita sighed in admiration. The pirate had cropped her hair short and wore pants under her leather apron. Her new attire had led to more than one yelling-duel with Viviane, but it was practical. Jarundo encouraged his partner to dress up like she did. It wasn´t a full disguise like Clark used, but might lead astray an opponent a few minutes, a short time span Marita had learned to use well. But a pretty dress was more to her liking and to the female pirate´s delight clothing was excempted from the rule not to take any part of the booty on one´s own before it got officially divided up.
“Dresses like these they sell not even in Providence!” Marita said. Before she could try on her new posession, Clark and Perry returned from the cargo hold. “Most of the stuff is nothing special”, Perry announced in front of the gathered eagles. “But mainly we are sitting on a heap of woman´s clothing.”
“Really? Here - keep his for me!” Marita pressed her cutlass into the next-best seaman´s - it was Gontard - hands. She ran off to get a good look at the booty for herself. 
Martin lifted the dress Marita had left behind. “Gowns like this one, Clark?”
His friend nodded, sullenly.
“These are model dresses from Paris”, the renegade noble recognized. “But then again not. The french court´s influence if obvious, without negating the typical spanish elements.” Chuckling he added: “Guess they´ve yet to learn that there are colors other than black and yellow. Anyway, the people at Cuba will murder for those dresses!”
Clark´s chin went down. “How could I doubt that you can sell with profit anything, Martin!” he groaned. 
“In a wealthy port”, the other qualified. “Not in Eleuthera.” 
He gave the gown back to it´s original owner who pressed it tightly against her body. “We habe a contract with Senor Soladi in Havanna”, she explained, piqued. “These models are not meant for the racks of Tortuga´s street vendors!”
“Good”, Martin nodded. “We´ll take over that contract, of course. Deducting what my men want for their brides. I´m afraid our chief gunner´ll be only too eager to accept her share in wares this time.” 
One of the passengers gasped: “These are works of art! Of art! Not meant for the rabble!”
The other lords and ladies aboard exchanged meaningful looks. They had heard only the “chief gunner”, not the “her”, because this combination was just unheard of. The pirates´ chief gunner, they took it, wore skirts… “Well, what did you expect from the scum?” one of the women remarked to the spaniard´s first mate. Stepping forward Werner lashed out with his whip.  He knocked down the male speaker´s hat and the female´s bonnet. “One more word and it´s your throats!” he threatened.
Captain Clark could not tell the female spaniards´ function on the indiaman. But one thing he was certain of: “The rules say no rapes. I´ve got no complains about the extraction of tongues… or heads.”
“Oh, please do it! I´m dreaming about it for months, now”, one of the spanish seamen whispered to his neighbor. “The fashion artist and his chicks - that was the worst voyage I ever undertook!”
The boatswain overheard the words. “Ten whiplashes, man!” he promised the seaman. “Soon as we´ve got over this situation!”
Martin´s eyes narrowed to small slits. “They are still doing it!” he hissed. “Surrounded by pirates tickling them with cutlasses they still give themselves airs!”
Gontard, Perry, Eric and even Pepe tightened the circle around the indiaman´s leadership and passengers. Suddenly the boatswain felt less secure in his loaned power.
“After the Cuba-desaster we are too few to leave a small crew on the prizeship to sail it to Tortuga”, Clark mused. He adressed the mouthy seaman: “Your tub´s not fit for use as a pirate-ship. But perhaps you´d like it nevertheless? I´m asking you this because your leaders are going to take a little bath…”

*

A short while afterwards Pepe hang over the indiaman´s rail in the middle of a bawling mass of people, choking. “Hey, mite”, one the spanish seamen grinned. “Retching on a drowning man is bad style!”
Pepe coughed once more, then he turned away. His short-time memory was busy fading out the scenes around him, the sending of captives over the plank and the scary fun the pirates indulged with them beforehand. From his soldiering time the spaniard was used to the sight of brutal punishments, but the pirates´ creativity topped everything he had ever witnessed. A few days ago he had experienced at his own body how someone could be kept alive despite severe mistreatment to keep him interesting.
Pepe sought and found his captain, one of them at least. Clark leaned against the indiaman´s  mast, half amusement and half appelled by what he witnessed. The former soldier faced his leader: “Clark! What happens here is no different from what one expects from pirates! But it doesn´t fit the tales I´ve heard about you! You were never that cruel!”
“So? And you think you can judge this?”
Pepe nodded, serious. “I tell you why you let all this happen: You are afraid your crew will desert you again. Because you aimed too high at Cuba. Your star´s sinking ever since you returned to the high seas last year!”
“Oh, is that so? Have I not secured an incredibly expensive stash of ball dresses today?” The cynism in Clark´s voice left Pepe speechless. When he had put himself together again, Clark had already left for the Errant Eagle. In his stead Jarundo appeared - seemingly out of nowhere - next to the young pirate. “Oh - leutnant. Are you for your cut of my share?”
“I have not forgotten about it”, Jarundo grinned. “But actually I wanted to tell you something. You heard about Clark holding your nation responsible for his parents´ deaths?”
Pepe nodded.
“You see, what happened on Cuba went deeper than a plan failing. Old wounds re-opened. The captain feared, nay, believed, he had again lost somebody who´s dearer to him than a brother. That´s why he turned back on his own.”
Pepe put together the puzzle pieces easily. Jarundo realized that he spoke to a young man who was a lot like Viviane Riet. Both were of overaverage intelligence, but their potential had never been fully gauged in the environment they´d grown up. The one had been supposed to spend her life as a fisherman´s wife and mother with no identity of her own, the other to lay down his life in some meaningless battle. But the right circumstances had helped Viviane aquire competence in mathematcis and invent a useful improvement to the gus. Jarundo could not foresee what life had in store for Pepe Gonzales.
“The Captains Clark and Martin are…?” the former soldier asked for re-assurance.
“Well”, Jarundo replied. “To tell the truth, they havent´t realized it yet.”
“But you have. Why don´t you tell Clark?”
The carib indian pointed with his head towards the plank where the indiaman´s crew engaged in their cruel games with their former supreriors undistinguishably from the pirates. “Do I want to end like this?!”

*

The Errant Eagle continued searching for prey between Cuba, Hispaniola and Jamaika. Frenchmen and spaniards made up the majority of the ships they met. The english flag of a trader among so many enemy ships might have exerted a calming effect - had not Captain Martin spotted a spanish and a french one the men at the trader were keeping ready just in case. He concluded that none of the three colors was their real one.
“They are hoisting an english flag over there?” Captain Clark asked in a jolly voice. “Then we can take down ours.”
Jose Peralta made haste to exchange their liege´s colors for the privateers´ own. The next moment Alfred called out: “Captain! They´re showing their colors, too! Pirates, they are!”
“Stalemate”, the captain cursed. Alfred, who had never played chess in his life, wondered why Clark´s matings had become stale? But this was not the time to ask such questions.
“Are they mad?” Captain Clark exclaimed after he had taken a closer look at his opponent´s flag. Chips and Martin shot him questioning looks. 
“Hoisting a black rag with a skull and two crossed bones on it?”
“What´s wrong with the sign?” Martin wondered. “It looks impressive. One of the better pirate-crests I´ve seen in my time.”
“That tells me that you´re indeed lacking a proper military background”, Clark said. “The problem is in the color - or the lack of it”, he explained. “Black means ‘no captives’. They are throwing down the gaunlet.”
“I imagined it meant something like this. Like ’We sent you to the cemetary’”, Chips nodded. “At Hispaniola you find symbols similar to theirs on old gravestones. The eldest settlers call them heroe-stones.”
“A pirate crest on a military sign”, Clark snorted. “I could as well sew my axe in the skull - assembly to the english flag - just to demonstrate how silly this looks!”
“So what are we to do?” Jose interrupted the discussion. “Attack?”
“What else?” the captains answered as one man and went to business.

*

The boarding operation was finished as quickly as it had been started. When the victorious eagles beheld the enemy captain´s identity, they clasped hands and slapped each other on the shoulders. Captain Hornbasket claimed having taking the bull down by it´s horns so often, that he needed a basket to carry them. An encounter with Hornbasket would have been extremely dangerous to the old Aquila. For the galleon the battle had been no real challenge.
The defeated captain greeted Clark with a nod. “Captain Clark - I surrender. But tell me, is this really supposed to be the famed Errant Eagle? This misconstruction?!”
“Can´t be wrong luring high spirited pirate captains into attacking us because of their misconception of our lady”, Clark replied uncharacteristically polite.
“Oh! You are playing hunter now?”
“From time to time. If it pays off.”
“It has, this time”, Hornbasket grumbled. “You´ll see for yourself, soon.”
As usual when it came to inspecting the loot, Perry, accompanied by at least one of the captains, entered the hold first. But this time he hesitated, then froze on the spot, soon as he had cast a look though the door. “Holy Mother of God and Joseph!” he whispered at the sight of all the treasure. “And the Three Wise Men with all their camels!” Captain Martin added. “Men!” he shouted upwards. “Come down here and have a look at once!”
With rapt attention Martin and Perry entered the hold, followed by Whipcrack. “From the day we set sail from St. Kitts”, the leutnant whispered, “till our arrival at Eleuthera. That´s how much loot has gathered here.”
Creed laughed: “Haha! Our yearly wage has just doubled! Gold, silver and rusk - eternal values!”
Organized by category trade goods, coins and objects of art waited to get transported over to the Errant Eagle. The intake of ten months of sailing changed into the eagles´ posession. While all around him his shipmates lugged heavy load, Jeff Spencer asked a gilded Madonna to dance. The man from Eleuthera expected a much larger share now than he could have garnered in his short time with the eagles even under the best circumstances. Many crewmen followed Jeff´s example and romped though the hold like children. The leutnants felt no need to stopp them.
“So you ransacked a church, Hornbasket?” Clark adressed the inferior captain. “Then you deserve what happened to you today.” Jarundo agreed from his heart.
“Pshaw!” the pirate snorted.
The three men watched the reloading. To the smallest coin everything was fetched by the victors and added to their own treasury. The process would take several hours. Only a scanty handful of sacks containing cane sugar  got left behind by the eagles for reasons of space. In addition Clark and Martin left the pirates´ provisions untouched.
“A bitter pill to swallow for your men, captain”, Clark remarked to Hornbasket later. “But such a tragic incident does not need to repeat itself.”
“Next time I´ll be better prepared, you can bet!”
The privateer nodded. “A bit of mockery is the victor´s priviledge, but I mean what I said. I discussed it with Captain Martin and he has no quarrels about the offer I´m going to make you…”
Bewilderment showed in Hornbasket´s face. “Martin is the Errant Eagle´s captain? So it is true that you got overthrown in a mutiny?”
Jarundo made a sign of decline. “That´s a long story, captain. Let´s just say that the two of them have a way of acting out democracy that puts to shame any ancient greek tyrant.“
Clark chuckled. “And we have use of a third one, especially if he brings his own ship. Why don´t you sail for me, Captain Hornbasket?”
The other blinked at Clark´s continued formal use of his title. He realized that the time he spoke to young pirate Clark, the deserter marine, was long past. He faced a full grown shark now, and the favourite of one of the three-and-a-half political powers of the New World.
“You would pay shares - taxes - to us and sail in our fleet from time to time. We have a physican and a master haggler on board whose services would be at your disposal. Use of our secure port, Eleuthera, is already subsumed in your rates. Most of the time you would operate on your own, but if you attack an english ship - an english ship loyal to the crown, I should specify - you´ve gambled away our favour.”
“Do you fancy yourself an admiral, Clark?!”
“I´ve had absolutely no trouble with the role so far. Three years ago I took Gibraltar and next year I´m going to get myself the Silver Fleet. Together with the allys I´ve made ´till then.”
Captain Hornbasket clikced his tongue. “That´s right, you need a fleet for this endeavour. And I won´t claim the thought of laying my hands on spanish silver doesn´t appeal to me. But is it worth my freedom? That´s no decision I can make over my men´s heads.”
“We won´t rush you”, Clark replied. “You know what? We´ll even leave you a barrel of the newest comfort for the soul from Hispaniola. As a token of our goodwill.”
Clark and Jarundo left Hornbasket. “Once his men have tasted that devilish stuff…” Clark started, but Jarundo was faster. He finished the sentence: “…they won´t be able to stopp drinking and will be too drunk to even think of pursueing us!”
On their own ship Martin received the brothers. “We cannot risk the full circle to St. Kitts”, he told them. “With a hold that full we´d better divy up the plunder on Tortuga!”

*

Martin did not know what a wise decision he had made. The eagles were not the only hunters poaching in territories not theirs at the moment. A war galleon had appeared in the region and it was commanded by a man who was to the human sharks what Doctor “Threesee” Corner was to his pets.
The waves rolled against the Padre del Mar´s hull, but not the smallest drop could penetrate it. This vessel was made to withstand stronger forces. Inside a man who had almost found his grave in the sea crouched, covered in thick blankets. The rescued man´s name was Don Eusebius. In his old home had made a name for himself as a fashion designer. The attempt to widen his fame and horizon - not to mention his business - to include the New World had almost cost his life. Now the artist sat together with the few survivors of the indiaman Clark had attacked in a cabin aboard the Padre del Mar, the flagship of a small fleet under the command of a spanish nobleman by name of Escobedo. His advanced age had not dulled the pirate hunter´s intellect or blade. It had only served to make him keener. But the one catch he considered the crowning glory of his career escaped him again and again. Escobedo was afraid that he spent his time fishing fellow countrymen that had fallen victim to Captain Clark out of the water and rescuing them from tiny islands.
The artist Eusebius knew that he might one day forget his own mother´s name, but never that of the english pirate! “And then”, the man lamented, “he was bold enough to present us an english Letter de Marque. Since when are we at war again? The war ended fourty years ago!”
“Not on this side of the line, Don Eusebius”, the Don remarked. “It goes on and on and alliances change as often as the tides. It´s a war of profit. The spanish crown issues such certificates, too.” Actually Spain did not acknowledge foreign letters de Marque. Don Escobedo usually discriminated pirates from privateers, treating the latter a bit better and arranging exchanges of prisoners if possible. But it was a personal decision he was bound to by no law of his nation. “Not long ago we had a very efficient licensed privateer who kept the Spanish Main clean of dutch rebels and english smugglers. His name was Chien del´Onyx.”
“What became of him?”
“He fell victim to our common aquaintance Captain Clark.”
“Isn´t there anything that can be done against this monster?” Pleading the rescued man looked at Don Escobedo, his hands clenching a cup of hot tea like a lifeline.
“I have stopped counting how often I almost got him”, Escobedo sighed. “But since he got himself this - what are the english calling it? Sidekick? - by name of Martin my hope dwindles. I studied the pair, their tactics and motivation. It turned out that the greatest weakness of one is the strength of the other. Alone each would be vulnurable, but together they do what they like with us.”
Besides Don Eusebius one of the walking female clothing racks and the indiaman´s boatswain had made it on the Padre de Mar. Until now they had remained silent, as befitted their station. Now the woman cleared her throat: “They say there´s strength in numbers, but in the Errant Eagle´s case it is in their captains´ unity. Don Escobedo! If a woman´s favour is concerned, greater men than them have turned against each other!”
The spanish noble shook his head. “It´s not enough to ignite desire. To really divide them, Martin and Clark ought to feel honest love. According to my assessment there is no woman capable of this in all of Westindia.”
The boatswain, the artist and his favourite chuckled. “You may be wrong there, mylord”, the boatswain said. Escobedo cast him a look that was more questioning than scornful. “Explain yourself!”
“Well, the lady we are thinking of is not exactly made of flesh and blood”, the man started…
 
*

Sooner or later all paths met at Tortuga. Some uninformed wanna-bes calling themselves pirates took the name for that of a town, though in truth there were several settlements scattered along the southern coast of the island. Captain Martin had already survived his first encounter with the pirate-haven. He enlightened the newcomers, among them Pepe Gonzales, about the situation there: “We enter french territory, but since the governor changed last year, the island has become even friendlier to pirates than it was before. The new island ruler fancys himself the King of Buccaneers and is slightly mad.”
“Ah, mad. I knew there was a good reason why you feel at home here”, Pepe remarked. His captains´ mode of speech and behaviour had rubbed off on the young man without him being aware of it it.
“We passed by La Ringot, over there is La Milplantage and further to the east is Cayonne”, Martin gave his shipmates a tour along the coastal settlements and ports. “Then “La Deathriff” awaits the unsuspecting sailor. There´s a fortress and something akin to a main road to the interior if you do not raise your expectations too high. Once told it is supposed to be a road one recognizes it after a while. And even further east is another port, Basse Terre, but the Errant Eagle is due some privileges. We´ll anchor at the better quay below the fortress and walk to town from there or go by boat. As captains Clark and me are expected to pay his majesty the King our respects.”
“Is it true that the governor… the king… that he collects relics and stuff?” Jeff asked.
“Yes. With the church treasure liberated from Hornbasket we´ll make quite an impression before his majesty Le Vasseur.” 
“Cannot hurt that you´ve been christened catholic in contrast to Clark, hm?” Pegleg Sam added in. Martin smirked. “The king will love us for it“, he promised.
Pepe nodded. Like the captains, for any reason?! “You are right. The man is crazy!”
The eagles poured into the town of Basse Terre. In addition to the castle it was fortified by cliffs. Despite this being his second visit to the town only Bass Terre´s inhabitants seemed to know him better than he himself. To his astonishment the adventurer heard that the shooting star´s Chien del´Onyx end was ascribed to him foremost.
On their third day in town Clark, Martin and Jarundo sat around a table laid out for five in the best pub of the place. It qualified for the title because - Clark acknowledged it with a moan - it served the new drink called Rum now. Like most taverns in Basse Terre this one, too, was jam-packed. Mainly that was because rumours of Don Escobedo´s arrival in these waters were traveling around and the human sharklings prefered hiding in their secure harbours. But this evening an auction had attracted even more people. Seats were scarce, yet no one dared taking those at the eagle-trio´s table or carry the two unused chairs away.
Captain Martin looked around the room. To his left a framed oil painting hang at the wall. What it portrayed was hard to see on account of three seamen staring at it intently, blocking the view with their bodys.
“Interested in the painting?” Clark adressed the seamen. “I brought it from St. Kitts years ago.” One of the men pointed at the picture. “You don´t say! You know her, captain?”
“We met on Redbeard´s ship”, Clark answered. “Have I ever told the story of my encounter with Captain Redbeard?”
The seamen stepped closer to the table. Clark nodded them an invitation and pointed to the empty chairs. A short scuffle for the chairs later two men sat down on them and the third had to sit cross-legged on the ground. The difference was important, because there was a bottle of rum on the table…
Martin got a better view at the painting now. It portrayed a she-pirate with hair glowing red as hellfire. Only a brassiére and a tight-fit panty covered her body. The boots she wore were made of the same material as the rest of her attire: sharkleather. The sea-wolf aimed her pistol at the viewer. Martin got a good impression of how she had done so while the picture had been painted. The woman´s features seemed vaguely familiar to him, but he could not tell why. Perhaps Clark´s tale would help answer his question?
“There we stood”, the englishman recounted, “around us Redbeard´s men and no party willing to give in. ‘Let´s decide this one-on-one!’ I shout, hoping the enemy captain will hear me. And out of his cabin he comes. Redbeard´s followers wince, so afraid are they at the sight of their leader alone!”
“What was so special about the guy?” Martin inquired respectlessly while their guests folowed Clark´s story open-mouthed.
“He was covered all over with jewelry”, Clark whispered.
“Yes, jewelry”, Jarundo confirmed. “Brooches, rings, bracelets and necklaces he was showing-off with at every opportunity.”
“Seems to me he was quite the successful pirate”, Martin mused.
“Just you wait”, Clark thought.  “We´ll have you shudder yet!”
“That he was. But the gold he robbed Redbeard spent as fast as he robbed it. His trinkets were of a different material.” For effect Clark paused, then he announced: “He had put it together from his victims´ earrings! And as I told you, he was covered all over with jewelery!”
Martin and the threee seemen winced. A sailor´s earring was sacred and the eagles´ code forbade stealing it from a live or dead oppponent. A small piece of valuable material worn at one´s own body at all times. If a dead body was recovered after a catastrophe or an attack it was customary to remove the earring and give the wearer a christian funural from the proceeds. Obviously Redbeard had disregarded this custom. “Oppose me and your souls won´t find rest in the afterlife!” his message was.
“Redbeard exites his cabin. Slowly, deliberately he strides across the deck”, Clark span his yarn. “All eyes are on him and his majestically beard! It glows like hellfire and we stand petrified. Then it dawns to us: The man has put lighted up fuses under his hat!”
Clarks listeners shivered, as if they had to face the redbearded pirate-captain themselves and right now. Martin cast his friend a sceptical look. Clark knew what he was going to say, so he spoke on quickly: “But I put away my sabre, calm and composed. The others think I´m about to surrender, but they are wrong! I fold my arms and ask: What are you trying to prove, Redbeard? Frighten me? Pray tell, what should I have to fear? You nee all your skill to defeat me in duel. I, on the other hand, only have to wait till your fuses burn down and set fire to your hat!”
Martin toasted Clark. His words had met his taste exactly. 
“But Redbeard is unreasonable. He stares me down like the rat the snake: grim, but to no avail. Embers jump from his fuses in all directions! His beard catches fire and when it´s fully ablaze, Redbeard´s men nearly stumble over from laughter! He jumps up and down frantically. And he howls, oh, yes, he does! Well, and when the spook is over, who stands before me?”
“Who stands before you?” one of the seamen whispered.
Clark leaned back. He pointed out towards the full-body portrait to his right. “Her!”
“Oh!”
“Without her false beard, because she had burned it off, of course.”
“Ah!”
“An then she throws off her coat, standing there just like in the picture. Only without the pistol.”
“Oha!”
“Yes, that´s how it happened back then”, Clark concluded. “But what transpired afterwards I won´t disclose. Let´s just be said that Redbeared disappeared from the ocean afterwards, tame, never to be heard of.” Clark emptied a glass of rum, too. “I might visit her again in time, for the sake of the old times”, he mused. “It´s been a while.”
Jarundo noticed the Errant Eagle´s tresurer enter the pub. He shooed away the three guests to make room for him. James Perry was a man best to keep under close supervision. Jarundo could not help but think about how the scribe had changed. When he had been but an ordinary, yet learned, seaman he had used his wits to help the common man. Now that the Gibrtaltar-raid had left him rich - Jarundo did not doubt that Perry had made some long-term investments instead of spending everything - he craved more. More wealth, more power, more of everything.
Meanwhile the patrons had grown more and more restless. Most of them waited for the men from the Maiden Braid to arrive, pirates who planned to auction the spoils of their latest hunt today.
Perry seated himself, the fifth chair remained empty. “A real gentleman ist always late”, he commented the delay - his and that of the Maiden Braid´s captain.
“Who is this Captain L´Oiseaux anyway?” Martin asked. Jarundo shrugged. “Just as well you could ask the townspeople about Clark or yourself”, he gave his opinion.
A man whose age and heritage was hard to determine placed himself in the fifth chair. “Well, he´s said to have ransacked the town of St. Eustachius”, he said. The four eagles laughed!
“That´s easy”, Clark laughed. “If I had done it, I would be ashamed to bragg with it!” 
Martin realized how different from the man´s usual voice that laughter sounded. Brighter, and pitched higher somehow. He liked it, because… “Because it makes him appear younger!” the man persuaded himself before another reason could sneak into his mind, let alone other body parts, unbidden.
Unperturbed the stranger helped himself to the rum. “Without firering a single shot”, he added. “That´s impossible”, Jarundo claimed.
Clark fell silent all of a sudden. He fixed the stranger as if the man was one of Governor Langley´s blasphemous, yet so fascinating, stone creatures. “Is, too”, he whispered. “I know how it´s done. But to think that someone really attempted it… and with success?”
Captain L`Oiseaux, for no one else the eagle´s guest could be, took a whiff from the bottle before he took a gulp. “Good stuff, Captain Clark”, he said afterwards. “You have a nose for unique findings. This is going to be the hit of the decade from the caribbean down to Terra Firma! And because this is so…” L´Oiseaux heaved a sack and several long, slim packages onto the table. “…have a look at these pearls while my friends sell the lesser stuff to the casual customers!”
The best items of L`Oiseaux´s booty spread out before the eagles´ eyes. After their encounter with Hornbasket the officers were as eager to spend their coins as any pirate. L´Oiseaux was a successfull pirate, but he was no match for Martin when it came to haggling. The frenchman held back a bit, probably because of an imagined solidarity of pirates.
When Clark chose an officer´s masterwork sabre and a signet ring the other pirate captain hesitated accepting payment. “I´d be content with half of whatever your friend beats me down to”, he offered. “For a private meeting with her.” With these words L´Oiseaux pointed to the she-pirate´s picture at the wall. It was obvious that this captain had spent some time gathering information about his trading partners, if he knew that Clark had donated the painting to the pub originally. 
The privateer declined: “St. Kitts is far away and the woman not for sale.”
“What a pity.”
And so L´Oiseaux had to leave with his money and without the englishman´s mediation.
“You protect her despite her stunt with the earrings?” Martin inquired.
“She´s a bitch, but only because circumstances made her one”, Clark said evasively. “And I made up the earring-part.”
“I thought the whole story was made-up”, Martin admitted.
“What do you want to hear, my friend? That Doc Threesee pruced up a carpenter´s daughter like this and had her painted? Because the two of us had drunken too much that night? Where´s the romance there?”
“But a bitch…?” “...she is“, Jarundo confirmed. He filled everyone´s cups again. 
L´Oiseaux turned around to get one last helping, too. “Oh, and, Captain Clark?” he said. “Racy boat you´ve got there!”
The eagles´ hearts stood still! Never before had an outsider recognized the Errant Eagle in her full potential!
“We haven´t heard the last of him”, Jarundo murmured.
“What did you buy a ring for, Clark?” Perry wondered. “You chose some from our own loot already!”
Clark held up the signet ring into the torchlight, so that the crest could be seen more clearly. Martin did not recognice it, but Perry seemed to know more, because he whistled in apprecciation. “Because the original owner will compensate me for the purchase”, Clark explained. “Well, and because I´m confident I can forge his signature, of course…”
“Sensible”, Perry agreed, chuckling.
Martin leaned back. “Tortuga!” he sighed, satisfied. “There´s no other place like it on earth!”
“But several in hell”, Jarundo remarked.
“No place like it?” Clark teased his Co-Captain. “That means I can keep the Errant Eagle for myself?”
“The ship does not count. She´s on the water.”
Martin closed his eyes. He was where he had always wanted to be. 

 


Dog Vs. Eagle

Three months passed. 
Clark´s privateers spent their time on Tortuga. They forgot that they were no pirates at first and then they sank below the typical buccaneer´s level. Finally they stopped being humans. They drank. Again and again, and especially when thinking and the first signs of an identity threatened to get in the way of enjoying their shore leave.
Still pondering how he could fleece the silver fleet, Clark nevertheless had not forgotten about his greater dream. One afternoon he sat in his luxurious hotel room, writing a letter, while it poured outside.
“You forgot half the surname”, Martin called Clark´s attention when the englishman folded up the paper and put the adress on it. It read: “Mister Holger Van.”
“Van what…?” Martin asked.
“Just Van”, Clark replied. “That´s alright. Holger comes from a poor family. He never knew his father and in his youth there was no need for a family name anyway. But by and by he made name for himself as an adventurer and explorer. His comrades found that Van was a typical dutch name and since a good portion of Holger´s blood is of netherlandish origin, the name stuck.”
“So you are serious about that expedition of yours, if you contact the man”, Martin thought aloud.
“As serious as I am about the silver fleet.”
“Ha! To tell the truth, I don´t really care where we are heading next, as long as long as we´re doing it soon! Landbound life makes us too tame. Or did it escape your notice that we neither dueled nor yelled at each other for months now?”

*

Another month had to pass before it was time to say goodbye to Tortoise Island. 
Captain Clark sat on a rock at the road leading from town into Tortuga´s interior. Smoking his pipe he expected Martin´s return from one of his rides any moment. Riding a horse for fun was something the englishman could not fathom. His uncle Rupert often rode to the hunt, some useful purpose Clark did not particularily enjoy, but could at least understand. But just “moving” the animal for movements sake?
When Clark heard hooves trampling and saw a a dust cloud approach he smiled. Francois liked it when his friend smiled like this. It was a welcome diversion from Clark´s mathematician´s seriousness and his mocking laughter alike. The Black Dog drove his mount to go faster. “Ahoi, Clark! One rises when one welcomes guests”, he threw at the englishman from up his horse.
“And one dismounts when one is invited somewhere”, the other captain replied. “Me, I don´t care, but you better remember in church.” Clark extinguished his tobacco pipe and stowed it away while making casual conversation: “Not that I would mind if the catholic praying-barracks they plant the island with came to life a bit…”
With vague interest the captain studied the second rider who had arrived together with Martin. The man was about the same age Martin was. He looked not the brightest, but alert and aware and he had a pretty face. His dark, slightly curly hair grew as long and rampant as Clark´s own, his skin was sun-tanned as a seaman´s. The old clothing he wore had served two or three former owners well, tarnishing the man´s appearance needlessly. Clark could not help noticing such things in males. Though he was living a man´s life, feeling as a male would in his heart, those parts of him that were neither brain nor heart were undenieably of female nature.
“And you are…?”
The stranger dismounted respectfully. “Zack Croft. I want to apply for the Errant Eagle.”
“You cannot need a job this deperately, if you ride in here on a full-blood like yours.”
“What good is the horse to me?”, the young man grumbled. “If I slaughter it, the meat´s going to spoil before I can use it up and if I try to sell it, nobody on this island´s going to pay even close to it´s full value.”
“Well, for one option you have to decide before coming along”, Clark laughed. “You´ve got references? I mean: What can you do that could aid us on my eagleress?”
“My father was a rope-maker”, Zack informed the captains. “I learned his trade as well. When I´ve had enough of knotting hangman´s slings I went to sea. With the Sharkeye.”
Captain Martin whistled and Captain Clark nodded favourably. “Hers is a good reputation. An english privateer, just like us. A good deal smaller, of course… Why did you leave, seaman Croft?”
“Did not. We sank north of Tortuga. Only a few could save themselves. The Sharkeye is no more.”
Martin´s head sank down and Clark, who had just a few moments before mocked the catholics, made the sign of the cross for the souls of the drowned. “How did it happen?” he asked Croft.
“We were lucky, or so we thought at first. Happened upon the spanish silver fleet, can you imagine? And there was one ship that got left behind. We attacked them, of course, but the distance from the main convoy was not big enough. One of the escort ships pursued us. Trying to shake it off we sailed right into a thunderstorm. And that did it. The spaniards had hardly even scratched our hull, but the storm tipped us over.”
“And where did that happen?” Captain Clark inquired when Zacharias had finished his report.
“North of Tortuga, as I told you.”
“On the map I mean!” Clark shouted at the seaman.
Zack laughed dryly. “What do you expect, now, Clark? Me telling you numbers and stuff? I´m a seaman! I don´t understand all this business with them lines and squares. Didn´t even see the equator going ´round the world once!”
There were days when it deemed the privateer the best method of raising humanity´s average educational level if he simply had men like Zack Croft keelhauled. He was ready to beat the information out of the seaman, but Martin steered his horse between the two.
“Come off your horse, then you and me have talk among men!” Clark hissed.
“I´m sorry, I can´t. I need the animal to reach the airs you are giving yourself usually!” the other replied.
Zacharias looked from the one to the other, unsure what to do. A cronfrontation was inevitable, was it not? The poor seaman could not know that the exchange of words had been one of the friendlier ones judged by the rivals´ standards.
“Please let go, my friend”, Martin beseeched his Co-Captain. “The silver is lost to everybody.”
Clark clenched his teeth. Letting go, that was said easily, but it wasn´t. Where Spain was concerned Clark the Shark did never let got, but bit until his fangs fell out. He wanted to see the nation bleed for his irreplaceable loss, wanted to see the spanish empire in ruins. The treasure itself was secondary. Clark never knew that this was a trait he had in common with his idol, the pirate and explorer Francis Drake. He did not try to emulate the man, strived only to be able to look him into the spiritual eyes in the afterlife as his equal. That the majority of the population did not follow similar goal, but was living from day to day simply for enjoyment (and, as a prequesite, prolonging) of their existance he held against humanity. Zack was one of those small-minded people and however much Captain Clark might despise them, he needed them, being nothing at all without the work they performed.
“Okay, Croft”, Clark said. “To the harbour!” He tossed the man a piece of wood no bigger than his thumb. A tiny eagle´s outline was carved into it. “Show this token to our scribe. It tells him that the owner can sign on without a trial run of any kind.”
“Is there a catch?”
“Yes. You´ve got to stay for a full year, because we need your expertise when we´re going after the silver fleet, too!”
Zack smiled. “That´s no big deal, Sir. On the Errant Eagle I could stay forever!”
 
*

The captains Martin and Clark went to the harbour, where Jarundo and his wife were already waiting for them. While Errant Eagle was ready to depart, another ship just came home. Returning from a hunt Captain L`Oiseaux put his smaller vessel, the Maiden Braid, into port next to the galleon. The captain had just started out on his career, but he was already a well-known, promising player in the criminal underworld of the region. Clark knew that he was dealing with a very dangerous man, yet he had a soft spot for  “Chicken L´Oiseaux” just like a slave driver for a bloodhound puppy.
“Had a pleasant journey?” he called out to the arrival.
“A better one than Hornbasket, certainly”, came the reply. “I have him stored below, unharmed, ´cause he claims to enjoy your protection. It did not help him against the Don, though…”
“What happened?”
“Escobedo sank Hornbasket´s ship. The captain could barely make it to the nextbest shore, where I picked him up. Is it true what he claims or can I extract from him what I want to know?”
“Let him go. But tell the man to get himself a new ship.”
“Oh, well….”
“Anything else?”
“Nothing else. Everything was just splendid”, L´Oiseaux said. “Next thing I´m going to do is seizing Gibraltar!”
“Everyone does, now, that it has become easy”, Clark remarked to his companions. “If this keeps on, there´ll be nothing left of the town in a few years.”
“At least his plan gives L´Oiseaux a believable excuse to withdraw from these parts as long as Escobedo´s around”, Jarundo said. 
His friend nodded. “Depending on who´s coming along this time I´d say we won´t have to shirk from our next encounter with the Padre del Mar. Not with our new ship.”
“Still, Escobedo commands a fleet”, the carib indian reminded Clark.
“That´s why I´m going to pay my respects to the local bucaneer clans´ chiefs before I hunt for the hunter.”
Near the galleon James Perry had placed his recruition stall. He had a long list of names lying on his knees, all of them veterans who were to be accepted without testing them or questioning them about their motives. Even so, there were more than enough positions to be filled for newcomers. The trialing of applicants was Whipcrack´s and Viviane´s job. Experienced sailors and fighters that they were, they could easily assess every candidate. To the captains´ surprise the Riet-family had grown a new member: The pair had taken young Pepe Gonzales under their wing. Regardless of the circumstances of their first meeting he looked up to them now. When the spaniard beheld the ship´s leaders he made a fist at Jarundo and shouted: “No additional agreements this time, leutnant! This time I´m going to get rich!” 
“Supplementary agreements, Jarundo?” Martin asked with a smirk.
The carib indian shruffed. “Everybody has to decide for himself what deals he makes. On his first journey Pepe payed me for a sound pirate-education - money well spent, you have to admit.”
Pepe was not the only one who despised pirates, but returned despite his doubts. Lured by even greater riches than his first voyage had garnered him, the durchman Korthals from Wilhelmstad, too, rejoined the crew.

The bystanders followed the exchange of words with interest, trying to gauge what to expect from a future on the Errant Eagle. Viviane´s presence demonstrated vivdly, that equality among pirates went farther here than elsewhere and the spanish youth transported the same message. On the other hand Clark was not exactly known for a democratic style of commanding. 
Prospective recruits had to make up their minds what rules they could live with. Once out of port it was a bad time for to change one´s mind. Bad for the human sharklings, at least, but probably quite good for the real ones.
“Why do you want to sign on at the eagle-sip, where there are no slaves?” one of the locals asked his buddy. “Where the hellcat and the spanierd-dog order you around?”
“Think, man!” the other replied. “Have a good look at the ship! This here is Captain Clark and he has performed all great deeds with this botch-up of a galleon!”
The first seaman considered this. He sized up the Errant Eagle. “You are right”, he concluded. “He must be the greatest pirate in all of Westindia, indeed! Let´s apply!”

*

The preparations dragged on a few days longer than expected. Though the galleon was equipped and provisioned, there was trouble with some candidates that needed sorting out. The day before the departure Martin decided to visit Lady Redbeard one last time. At his favourite table a familiar face was already waiting for him: Hornbasket. “Got a bit too bold, if the Don had to target you?” Martin greeted the other captain.
“More like desperate”, the pirate admitted. “I had to make up for our losses, to make many catchs in too short a time. What other choice did you leave me?”
Martin did not protest. Hornbasket was speaking the truth, after all. He took a seat. 
“Did you seek me out to collect your debt, Captain Martin? For persuading L´Oiseaux to let me go?”
“Not really. But since I´ve found you anyway, we can handle this right here and now. No use leaving behind open ends. Well, Captain L´Oiseaux hinted at easily carried and well hidden goods you may have for us: Information.”
“Yes. I let that slip unfortunately when they took me in and I was still sunstruck.”
“You were bound to share what you know in the first place. Only it will hurt less if you tell me instead of having the pirate force it out of you.” ‘Not that I would not be able and willing to do so, too’, Martin´s body language conveyed.
“I want an equal share of the profits gained from my information!” Hornbasket demanded. “You´ll see that this is possible without loosing a single piece of eight!”
Martin ordered the his favourite drink, the newfangled sugar liquor called Rum, for himself and his business partner. “I´m all ears!”
Hornbasket leaned over the table. “Have you ever heard of the Da Vinci diarys?”
“Damn, yes, that I have!”
“Haha! Well, I was completely at a loss at first. But if you know them, then I´m finally convinced not to have fallen for some fairy tale.”
Martin licked his teeth. “Leonardo Da Vinci was the greatest genius of his time, perhaps of all times. He was a painter and inventor, able to compete with a cat on terms of never-satisfied curiosity and with a monkey in his lust for experimentation. There are said to exist three dozens of issues of his diarys. But they are not just copies of a single book. Each tome deals with a specific realm of lore. The contents are advanced, unique. Da Vinci invented mechanisms they could not build back then…”
Hornbasked nodded eagerly. “But we can, now! My informations say that a dozen or so of the genius´s writings have found their way into the colonies, among them at least one of the lorebooks. Now, Captain Martin, try to guess, which one! What book would be deemed important enough to hide from the european poweres and bring it here to secure some substantial advantages?”
“The medical one”, Martin answered without having to think. There were more seamen dying from disease and infection than were killed in battles. This was true for the military as well as for the pirates.
“Much better!” Hornbasket whispered. “It´s the shipbuilding-compedium! A crew can be replaced, new sailors grow faster than wood. But with the right rigging-configuration and a few modifications to rudder and hull the Errant Eagle could become virtually invincible!”
“Not to mention the ship you wish to build for yourself from Da Vinci´s construction notes?”
“Pshaw! You profit from it as much as me, if I pledge myself to your privateer fleet´s service with my new baby.”
The rum was served. Martin took filled the cups.
“Where´s our treasure wating for us? Is there a map or will we have to steal the book from a heavily fortified castle? Perhaps some church cellar? I´m not exactly inexperienced in this respect…”
“That would be unwise”, Hornbasket warned the adventerous frenchman. “There is a way of walking away with the book in the open and without a fight. But I could never make up my mind to go through with it.”
“So?” Martin drank. “Why not? Pirates scare their victims to avoid fights, generally. So what´s not to like about the plan?”
“You need to become a Templar.”
Martin spat a mouthful rum across the table. Hornbasket could not avoid the splashes in time, but the pirate did not care. “First Leonardo and now the Templars? What rubbish are you trying to feed me?!”
Hornbasket cleaned his mantle. He took his time, speaking slowly and carefully: “Tales the common buccaneer never gets to hear. Deadlier stuff than serpent venom and the syphilis combined!  If you try getting the tome without being a member of this society, you suddenly have enemies all over Westindia in places you never even imagined!”
“Lots of blasphemous, though very dead bankers with a knight´s title”, Martin laughed. “The templar knights are no more, Hornbasket! The order was anhihilated a long time ago. Whoever tried to frighten you with it lied.”
The pirate shook his head. “They are still around. And it could be everyone. The friendly fence buying your loot. The pimply halfgrown waiter in this very pub. Even your father!”
“I don´t know…”, Martin joked. “Wicked rituals in our mansion I would have noticed, I think. The smell of sulphur is hard to get out of the curtains.”
“Mock me all you want, Martin. But I´ve uncovered that there´s a hidden temple of the knights on this island. That´s where they keep their treasure, among them said book.”
Martin sighed. The trouble was, that everything the pirate said added up. The frenchman believed that Tortuga´s governor could be the kind of man fancying himself the order´s sucsessor. Of course he would re-enact weird rituals he might have found hints of in old documents with his followeres. If nothing worse than playing along with Le Vasseur´s phantasies was required to gain the Da Vinci-diary, Martin was willing to do so. “Tell me more about the hideout”, he ordered Hornbasket.
“There´s a song revealing the temple´s exact location. I´ll pen down those verses I remember for you.”
Martin passed the waiting time with more rum. Then he perused Hornbasket´s lines:

Where fallen heroes´ skulls white gleam 
of battles yet to come they dream.
If you look into their eyes
there is no turning back.
So, adventurer, be wise
about the road to trek.
Alone the … has to come
… … …
None but the most pure hearted soul
in the end will reach the goal.
A final test awaits the heir
In secret place of stone and square.
The heroes´ gifts…
…into the good lord´s service.

Knight Rene Dutreill, 1551 – 1610

Martin stared at Hornbasket´s handwriting. Whoever had translated the original text had taken greater care to make the words rhyme than to preserve their actual meaning. Martin could only hope that the information was still whole. He had no idea what a place of “stone and square” might mean, for instance. A plateau perhaps? Some mystical refrence to works of architecture? Or simply bricks? The missing lines were simple, in comparison. All he had to do was convinving Le Vasseur that he would use the tome to further christianity only.
“Just one more thing”, Hornbasket said. “The lodge meets once per quarter year. Outside those meetings they deny being involved with or even knowing anything about the organisation. I´m afraid you´ll have to be patient a long time before you can profit from my information.”
“Why? When did the knights assemble last? Yesterday?”
“Close. The day after tomorrow. At midnight. You need to encrypt the song until then. But that´s impossible.”
 “Perhaps you are right”, Martin said. “But I think…”
All of a sudden Captain Hornbasket rose, mumbling something about an appointment he had nearly fogotten. He left the tavern in a hurry. Martin chuckled when he heard the words the pirate spoke to himself: “I´m not going to let him drag me into this…”
Martin folded up the paper. He was ready to leave, too, when he saw an informant enter. Every sucessful land- or waterbound robber employed some. The man in question worked as pilot in Basse Terre when he was not acting as informationbroker. His services were never cheap, but he was known as dependable in both his trades.
“Ah, Marinus”, the privateer greeted the arrival. “Have you got something for us? We were ready to leave tonight, but I think the Errant Eagle will stay in port a few days longer.”
The local shook his head. “You are as wrong as wrong goes there, Captain Martin”, he promised. “When I´ve told you my story you´ll set off yesterday...”

*

It was noon and the evening high tide seemed an eternity away. Why his Co-Captain was in such a hurry, Clark could not tell. He only saw Martin approaching the quay as if chased by a legion of hellhounds.
“We have a problem!” Martin gasped.
“We always have”, his friend replied.
“Yes. But this is of a different kind. We´ve got to decide between two treasures.”
“So, must we? Why shouldn´t  we have both?”
Martin pulled Clark aside. Hidden from sight by a heap of sacks and barrels he relayed what he had learned from Marinus: “A fat-bellied treasure ship is headed from Cuba to San Juan. The spaniards have already lost their escort in a pirate attack and their ship is heavily damaged. The pirates payed for their brash move with their lifes, but it was close. The Oro Grande cannot withstand a second attack. It´s highly proably that we can seize her without a fight at all. But we would have to leave Tortuga at once, lest our gold escapes us.”
“Oro Grande? Whoever picks the names should be hanged from the yard for his lack of creativity! Well, Martin, it´s nice to have a goal instead of patroling at random. But why should this pose a problem? We are ready to depart tonight.”
“We should not. We, that is, I, have the opportunity to lay hands on a precious in two days, an item unequaled in Westindia.”
In brief words Martin informed his friend about the lorebook, keeping the full story involving the templars to himself.
“You cannot tell me why whatever you´re planning can only be done the day after tomorrow?” Clark wondered.
Martin declined. “I would, but I´m afraid of stirring up a hornets´ nest if I did. Governor Le Vasseur has set his mind to a scheme that defies common sense. I have to play the game the way the king intends it to be played.”
“Hm.”
“Trust me! We already twisted the man round our little fingers once, you and me. If I can repeat this in two days…“ “…we´ll loose the treasure ship.”
“You see, now, that we´ve got a problem?”
Clark hesitated, then he asked, to re-assure himself: “Your adventures is a one-man-mission? Then there´s only one way to get the book and the treasure ship. We´ve got to split up. Give me five days, a week at best, then I´m back here with the gold.”
“And my captain´s share?”
“Will be yours, the full sum, if you´ve managed to procure the diary in the meantime.”
Martin´s hand rested at the pommel of his weapon. Thoughtfully he picked one stalk after the other from a hole in the sacks with the other hand, snapping them. “Alright”, he finally agreed. “I´m sure enough of my success to accept your proposal.”
The captains sealed their deal with handshakes. But despite the expected double gain Clark had a queasy feeling in his stomach when he boarded the Errant Eagle alone that day. To command her without interference from the french noble, wasn´t that, what he always had wanted? The privateer shook his head. Of course he wished to command absolute and unrestricted, but he had never questioned Martin´s presence. The adventurer belonged to the Errant Eagle and to Clark´s side!
Meanwhile the frenchman made haste to return to town. He was eager to start his research, but he also did not want to see the Errant Eagle leave without him. Martin´s blades clanged with every step he took, a sound the adventurer long since had stopped hearing consciously.
Elsewhere in the same region of the New World a similar sound was produced by glasses that were banged against other glasses in a toast. They were held by three men and a woman, a group that had plans with the eagles…

*

The first day the captains went seperate ways, Martin followed a hint Chips had supplied  four months ago. Nobody had payed much attention to the shipwright´s words about heroe-stones back then. But now they might just prove the solution to the templar-riddle.
“And?” Martin knocked on the wood with a piece of chalk. Behind the bar a pocks-scarred woman studied the sketch he had made with it. “Do you know where tombstones with markings like this can be found?”
“I´m not sure…”
“Oh, please, if I´ve got to order another round first, then so be it! Is it enough, now?”
The local woman beamed. The sight put to shame even the grin of the skull in Hornbasket´s pirate-flag - the very skull and crossed bones Martin had drawn. Asking around in town had uncovered that Hornbasket was obsessed with templar-tales and to Martin it seemed believeable that he had included a reference to it into his colors.
“Heroe-stones we´ve got by the dozen at the old cemetary north of town”, the woman enlightened Martin. “But…” She cleaned away the skull with a wet piece of cloth, took the chalk from Martin and corrected the picture. “…you´re looking for signs like this. The skull in profile.”
“My thanks, good woman! I´m much oblidged!”
“Tipp as generous as today the whole next week and I´ll have my grandmother´s bones dance for you, my strange bird!”
Martin tipped his hat, then left the pub. He fetched his horse from the stable, glad not to have sold it yet, and mounted up. The original spanish explorers had brought pigs and goats to the Westindias and the horses, too, came from this old stock. Animals and humans alike had made the New World their home, but while some felt right, others, like horses, would always stand out as oddities.
In case his search for the temple would lead him all across the island, Martin had stocked up on torches and provisions for several days and brought a light blanket with him. He was ready to start his quest!

*

While Martin left Basse Terre northbound, Clark finished his calculations. He had Marita serve him a cacao-drink. Usually he drank it like the spaniards did: with added sugar. Today he poured, following a whim, a small glass of rum into it. “It´s sugar, too, somehow”, he justified his action. Dumbfounded the cook gasped: “But you never touch the sugar-liquor!”
“That´s true, but… it´s Martin´s favourite drink. Like this it feels as if he´d be with us, you know?”

*

Martin was not in the mood for expensive or exotic drinks. He checked one tombstone after the other on the old graveyard. One of them had to be Sir Rene Dutreill´s. Late into the evening, the last light of day almost gone, he found what he sought for. 
Martin once again read the date of birth and death carved into the stone: 1551-1610. Even without Hornbasket´s story and the song an attentive visitor was bound to notice that something was not quite right here. Had not the buccaneers settled the island just twelve years ago? Captain Hornbasket would argue that there was a conspiration at work that reached back to the days of Columbus. Martin had a theory of his own, according to which Le Vasseur had placed a fake tombstone here, to add to his his gentlemen´s club a mythical qualitiy. To what lengths he went to offer prospective candidates an entertaining paper chase! The tombstone had been aged artifically by a masterful hand. It really looked ancient…
“Let´s see”, Martin murmured. “This is where our heroe´s dreaming of future victories. And I´m expected to look into his eyes.”
The adventurer planted himself in front of the stone. From his position he could have looked into a real skull´s eye sockets. But the two-dimensional picture on the stone percieved the world in the way a fish did: he saw what was to his left and right, not directly in front of it.
Martin circled around the tombstone. He knelt down and reached for the inscription. Carefully the man traced the letters and the skull. It´s single eye appeared dark, but somehow not as deeply etched into the rock as the lineout. Martin used a twig to scratch in the socket. Suddenly there was no more resistance - Martin found, that he had poked right through a hole that had been filled with mud.
He pressed his face against the stone, spying through the revealed channel. But all he saw on the other side were some enlarged flowers growing wild on the grave. 
“Hm…”
Martin circled the stone again. He risked a look from the other side. This time his gaze was led not down-, but upwards.
“No turning back”, the adventurer recalled the song´s words. “The translation scrambled the hint to look through the hole from the tombstone´s backside!”
From the correct position he could make out a point in the mountains in the island´s eastern part. Martin sketched down his discovery on the backside of the paper with the verses. He tried to estimate the distance and came to the conclusion that he could rest tonight without missing the knights´ meeting. Unwilling to spent his night on a cemetary, he walked his horse some distance from it. Martin expected an exhausting climbing expedition and then some rounds of a game he was unparalleled at: the noble arts of diplomacy and decieving.

*

On the second day at sea Freddie Winston made out the Oro Grande.
“Hats off!” Clark said. “She made it a farther than I would have thought.”
The damaged treasure ship lay anchored at the beach of a hilly, forested island.
“With luck the main fighting force is at land”, Whipcrack gave voice to his hope.
“Nevertheless we should not let down our guard”, Captain Clark decided. He called together the leaders of the boarding parties. Right now Louis the hunter, Pierre Dupont and Pegleg Sam filled the positions. Their performance in the first battle would either confirm them in their roles or the crew would elect more competent fighters. 

*

Meanwhile Martin was on his way into the mountains. He hoped that the King of Tortuga would welcome applicants to the knighthood generously with food and drink.

*

The Errant Eagle approached her helpless victim unhindered.
“This is going to be a slaughtering”, Pegleg Sam sneered. “I won´t need a pike, a kick with my wooden leg will suffice!”
His words still hung in the air when a dark sillouette emerged from the island. A second and third followed. The men on the galleon collectively held their breath when they recognized their old nemesis: the largest of the three ships was none other than the Padre del Mar, the Errant Eagle´s equal in speed and firepower. The presence of the Luchador radiante and the Cuervo, two sleek and very maneuverable destroyers, complicated the situation.
“Aye”, Doc Harris whispered. “A slaughtering! Jarundo needs to keep ready his bible…”


Freddie clutched the crow´s nest´s rim, shaking. Normally he was looking down on newcomers like Pepe and was treated by his shipmates as a competent seaman. But right now he felt like the simple eleven-year-old that he was.
Captain Clark´s hand found his heart. His fingers touched two documents he carried on his body most of the time: Holger Van´s reply to his request and the Letter de Marque Martin had negotiated in Providence.
“Didn´t our information say the Oro sails without an escort?” Whipcrack wondered, hoarsly. 
“If we get out of this mess with our hides still intact, I´m going to skin Marinus!” Viviane promised.
Clark´s hand clenched to a fist and he was almost certain his heart was doing the same. “The information did not come from Marinus”, he explained. “Not firsthand, anyway. He wasn´t the one goading us into believing the treasure ship was an easy target.”
Pierre, Louis, Sam, Harris and the Riets looked at their leader. “Who?” the demanded silently. “What bastard do we owe our misery? Who placed us into mortal danger?”
The captain closed his eyes. “Martin”, he said, toneless. “Francois de Monet.”

*

Martin enjoyed a phantastic view of the Tortoise Island and the surrounding waters. His climb had been surpringly easy and almost relaxing. Closer and closer he came to his destination…

*

“Hurry! Hurry up, you sacks!” Viviane yelled. Her voice was close to a shrill scream when she added: “I do not know as many insults as the captain, but I can dish out more pain, if you you don´t start moving right now!”
“No need to go to the trouble, that´ll be Escobedo´s pleasure”, Pepe replied. He hustled between the cannons to load them up with the special “ammunition” Clark and Whipcrack had come up with. From the youth to Pegleg Sam every eagle had to act as powder monkey in this critical moments of the battle. The Padre del Mar was still too far away to bring her guns into play, but the two pinnaces were already pelting the Errant Eagle with lethal grapeshot. The galleon was a prize in her own right that Escobedo did not want damaged needlessly. But the hunter´s appreciation of his ship did not comfort Captain Clark in the least today.
Viviane´s gunnery crew answered the attackers with her husband´s own tweaked version of chainshot. The english´s strategy included bringing into play their complete supply of rowboats. “Quick! Cast loose the nutshells!” Clark shouted. “They are of no use to us!” The spaniards did not intent to sink the Errant Eagle. Even if they had, the fugitives would have been an even easier target in the lifeboats.
Werner severed yet another rope. A sturdy boat splashed into the water. With the cargo he and the captain had given it, it might prove life-saving. From each cannon a ball with an unusually long chain shot forth, but the chain was not connected to a second cannonball, but fastened to one of the boats. The tiny vessels sped forth, towards the Padre del Mar. Each one carried powderkegs with fuses already lit. Viviane allowed herself a small smile of satisfaction, when one of the boats flared up at the right moment, forcing the Luchador to evade. For the maneuvre´s duration the pinnace was not able to point it´s gun ports towards the enemy.
But as often as the sending out of a lifeboat worked, there were less pleasing incidents. Sometimes the unusual ammunition tore up the cannon and then again a dud dallied near the Errant Eagle´s hull, threatening to set on fire the mothership instead of the opponent.
The waves helped drive the swimming bombs towards Escobedo´s flagship. If the Behemoth of the ocean was eliminated, the two remaining battleships would prove serious, but no invincible opponents to the Errant Eagle.
“All boats are on their way now”, Whipcrack reported.
“Then let´s get away from here!”

*
 
By the time the Errant Eagle tried to make her escape from Escobedo, Martin had reached a cave. He threw off his climbing gear and rested a bit. But curiosity forced him up after few minutes already. 
The man brushed over the rock. The edges reminded him of a mine on Martinique. Somebody had enlarged a natural cavern´s entrance by means of pick, hammer and perhaps blackpowder. Martin knew, he had reached his destination. 
The sun was already setting. Was he supposed to wait here or seek the secret temple within the cave? Martin decided that it could not hurt just to look around a bit. A torch in one hand and his epée in the other, he entered the cave. When he found a stairway hewn into the rock that led deeper into the darkness, a smile crossed his face. Yes, this had to be the right place!
The rock appaeraed solid to Martin, nevertheless the adventurer checked each step with his weapon first. As Whipcrack had taught him he kept away from the middle. Burglars did so in order to avoid the wood creaking. Once taken to the heart, the habit was hard to lay aside, even if it was quite useless here.
But despite all his precautions Martin realized too late that he was not alone in the cavern. When he reached a landing, the bats hanging from the ceiling felt disturbed by the torch´s smoke. The whole colony came down upon the intruder, flapping their leathery wings wildly. It was a bit too early to swarm out and hunt and as every sleeper roused before his time the animals were grumpy and confused. 
Martin could not maintain his discipline. His steps became unsteady and he forgot where he had already tested the ground. Suddenly the floor gave way under his feet. It had been nothing more than a pit covered up with a dark grey sailcloth! Trying in vain to get a hold Martin at least managed to snatch the cloth while he fell. He slammed hard on the the ground some ten feet below.
Fortunately this time the adventurer carried not a candle, but a torch. The tar-like substance kept burning when it came down next to Martin. It´s light allowed the man to see and distinguish colors to some degree. He found that he held two sheets of cloth sewn together. One side had caused the illusion of soild rock, but on the other side a skull was sneering at Martin. The pirate expected to see the heroe-stones´ motive, but he was wrong. In the torchlight this second sheet appeared red as the typical pirate flag. Martin even knew the symbol on it, because he had fought, drank and slept under it for many months. It was Captain Clark´s axe-in-the-split-skull.
“No…” Martin groaned. “Not this! Not... this!“
Then he opened his mouth to an angry and desperate scream: “Claaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaark!“
The echo nearly killed the captive in the pit.

*

Captain Clark and Whipcrack Werner sank down next to each other with their backs to the door leading to the officer´s cabins. Around them the eagles erupted into cheers.
“How do you feel?” Clark hoarsly asked.
“Shitty”, the leutnant answered truthfully.
“That´s the feeling of victory”, Clark remarked. He wiped sweat, soot and a liquid he had forbidden his eyes to produce many years ago from his face.
The  - once again decimated - eagles payed no attention to the maelstrom devouring the Luchador and the Cuervo. Those who had survived the brutal battle owed it not to their skills but luck. For this reason landlubbers like Pepe and petite Marita were among the survivors, but experienced seamen like Pierre had lost their life. Pegleg Sam´s body dangled in an unnatural angle from his wooden leg that was stuck between two splintered planks of the ship, his broken eyes stared at nothing. Chips clasped his nephew so tightly that Harris almost could not reach the boy with his bandages and brandy. Alfred´s face and arms were disfigured from the spanish grapshot. “With all those scars you´ll be the most fearsome pirate of the Westindias!” the carpenter spoke to Freddie. The half-conscious boy could barely hear the words and Chips closed his eyes so he had not to see the doctor´s sceptical expression.
Captain Clark attempted to stand up again. Jarundo pressed him down with gentle force. “Don´t try, Eagle! No one expects you to see to every detail personally so soon after having saved us. That´s what leutnants are for - and friends.”
“I´m not hurt.”
“Not your body, no, my friend.”
“Friends…” Clark repeated. “I´m so sorry, brother. I acted like a little boy with a new toy since Francois joined us. But he sold us to Escobedo. I think the Don promised him the Errant Eagle as payment.”
“You really think Martin betrayed us?” Whipcrack thought aloud.
Jarundo nodded gravely. “Francois was the only one not on board. And the excuse he used to justify his absence… we should have realized sooner that it was the perfect bait for Clark.”
“Francois was a clever student”, Clark said, sniffing. “But he did not take into account what I said on Curacao.”
“Hm?” Werner managed.
“He forgot that we can´t be killed!” the privateer captain enlightened his comrade. “That we´ll always come back!” Then he buried his face in his arms. Whipcrack Werner felt like a fool when suddenly he felt the urge to comfort the older man as if he was a crying woman. Instead he rose. 
Around the captain, almost on instinct, the veterans from the Aquila gathered. Jarundo. Whipcrack and Viviane. Chat Creed with his cousin Jeff. James Maria Perry. Oldworld Eric. Chips, Alfred and Harris. Among the englishmen Louis and Gontard from Martinique stood, pale. They had known the traitor as the Black Dog of the Spanish Main. Jose Peralta forced his way into the group, followed by Marita and the newcomer, Zacharias.
Peter Korthals approached the group, nodding towards his contryman Werner. He still hated pirates and Martin had proved one of the worst kind now. Finally Pepe Gonzales, too, joined the circle. He had saved Martin´s life and had to pay for it with pain and mortal fear.
“Not even when I shot him dead did the captain cry!” Viviane accused Martin. “The bastard´s sure to pay for this!”
“Yes”, Gontard agreed from his heart. “Let´s teach the governor´s brat what it means to play with pirates!”
The men and the two women formed a living wall around their leader. The common crewmembers should not witness what happened inside. But the shouts Clark´s friends gave were carried on by the faceless followeres, too.
“Revenge!” Louis demanded.
“Death!” Creed shouted.
“Damnation!” Pepe sealed the vow and then all the voices united to a single chorus. Even the heavily wounded Freddie crowed the slogan, swept along by the crowd.

*

The man who was at the bottom of the eagle´s vows of revenge fervently used the last light of his torch. He had cut up the sailcloth into stripes with his knife. The widths of cloth he fashioned together to a makeship rope. Ironically the knots Martin used had been taught to him by the man he held responsible for his misfortune: Captain Clark. Raoul´s and Pierre´s education had not included basic seamen´s tasks and the pirates hired by Chien del´Onyx had simply assumed that their captain knew the arts of knot-weaving, even though he never demostrated them. Clark had been the first man Francois had confided in about his lack of knowledge. He had trusted him…
Foot by foot, inch by inch the rope grew in length. Martin tied the burnt down torch to one end. Then all that was left was throwing it blindly, in the hope the improvised lifeline would catch somewhere. When his hope came true the second attempt already Martin winced a bit, out of disbelief. It really had worked!
The pit´s captive climbed up. Martin allowed himself neither relief nor confidence whenever he managed another pull. In the end only the final feat of strength mattered, the one that would have him escape from the shaft. What use were three feet covered when the rope would give way three more feet below the brink? None at all! How far he had fallen the adventurer could not estimate. Climbing in utter darkness he felt like thirty of sixty feet, however, he would never have survived such a distance unscathed.
Martin´s fingers brushed a slit in his climbing aid. Something up there had torn it in the middle, the same object the torch had stuck. Fearfully he worked his way further up. There was nothing gained if the rope could no longer sustain his weight… But, no, luck was with him this time. Eventually the captain grabbed the pit´s edge. He touched a metal object hammered firmly into the rock. When he had rolled over completely the climber studied the object. It was the hinge of a trapdoor that had once covered the pit. Perhaps this device had proved lethal to many an adventurer before him, but today it had saved Martin´s life.
The man stood up and walked to the landing´s end where stairs were leading deeper into the mountian. He did not have to walk far. Only two steps below the landing a cave-in blocked the way.
“Should not be too surprised”, the man murmured.
Martin exited the cave. He waited till midnight and then another hour, just in case. But nobody, least of all a medieval crusader at home in the Westindias, showed his face between the rocks.
Martin started to descend. His rivals flag that should have brought about his death he left behind in the cave.

*

Because the threat the Padre del Mar posed to them was still out there, the Errant Eagle followed not the shortest route back to Tortuga, but the one deemed safest by Clark and Peralta. But they had not been true sharks, had they not taken what they could on their way to safety…
“That´s a sloop!” the french merchant that had fallen victim to the privateers exclaimed. “It does fourteen knots!” “No longer”, Captain Clark answered.
Jose Peralta leaned at rail. He watched the familiar ritual of re-loading the loot from the small trader to the galleon with glee. “Sneaking on a larger ship and boarding it is something every buccaneer learns at the age of twelve”, the spaniard commented the encounter. “But out-maneuvering a mite like this with a full-blown warship, that takes skill!” Proudly he gazed at his teacher who managed this feat again and again.
“The good Lord knows, I do not love the spaniards”, the merchant captain lamented, “But Don Escobedo will put an end to your misdeeds, that much is certain!”
“Why don´t you go, then, and give him our regards?” the privateer captain replied. “I´m sure the Don will be all fired by my name.” The eagles commented Clark´s remark with laughter, since the last they had seen of the Padre del Mar had been her desperate attempt to escape the flaming carpet the sea had been turned into after their lifeboat-assault. At least a few such boats the Errant Eagle could replace today from the captured sloop´s supply.
When the eagles left behind the disabled sloop Jose approached his captain. “The man´s right in one thing: Escobedo has started the hunt for us for real and he is not too proud to delegate the task and employ auxiliury troops. We´re sitting ducks…”
“You say the Eagle is too well known a target and we should get rid of her?!”
“I´m afraid so. We should return to Tortuga, we are bound to anyway, to catch the traitor. But the Errant Eagle is not to leave port again. Let it look to Escobedo as if were hiding on the island! With a smaller, less showy ship we can operate unperpetubed while the Don will be sitting in front of the mousehole, waiting for a snout that´s never going to show itself.”
To Jose´s surpise no outburst of anger followed his words. To the contrary the captain answered calmly: “You are right on principle, but I´m not going to give up the Errant Eagle willingly if even Martin did not manage to take it from me! We´re going to withdraw to the north, to the Bahamas. England is waiting ardently for my taxes, so we´ll head for Eleuthera first. I´d love to request a second warship from the english, but unfortunately the Don enjoys a certain fame in England. True, he is of an enemy nation, but he cleans up with the pirate-plague and that´s to England´s advantage, too. Since I can expect no help from our english allys, I have no choice but to round up every buccaneer clan between the Bahamas and Hispaniola. Jose, I´m done with running from Escobedo! He was looming in the shadows, visiting me in my nightmares ever since I was a child. He almost killed your father, too.”
“It´s a good plan, captain. But I´m afraid many chiefs will decline working together with you despite their hatred for the Don, as long as you do not let Pepe and me dance at the mast.”
“We´ll see. What else?”
“A personal question.”
“Shoot, but do not expect an answer!”
Jose sighed. “I´m Miguel Peralta´s son, that means I cannot help but see certain signs others overlook. Well, I noticed that you´ve never been seen in a whorehouse or in a maiden´s arms. The men from the Aquila say that wasn´t always so. It started when de Monet joined the crew…”
“Is that so?”
“Yes. I´m sorry, captain, but this is obviously the behaviour of a man in love! You have feelings for the man! For the greatest womanizer of Puerto Principe?”
Clark´s hand was on the hilt of his abre before he even knew it. But before he could draw, Jose raised his hands. “Hey! I never said I´ve got a problem with it! We are not in the Governor´s residence in Providence or Eleuthera, but headed for Tortuga of all places! I mean, he´s a guy, not a sheep, so I really don´t care.”
“After what he did I prefer even a sheep before Ex-Captain Martin!” the captain claimed. He was angry with himself for having neglected his disguise as a man since meeting the Black Dog. But wasn´t that what he had “admitted” to the girls, accompanied by a handfull of money, everytime? Jose had uncovered nothing else than that his captain prefered males. That did not make him a woman inevitably.
“You won´t back down when we find Francois?” Jose demanded.
“No! Never!“ Clark answered, convinced. “He´s a dead man walking!“
“Did… did you plan to tell him someday?” Jose could not help but ask. His curiosity was stronger than his survival instincts.
Clark shook his head. “How could I? You are so clever and alert a lad, but I did not realize how much my rival really meant to me until very recently.”
“When exactly?”
His captain´s answer hit Jose unprepared, so that he wished never to have asked: “The moment we had destroyed Escobedo´s cannonboats and vowed revenge.”
 
*

In his favourite pub in Basse Terre Francois de Monet was gazing through a window into the rain. The downpour gave him an inkling to the might of the storm raging out at sea right now. The renegade noble wished not only the storm, but also Don Escobedo and the devil onto Clark´s head. But would even the thricefold threat frighten the Errant Eagle´s captain? Clark was now the galleon´s sole owner and his feeling of triumph would make him invincible. No duel and no majority vote had led to this end. The englishman had sent his follower Hornbasket with a fake story to his rival and Martin had willingly stayed behind. At least this was how Francois de Monet understood what had happened.
“Hornbasket and his templar-spleen”, he spoke to himself, shaking his head in disgust. “But I did buy into his yarn. The Da Vinci - diarys, Clark? The shipwright textbook you own yourself, I bet. You told me, didn´t you, when you confided in me the Aquila´s little secret: I know a tuning configuration that makes even the lamest sloth get a move on.”
And now Francois “Martin” de Monet was marooned here, with no ship, no crew and only a lousy handful of coins in his pocket, that he spent for rum. He owned little more than the horse and his weapons. But those blades, the nobleman vowed, he would use to win back everything he had lost!
He toasted the Redbeard-painting. “You think so, too, don´t you? Oh, I forgot… they framed you up, too.” A bitter chuckle escaped the pirate´s throat. Before he could continue flirting with the painting he beheld grey sails and above them a familiar, hated red crest through the window. The Errant Eagle was sailing into port!
Francois kicked back his chair, left a few coins on the table and raced outside. Together with the treacherous englishman some close friends of his from Martinique had been on the galleon. He had to find out how Pierre, Louis, Gontard and Chips had fared! Would one or more of them perhaps crave justice for their former captain?
In his slightly drunk condition Martin approached the quay in the open and without thinking. The galleon looked the worse for wear and the crew even moreso. Some familar faces were missing altogether. Martin could only hope that these men were merely out of sight somewhere below the deck.
Captain Clark stood in the middle of his followers. Under his headband a bandage was visible. Francois could not know that his rival had sustained his wound during the storm. All he saw was that it was there and suddenly Martin forgot that he had come here to cut this man into pieces. “Men! Clark!” the french gasped.
Captain Clark did not see how pale his face was or the shock in it. He saw nothing but an enemy, just like the rest of the crew did. “He´s mine!” the englishman shouted. He drew his sabre and ran off the ship. Clark´s habitual decision to enter melee saved Francois´ life for now. A pistol shot he could not have evaded as easily as the privateer´s first, impetuous swordslash. The man remembered their duel in Providence. Just like back then guards interrupted the rivals. 
Until the city guard arrived the eagles had honored the unspoken agreement that the right for revenge was their captain´s alone. But when Le Vasseur´s men attempted to part the troublemakers, several shots at once were fired from pistols and muskets. Only two of those that had fired hit their targets. Viviane´s shot felled one of the guardsmen to prepare a clear line of sight for Louis. The hunter´s shot found it´s mark. Francois screamed in pain, believing himself mortally wounded. Then he realized that the shot had merely dealt him a flesh wound. With renewed will to life he shook off the guard grabbing for him and ran away. Two of the four guardsmen that were still standing followed the fugitive, one held Clark in a grapple and the fourth, a corporal, barked at the privateer captain: “According to our ruler´s law your men have just initiated a water-to-land-attack! Do you even understand your action´s ramifications?! Consider yourself and your ship banned from Basse Terre until further notice!”
The world around Clark seemed to spin. “That´s ridiculous!” he shouted. “Better take care not to let that rogue escape!”
“He´s had his fill already”, the corporal replied. “He´ll die in some corner like a rat.” To his subjects he said: “You see to it that Marcel´s wound gets tended to and you lead the agressor back to his ship!”
Clark struggled in the guardsman´s grip. He hated barehanded brawling because he never knew what moves he could risk without bringing certain parts of his anatomy in too close contact with his opponent.
“You won´t escape a third time like this, Dog!” he yelled in the direction the black Dog had disappeared. 
 
*

“Are you going to ingretiate yourself with Le Vasseur again?” Jarundo asked a few days after the incident in Basse Terre.
“I´m afraid I have no other choice. The tortoise Island is our only safe haven in this region. One port on Tortuga is as good as the other, so we do not need Basse Terre. But it pays not to have the governor´s wrathful eye on us on each visit.”
“I´d love to know whether the Black Dog has already left the island”, the carib indian wondered.
“I only know that he will do so with a gang of his own, when he does”, Clark replied. “And that we won´t have to search for him, because he´ll chase us until he looses his life in another attempt to gain control over the Errant Eagle.”

*
 
The man the brothers were talking about was at land at the same time, though no longer on Tortuga. A nameless boat of the kind used by buccaneers, a light two-masted craft Francois de Monet was ashamed to call “ship”, anchored not far from Clark´s landing place at Lizard Island. The Errant Eagle  was just a few days behind the buccaneer ship and would, Clark´s former Co-Captain was convinced of, come here, too. Martin´s sources said that the eagles followed a north-western course and Clark had promised the dutch explorer Holger Van some of his stored Indio-legends as payment for assisting him in preparing his expedition. So the englishman was bound to return to his island.
“Pray”, the buccaneer captain reminded Francois to an agreement between the two of them “that you are right! ´cause if Clark´s not coming to this island, you are going to stay here alone!”
“In this case I can´t miss him”, the adventurer replied. “For one day he will come.”
“Bah!” The buccaneer spat. “Marooning´s no fun if the marooned looks forward to it! And a seaman who´s a huntsman, too, but none of us, that´s raising the hair on my back.”
“When I´ve seen the english and you the spanish part of Clark´s shed blood nourishing the earth, then I´m one of you”, Francois promised. “As the Errant Eagle´s captain.”
“But to do so you have to enter the jungle, despite the galleon being a ship and not a wagon?”
“Correct. I´m cutting off the snake´s head. Trust me!”
“Trust! You are funny!“ the other man laughed. “I think I like you!”
“I do not ask for it, Greg. The last captain who liked me stole my ship.”
Francois de Monet knew Clark well enough to know: To prey on the englishman he needed not think like him. It was sufficient to think like himself, so similar the two of them were in some respects. True, he would have to deal with some nasty traps, but this time circumstances were to the pirate´s favour, not the privateer´s!
 
*

About fourty hours later: 

The “always shaved correctly” Clark was attested a boyish charme. Even his enemys could not deny this - and would have loved to give the guy a spanking, as one did with naughty boys who laughed about their own pranks. But at the moment every other description than “charming” befit the privateer captain. Alone, on his way through Lizard Island´s  primeval forest to his secret place, his thoughts were about the rival who had become an enemy.
“My ship! My life! What he could not have, he tried to destroy! He was not even above allying with the Don!“
Sometime during the months spent on Tortuga, Clark mused, the other ought to have contacted Escobedo´s spying network. Did that mean that the Tortoise Island was no longer a safe haven for pirates? Certainly Le Vasseur would be interested in this information.
Clark reached the pest-village without trouble. He re-orientated himself and strode on towards the ruin. He hesitated, when he found the cellar´s door standing wide open.
“Light wind allows a smaller ship to travel faster than a large one in general, right, Black Dog?” Clark whispered. “So you arrived here before me. You know, or guessed, that I would come.“
The warrior inside him insisted that the easiest solution would be closing the hatch and heaving a heavy rock onto it. Then he could return in a few weeks to check what was left of his rival. Clark´s pirate-part longed to kill Francois singlehandly. It was strengthened by Jenny of Brackenridge, whose motives were hard to fathom for the privateer that had lived so long as a man.
Clark loaded his pistol with fresh, dry powder. Carefully he stepped down the stairway. He reached the door to the main chamber, congratulated his opponent on closing it behind him and then passed this easy obstacle. Just behind the door there was the floortile triggering a bolt-trap. It was a reinsurance in case an invader got around the other traps. Francois had not known about this one, neither had he been stupid enough to trigger it. Clark saw in his torch´s light that it was still unsprung. 
In the middle of the room an old lantern lay on the ground, broken. It did no longer light the vault, but Clark did not need it to realize that the wooden beam - trap had done it´s work. Step by step he closed in on the wood dangling from the chains and the shape lying flat on it´s belly under it. It was no other than Francois de Monet. A bandage could still be seen under his fencing shirt, but his wound did not hurt the man anymore. Nobody with that much blood at the back of his head would have to worry about such triffles.
Clark could not bring himself to step closer to the dead man. But then the corpse managed a painful moan. Without thinking twice Clark crammed his pistol into the sash keeping closed his mantle and went to the wounded one´s aid.
Francois was up to his feat within the blink of an eye, brandishing two cutlasses hidden under his body until now! The blood on his head, Clark realized, had been nothing but red paint. 
“Still thinking me the student!” Francois snorted. Clark had employed a similar trick against La Mancha and when the Errant Eagle had arrived damaged in Basse Terre, Francois had reacted just like Clark today.
“Red suits you!” Clark hissed. “I should decapitate you like an egg, to preserve the impression for future generations!” After the initial insults he needed every breath of air in his lungs for the fight. The englishman kept his opponent moving. He worked hard luring him out of the room to gain an advantage by attacking from the stairs. But instead it was Francois, who drove his enemy out. Clark stumbled up the stairs and into the open. Above his head the thunderstorm that had been gathering the whole day now broke.
Clark prayed to heaven that his pistol would not abandon him in this waether. He aimed downwards and pulled the trigger. Francois jumped aside and remained standing there, pressed against the wall. When no further attack followed, he dared leaving the cellar, too. And there he fully realized that Clark was intent on winning for the first time. Intent enough to consider fleeing the battlefield!
“Just you wait, I´m getting you still!” Francois promised the fugitive when he saw the foilage still shiver where the other had disappeared deeper into the jungle.

*

Francois de Monet laughed, bitter. He was able to follow Clark no matter what weather conditions. The rain could not blur his footprints fast enough.
And there the englishman stood, hapless, his back turned to the pursuer, behind a natural rock formation. He would have made a perfect target, were not powderweapons far too unreliable in this rain.
Francois sneaked closer, then he jumped! The same moment Clark turned around. “You may be a skilled tracker, but you made noise like a whole heard of bulls! Did I ever tell you that my grandfather was a torrero?” 
Francois was used to his rivals overconfident, suprerior grin. He expected nothing else from the englishman, not even if he should ever stand for execution. But Clark rising above him in the physical sense came as a surprise to Francois. He looked down at his feet, but could not find them anymore, standing up to his calfs in mud. The ground here was all swamp, except for a tiny speck of dry land where Clark stood.
“You bastard! You could not kill me with your own hands, never! That´s why the trap in the mountains of Tortuga! You are a coward!”
Clark watched Francois die. He was angry. Why had the other let it come to this?
“You were the one luring us into a trap!” he accused his rival who was sucked up by the swamp slowly. “Because you wanted the Errant Eagle for yourself!”
“The Pride of Martinique”, Francois clarified. “You wanted her.”
Clark shook his head. Sorrow added into his wrath. “Not like this”, he stated.
“Then why did you want to get rid of me?!”
“And why did you want to deliver us to the Don?!”
Getting devoured by a swamp was a cruel way to die, just like hanging. It could happen quickly or take painfully long. Did the delay grant the convict time to make peace with the world and heaven? Captain Clark now realized that in his case it was the executioner enduring near unbearable pain. 
“What trap are you babbling about all the time, by the way?” he added to his accusations.
“I´m not talking at all!” Francois replied in a fit of gallows humour. “I´m just suffocating a bit!”
Clark winced. Francois was about to die! Already he was stuck up to his navel in the mud.
Lightening flashed. Thunder would follow. Next to the rivals another flash of lightening hit. It split a thin tree. One half stood upright, the other fell to the ground. It was symbolic for what happened between the captains, but Clark had could not appreciate that at the moment. The sky was crying without cease now. But the heavenly powers would not have been themselves, had they not sent the former friends a final opportunity. Perhaps god did not want to receive the Black Dog so soon in his domain. “I do not want this”, Clark realized. “I cannot bear killing the better part of myself!” Frantically looking around for a means of rescue he noticed the splintered tree just in time. 
He went to fetch it and pushed it forth, so the drowning man could grab it. “Come on and out of there!” Clark demanded. “I need to hear your explanation before I end it!“ 
Inch by inch Francois´ body escaped the trap. Had the other not assisted, his strength alone would not have been sufficient to reach the island via the log. There he lay at Clark´s feet.
“Merde!” the frenchman cursed. His body was shivering uncontrollable, but the man forced himself to stand up. “Just what I always wanted: Standing with my mortal enemy on the only firm foothold in a swamp in the middle of a tropical storm!”
“I know where it´s safe to tread to return to the forest. I just expect a sound justification why I should not throw you in again!”
Francois laughed: “You can´t.”
The adventurer was right. But he had to admit, to himself at least, that he was equally unable to give Clark the final, deadly push. As if that wasn´t bad enough already, the englishman once again looked so incredibly enticing!
“When I tell you now, you are guaranteed to throw me in again”, he promised with a grin.
“Tell me WHAT?”
Francois spoke it aloud: “You are attractive.”
He wasn´t preapred for the his opponent´s reply: “Then why don´t you kiss me?”
“What?!”
“Just kiss me. Perhaps we can finish our duel after this is standing no longer between us. To the death.”
“Clark´s right”, Francois thought. “If we do not hate each other enough now, then certainly afterwards.”
He took a step towards the other man…

*

Somewhere in the New World a single being once again parted into the captains Clark and Martin. They were vaguely aware of the fact that their “somewhere” was called Lizard Island in Clark´s nautical maps and their immediate surroundings were composed of much swampy water, but it did not matter to them in the least.
Captain Clark lay on his back, searching the sky for the first stars. He felt as if his gaze was sufficient to pierce the clouds that had finally stopped their downpour. They bent to the privateer´s will and drifted apart, to make room for the light.
Martin studied the woman. Now that he knew the privateer captain was female, Clark did no longer appear small and plain. For a woman the she-pirate had exactly the right height and proportions. Her body had felt wonderful against his and knowing how to counter each other´s attacks´s in a fight had taught the two how to move together in order to please the other one to the fullest.
“What are you thinking of?“ Martin asked.
“Since when do you need to ask?“
“I want to hear your voice, that´s all.” 
The two started talking. About Tortuga. Captain Hornbasket. And the Padre del Mar.
“I´m sure at the bottom of all this is Escobedo!“ Clark said. “And perhaps we should thank the man. After all, his little scheme brought us together finally.”
“He´s you. Only on the other side.”
Clark laughed! “Engagement doesn´t agree with us, my dear. It makes us sentimental!”
Martin joined into the laughter. He waited for the woman to sit up, too, before he brought himself to ask an important question: “What´s your name, anyway?”
“Clark.”
“And…?”
“I am the Eagle. I told you so a few minutes ago.”
“What were you called before? I mean, I can hardly exchange tenderness with “Clark”!”
“You were ready to today.”
“Alright, alright! But I cannot propose to a Clark!”
Martin´s new partner took her time to answer. The pirate did not press her. A proposal was a serious matter. It went deeper than playing at being betrothed. Not always an engagement  led to marriage. But in the two captain´s case a bond had to be made. They had no other choice. Two men could not share the same lady, but wife and husband could give each other the Errant Eagle for their dowry. If his wife instead of a mere friend commanded the galleon, that did not bother Francois de Monet. He would follow her wherever she led him.
“My name´s Jenny”, the woman eventually revealed. She looked up, blinking at Martin: “Jenny de Monet.”



Sir Nick´s dream

The two captains wandered through the jungle back to their ship. For once Clark seemed sontent with the world around him, Martin however was absorbed in his own thoughts. The pirate was aware of the fact that many strong willed women with a goal in life prefered their own gender in loveplay. His eagle was, as he had learned, none of those. Martin would have not been surprised if Jenny Clark understood herself as a gay man rather than a woman. But whatever the creature was, it had turned out as his fated lifemate. This turn of events raised some questions, questions a husband-to-be could not ignore. They touched some close friendships that had to be viewed from a different angle, now that Martin knew what was hidden under Clark´s coat.
“Of course there were others”, Clark answered Martins cautious question. “But love I have felt for only one before you.”
“Were you and the black Garcia…?”
“No!” Clark laughed. “He never even knew!“
“Then… Jarundo? No? But you two are so close! What will happen if he finds out what you are? Won´t he insist on his alleged older rights?”
“Don´t worry. Jarundo knows my secret. He has known it from the beginning. But do you think he ever deemed it neccessary to tell me so?”
“Sounds like there´s a story here waiting for me that´ll put to shame Redbeard´s.”
Clark´s face reddened.
“What? Did I say something wrong? I mean, all I have to do is making one of you two drunk enough to make him spill the beans. You cannot keep it secret from me forever.”
“No, that´s not it. You can hear the yarn anytime. It´s just, well, about Redbeard…” The privateer captain squirmed like a prisoner bound with red-hot chains while he slowly worked towards his explanation. “There´s a couple of people who know what I really am. Jarundo, of course, and my first partner, who died in the war. A distant uncle. An indian woman in Providence. L´Oiseaux - may seagulls pick his rotting bones clean! And Threesee, Dr. Corner from St. Kitts, that´s Harris´ former master. Many years ago I lost a drinking contest against him. Threesee demanded that I should pose in his leather-stuff, that rogue! So, the pirate in the pub in Basse Terre, taken aside the haircolor, that´s me.”
Martin broke into roaring laughter! Even the monkeys in the trees could not help but feel the cheerfulness. The man laughed until he had to gasp for breath.
“L´Oiseaux noticed it on first sight”, Clark grumbled. “I´ve got to watch him closely, ever ready to have him suffer an accident…”
“Invite him to our marriage!” Martin suggested.
“Why?”
“Because I have a plan how to silence him without loosing the most promising pirate of his generation. You like him, too, don`t you?”
Jenny used the opportunity to lean over to her partner, kissing him and stating: “No, I only like you!” The behaviour came naturally to him, unlike dancing steps or anything else polite society required from a female.
“I´d love to share a lot of old stories with you”, Clark promised his partner. “But first we have to make sure that you are accepted into the crew again.”
“My name´s cleared! Hornbasket is the one to blame!”
“I believe you”, Clark nodded grimly. “That would be enough to sail with us as a crewmember, but we want to be captains together again!”
“Is there really a problem? What would be the worst that could happen to us in your opinion?”
“The could maroon us both here.”
Martin´s face went pale.
“But they won´t!” Clark hurried to re-assure his dearest.
“That´s not it”, the other captain moaned. “I just remembered that I´m still preying on you with a shipload of buccaneers armed up to their teeth!”

*

When the captains arrived at the beach, a full-scale battle between the eagles and the buccaneers was already raging there. In their ferocity the buccaneers outmatched the privateers, but now it payed off that Clark had organized the eagles in a chain of command similar to a real military force. Three leutnants and three more petty officers kept together the units while the captain was absent. True, most of Louis´ marksmen had fled into the jungle like frightened rabbits, but that did not influence the moral of the pikemen led by Pepe in the least. In contrast the buccaneers followed a single leader, whose death would leave them unorganized and confused. Jarundo did his best trying to engage that man, but to no avail. 
Gregory - also called Greg, because it sounded tougher, or “Crack” after the nick in his sabre - was a bear of a man. He was facing four eagles at the same time. The privateers had surrounded the hulking bucaneerchief, but were no match for him even with their combined fighting strength.
With sabre and dagger, respectively two cutlasses, Clark and Martin joined the fray.
Keelpig-Karsten, Chip´s assisstant, was certain that this time his final hour had come, when two fierce buccaneers pushed him with bis back against a palmtree. He hoped for a quick, painless death by the blade, not another keelhauling like last year near Providence. A prayer on his lips the dutchman awaited his death. But before the buccaneers could perform the coup de grace, Martin appeared behind them. He drove one cutlass into the first buccaneer´s neck, but his off-hand slash missed. The second pirate turned around, only to be gutted by his attacker.
“Praying for an enemy is good for one´s soul”, Captain Martin said, winking at Karsten encouragingly.
“What? You here?”
But Martin was already at work with his cutlasses at another spot of the battlefield.  He fought side at side with Gontard, without the other being aware of his brother-in-arms´ identity. When things calmed a bit around the duo, the frenchman stared at his erstwhile captain and repeated Karsten´s outcry of surprise: “What, you? Here?”
Perhaps the determination of the captains returned from the jungle had been decisive for the battle´s outcome or the eagles had been suprerior to their enemies from the beginning. In the end the privateers stood victorious. They ignored the fallen of both sides, encircling the captains. Back to back Clark and Martin stood, threatening their opponents into four directions at once. Those who knew of the duo´s affection looked sceptical. Jarundo, Jose and Pepe could not tell whether their captain was protecting the frenchman just for this reason.
“You are thinking with your dick, Clark!” the junior navigator barked at his teacher.
“I´m thinking with all I´ve got”, the privateer captain replied. “It´s the only way to counter your collective stupidity!”
Keelpig-Karsten pushed his way through the crowd. “Shipmates! Martin saved my life!” he announced. “Perhaps we should hear him out?”
Harris stayed suspicious: “Let him speak and have him throw dust into our eyes, like he did to the captain?”
“But that´s what Escobedo wants: That we wear down each other!“ Clark shouted. “Me and Martin, the two of us and you, you and the buccaneers…”
Jarundo took a step forward towards his friend. Instinctively Clark moved closer, too. It was not enough to break off the back-to-back - formation he maintained with Martin, but the movement robbed Martin off his support. Without realizing it he had leaned to his partner to ease the pain his wound gave him again after the demanding battle. Now he first staggered, then collapsed behind his partner.

*

When Martin woke up, his wound was still hurting. The recent hours´s strain had re-opened it again. The soft swinging told the man that the Errant Eagle was at the high seas and the way his lair was swinging with the ship, that he lay not in a mattock, but either in his own bed in his cabin or in Doc Harris´s care. The location, a soft blanket and the cushion stuffed with rags and feathers spoke their own language. Their message was: “You are a free man, Francois de Monet.”
“Mhm…” he sighed. Everything was so cosy… But mere seconds later a bright voice abruptly broke the idyl: “Hey! If you´ve got such dreams I don´t wanna lie next to you!”
“Freddie?”
The boy answered with a moan, for he was suffering from wounds graver than Martin´s almost healed one. The man opened his eyes. He found himself, as he had already guessed, in the cabin that was reserved for seriously ill patients. The ship´s physican slept exhausted in one of the beds and in the one next to Martin rested the ship´s lookout-boy. Horrified the erstwhile captain stared at his young shipmate´s disfiguered body.
“That´s nothing”, Alfred laboured to say, “compared to what I wanted to make you feel!”
“I...“
“It´s okay. Doesn´t seem to be your fault, after all.” 
Martin and Alfred were interrupted by the Errant Eagle´s current leutnants, Jarundo, Whipcrack and Creed. They entered the cabin, accompanied by Gontard.
“The ship´s leaders have held council and announced the result to the crew”, Whipcrack opened. “A decision was made.”
“Where´s Clark?” With the words “On the Errant Eagle, whe he belongs” Creed cut short every further question. Martin sought Jarundo´s eyes. “Worry about your own hide”, the carib indian conveyed silently. “The Eagle´s fine.”
“Alright. What´s the sentence?”
“You noticed that we are four?” Gontard asked. “Three leutnants and one captain, Martin. Jarundo is the Errant Eagle´s new commander.”
“But…!”
“Clark is navigator and first helmsman”, the french elaborated. “You´ll lead the swordfighters into battle from now on. Do you accept this?”
Martin clenched his teeth. Expectantly and full of thinly veiled suspicion the four men watched him. “No!” Martin yelled. “No, Gontard, I do not accept your terms!“
“Oh?” Jarundo inquired. “You don´t?“
“Have a fart on it! Demoting Clark to navigator? Anytime and with pleasure, as you all know. But I´m as innocent as he is when it comes to your encounter with the Padre del Mar. As captain of the Errant Eagle I do not accept a sentence for something I´m not to be blamed for - and neither should Clark!”
“So you say”, Whipcrack said. “But there´s still the matter of you sending a horde of buccaneers after us!”
Martin nodded. “I thought Clark was the traitor, when I did so”, he admitted.
“Hm?” Roused by the exchange of words Harris blinked, tired, into the lanterns´ light. “Whadda madder?”
“We are holding trial over de Monet“, Creed explained.
Harris rolled over to the other side. “Okay”, he murmured and was asleep again the next moment. A doctor´s battles always started only after the warriors had done their part and Harris´ work today had been demanding indeed.
“Well?” Jarundo demanded after the short interruption.
“What do you think?” Gontard gave back the question.
Jarundo bowed his head, as if everything was said by the gesture.
“Just what I think, too”, Creed agreed.
“I agree with you”, Whipcrack joined in.
“Then I proclaim…” Jarundo started. Martin interrupted him: “Not that I would claim to understand what you´re talking here, but you have not heard Gontard!”
“Think you´ve got a patron in him?”
“I do not buy the leutnant, Whipcrack, if he stands there, saying nothing, when you omit him!”
The four men erupted into laughter! “He´s leutnant as little as Jarundo´s captaining the Errant Eagle”, Whipcrack clarified. “Clark is our captain”, the carib indian told Martin. “That hasn´t changed. We played you for a fool, because we needed to get an honest reply from you.”
Leutnant Creed nodded. “You see, a traitor would have agreed to our proposal to bide his time and wait for an opportunity to strike again. But you felt your captain´s honor challenged, spoke up on Clark´s behalf and took poor, disregarded “leutnant” Gontard´s side, all of this in the knowledge that your sharp response could have ended you up keelhauled. In short, the crew agreed to confirm you in your old position, if we three are conviced of your innocence. The few that did not see it this way joined the buccaneers instead.”
“But Greg had to swear an oath of loyality to Clark”, Whipcrack Werner added.
“But one wrong move”, Freddie threatened the returned captain, “and it´s all the way up for you!” With his hands and feet the boy imitated climbing up the rigging. “And then…” Freddie gesticulated in the way of an executioner, who fastened the loop around a convict´s neck. “…krck!”

*

The journey to the northwest was uneventful. The Errant Eagle´s veterans were used to more battles than the common pirate, one in seven to ten days. But they could not deny that they welcomed the slower pace after all the events that lay behind them. The wounded ones healed. The sickbed´s boredom was replaced by lazy days with much freetime. Deep down in the bilge Martin taught his partner how to woman-dance. Their rivalry continued, but it became more playful, since none of the duo needed to prove his supreriority to the other anymore. And then something the privateer captain´s eldest friends had not seen in a long time happened: Clark made himself comfortable at the Errant Eagle´s bow, letting the sea´s spray blow into his face. He needed the quarterdeck´s authority no longer to re-assure himself of his competence or his crew´s loyality.
“He still has the eyes of a dreamer”, Aberforth Harris recounted a talk the men had shortly after setting off from St. Kitts the year before.
“A very successful dreamer”,Whipcrack replied, knocking on the galleon´s wood three times - for luck and to prove his words.
“He knows now the meaning of the word impossible”, Chips threw in. “but our captain knows many foreign words that do not apply to him in the least.”

*

Despite the pirates´ easygoing the Errant Eagle had garnered enough loot to allow the crew some pleasant days in town when they arrived in Eleuthera. A full chest of treasure in the hold, however, was the english crown´s property. The eagles were long overdue to pay their dues to the motherland. Because the lords of Eleuthera were well aware of this, the captains did not receive a polite invitation to the governor´s residence this time, but got summoned there sternly. An armed escort corroborated the order´s urgency.
Martin and Clark took point. Behind them the soldiers carried the large chest with the crown´s shares of the privateer´s exploits into town.
“Think London´s going to actually see some of those coins?” Martin teased Clark. 
“Huh? Why do you think so?”
“The european governments are robbed blind by their local governors, worse than pirates they are. I can live with Sir Langley buying another little stone-creature with our money, though. It´s better than loosing it to that greedy louse in Providence.”
In the audience hall next to Governor Langley an admiral by name of Rodney Goodrick expected the privateers. Captain Clark knew the man from earlier visits. 
Goodrick visibly relaxed when he beheld the chest. “Captan Clark, Captain Martin - welcome back to Eleuthera.”
“What´s the matter, Admiral?” Clarked mocked. “Did somebody fear good old Captain Clark could make his escape with the money?”
“They respect our little chick”, Martin grinned.
“Chick?” Admiral Goodrick repeated. “That´s a three-and-a-half-masted, fourty cannons vessel you´ve got there! Some of them are 36-pounders, not to mention the capability to outrace substantially lighter ships. Really, fellows, seeing the Errant Eagle turn to piracy would leave many of us bereft of sleep. Though I wonder…” The officer´s worried expression was replaced by a cheerful one when he ended his sentence: “…why you did not bring her with you? The piece of work of a mean eyed cooper´s you came to town with can´t be the infamous Eagle-ship.” Obviously L`Oiseaux wasn´t the only man outside the eagles who had seen through - and appreciated - the bluff.
Clark opened the chest. He buried his arms into the coins, then offered two handful of them to Goodrick. “That´s how much a sight-seeing tour to my baby costs England, Admiral Goodrick. Come and learn.”
The englishman nodded. The two captains shared the money equally between themselves.
“Then there´s just one more matter to settle, a situation that would cost us too many nerves unneccessarily over time”, Goodrick said.
Clark and Martin changed into a mental mode of utmost alertness. Standing poised to act in the span of the blink of an eye they watched the admiral stroll towards a low table. He took a rolled up certificate from it.
“This two-captains-affair is getting old”, Goodrick told the guests. “I cannot make you commodore, Mister Clark, but one rank above the captain there´s still the the major…”
Clark felt mixture of wild joy, scepticism and preventive anger in case of being played for a fool. But Admiral Goodrick seemed serious. He spoke: “In recognition of your merits in the motherland´s service - preventing the Springlower from being ransacked by pirates, disrupting the french trade routes in the Caribbean, substantially disrupting the spanish trade routes in the Spanish Mainlands, seizing a french galleon of up-to-date construction, jeopardizing an espionage mission near Providence, sinking two spanish cannonboats near Tortuga and the amount of money sent to England over the years - you, Mister Clark, are granted the rank of Major.”
Martin´s face clouded. “That´s no honorary title, is it?” he challenged.
Admiral Goodrick shook his head. “The new rank comes with all duties and priviledges associated with it.”
“I thought so! As long as we own the galleon we are a risk factor. So you had to come up with something to bind as tighter to the motherland.”
“The rank is granted to Mister Clark, not to the Errant Eagle”, Goodrick replied. “Should he loose the eagle-ship he won´t be left a beggar, but get assigned a new command. A military rank also includes the right to a pension one day and…”
“…and you can cite Clark wherever you want whenever you wish!” Martin protested. “An inspection he offered you just moments ago? Ha! You could demand the construction plans now and even take the Errant Eagle from him!“
“Martin!” Clark shouted.
The pirate stepped forth. He grabbed the certificate from Admiral Goodrick´s hand.
“Martin!!!“ Clark warned his partner a second time.
“Calm down, it´s alright”, the pirate declined. “I just want to know if…” Martin unrolled the document. Within he found a second one. “Ha!” he exclaimed triumphantly. “I knew it!”
“Well, it´s the usual thing…” Admiral Goodrick said. 
“What´s the usual thing?” Clark demanded.
Martin showed him the second cerificate. “Your promotion includes a gift of land property. You now share the island equally with the governor. That means income from the tenant farmers, taxes, that is. Farmers, cattle-breeders, fruit pickers, fishers, damn, you could even try to start a mine, if you felt like it! You name it!”
“You still don´t like it”, Clark answered with only thinly veiled reproach.
“Not a bit”, Martin confirmed. In a whisper he added: “But I´m still too much the merchant to throw away the advantages the englishmens´ offer gains us. And I take comfort in the knowledge that, if one day you should decide to live with me as a free pirate, adding desertion to the list of your crimes will be a small matter.”
Governor Langley coughed. “Rest assured, young Captain Martin, that England can take the Errant Eagle as little as it can demand the major´s handkerchief or used underwear.”
“You are wrong, Governor! In a war the military could requisition all those things!” “And perhaps”, the man thought, “you should. For this would be the moment my eagle will finally open her eyes and come with me to my world, away from all this.”
“The handkerchief is negotiable”, Clark smiled.
“Then may I add a first name to the certificate?” Admiral Goodrick pressed.
“I´m afraid we need one”, Governor Langley explained, in an apologating tone.
Clark remained silent for a long time. Nobody spoke, but the room was heavy with every man´s thoughts and fears. Eventually Clark pulled himself together. “This is the first name, Admiral”, he said. “Captain Clark. Clark of Brackenridge.”
The two english gentlemen stood frozen! Martin drew satisfaction from the fact that he wasn´t the only one whose innards tensed up today.
“Holy Mother of God!” Sir Langley exclaimed. “Brackenridge House Gloucester? There was another child?”
“Twins, actually.”
Martin waited out how this would work out. He had few secrets and all of them were known to Clark. Amused Martin watched the englishmen squirm when a hitherto unknown chapter of the his eagle´s past was revealed to them.
“Sir Nick had an heir?!”
“I am his son”, Clark told the governor.
Admiral Goodrick stroked his beared. “The son of a man trialed in absence and found guilty for high treason”, he mused.
“Arrest me, if you dare!”
“No! No, Major Brackenridge, I won´t. As long as you do not go to London to open up the case again… You are a dependable ally, a man of honor…”
To Martin´s relief the admiral seemed to function as his country´s tool, yet be able to to see more in the newly appointed major than a risk that had to be dealt with. 
“And smart enough to remain outside the system?” The major interrupted Goodrick´s stammering. “Not to demand justice for my family? Never to try to clear my father´s tarnished name? And especially not to reclaim our property seized by Sir Rupert, my father´s own cousin?”
“Yes, all this, unfortunately”, the governor answered in Goodrick´s stead. “But that may change one day. The civil war, as you know, is going well for us. England´s ruling heads will remember who was loyal to them in times of crisis.”
Major Clark replied with a respectful bow.
The governor could not help but ask a personal question: “Tell me, Major Clark, did you kidnap Jenny of Brackenridge - your sister - for this reason? To protect her from further plots and schemes?”
“As I said before, she never protested against her new life”, the woman who had proclaimed herself her own twin-brother today, a boy that had never existed, answered. “And just so Uncle Rupert gets to know where he stands with us, Jenny is betrothed to Captain Martin now.”
“It would do your family´s name some good if you stopped marrying subjects of hostile foreign nations”, Goodrick sighed.
“If it helps”, Martin threw in, “He tried to drown me in a swamp the very hour.”

*

“That´s a long bedtime-story you have to tell me tonight”, Martin told the major, when the pair left the governor´s residence. Clark nodded. “Father in law knows most of it already, that´s the part I revealed to you, too. But I kept to myself the prologue. In retrospect I made exactly the right decision. It would have hurt him out of proportion.”
“How so?”
“You told me about Henri´s love for a negro slave. Well, my father made another choice. His blood was of nobler stock than Henri´s, no offence meant.”
“None taken. You know how I feel about this: Blood spills, spirit remains.”
“But father decided to kiss goodbye society´s expectations of him when he found himself in a similar situation as Henri. He was a diplomat, a man trying to talk sense into people before they started banging each others heads. And I´m told he was a splendid fighter, your equal, probably.” Martin chuckled. “Every man with ideals needs to be, I guess.” 
“When father fell in love with a spanish torrero´s daughter in Toledo, he asked himself: Why? Why am I doing my job? Peace treatys look good on paper, but they are worth no more than a child´s scribbling when no one actually lives them. Fulfillment of his love, to him, was also a public demonstration. He made his point, showed them all that differences could be bridged. It was his dream. The dream Sir Nick of Brackenridge had to die for when I was two years old.”
“You had to flee from England?” Martin pressumed. “And fell victim to the spaniards?”
When his wife nodded in silence, the pirate captain took her by her upper arms and drew her closer to himself. “But you are alive! They could not kill your father´s dream, no one can! Think of all the people on our ship: Whipcrack Werner, Viviane, Jose, Gontard, Lipnail Tom and Jarundo! Men and women from France, Spain, England and the Netherlands, negros and indians! All one, all equal! With us the dream is alive, here, in the New World! And it will live on, long, long after we are no more!”
“And that´s why you wish to convert me to the carefree, lawless pirate life?”
Martin´s hands sank down. “Yes. Finally you understand!”
Clark shook his head. “No, Martin. Nick and Isabel tried to take me to safety far away. They were on the run from England to the colonies and now you, too, want to hide out at sea, forever running away? Today England had no other choice but to name me major. I say, the world has to accept us and with our ideals!”
Martin stood as if struck by lightening. Then he grinned from one ear to the other. “You know, eagle, suddenly our plan with the silver fleet doesn´t seem so impossible anymore…”
“I´m fully aware that it isn´t as easy as I made it sound”, the eagle smirked. “It will take time. Generations.”
“But if, deep down, you think like I do, why are you supporting the royalists in that civil war of yours with our money?” Martin inquired, puzzled.
“War, trade and piracy”, Clark answered, “that´s an unholy trinity. My parents died in the  wars of the nobility. In our generation the common born merchants are sitting on full coffers, reaching out for the highter stations´ priviledges. The middle classes don´t want to change how the world works, they just want their share of the power. Best to get rid of the king, they say, for he comes from God´s good grace and despite all their puritan pretensions they think they no need god no longer. God is in the way, is bad for business. Our children will die in the wars of merchants, one day, Martin. That´s a change of some letters, not a future worth fighting for.”
“I know”, Martin said. “I did not stay a merchant, myself for it makes me ill. Sir Langley´s right: I´m running from something. You run towards something, something so far away we cannot even see it clearly. But a war that isn´t won by weapons or words, a battle for the souls, as Jarundo would put it, for a war like this I´m not ready yet. It frightens me.”
Jenny blinked. “Then we should deal with the silver fleet first!”

*

A nobleman by name of Rupert of Gloucester, a distant uncle of the eagle, had once made a vow: He would pledge his niece Jenny´s hand to the man who managed to end Captain Clark´s career. To some extent Francois de Monet had met this condition, but the pair was certain Sir Rupert had envisioned a different end. Under no circumstances the husband had been supposed to ally with Clark to an even more lucrative career!
The lovers were ready to marry. Because both of them were captains, they could not simply perform the ceremony aboard the Errant Eagle as in Viviane´s and Werner´s case. A priest had to be found. There was no shortage of clerics in the colonies, but the search narrowed to one place: Only on the pirate haven Tortuga Clark and Martin expected to find a man who would be willing to marry a renegade french noble to his english darling in secret. There was not only the issue of the different religions. A public appearance of Jenny´s of Brackenridge the captains staved off for a dire predicament. There was no telling what damage acting openly as his own sister could wreck to Clark´s disguise. Twin couplets of mixed gender never looked as strikingly alike as did the Brackenridge-siblings. Their only difference was in their weapons, because the civillian Jenny did not wield a captain´s sabre. “She´s more the type for a zippy epée”, Clark joked when he, Jarundo and Martin were strolling down the streets of Cayonne. The carib indian had accepted the existance of a sister of his captain´s with the stoicism living with Clark for a long time had taught him. “Still as fond of Tortuga, Martin?” he asked the husband-to-be. “Cayonne is nothing more than a quay with a few pubs.” “To the people here it is their city”, Clark said and this was all that needed saying.
At the easternmost spot of the settlement Captain L`Oiseaux awaited the threesome. The prodigious fledgeling pirate was more than a little nervous. “May I hear now what this meeting is about?” he greeted the arrivals. “Le Vasseur is still mad at you and if I´m seen with your ilk… The Maiden Braid cannot change it´s base of operation as easily as you. Men like me do not call all of Westindia their hunting grounds and Gibraltar is nothing but wishful-thinking to us, a dreamhaze inspired by a jug of rum!”
“As we speak, my men Louis and Gontard deliver to the governor heathen writings he can happily put to the flames”, Clark told the pirate. Some of the scrolls from Lizard Island served this purpose after Martin and Jarundo had marked them expendable. “That will ease his mind a bit.”
“Heathen writings?” L`Oiseaux smiled. “You are a mystery, Captain Clark. Though I´m afraid in the spaniard´s eyes the signature of an anglican like yourself would qualify as heathen writing without much further ado.”
“And that´s why”, Clark Clark replied, “we four are going to do our souls some good today and visit the local church.” 

*

The church was located outside the settlement. It was tended to by a priest by name of Gilbert, a young man who nevertheless had to be adressed as “father” by the long-serving privateer major. The young man had heard of the Errant Eagle, of course. When Jarundo announced Captain Clark´s marriage ambitions, Gilbert felt honored that he had been selected to perform the ceremony.
“Captain Clark, I´m overjoyed for you!” Gilbert looked around. “Who and especially where is the girl?”
“No girl.“ Clark pointed at his Co-Captain. “Him.”
“Captain Clark!” Gilbert crossed himself. “This island may be a place of sin, and I know atrocities like what you suggest take place, but no cleric in all of Westindia will bless such a coupling!”
“Ever heard of the templars?” Martin spoke up. Gilbert startled and Captain L´Oiseaux, too, though not looking scared, seemed to have heard his share of templar-legends.
“Did you know, father, that the order did not allow women to join? There was, however, a rule that allowed brothers to share beds with their fellow knights. Why, do you think, was that so?”
“Please? I don´t understand! How am I to know? They were blasphemers, after all, weren´t they?”
“I believed so a long time”, Martin smirked. “Until Major Clark here offered me an alternate explanation.”
“Redbeard!” L´Oiseaux whispered, putting together the pieces. “I knew it all along!“
Clark nodded towards the pirate captain, then loosened the sash around his mantle. And then he showed father Gilbert what a priest got to see on rare occasions only.
“Oh… uh… er… could you please cover it again? I don´t mean to be rude, it´s very beautiful…” Poor Gilbert stammered. “But the temptation… oh, dear! So, please? If you´d be so kind? Yes?”
Cold sweat ran down father Gilbert´s face even after Clark had put away his femininity. He was frightened by what he had to ask next, too. “Captain Martin! Just to make sure… you really are what you seem to be… well, you know? A man?”
“Heavens above!” L`Oiseaux laughed. “Those priests really can´t wait to study a majestic pair! How far are you planning to go with your test of authenticity, father?“
“At cutlass length”, Martin grumbled, before he did as asked to. 
After Gilbert had confirmed the marriage´s legitimacy he still wasn´t satisfied. “I need to see something from you, too, Jarundo”, he announced. “Your certificate of baptism.”
“Certificate?”
“Well, if I´m correct in assuming that you wish to be the grooms best man…”
“He is”, Clark chuckled. 
“…and witness to marriage, then you must know that only a christan has this right. You should not even stand here if you ain´t.”
“The Good Lord´s child I am as any human”, the carib indian replied. “But if the church wishes to legitimate this fatherhood, I have no objections.”

*

About an hour later Jarundo sat on a cliff looming over a lonesome beach where his brother and brother-in-law were teasing each other, wearing nothing but their skin, and looked out at the sea. The now baptized man searched his feelings and had to admit to himself that he felt no different after the ceremony. That meant he had been different before already and Jarundo believed he knew, why. Young Gilbert had suggested a long list of proper, mostly biblical, names. But the carib indian had insisted on “Jacques”. Jacques, the missionary´s, whose head, heart and spirit had become part of Jarundo, name. The bond made so many years ago was realized now. Jarundo would not use his new name often, but he did not rue his decision. Many people still believed it was pointless christening the natives. Jarundo now knew better. Nothing in the world was ever pointless, even if one had to wait for decades to find out where an action had been supposed to lead one. 

*

The day of the wedding drew closer. When the time had come, Jarundo expected to see his brother in the officer´s uniform he had bought from Eleuthera´s military equipper. But the eagle had decided on one of the middle of the century ´s fashion-experiments. Jenny wore a playful gown brimmed with lace. It tied the waistline tight. In contrast to the stern, protestantic woman´s clothing of this age, sacklike dresses that veiled the body´s shape, this one even left the shoulders uncovered. Jenny´s thick hair fell, from the ears downwards in curls, over the shoulders. Strangely even the ornamented scabbard holding the epée once given to Clark by Captain Mancha looked not out of place.
“Enchanting, isn´t it?” L`Oiseaux greeted the carib indian. “Though personally I´d preferred the Redbeard-version…”
Martin took a step towards his bride. Moved beyond words he was unable speak. The man raised his hand, but let it sink down again, before he could touch the bridal veil for fear he might awake from a dream if he did. “Still disguised”, he commented the presence of the fine tissue. 
The the pair approached father Gilbert hand in hand. The speech the man made differed a lot from the one Clark had given last year at Werner´s and Viviane´s wedding. The privateer captain could have recited the traditional words Gilbert used in his sleep - and found that she had really closed her eyes. Jenny thought of her parents. She was sure that this one decision of hers at least, met with their approval. If spanish and english blood could mesh so well with french, did it not prove that it was one and the same liquid? But not just her choice of a partner, but Jenny´s decision to get herself what civillians called “a life” would have made her parents happy. Martin on the other hand could not deny that this secretive pirate´s marriage was far more to his liking than the grandest party his father in Martinique would have thrown for him.
“Finally!” L`Oiseaux whispered, when husband and wife kissed at the ceremony´s end. Jarundo nodded. Puzzled Jenny and Martin looked at their friends after their kiss. “We aren´t doing it for this first time, you know?” Martin explained, much to his father Gilbert´s shock - though not surpirse. “Well, yes“, Jarundo replied. “But L`Oiseaux and me have never seen it before!”
Some time later the bride had danced to Gilbert´s musical accompaniment with every male guest and Jarundo urged the pair to leave. “We are having a party on the ship”, he told them. “On what occasion?” Captain Martin wondered. “I mean, me and her have cause to party, but the crew?” Jarundo raised his brows. “Since when do pirates need a reason for a party? We have money, our reputation with Le Vasseur is repaired and in a few days we´re going to set sail. I only had to hint at the possibility that all this would be worth a party and the others took to it joyfully!”
Before the three privateers could take their leave, Gilbert presented them with a question that troubled him since their first meeting: “About the templars…” “Oh, don´t worry”, Martin said boastfully as if he had routed out the order singlehandly. “They are no more!”
“And we are to believe you, Sir knight?“ L`Oiseaux murmered, when Jenny, once again wearing her Captain Clark - disguise, and her companions were out of listening distance. Father Gilbert shook his head. “Not Martin”, he disagreed. “I think Clark is the templar. Captain Martin told us clearly who has initated him into the...” The man´s voice suddenly trailed of. “Order´s…”, he murmured and then: “Customs.” “Both of them!” L´Oiseaux confirmed the priest´s suspicions. He added: “Believe me, father, I won´t ever cross those two! I have no inclination of ending up as a sacrificial victim!”

*

“And because everyone around here is scared by this myth”, Martin meanwhile explained to his companions, who had made it back to town, “Neither Father Gilbert nor Captain L`Oiseaux will dare taking advantage of their knowledge of Captain Clark´s identity as a female!”
Jarundo stopped. 
“What´s the matter?” Martin inquired. “Do you believe in this nonsense, too?”
The carib indian pointed into a street, that was, into the muddy space between two houses standing close together. “Hornbasket!” he hissed.
In no time the three had drawn their weapons and taken to the man´s pursuit! They split up, when the pirate realized that he was followed. 
Hard as he tried, Hornbasket could not shake off his pursuers. He sought protection in a sturdy, well visited building. “Oh, no, that´s going to far!” Martin protested. “I will not enter a whorehouse on my wedding day!” 
Jarundo saluted the captain, followed Hornbasked and drove him back to the street quickly. 
Sitting with his back against one wall of the place were two drunken seamen. They had been snoring off their haze and woken up by the clamour. “Man, must the women inside there be ugly”, the first drunkard commented the sight of Hornbasket storming out of the house. Jarundo followed in hot pursuit. “And even the redskin´s horrified!” the drunkard said, amazed. “Yeah”, the other heaved. “An hassooo seen see firschd wons fays? Scared he wos!”
To Captain Hornbasket the situation was not funny in the least. To him it was serious and potentially lethal. He just could not cover enough distance quickly enough to escape the trio. Hornbasket tried climbing a low wall that blocked his escape route. Behind him Martin swang his cutlasses. The fugitive thought himself out of the weapons´ reach on the wall´s top, but soon as he had managed to scale it, Clark already was standing up there, pointing an epée at the pirate. “Cayonne´s small, Hornbasket”, he grinned. 
The pirate tried entering one of the buildings bordering the street through the window, but he had not expected the third of the threesome looking at him full of hatred from out there.
Hornbasket jumped down again. He turned between the three men´s blades, unable to escape. “What do want from me?”
“I don´t know”, Martin replied. “What could one want from a man, who runs away at the mere sight of his allys, as if the devil was after his soul? If you ask me, Hornbasket, that´s a wee bit suspicious!”
The traitor knew that his game was finished. “So you both survived the traps set for you!” he yelled. “Why did you not slaughter each other afterwards?”
“Ever heard of friendship?” Martin shot back. “Loyality?”
“Or of thinking before acting?” Clark added, grinning.
“You have no idea”, Hornbasket lamented. “Yes, I payed Marinus to feed you the false information about the Oro Grande. And I made up the story about the diary. But I did not do so from ill intention! Captain!”
“Of course not”, Jarundo nodded, grimly. “You were just bored, I suppose.”
“I… no! Do not make fun of me! You don´t know the man, not face to face!“
“Are you talking about Don Escobedo by any chance?” Clark asked nicely. His facial expression hardened, when he spoke on: “The man I was not afraid to cross blades with as a thirteen-year-old?”
Hornbasked nodded eagerly, ignoring the jab. “Escobedo! He´s a devil! The Don captured my ship and forced me to set a trap for the Errant Eagle´s captains. After I promised it to him, he set me free and arranged everything so that L`Oiseaux could find me and pick me up. The lad would be dead by now, had he not proved useful in this way. See? You see? In a way I saved your friend´s life, Clark.”
The privateer spat on the ground. “The Don cannot harm you where he can´t find you. Once free, you should not have felt bound any longer to an extorted pledge!” “Yes”, Martin agreed. “You played along with the Don not out of fear, but because you craved revenge!”
The pirate tried a final plea: “You are not going to kill me now, are you? If it had been the other way around, Martin, Clark, you would not have let me sail away with your loot of a full year, either!”
“I do not wish to spill blodd, indeed, not today”, Clark said. “But as english major it´s my duty to bring captured pirates to trial.”

*

Daniel Morris, called Hornbasket, would arrive in Eleuthera alive. Beyond this the captains promised nothing. They would not have been able to keep any further promise anyway.
The crew was not happy having to deliver the traitor unharmed, so Martin, Clark and Jarundo spiced the trip up for them with an entertaining idea. In Cayonne they bought a waitresses dress and bonnet and had the prisoner don it. Chains around his ankles the pirate had to serve the eagles `round the clock. He sewed, brushed, washed, dried and folded their clothing, served the meals, cleaned up the dishes and had to sing a jolly tune to the other seamen´s work. On top of it he was exempt from all hard work like deck cleaning, because it wasn´t a woman´s place to be. “Since we´ve got Daniela on the ship, I have learned to apprecciate a woman in the house”, James Perry remarked one day. The name stuck.
In Eleuthera Captain Martin stayed on the Errant Eagle. He did not like the surprises Eleuthera threw at him each visit.
The eagles waved Hornbasket goodbye. “Farewell, Daniela darling!” Eric said, kissing her hand. “And stay clean in prison, else you do not go to heaven!” Creed shouted after the prisoner.
Eleuthera´s commander looked the maiden up and down. “If I had a daughter that ugly“, he could not help but sputter, “I´d advice her, too, to join some pirate crew - but in men´s clothing! With a ladies´ beard like hers, nobody would smell the rat.“ 
“Sidney, you´d be amazed how this beard grows if not shaved daily very thoroughly”, Jarunod joyfully replied. Then Captain Clark revealed the she-pirate´s true identity to the officer. 
“Another pirate”, the fortress´ commander mused. “He can hang together with the rest next Thursday. I´ll inform the judge about his arrival.”
“What rest?” Clark asked.
Commander Sidney invited the privateer to accompany him into the fortress. “Have a look for yourself, Major!” he offered. “Our coast patrol managed to capture Gaston Muselier recently!”
“Muselier!” Clark repeated. “Did he feel threatened by our fellow countrymen in the Caribbean to come here?”
“I think so. But our waters were unknown to him and so his ship got stuck. All we had to do was fetch his gang from their sandbank. Embarassing for both sides, but I do not complain.”
“That was past time!” Jarundo said from his heart. “Muselier´s a slaughterer. He sinks ships at his leisure, never leaving more than a single survivor, when he seizes a prize. Even his compatriots in Matrinique spat upon hearing his name.”
“If one deserves the rope even more than Daniela, than Captain Muselier!” Clark agreed with his friend.
“I´d love to see the man hang”, the commander admitted. “He´s in here, by the way.” He pointed at one of two doors to their left while shoving Hornbasket through into a cell across the floor. “I´ll have trousers fetched for you, later”, he promised him, then closed the heavy oaken door, turning the key in the lock. “And this is where he´s going spend the next three month while his men work in the quarry and the brick-works”, the commander continued with a final glance into Muselier´s cell.
“Legitimate Letter de Marque?” Clark pressumed.
“Unfortunately”, Sidney confirmed. “Three month solitary confinement was the maximum sentence.” Then the officer smiled. “But things were put into perspective and you´ll find that there indeed is a divine justice.”
“So?”
“Yes, Major.”
The commander led the two guests away from the four solitary cells into the next room. It was dominated by two large cage-cells. Behind the bars lay, sat or stood, tied to the wall by chains around their wrists and ankles, about twenty men. Only a rare fewof the  inmates were not suffering from at least a light wound.
“Captain Muselier produces losses as if he was aiming for an ancient roman March of Triumph”, the englishman explained. “But these dogs here are far worse! They are the pirates going to hang next thursday.”
“Which ship?” Clark asked involuntarily.
Commander Sidney adressed the man sitting closest to the bars. Around the man´s head was a thick bandage. The cloth also covered the prisoner´s right eye, or what would be left of it. “Come on! Introduce yourself to the guests!” Sidney ordered.
The man cocked his head ever so slightly. “Why should I?”
The commanders grabbed the man by his shirt, dragging him towards himself. “You could avoid making your miserable life´s final days hell, Maddock!”
“Four-Pound-Maddock!“ Clark exclaimed, surprised. “Of the Soaring Seagull!” He took a step closer, forced Sidney´s hand aside and closed his fingers around the bars. “On Tortuga we´ve heard about your exploits.”
Captain Maddock led a crew recruited from the english colonies of the Bahamas. Many of them had been in debt bondage, working off their tickets to the New World, before they decided to run from their often cruel masters. Others were were escaped forced labour convicts and the rest had been born in the colonies. Their captain was even younger than L`Oiseaux. His nickname he derived from his seagull´s light armament. Fourpound´s tactic was intimidation and extorting of tolls from traders. His list of casualities was surprisingly short for a pirate maintianing success. 
“Fourpound-Maddock?” Clark repeated. “That´s really no comparison!”
“Indeed!” Commander Sidney nodded. “The frenchman overdoes his bloodlust, but this one is another calibre altogether. He´s a traitor to the motherland, leading deserters, robbers, runaway servants and and fugitive criminals. His crimes target the foundations of our government!”
Major Clark folded his arms. What he was muttering to himself the bystanders could not understand. “How much for the whole bunch?” he asked Sidney. 
“What do you mean?”
“Simple, Commander. I own a large piece of land on this island for some little time now. I need workers who develop it for me.”
“No, Major!” Sidney declined. “Not that the purchase in itself would pose a problem. But the town cannot accept your money. You are doing this for pity´s sake, because you once belonged to the same class. But if Governor Langley grants you this favour now, you´ll never be able to sever the ties binding you to your past.”
“Incidentally I was legally binding made major”, the privateer replied. “And from time to time the government issues acts of grace for criminals, provided they enter the military.”
“There´s no such remission valid at the moment.”
“No, perhaps not”, Clark gave in. “In this case do me a favour, please, Commander. Have Hornbasket hanged first, so I can watch it, before I leave the execution site. I think I´m growing soft with age.”
“That´s something that´ll never concern me”, Fourpound said in a fit of grim humour. “Growing old, I mean.”
“Then be thankful”, Clark replied, before he took his leave.

*

“You are taking it rather lightly“, Jarundo adressed his friend when the two were on their way to Clark´s mansion. 
“Because the situation did not come as a surprise to me, brother. Tell me, what do you think about prophetic dreams?”
“I know that fortune-telling is sinful and only the prophets can truly foresee the future. Because the ability was granted to them. they did not actively seek it, you see?”
“No, not really”, Clark admitted. “And perhaps you are right and there are no such dreams. But we learn from experiences made in the past, even if this past never happened.”
Jarundo winced. “I thought you do not drink rum?” he asked, concerned, after his brothers strange speach.

*
 
Daniel “Hornbasket” Morris got a proper trial and was sentenced to death for his many crimes. And just like he had seen it in his dream, Clark of Brackenridge stood by when a pirate captured by him walked to his death. Contrary to the dream he hadn´t quite made it to Admiral, but some considered him a knight…
Fourpound Maddock and his followers, too, waited for their execution today. The one-eyed captain no longer wore bandages around his head. He had not gotten granted an eye patch to cover the empty socket, because his corpse was to look ghastly for the people´s entertainment.
Unlike the crowd in his dream, the people of Eleuthera were acting civilized, though they were eager to see the show. The men, women and children got not disappointed. The first convict was not lucky enough to die a quick death. Instead of breaking his neck while falling. he dangled from the gallow between death and life. The rope around his neck tore into his throat and suffocated the man slowly.
On ther grandstand where the town´s rulership watched the public execution Captain Clark felt slightly sick. This wasn´t about justice. It was about base motives. The privateer knew he should not enjoy Hornbasket´s death throws, but at least, he told himself, he had a personal reason for doing so. The spectators did not care, did not discriminate one death candidate from the other. The show itself was enough for them.
A youth wearing a uniform worked his way through the crowd, ignoring the goings-on, obviously in a hurry. “That´s ensign Goodrick”, the governor realized. “What´s rushing the boy like this?”
Admiral Goodrick´s teenage son left the crowd, passed by the gallow and struggling Hornbasket. He ran up the stairs to the grandstand. “This came with a postal ship today, Sire!” he explained, delivering a wax sealed letter to the governor. “Forgive the intrusion, but I was told it isextremely urgent.”
Sir Langley glanced at the crest in the wax. “From Providence”, he told the bystanders. “What could it be?” “Trouble”, Major Clark assumed and Commander Sidney had to agree.
The governor perused the lines. “It says something about french fleet movements near Florida”, he summed up the contents. “Looks like they´re planning to extend their territory from there.”
“They won´t reach out for Cuba”, Clark thought aloud. “Havanna is too heavily fortified and can sent out troops to the surrounding settlements´ defence in almost no time. That makes us the primary target. The Bahamas.”
Governor Langley nodded. “Providence claims not being able to muster enough men. They cannot send us support. Pshaw! The coward is afraid the spaniards could interpret it as an invitation for an attack on his city, should he send one or two ships away to the north.”
Admiral Goodrick adressed the privateer captain: “I used to formulate your orders in order to give you utmost freedom, Major. But this time I have to insist that you set course to Florida and search for the french´s base of operation!”
Clark nodded resolutely. “You did not need to! I´ll be on my way sooner than you can say ‘frog’.”
“Wait! There´s more!” Governor Langley held back Clark, introducing him to another paragraph of the letter: “Considering the dire circumstances the Bahamas´ governors are held to issue a general amnesty to fill up the ranks of our military.” The island´s ruler handed the paper to Goodrick senior. “Best start with the scum down there. Explain their perspectives to them!”
Rodney Goodrick rose from his chair. He found that the offer came too late for Hornbasket, so he spoke to Captain Maddock and his men. “With your actions you damaged England, so it´s reasonable to make up for your misdeeds in England´s service”, he began his speech…

*

A short while later the Errant Eagle´s crew had grown by twenty-one persons.
“Until further notice only half shares for the loosers, Perry”, Captain Clark ordered his treasurer.
“Why the increase?” Captain Martin demanded to know. The adventurer loathed macabre exhibitions like public executions and so he had not been in town today. His shipmates who had returned together with Clark from the show enlightened their captain about the message from Providence and it´s consequences. “So it´s Florida next?” Martin inquired.
Clark shook his head, amused. “What would we want there? Everything of value I took two years ago during my vacation already.” Before his partner could open his mouth to another question, Clark brought forth a ring from a pocket inside his mantle. “This precious will come in handy one day - I said so on Tortuga, remember?”
Martin took a closer look. He recognized the signet ring from L`Oiseaux´ loot. “This isn´t the crest of Providence´s governor?!”
“Is, too. I forged the amnesty edict and had Jarundo smuggle it into the regular post for me. One day our beloved friend might contest the document, but then he would also have to admit that he lost his ring. I strongly doubt that he will do so just to see two dozen small-scale pirates hang.”
Martin nodded. He was certain that Clark´s cheat would go undetected, still he looked thoughful. “Fourpound Maddock, Eagle”, he said quietly. “Is he a captain?”
Clark sighed. “Tonight we´ll know.”

  


The captain´s daughter

The day after the execution the Errant Eagle was ready to leave port. The Soaring Seagull´s former leader displayed not only a new eyepatch, but also an unquenchable joy of life. He chatted with his new shipmates while the three executed Clark´s order to set sail: “…and then Captain Clark asked me, what I saw up there, just think, Zacharias, Eric! As if I knew the constellations´ names! I can read the current hour, that´s enough.”
“I know the signs of the zodiac”, Eric offered and talked at lengths about the twelve segments and characteristics associated with them. With his knowledge he had already helped Chat Creed narrow his date of birth to two possible month, which was a closer approximation than the man´s parents could have given him.
Captain Clark was satisfied with the turn his talk with Fourpound had taken the night before. Norman Maddock did not have the slightest inkling to the stars´ dance. The only rival Clark had, had suffered a fate worse than death: marriage.
“Move, you lame tort…!” Clark shouted - and stumbled. The seaman regained his footing and recognized the obstacle as a giant green turtle. Close by Martin throned on another one.
“Oh, woe!” Captain Clark lamented. “An evil sorcerer transmorphed my crew into the creatures closest to them in the animal kingdom!”
“Life cargo”, Marita explained. “They make very good soup.”
“Clark´s right, somehow”, Martin said, dismounting. “They do not appear particularily lively.” “They don´t need do”, Clark replied. He adressed the turtle right next to him: “Do not be surprised, my good beast, that, what´s dragging itself across my ship even slower than you, that is my crew.”
Suddenly the bright voice of a boy rang out from the quay: “One warship´s good as the next!” 
“Is not!”
“Is too!”
“Alfred Winston!” Clark shouted down. “What´s your problem down there?“
“Captain!” the child-pirate complained. He stuck his finger out at Goodrick junior, a halfgrown man of fourteen years, standing next to him. “Tell the landlubber that one warship is not as good as the next!” Freddie flashed his hatred at the admiral´s son. “Or must I beat it into you again?”
“Just you try”, young Goodrick smiled. “Perhaps this time I´ll notice a sting or so of it, kid.”
“Alfred´s right”, Martin answered in Clark´s stead. “The Errant Eagle is the best.”
“I say! And that´s why I want to aquire my leutnant´s commission here!” Goodrick confirmed. “Two years ago I already served some time on a ship, now I´m fourteen and father wants to assign me to the Falcon!”
Major Clark shhok his head. “That´s no ship, that´s a bathtub”, he declared. Fourpound´s men would have disagreed strongly, since it had been the Falcon sinking their Soaring Seagull. But a light coastal patrol ship was not good enough for the admiral´s son.
“One ship´s as good the other when it comes to which captain signs my commission”, the teenager claimed. “But I want the best!” 
“Damn, lad, Clark and I are still trying to work this out”, Captain Martin laughed.
“Jump aboard and stay until we´ve settled that matter”, the major offered the applicant. “And give my treasurer your first name. For some obscure reason Governor Langley places great importance on knowing such things.”
Ronald Goodrick nodded eagerly. On the Errant Eagle an ensign would have to do more than help reef the sails and even Martin had not yet managed to negotiate a regular pay for the eagles, but this was part of the adventure the teenager craved.
James Perry added Goodrick´s name to the roll. It could not hurt having a close relative of the admiral´s aboard, just in case a hostage would be needed, the man thought.
“That´s what he meant with one ship being as good and so on”, Alfred thought aloud, coming up after the ensign. “Could have told me so in the first place! By the way, the postal ship carried a letter for the captain. I do not know which one, though. Here it is!”
Clark recognized his own name on the document. He also knew the sender´s seal: “It´s from Escobedo!”
Freddie stood at his toes behind Clark, looking at the paper as if he could read. “That´s your mortal enemy!” he gasped. Martin, too, stepped closer, but kept his curiosity in check.
“This is a cruel joke”, Clark whispered, when he had finished studying the letter. He handed it over to Martin. 
“The Don claims having kidnapped your… what?!” the man exclaimed.
“My daughter”, Clark confirmed.
Freddie looked from one captain to the other. “I thought you two are…? Man! Out captain´s not missing out on anything!” The boy laughed out loud, yelling: “Captain Clark has a bastard! Cpatain Clark has a bastard! Captain Clark has a baaaaaaaaaaaaaa…!”
For his cheek the boy found himself grabbed at his belt and tossed overboard. His news had to wait for the time Freddie needed to climb out of the water and return to the ship. Soon every eagle would know it.
“Escobedo has any child, but not your daughter, hasn´t he?” Martin probed. 
“Escobedo still believes me a man”, Clark said. “I don´t know what he thinks he´s figured out there.”
Martin studied his partner´s features. “Eagle? Something troubles you…”
“I… I almost had a child, indeed”, the alleged man revealed his lifemate. “I was nineteen years old and unlike many women never had been with child before...“

1629, Providence

She had been one of many, this young englishwoman. Disguised, far away from home and with a  child not in keeping with her station under her heart. The half-indian studied the boyish-looking woman and shook her head doubtfully. “You come a bit late. I do not know if I can relief you of it.”
“He´ll do it on his own when it´s time”, the woman laughed.
In her combined kitchen and sleeping chamber´s twilight the matchmaker shook her head again, this time astonished. “You want it? Then why have you come here?”
Jenny of Brackenridge listened up. Only slowly the unthinkable sank in. Even at the inhumane plantation nobody had pondered killing unborn children. Slave breeding was not yet rampant in this era, but when it happened, new slaves at cost price were too valueable a gift to throw away. 
“I thought you were a midwife!”
“Sometimes”, the half-caste confirmed. “In rare, precious moments. Once I found a girlchild at the beach and put her up with a family. But before and after I had to live off something.”
“Only pirates and undertakers make their living from from people´s deaths!” Jenny flared up. “You will help this child into the world! He´s Captain Clark´s son!”
“So certain?“
“Even more.“ 
 “Capitano Clark is a rising star in the pirate-sky. He may have sired this child, but does that really make him the father? Oh, child, where is your captain now?”
“He´ll return in about five months”, the pregnant woman said, full of conviction. “Once his son is born.”
“Do not waste your faith to the sea, she is treacherous and fickle.”
“You know nothing about the sea, land-dweller!”
“At your age, I, too, thought I knew everything better.”
The matchmaker wtached her visitor walking over to the kitchen place. Jenny noticed some leftover gruel that had grown cold in the pot and started digging in hungrily. The elder woman allowed it.
“If you can pay I´ll help you in the manner you ask” she told the mother-to-be. “But it should be many coins, for assisting in a needless birth. You are going to suffocate the brat anyway when the father won´t come calling ever again!”
“You´ve seen it happen too often, is it?” Janney wondered aloud while looking around in the hut for something else to eat. “The gist is, I also need a wet nurse. Because I´ll vanish soon as the captain returns.”
“What?”
“Well, I know the sea and she´s fickle indeed. Everchanging, so to say.”
Jenny loosened a bottle from her belt. An engraving marked it as property of the royal barque “Royal Bride”. The pregnant set down on a chair, leaned back and took a large gulp of what the half-indian feared was brandy. “That´s crazy”, Jenny whispered. “My best friends I keep in the dark about my identitiy, but here I sit, revealing to a witch and murderer the secret of Captain Clark…”

*

Jenny canceled the nurse. And ordered her anew. And canceled again. 
She met a shipwright of french heritage. From her step-uncle she had learned a bit about carpentry and the two had much to talk about. The matchmaker foresaw a cosy future for Jenny and an abrupt end of Captain Clark´s career loom in the horizon. Then the mother told Sulpicius Fillon about the ship her husband had built in Providence. That he planned to take her along for the voyage. But perhaps he would never return from the sea…
Sulpicuis comforted the woman and made some suggestions for the Aquila´s design. Jenny took his advice and put down Fillon´s name as the first one to the roll. Absent Captain Clark had no say in this matter. 
While the child grew within Jenny, her conflict tore apart the young woman. The matchmaker expected a miscarriage, but she still did not know Captain Clark good enough. But she liked Little Jenny, as the people in Providence called his wife.
When the time of birth came, Jenny succumbed to the burden. She fainted, never to regain consciousness. Waking up from the dark was privateer-captain Clark, owner of a majestic ship, but childless. Together with Silpicius Fillon, whom he called “Chips” in the manner of the english, he stood at the grave of his Jenny and the nameless child. Mother and (the pirate assumed it as naturally) son. Died in childbirth.
In retrospect the day his son had been stillborn seemed the privateer as the one he had stopped thinking of himself as a woman. But hadn´t he been unable to live this role properly beforehand? The wish for revenge overshadowed his relief of being rescued from the plantation. Being respected by his comrades on the “Royal Bride” had been as important to him as finding security in Isaac´s arms. And when Isabel had been a little girl, she had worked hard in the stables to buy herself a set of new ribbons in her favourite color - red. But the joy had paled when she found out that her best friend had earned double her wage for the same job, because he was a boy. No, as woman the privateer captain thought, he had failed miserably. 

*

“You never saw the child“, Captain Martin said, back in the present.
“Martin!!!”
“Eagle, listen! The Don has his sources, just like us! Your child may not be a son, but it could be alive, after all!“
“Escobeo´s making this up. He tricked us before.”
“I´m not suggesting sailing into his arms. But Providence is an english port. We could travel there and ask around. The island makes a good stopp for our journey to Puerto Bello, where the charming Don´s waiting for you.”
“He can wait there ´till Judgement Day, for all I care!”
“And the girl?” Martin challenged.
“What girl, Martin?”
“The teenage woman suspected to be Captain Clark´s daughter. Whether it´s true or not, association with your name endangered her. You owe her. If you save twenty pirates from the gallows, rescuing a maiden in distress should not pose a question.”
“Am I Jenny de Monet, the good shepard of Westindia nowadays, or what?”
“If that´s true, than it sheds a real bad light on the state of all the others´ souls.”

*

“Trader isn´t a proper type, but a collective term for many different designs”, Major Clark taught his new ensign during the voyage to Providence. “You´ll get to differentiate them by the shape and size of their hold, mainly. Expect to spend many hours of your life unloading cargo.”
Ronald “Ricky” Goodrick nodded well-behaved. Then he pointed at a ship travelling close by for two days now. “What kind´s that one, Sir?”
“A flute. Can you tell me a flute´s best quality, ensign?”
In his boyhood Ricky could not have imagined a flute having any quality worth naming. His father the admiral looked down on the dutch trading vessels. But now that he had left his home, the young englishman expanded his knowledge each day. “The way how she lies deep in the water”, he gave the correct answer. “Because that means many hours of unloading!”
Clark slapped the youth´s shoulder encourangingly. 
“As a father you cut a fine figure”, Whipcrack grinned. Clark replied by means of his fist into the other man´s face. “You´ve yet to make a child they can kidnap!” he snapped.

*

Fleecing the flute had lifted the eagle´s spirits a bit. But the closer they came to Providence, the more worried he grew. Not just the impending confrontation with his past, but the actual present was responsible for his brooding: “There are way too many ships around for my taste. Many of them are spaniards, to boot… too many this close to our borders. I do not like it.”
“I do, as long as they are traders”, Captain Martin replied. “But what do you think about this behemoth over there?” A full blown warship´s silouette had appeared on the horizon.
“It should not take one wonder that Spain ist broke all the time if they construct such monsters in large quantity. Luckyly we are able to make it Providence before them and alert the defenders.”
However, the island´s defenders did not value the eagles´ aid. Instead they took offence in the galleon´s presence. Stunned Major Clark beheld the spanish flag that now waved over the walls. “We´ve got to retreat, circle around the island at night, sneak in and check just how grave the situation is”, Clark mused, but Captain Martin came up with a better idea: “We´ll sail into port officially and in the open. All it takes is a bit of needlework. But you´ll have to disguise yourself, too.”
“The Errant Eagle is known all over the place, Martin. A rainbow-colored dog would escape the spaniard´s notice, but not our eagle. You cannot fool them by just hoisting their own colors.”
“True! And that´s why we´ll rescurrect the Black Dog.”

*

Three patrol ships from Santa Catalina, formerly known as Providence, closed in on the Errant Eagle. The warriors were more than a bit uneasy when they approached the galleon. But the english privateer-ship did not open it´s gun hatchs or raise battle-sails and neither were weapons distributed to the crew.
“Clark´s mocking us”, a spanish leutnant gave voice to his fears. “You´ll see, Capitano, he´s got a nasty surprise in store for us!”
But nothing happened. Calm and peaceful the Errant Eagle lay in the water, waiting to be boarded. The seamen went about their regular tasks unfettered, hardly looking up.
“Welcome to the Errant Eagle”, the captain greeted the soldiers. “We´ve got nothing to hide.”
“Captain…”
“Well, it´s not Clark, obviously”, the pirates´ leader said, bowing theatrically. Clothed all in black, with a black coat and a black hat sporting thick white feathers, his face masked - there could be no doubting this man´s identity. “Chien del´Onyx, spanish privateer from Trinidad”, he introduced himself. “And before I´m suspected being my old enemy Clark the Shark under that mask, feel free to have a look at him down in our holding cells.”
“Capitano Clark - captured?!”
“By me and my men”, Chien confirmed. Beaming with pride Korthals, Spencer and Peralta stood next to their captain. They numbered among the less flamboyant and thus less often overlooked eagles. There were no bountys on their individual heads yet. “I had to throw the other captain, that Martin, overboard”. Chien explained. “His performance as cabin steward left much to be desired.”
“What happened to the rest of the officers? Clark´s indian, the witch and the dutch rebel?”
“I hope Don Escobedo will reward me for their capture, too”, Chien admitted. “I´m on my way to an appointment with him, to deliver the prisoner.”
The spaniards´ tension lessened with each word of the black clad captain and gave way to feelings of triumph, when they had visited the englishman rendered harmless in his cell. Only Chien del´Onyx was unable to relax even after the spaniards had been completely convinced of his sincerity and welcomed the Errant Eagle to Santa Catalina. More than one hidden weapon was aimed at him, but they were not wielded by the spanish soldiers, but his own shimpmates. Clark´s privateers were ready to jump into action and subdue the Black Dog at the slightest hint of betrayal.

*

After being freed again from their cells, Clark´s more infamous and well-known followers were smart enough to stay out of sight. Only the captain himself insisted on going to shore personally. Clark left the ship at Chien´s side, having thrown a grey pilot´s coat over his clothing in his cabin already.
“It´s his own fault if he gets caught!” Ricky exclaimed. “As if a hooded cape would suffice as disguise! But it´s a damn shame…” Chien and the eagle payed the words of warning no heed. Ronald Goodrick could not know what the real disguise was.
Entering town as “Chien de´Onyx” instead of “Captain Martin” came with a few drawbacks: Martin would have payed his respects to the governor, but Chien had to be thankful for the rare honor of getting received by the nobleman. 
The black dog and his beatiful, yet veiled, female companion stood in the same parlour where Martin had negotiated their Letter de Marque the year before. The spanish governor was different from his english predecessor in the color of his mantle only. When it came to money, they were of one heart and one mind. “Santa Catalina is going to prosper under spanish rule. I have great plans for the town!”, the man told the pirate who had defeated Captain Clark. “Why don´t you renew your papers here and bring the crown´s shares to me instead to far-away Trinidad?”
“It would be an honor“, Chien replied and payed, without haggling, the charge asked for issuing a Letter de Marque against the netherlands. The way the document was formulated, it would not help at all in case a ship belonging to the Dutch Westindia Company was seized. The governor did not enlighten the black dog about this little detail. Martin, however, needed no explanation. He knew it well himself.
“One thing you´ve got to give the man”, Jenny remarked, when the two left the residence again. “He did not think us dumb enough to write “Holland”.” Chien nodded. “Spain - every country - collects the licensees´ fees, but when you need it, you cannot count on their support. The governors play along with this scheme. A privateer captain gets milked, but once he looses his usefulness on account of getting captured, he disappears forever. You may live a privateer, but you always die a pirate.” “One should compile an almanach with the greatest howlers of those so-called protective documents”, Jenny agreed. “But to sell it as funny book or work of warning?”
In truth she did not feel like joking. The buildings damaged or destroyed in the battle for Providence testified to a fight nobody seemed to remember. The citizens and inhabitants of the town went about their daily business, drank, chatted and laughed. Only a handful of civillians was wounded. At first the arrivals were puzzled, but then the truth dawned to them. 
“I´ve yet to see a familiar face”, Jenny whispered. Chien nodded. “And you know why this is so. The spaniards brought their own settlers here in a second wave.”
“That means they can throw not only their regular troops, but a considerable number of militia members into battle.” It also meant that the english population had been expelled from town to the islands interior. Obviously the spaniards had learned from their earlier experience in St. Kitts. When the english military - assisted by the old Aquila - retook the island, they could count on the help of the subjugated french and english population.
Chien steered towards a tavern. “Let´s have a drink after this shock!” he suggested.
Four large barrels normally used by fishermen to preserve their catch served as the only tables in front of the tavern. Jenny knew that it would look no different inside. She remembered similar arrangements from Bilbao. To keep patrons from spending too much time in the tavern, the innkeepers were instructed to offer no seats at all. Many spanish towns tried to keep the number of drunken people in the streets down this way - one just did not linger long enough in this uncomfortable a place to get drunk.
With some suspicion the landlord eyed the strange pair. He had already heard the rumour about Captain Clark gotten captured by Chien del´Onyx. So the privateer´s presence posed no problem - that of his companion all the more. “We don´t serve women here!” the man barked.
“Did I, in word or action, even hint at wishing to indulge in this vice?” Jenny hissed back. “I´m not going to enter this den of inquity.”
“As you wish, my dear”, Chien chuckled, leading her the only unoccupied barrel. “But we should rest a bit… watch the city life go by and enjoy the sun.”
The landlord´s protests ceased. Tone, bearing and her spanish that was better than that of many native speakers had convinced the man that Jenny was not just a spruced up pirate-darling, but a real Donna.
“No rum”, Chien said, diasappointed, after a quick glance over the other makeshift-tables. Not one of the patrons had ordered the new sugar-drink and that meant it wasn´t available here yet.
“What are you talking about, stranger?”
“A little business you won´t rue, master landlord. I´ll delve into the details if you can serve me a good wine and forget the bill.” 
“Deal!“ the man agreed. “But if I don´t like your ware the wine´ll cost you double!”
“No chance I´m going to loose this”, Chien smirked. 
At the table farthest away from the pair a young barkeep discussed with two other guests, two workers, one of them of gigantic proportions. The large man´s companion pointed towards a shoemakers workshop across the street. Once again the waiter said something and as so many times before, the smaller man shook his head. It seemed to be more than the youth could handle on his own, so he went to ask his employer.
“What´s so urgent, Pablo?” the man bellowed. “Can´t you see I´m trying to conduct business here?” “Sure, but if you can´t help, then I´ve got to call the city watch”, the youth said in his defence.
Attracted by a donna´s presence at a place not normally accessible for women, the arguing youngling and his boss and the privateer and his sweetheart talking to each other in a foreign language, a guardsman approached all by his own. “What´s the matter here? At this early a time?”
“It´s the two englishmen, over there”, the waiter answered, pointing towards the patrons. “They have no certificate of employment or trade agreement to show. Neither are they on an errand or own any document proving that they are in town legally.”
“Vagrants you do not need to serve”, the landlord re-assured his employee. In his opinion there was nothing else to say to the subject and he was ready to turn his attention to Chien and the Donna again. In short words he explained to them that english people were no longer wanted in town. “Those who did not outright flee like their coward of a governor were driven away in a handful of days´ time. They are allowed to visit Santa Catalina town, but are forbidden to work here or profit from any service without the proper documents. Especially the once upstanding citizens are unhappy with the situation, as you can imagine.” 
The guardsman, however, realized, that it was time to earn his pay. He gave a sigh and walked over to the supposed vagrants. 
The cobbler from across the street now, too, joined the scene. “Is there trouble?”
“Yes, there is, especially for you, if you complicate my job”, the city watch man´s eyes promised.
“That´s the one we work for”, the smaller of the two englishmen claimed, when he saw the shoemaker.
“But you cannot prove it?”
“Well, I´m good with numbers and measures”, the shoe-maker admitted. “Writing is not my speciality. But it´s true, I employ these two in my workshop. Gordon was the former owner´s journeyman and Eliot sees to everything selse that needs doing.”
“And can one of you read and write?” the guardsman asked the english.
“Yes, him”, the smaller one answered, nodding into his massive drinking partner´s direction.
“Then have your friend pen down a certificate of employment and your employer puts his name on it to the best of his ability”, the guard suggested. “That should not pose a problem.”
“It does. Gordon neither understands spanish nor can he write it.”
Close to desperation the city watch man removed his helmet and tossed it down onto the barrel serrving as table. “Isn´t there a bloody scribe in this town?”
“That´s too costly!” the cobbler protested. “Am I to pay the scribe out of my own pocket? The government should get informed about how honest craftsmen are robbed here!”
“Employ fellow countrymen”, the spanish guard grumbled. “Oh, no, I forgot: they cost more…”
Jenny and Chien could not follow the discussion any longer. They accompanied the landlord to his backroom. When they left at a while later, both sides were happy and Chien had not needed to pay for the wine. 
The four men outside had still not been able to solve their problem, but at least they had procured a large jug of brandy. Eliot and Gordon threatened to leave, if the cobbler insisted on his suggestion to deduct the scribe´s payment off their wage. The guardsman was most probably looking forward to a reprimand for being drunk while at duty
Finally Eliot asked his employer for a sheet of paper. The wine had spured on his creativity and he believed to know the solution to their dilemma now. Syllable by syllable the man dictated Gordon, what he had to write. “Alright, let´s begin! Write: Cer - ti - fi - ca - do de tra - ba - jo.“ Gordon put the sounds to paper, carefully and as spanish as he could: “Zer tee ficha doh de tra bayoh”.
“Em - ple - a - do nom - bre“, Eliot went on. Eventually Gordon got the hang of identifying the spaces between words. “Emplayado nompray” the large scotsman wrote and Eliot, the shoemaker and the guard thought, it looked impressive and correct. The four men slapped each others´ shoulders and called for more brandy. 
“Ah, everything´s working out nicely”, the landlord remarked at the sight of this conciliatory a scene. “A good deal made and two new regulars gained!”

*

A familiar figure diverted the captains´ attention from the goings-on in the tavern. Out of a side street their erstwhile cabin steward, the seaman Benson, came. Bobby walked with the help of two crutches, because his left foot was heavily bandaged, but he had survived the taking over of Providence, at least.
“Hey, Bobby, over here!” Chien called out to the man.
Benson stood petrified. “The Black Dog´s ghost!” he gasped. “Is it really you, Onyx?”
“Yes, I´m back”, Chien del´Onyx laughed. “Now come here, I´ve got some questions for you!”
Bob Benson put a rucksack over his shoulders, then he obeyed. “I bought medicine”, he explained to his former captain. “I´m here with the wagon. How I ended up on this island? After we thought you dead, we men from Aruba joined Captain Clark. He´s a bit mad, but I should not speak bad about him. I owe him my life, after all.”
“Well, mad or no, Clark´s Errant Eagle´s in port safe and sound, whereas your Badluck Bait did not survive her first seafight” Chien replied sharply.
Bobby´s eyes widened! “How come you know about the Badluck Bait, Chien?”
“Long story”, the Black Dog declined. “We are searching for Indian-Aggie. Do you have any idea what became of her?”
“Aggie the witch? Ha! They could not poke her out of her rat´s hole. I doubt anybody would even try. Aggie´s far too useful to drive her out of town or bother her with a certificate of employment. You´ll find her…”
“I know where”, Jenny interrupted the man. “Come, Chien!”
“Will you wait for as with your wagon, please?” Chien asked Bob Benson. “Might be we´ll need it later.“
“My pleasure, Chien! Now that I see you standing there, I´d really love to set sail again with you. The judge I served got killed in the battle, the master tailor is not the worst new employer, but it was always fun on the Midnight…”
“I don´t know whether Chien has enough lifeboats to compensate your consumption of them in the long run, Badluck”, Jenny chuckled.
“How does your girl know the Badluck Bait was a rowing boat?!” Bob moaned. “Are you ghosts after all?”
“Of the good kind”, the Black Dog grinned, then he followed Jenny into the alleys and the shabbier parts of town.

*

The sharp order “Hands up!” rang out just when the pair had walked around a corner. They had entered a back alley where many barrels, hay bales and crates were piled up - a smuggler´s or fence´s open-air storeroom, Clark suspected. The speaker´s voice was bright, like a boy´s or very young man´s. “Give us all your money, spanish dog! A pity you cannot understand this, so I´ll have to go with killing you…”
“The proper word would have been ‘relinquish’, though I also see a good chance for ‘hand over’ in the given context”, Jenny answered. Each word bought her some more time to pinpoint the man´s exact location.“A pity you are lacking the full grasp of the tongue you parade so proudly before us, lad!”
“I hardly understand what she says, other than her english´s real“, the robber said out of his hiding place. “Perhaps she´s no spaniard after all?”
“Not real”, Jenny reprimanded the man. “Learned people and gentlemen say genuine.”
“Ha, yeah, alright, lady”, the robber laughed. “It´s okay. You may pass, both of you. Beat it!”
“In Market Street a man with four legs and four wheels is waiting”, Jenny told the brigand. “If you and you companions should be interested in leaving this forlorn island with the Errant Eagle, then report to him!”
“What crap is this? The Eagle was captured!”
“Of course I´m going there and let me take prisoner, too”, another, even younger, voice sneered.
“Yes, perhaps it is a trick. We should shoot down these two - just in case…”
By now Jenny and Chien knew exactly where their enemies were entrenched. The Black Dog´s first shot punctured a hay bale and the scream from behind it told the marksman that the rogue hiding there was not wounded, but far too frightened to return the fire.
The ball shot from the pitsol in his left hand hit the chain of a street lantern hanging from a wall. It went down and hit the the mouthy leader of the little gang on his head. Jenny had to free her own pistol from her skirt before fireing, so she had time for one shot only, despite the fact that she shared Chien´s ambidexterity. She hit the barrel the third robber was sitting behind and just like his friend behind the hay bale this one, too, was too intimidated to react in any way.
Unfettered by the clamour rising behind them, the two captains went on their way.

*

“That´s what I call a witch´s kitchen”, Chien murmured, when he entered the half-indian´s hut. An ancient woman appeared from out of the darkness inside. She beheld a daring adventurer and a lady and reflexively grabbed the sheep-bowels from her rich supply of contraseptives. “I´m not a man for sheep”, the privateer grumbled, but Jenny readily exchanged the goods for some coin. “Parts of sheep have their place in bed”, she explained. “One can never have enough of them.” Until now Chien had believed in those words´ wisdom, too. But ever since Don Escobedo´s letter had arrived, he thought about that Clark was still ahead of him in one thing: She had a child of her own. So naturally Francois needed to catch up with her.
Indian-Aggie pricked her ears. Jenny´s voice was unusually deep for a woman´s - it was what made her Captain-Clark-disguise perfect - and the woman had never forgotten it. “I know this voice!” the old woman exclaimed, overjoyed. She took a closer look at the pair. “Chien del´Onyx and Captain Clark? I see! This young man has “captured“ you indeed, Jenny, or should I say: captivated?” The flashed the she-pirate a warm smile and added: “Your secret is safe here, Jenny-child.”
“Another secret led us here”, Chien said. “One that was not safe from Don Escobedo!”
“I won´t feign innocence here”, Aggie admitted.
Jenny stared at the woman. “The child is alive?! Really?”
“You never knew it. But it was best for all involved, Jenny.”
Chien´s grin deepened under his mask. He visibly enjoyed hearing someone adress Captain Clark by his first name. 
Aggie went far back: “I watched you closely these last weeks before the birth. And I realized what you refused to believe: That you would leave behind the child without being able to let go.”
“So you lied to Jenny, to grant her her freedom.”
“Correct, Captain Onyx. The herb-mush I gave you to eat, J…” Jenny´s eyes flared with the ember of more than one hell. A sixth sense for danger cultivated over many decades and a healthy survivial instinct made Aggie reconsider her words: “These herbs, Captain Jenny, had no soothing effect as I told you. Instead of killing your pain, they killed you - in a way. The medicine made you loose consciousness in the right moment. I took your little girl and brought it to the woman who could not deny me any favour I asked for: My first foundling, who had born a son the month before. She would raise both babes as siblings.”
“Then I have a daughter for real”, Jenny whispered, trying to find out how she felt about it. Chien slapped her shoulder in a chummy way. “You are not the first seaman who has to face this realization in this or that port”, he told his wife. “Just the first female one.”
Aggie crackled. Then she told her guests: “The Don assissted the attack at Providence with his ship and his own troops.”
“He may have hoped I would come to the town´s defence personally and walk right into his mousetrap”, Jenny mused. “Did Escobedo knew in advance what he had to look for here?”
“No. But he asked around about everything even remotely connected to Captain Clark and he already knew about his betrothal to Jenny Little. He came to me when I was unprepared and noticed at once that I held something back. Escobedo shouted at me, he threatened to drive me from town into the woods. I kept the secret. But then he said he´d accuse me of witchcraft if I continued my resistance. When I told him about the child, he probed no further. As I said, this secret, at least, is safe.”
“We´ll take him to the task, once and for all“, Jenny promised. “But first… first I´d like to meet the parents.”

*

Sixteen years into her marriage there were still moments when Kate Anders could not believe her luck. She, an orphan, had won the attention and affection of the respected master tailor of Providence! She had thought that working as a maid in his father´s house was the peak of the social ladder for a girl of her heritage and so had Joshuah´s father. But his son had made up his mind and decided to take Seashore Kate for his wife. She gave him a wonderful son and a month later a beautiful daughter, something no other woman in all of Westinida could claim. The family had a wonderful time together, but then the tailor lost the workshop, his home and his daughter in short succession.
Frustrated Joshuah lifted his axe. His new home was called “the village”, because the city of Providence half a day´s march away was just “the Town” (pronounced with a capital letter). Aquirering good fabric and sell the products of his craft in town would soon proof unprofitable for the englishman. The female villagers span their own threads, weaved their own cheap cloth and sewed all the clothes they and their familys needed with their own hands. Neither could they pay a tailor, nor did they need one. Joshuah´s son Eduard faced a future as a woodcutter or farmer in the forest. He would never inherit his father´s profession or workshop now. From the spaniards´ point of view the new situation made sense. Not only had they taken over a functioning, even prospering, town, the townspeople´s expulsion also served the purpose of making new farmers and herders. They were needed to produce more food for the city dwellers. And those produced what mankind had perfected since the days of Adam and Eve: more city dwellers.
“Eddy?” the man shouted, in the hope the boy, who had skipped work today, would at least show up for evening meal. The sound of a horse-drawn vehicle approaching told the former tailor that Bobby had returned from his errand in town. Undoubtly the servant would immediately start preparing Eddy´s favourite supper.
“I´m here, father”, the thirteen-year-old´s voice rang out from the cart´s direction.
“Eduard Anderson!” Master Anders exclaimed when he turned around and beheld the scene in his back. Not only the servant had returned to the dereclict old hut the family had found and repaired, but five people with him. Eddy jumped off the wagon first, followed by two youths about two years older than him, one of them sporting a large bump on his head.
“You were in town even though I forbade it!” Joshuah reproached his son. “And you, Blake, are here again, despite I told you that we do not want thiefs in this village!”
“Calm down, Mister Anders”, the youth called Blake grumbled. “We are only taking back from the spaniards´ pockets what they have carried out of our houses! Or am I to thank them for putting my mother to death as a mere collateral damage? Should Cavendish rejoyce because his mom´s nearly dying from fear for her husband, who has been thrown into the dungeons as an alleged rebel?”
“You already were nothing but a rogue before the fall of Providence, Blake!”
“We´ll be away soon enough”, the young rogue tried to appease the woodcutter. Furtively he rubbed his bump. “Tomorrow Kevin and I leave this island and we´ll return no sooner than we are so rich, it doesn´t matter what language we speak! `cause everybody has to bow before us then!”
“Eddy - to the house!” the adult ordered. “Cavendish and Blake - off my yes! Bobby…”
“I never noticed Eddy had hidden in the cart, Mister Anders”, Bob Benson admitted. “I would not have allowed him to come along, had I known.” 
The servant held out his hand to help the lady get off the cart. It looked silly, considering his crutches. Then Jenny and Chien del´Onyx stood in front of the tailor/woodcutter. Joshuah Anders sized up the stranger. “Chien del´Onyx, I take it”, he said, eventually. “Legends aren´t in the habit of dying for real and now that the spaniards are here, this island is a safe haven for you. Well and good, so far, but a mosquito-plagued dump is no place to bring a lady to.”
The lady was far too deeply stirred to protest. She allowed the men to place her on a bench in front of the hut´s shudderless window. Standing nearby the three men continued their talking. Of course the news about Captain Clark being taken captive was part of the talk. Bob Benson stocked in his report several times. Having served under both Chien and Clark, he did not know how to behave in front of the one captain who had defeated the other.
Meanwhile Jenny noticed a ragdoll sitting on the windowsill. It wore a darning needle like a rapier at her girdle. She grabbed it. His visitor´s interest in the toy did not escape Mister Anders´ notice. “My daughter Ann dressed the doll up like this“, he explained. “Well, not really my daughter, but… It´s not what you may think, Captain Onyx! My wife is honorable!”
Chien raised his hands in aplacating “I never blamed her!” - manner. After having watched the tailor´s first outburst, he did not want to give him another handle. Especially not while Anders was still holding the heavy woodcutter´s axe in his hands.
“We took the girlchild in when her mother died, ´cause we had a little one of our own by that time”, Joshuah remembered as through a dream-mist. After twelve years it just did matter no longer how each of his children had arrived in this world. But everything had been turned upside down recently… “Eddy and Ann grew up like twins, but my Eduard is such a rascal! He has a bad influence on his sister.”
Jenny had played absentmindedly with the doll. She noticed that another darning needle stuck in it´s back. It punctured the body anatomically correct. The imagined attacker had pierced the heart from under the rips upwards instead of targeting the ribcage, that served as an internal natural armor in the human body. “Someone practicing Voodoo here?”
Joshuah took a step closer towards the woman. He took the doll, stroked it´s head and said softly: “Since Ann´s away we did not change anything in her belongings.”
Chien feigned innocence: “Did the father fetch back the girl?”
“The father? Return to your ship, if you wish to learn about the father! You´ll find my Kate there, too, I suppose. She earns a bit of extra money as chairwoman in town. Heaven alone knows what we believed to spent it for in this wilderness!”
“One of my crew is the father?”
“This was the english colonial capital in the New World, once, Captain Onyx. Your prisoner Captain Clark is the father. For this reason a spanish nobleman took Ann hostage. You saved him the trouble by capturing Clark. Now he must give back our child!”
Jenny stood up. “The captain would not wish his daughter return to occupied Providence”, she stated.
Joshuah Anders sighed. “The pirate and me see eye to eye there. But what can be done? I have a family to think of first, I cannot go dream-chasing about freeing my hometown.”
“I offer you passagt to Eleuthera, Mister Anders. You, Bobby, your wife and your son as well as Ann Clark”, Chien del´Onyx proclaimed. “Johnny Cavendish and Kevin Blake will join the Errant Eagle´s crew.”
“Ay, Caramba!” Anders cursed. “That´s so disgraceful one cannot even curse it in english for fear of sinning against the motherland! You cast Clark in irons, deliver him to Escobeo to hang and then you have a merry time in his own port? But it seems to me I´ve got no other sensible choice left. Eleuthera it will be for us. Tell me, how much for the trip?”
Chien and Jenny were unable to answer. A laughing fit had posessed them. Chien coughed and Jenny had to steady herself by holding fast to her husband´s arm. Eventually the Black Dog lifted his mask. “Captain Martin!” Bobby recognized the man under the mask at once. 
“Also know as the Black Dog of the Spanish Main”, Martin nodded.
Benson scratched his chin. “Clark and you often argued that fiercely, that we thought blood would be spilled every moment. We never really understood what exactly stayed your hands each time. But that much I know: Not even for the uncontested ownership of the Errant Eagle one of you woud ally with Escobedo!”
“Badluck Bait, my friend, if we´d had your voice of reason with us during our last encounter with the Don, it would have gone much smoother”, Martin said. “The capturing is a feint, of course. It allows us to get safely to Puerto Bello where Clark and I will teach the Don a lesson.”
Anders whistled. Thoughfully he looked at his axe. “A boarding hatchet is more handy, is it not? I think I know how to earn my passage to Eleuthera, now!”
Johnny Cavendish folded his arms when the older men informed him, Eddy and Kevin about their decision later that day. “If we want to become pirates, it´s reprehensible, but if the master tailor does it, it´s called a good deed”, he said with condescension. “Double morals! That´s so typical for grown-ups!”

*

Jenny and Chien reached Providence before the Errant Eagle´s new recruits before morning broke. Covered by the night the privateer Clark got rid of his dress and donned again the hooded cape.
“I like the family”, he admitted to his Co-Captain. Only minutes later Chien rued having answered with an approving nod to Clark´s remark! The Errant Eagle was in a state of emergency due to, so the returning captains were informed, the presence of one Kate Anders.
“She´s a fury!” Aberforth Harris explained.
“Viviane´s a nun compared to her!” Eric complained.
“Yeah! And Governor Le Vasseur sane in comparison!” leutnant Creed shouted.
“Ever since she arrived”, Freddie claimed, “the ship´s rats have become shy!”
“She wishes to speak Clark”, Jarundo told the captains in a serious voice, an island of calm in the middle of the seamen who were wailing and nagging as if they were prattling women themselves.
“Women on a ship are very unlucky”, Clark clarified. His men were inclined to agree. “That´s why we got back Badluck Bait Bobby. He´ll take care of her during our journey.”
Chips shook his head. “Poor Bobby”, he murmured and even Keelpig-Karsten was convinced that his punishment the year before had been more humane then the fate awaiting the “Jonah”.
“I´ll receive her in my cabin in ten minutes”, the captain said, before he withdrew.
Meanwhile Ronald Goodrick could not fathom what had happened. His captain returned alive despite his dilettante disguise? “Who would have thought… A simple hooded cape”, he said, dubmfounded. “And the spaniards fell for it…”

*

With his partner´s help Clark finished his true disguise just in time before Kate Anders stormed into the cabin. He sat on his berth, sipping a cup of rum, while Martin stood next to him, systematically emptying a full bottle.
Since the entering woman spoke no french, she did not at once recognize the black clad man as Chien del´Onyx. She asked which of the two men was the captain.
“We are still trying to work this out”, Martin answered. “I´m Chien del´Onyx and this here is Captain Clark.”
Kate pushed her hands to her hips. “Captain Clark. Here? Should you not ly in chains in your cell below, instead of slurping strange smelling liquids?”
Chien felt insulted profoundly. “It´s called rum and I´m about to introduce the drink here at the moment”, he said.
“That´s nice and good for the spaniards, but Providence was an english town once and in all this time a certain captain never even once showed his face, asking about the wellbearing of his child.” Kate took a step closer towards the supposed prisoner. “Poor Jenny died in childbirth, Mister Pirate. Did you care? Did you even know?”
“Yes”, Clark answered. “And they told me the child had died together with her. I learned the truth only through Escobedo´s recent plot.”
Kate blinked. She made a decision, tightened up and announced: “Alright, then. You´ll fulfill your father´s duties, get hanged and Marianne returns home.”
“I´m not letting them hang me!” Clark flared up.
“Your will, Eagle”, Chien whispered.
“What?!”
The black dog rolled his eyes.
“Oh, yeah, right”, Clark murmurmed, then turned to Kate and said in a jolly voice: “Sure. I´m getting hanged. No doubt.”
Kate looked from one captain to the other. “What game are you playing?” the asked.
Chien del´Onyx sighed. He cast the eagle a reproachful look, before he clarified: “We are partners, Mrs. Anders. And we hunt Don Escobedo.”
“No way!” the woman protested. “That´s far too dangerous, escpecially for Ann!”
“Not, if she takes after her mothers”, Chien murmured, but loud enough to be heard by Kate. “The needle-weapons and all this are not poor little Jenny´s fault”, she said in defence of her child´s mother. “That´s your wild blood, Clark! We tried getting our children´s minds away from the adventuring and swashbuckling tales. Ann never even knew she wasn´t our child.”
The two captains drank and swallowed their rum, thoughtfully and synchronized perfectly. 
“Chien?”
“Hm?”
“I´m really starting to worry for Escobedo.”
Chien laughed out loud!
“Mrs. Anders, Kate!” Clark adressed the guest. “I could not have wished for a better surrogate mother for my daughter. But the rest is, excuse me, men´s business.”
Kate´s answer was drowned in the Black Dog´s coughing. Hearing Jenny´s remark he had swallowed the wrong way.
“I think he needs some fresh air”, Clark said. “And I´ve got so many questions for you, Kate…”
“Captain Clark! Be warned! If you even think about approaching me indecently...!“
“Yes!” Chien gasped. “I need damn well a lot of fresh air!“

*

The Errant Eagle left Providence soon as Joshuah Anders and his companions had arrived.
“Your female escort, Captain”, Kevin Blake asked Martin, who was still dressed as Chien del´Onyx. “Who was it, by the way?”
“You´ve lived fifteen years in Providence and did not find out? Sorry, my boy, I won´t give away her adress!” Martin grinned.
“Well, we never had dealings with the nobles”, the newcomer tried to defend himself. “Not even with the wealthy citizens like the tailor and his wife.”
“That´s going to change”, Captain Martin promised, swinging around his cutlass playfully. “Come on, kid, you and your friend, grab yourself a short blade. Josh is already practicing with Clark. They´ve got axes, but you better choose something lighter until you are fully grown.”
Eddy approached the captain. “What did Captain Clark wield at my age?” he asked, obviously intend on joining the practice. “Cuccumbers”, Martin replied. “He was throwing them at the enemy from his hiding place behind a barrel. But that´s a waste of good food. If you wish to be of help on my ship, Marita will gladly show you the way to the kitchen.”
Eddy started to protest, but Alfred grabbed him by his arm. “Come, passenger”, he said. “There´s nothing for us here.”
“But…”
Eddy dragged his agemate to the lower decks. Down here the Errant Eagle´s largest guns were mounted. In mattocks off-duty seamen were snoring through the morning hours. The youngest ship boys were about eight years of age, the eldest eagles close to fifty, but the majority was about Captain Martin´s age.
“Pretty, huh?” the scarred child-pirate asked Eddy, pointing at the cannons. “These are perfect for our size, mate.” He tossed the newcomer a bag of gun powder. “Try to outrun me with it across this deck and I´ll stopp calling you passenger. You´ll need the practice.”
Eddy accepted the bag. He imagined running between the cannons with the easily inflammable powder in his hand while the Errant Eagle was under enemy fire. People would be shouting and the only light sources would be the cannon fire. The boy imagined that he could still smell the sweat, blood and soot of many sea fights. This was the harsh reality, not the flashy swashbuckling he had played out with his sister so often. But he had to prepare himself for this reality because in a real battle the enemy cannons would not discriminate between a pirate and a passenger. Eddy dashed forward, trying to shake off the slightly younger eagle. He wondered what Ann would have to face right now…

*

Puerto Bello.
 
Marianne “Ann” Anders had always worn the best dresses a middle-classes girl from Providence could wish for. The best dresses a child of her station could imagine she had been allowed to look at and sometimes even touch. Ann´s father made them for his customers´ wifes and mistresses alike. Once, that had been very funny, Joshuah Anders had taken a half-indian pirate´s wife´s measure to fashion her a noblewoman´s gown. Ann had helped fitting the widths, but Joshuah could never afford such clothes for her or his wife.
Now Ann wore attire fit for a born noblewoman, but she did not move more carefully in the expensive clothes than she had done in her old dresses. If this Escobedo could afford gifting his prisoner so generously, Ann argumented, then cleaning or replacing the dress would be a triffle. 
The girl on the verge of womanhood was kept close by her captor ever since her first attempts to escape from her quarters had been a bit too succesful for Don Escobedo´s taste. He had not become angry with or yelled at her, however, just increased security. The man´s politeness in combination with the gifts added up to an all new possible explanation of her situation in the privateer-captain´s daughter. “I have thought it over”, Ann started, unasked, as always, when she had to accompany the Don to an inspection of Puerto Bello´s fortress. 
“That´s not the done thing for young women!” Escobedo said.
Ann just nodded in a jolly way, then continued: “This Captain Clark, your enemy, I think, you are just using him as an excuse. In truth you are my father. You are just not ready to admit it!”
Don Escobedo had never in his life raised his hand against a woman knowingly. He found another vent for his frustration. “I wish”, he shouted, “you were right! Wish, I had no dealings at all with your clan of Andersons and Clarks, never to have got to know you, wish that they would not even exist under the sun! But, alas, that´s out of the picture.”
Ann cocked her head. “You´re forgetting yourself, Don!” she scolded the nobleman.
Escobedo breathed hard after his outburst. There was no doubt whose blood ran through Marianne´s veins. Capitano Clark! The insolent one, the man who made a sport of slaying Escobedo´s compatriots and subjects. But suddenly the elderly man smiled wistfully. Was the hostage not a bit like his own granddaughter? But even though Donna Reina was a brave and clever child, Don Escobedo would never even have pondered taken her along to the place he intended to visit with Ann Anders today.
“You are going to show me the dungeons, Don Admiral?“ Ann snickered. “So that I can get an overview of how to best free my father, when you catch him?” 
“A postal ship brought me news and I want you and someone else to hear this message together”, the Escobedo told the girl. “The man I speak of is held prisoner in this fortress.”
“Perhaps I should take him with me, too? I might do you a favour! Captives don´t come cheap with board and lodging and all.”
The girl´s jokes ceased whe she, led by her hand by Escobedo, walked down the stone steps. The musty, always moist air of the prison entered her lungs and made her gag. At first only voices, but no silouettes, could be made out in the darkness. Captain Clark´s daughter shivered when she heard the crude jokes of those working here. Weren´t they supposed to be comrades, perhaps friends? Ann, who had grown up sheltered, if not spoiled, could not understand these man´s coarseness. How would they treat the prisoners, who were at their mercy, if they were so mean towards each other, she wondered?!
The duo passed by the cells of the inmates sentenced for small crimes, mostly soldiers of the fortress, who had to serve a few days for brawling, swearing or gambling while at duty. The Don led his little companion further in to the large cells where many a pirate crew that had proved no match to his Padre del Mar had waited for their execution. At the moment those cells were empty. Ann´s attention was caught by the chains, torture instruments and the small chopping block where people´s hands were taken. Clark´s daughter fell silent. She walked slower, more hesistant, unwilling to face the next stage of horror. 
Don Escobedo led the girl to a stairway at the end of the floor. Down there, below the fortress, the castle´s builders had hewn the cells for the longtime-prisoners out of the rock. 
They stopped in front of one of the cells doors that looked in no way special to Ann. Two guards and the jailor assigned to this level approached the nobleman, eager to serve. Escobedo signaled his subjects without speaking that a few words through the hatch in the door would not suffice for his purpose today. Key turned into lock and then the door swang open easily and without squeeching. 
The first thing the girl saw was a small windowslit, the only lightsource in the room. Ann had seen the barred windows from the yard already. They had run at her ankles´ height along the wall, but now they were endlessly high above her head! A tall man would not have been able to reach the window without help. A revulsive smell originated from a bucket that fortunately was covered with a lid. The only other pieces of furniture were a clay jug and a wooden board chained to the wall, that served as a bed. 
The cell´s inhabitant wore a long shirt and breaches. He used the rags of a shipwrecked as cushion and also owned a woolen blanket, but Ann thought that it would not help much against the cold. If she was freezing in her fancy dress, the buckled shoes and stockings, the man bare-footed prisoner would not fare any better. 
The prisoner, a surprisingly handsome young man, looked expectantly rather than frightened. Obviously he knew the Don already.
“You know who this is?” Escobedo probed his companion. Ann shook her head. “I´ll tell you when it´s time.”
Admiral Escobedo did not like the alien sound of the english tongue, but even less he would have liked having to depend on an interpreter. Whenever he visited the prisoner, he talked to him in the only language the man understood and that he had to use with Ann, too. Escobedo said: “Chien del´Onyx brings me Captain Clark. That´s another pirate, quite new and useful.”
“I know the name”, the englishman replied. “He´s responsible for the Aquila´s destruction.”
The prisoner had survived his encounter with Chien del´Onyx and the Midnight Blue by sheer luck only. When the Black Dog´s men had boarded the Aquila, Hank Straight´s companions had seen him go overboard. It had escaped their notice that he was alive and holding to a plank. When the Pride of Martinique had arrived, the currents had already swept away the man and his little mobile island. Hank had not been able to signal them. Later, by then Hank had already resigned and made peace with his saviour, the Padre del Mar had happened by and fished him out. Since his rescue by Don Escobedo Hank Straight lived as the spaniard´s prisoner.
“But the Black Dog seemed to admire our former leader”, the man remembered. “What has changed?”
“He and Clark hated each other from their very first meeting”, the Don deigned to explain. “Seems like the Black Dog crossed or treated badly Clark´s new right-hand man.”
“Jarundo?”
“One Francois de Monet of Martinique.”
“Oh, no! That´s where we left the two of them!“
“Yes, fate´s turns are hard to fathom, sometimes. I came here to tell in person that the time of your captivity is running our, Mister Straight…”
Hank nodded.
“…and with it your lifetime.”
The prisoner flared up, but kept himself in check, fighting down the urge to outright attack the spaniard: “What?!”
“Clark bought you two years, pirate”, Don Escobedo told the pirate in a voice much less civil than until now. “You know who this is?“ he asked Ann the same question as before.
“You were going to tell me”, she replied.
“Mister Straight was quartermaster…”
“Leutnant”, Hank corrected automatically, while trying to stomach what he had heard just now.
“…at your father´s ship. He was one of those who rose up against Clark and sold him to the french in Martinique for a bounty. Ever since I rescued Straight from the Aquila´s wreckage he supplied me with information about Clark. It wasn´t much, considering that he had sailed with your father for a short time only, but some facts have proven useful. Without his testifying I would, for instance, have never know that Clark had an engagement once.”
“Her father?” Hank asked for re-assurance, before he adressed Ann directly: “You are Clark´s daughter? I… I´ve got nothing against your father. Never had.”
Escobedo snorted dismissingly.
Ann cast the nobleman an angry glance. She took a step towards the prisoner, then another and finally pressed tightly against the man who used the familiar language so naturally. Even if he was a criminal, Hank Straight was the final link to Ann´s old life.
The prisoner felt the warmth coming from Marianne´s body and shivering he returned the embrace. Clark´s daughter was a bit too for his taste young to think of her as a woman. He did not care that the Don  might assume differently. To Hank it felt as if a niece he had not seen for a long time had remembered him and come to visit him in the darkness of his prison cell. The impression was vivified by the fact that Ann Clark did not look like her mother at all, but was a younger, female, dark-haired version of the Aquila´s captain.
“I´m sorry”, Hank whispered.
“The Don saved your life, so you owed him whatever service he demanded from you”, the growing girlchild tried to comfort the man. “I don´t blame you for anything. About the mutiny I cannot say what kind of leader my father was and if your actions weren´t, perhaps, justified. But two years in this hole?” Ann was shaking, revolted. “That´s punishment enough!”
“Your warped perception of justice betrays your heritage, despite your upbringing”, Escobedo scolded the hostage. He held out his hand. “Come!”
Ann stepped back from the prisoner obediently.
“What about our agreement?“ Hand demanded.
“That you would stay in prison and alive until I caught your captain”, Escobedo clarified. “I never said anything about setting you free.”
The nobleman grabbed Ann by her hand and turned to leave. When the heavy door closed behind the two, they heard the prisoner´s angry shouts: “You lying swine!”

*
 
On the Errant Eagle everybody was aware of the the fact that the governor of Santa Catalina, formerly known as english Providence, had sent a fast sloop to Puerto Bello to announce Captain Clark´s arrival as a captive. They had to plan accordingly.
“Bell harbour?” Kevin Blake tried himseld at a translation of the place´s name.
“War harbour”, Johnny Cavendish corrected.
“It´s Beautiful harbour”, Pepe solved the riddle for them. “And I know it´s a boring name. But the town isn´t boring at all, they say, because it´s a real city!”
Everywhere on the ship the seamen had gathered in groups to enjoy the little freetime they had. The Errant Eagle was moving towards it´s destination at maximum possible speed. This time nobody blamed the captains for allowing possible prizes to escape. Not as long as the final confrontation with Don Escobedo was still ahead of them. Everyone preapred for the battle that was to come as best as he could. The eagles expected to face the Padre del Mar first and then the soldiers of Puerto Bello´s fortress. There were practice fights everyday and people delved into their favourite freetime-activities as if it was the last time. The leutnants had to protect the women, Kate, Marita and Viviane, from the men´s increasingly bold advances. Not just the former soldier Pepe Gonzales felt as if he was walking though a war camp these days.
The youngest, Eddy, Ricky and a handful of ship´s boys, but also Freddie, had gathered around a turtle´s shell. It´s segments served as the board for a game where the players had to finish a straight line consisting of four crosses before the opponent managed it. At the moment Eddy and Alfred pondered over the few spaces left to them. The tailor´s son moved his hand holding the chalk down to carefully inscribe his symbol to the board, when it returned to life! The turtle´s head and fins came out of it´s armor and it started scuttling away from the place where it had rested. “It´s still alive!” Freddie exclaimed, surprised. “I thought it was one of those we had already eaten!”
As she did several times a day Marita emptied a bucket of water over the turtles. She did so with the one with the chalk markings, too. Their game ruined the boys scurried.
Eddy followed Alfred into the rigging. He had taken a liking to the sailor´s life, even though he had always wanted to join the army and despite his father´s attempts to educate him as his apprentice since the last year. “Say”, the tailor´s son asked, “Marooning, where´s the fun in it?”
“Isn´t it obvious, you landlubber? The convict has only one shot in his pistol. You leave him where there´s either nothing at all or indian´s and wild beasts applenty. His only sensible choice is shooting himself dead. But if he wastes the shot for something different…”
“Yeah, yeah, I know”, Eddy interrupted the other boy. “What I want to know is, what´s the point? For you, I mean! ´cause you sail away and cannot watch it!”
“Er…”
“Thought so. You never really thought it over.“
“Hm.”
Eddy shoved Alfred further up. “Come on, climb! Perhaps we get to see some marooned along the coast!”

*

Joshuah Anderson was kept out of his son´s thoughts, what was probably for the best. The father could live with his child´s wild streak - it befit a growing boy and would blossom into a healthy dose of self-assertion once the youthful excesses were behind the adolescent. But his Eddy viewing the cruel sports of pirates as fun would have dealt Joshuah a heavy blow.
The man´s gaze rested on a black seaman called Lipnail Tom by the eagles. Two large holes ran through his upper and lower lip, old wounds that had never really healed. Now the pirate could as well wear his earrings in front of his mouth - as he actually did. With the piercings he looked as intimidating as Freddie or, to a lesser extent, Norman Maddock. 
“A reminder from his time as a slave”, Clark told his child´s foster-father. “Tom is one of the few slaves born in the colonies. He grew up together with his master´s children, accompanied him on many a trade journey. When Tom had learned everything a servant needed to know, his owner sold him to the harbour master in Wilhelmstad. But this new master wanted a walking tool, not a spirited teen-aged. When Tom spoke out of turn once too often, he drove a large nail through his lips to teach him to keep his mouth shut. The year after the incident Tom fled. We found the stow-away in our hold, made him one of us and since that day he survivied all our exploits.”
Joshuah looked thougthful. “I pondered buying a negro for a good while”, he said. “But don´t they indulge in bizarre rituals like the indians? White slaves are difficult, you never know what they´ve been before. But Tom was born in a christian household? I like this! How much for him, Captain?”
“Five.”
“Five what? Realos? Pound?”
“Whiplashes to your naked back, Mister Anders. Provided you apologize immediately!”
“Captain Clark? Did I say something wrong? I did not mean to imply that you had stolen the black. Of course the harbourmaster is his owner by right, but since Tom is still aboard, I assumed you had recompensated the dutchman in some way.”
“You know how to haggle, Mister Anders. Seven now.”
“What? What do you mean? I still do not understand…” Joshuah shouted when Clark snapped his fingers and two eagles started dragging the newest crewmember away. The captain followed.
 “I told you Tom´s story, because you and him have much in common. Both of you have no love left for our life, you became pirates out of need and unfavourable circumstances.”
“But I…” Josh started again. Soon his words changed into crys of pain. Eleven lashes later he was brought into Doc Harris´ custody.
“Tap me a nice beer, Marita!” Jeff Spencer asked the woman. “I´ve often seen it on my old ship, the Falcon, but never with a wealthy stinkpot like him at the mast! And how he yelled ´cause he wasn´t used to it! I just have to drink to this!”
Jeff toasted the next best eagle, the dutchman Peter Korthals. Peter grinned and drank. Living in and for the present, he had already forgotten that he, too, had been a “wealthy stinkpot” once. 

*

At the lower decks Kate Anders snatched a piece of cloth and the washpot from the young doctor, to tend to her husband personally. “A public punishment!” she snapped. “Exactly what the crew needed now, to raise the morals before the battle, right, Doctor?!”
Harris could not completely deny this. Of course the captains had to give their crew from time to time the carnal entertainment the men craved. In part it served as deterrend and to a larger part as fun to them. But on the other hand side… “On the other hand Clark seems to like you”, Harris said after his first, reflexive, nod. “One of us would not have gotten away that cheap for talking like your man. That´s very slippy territory not even Jarundo dares to tread.” 
“Jarundo?” Joshuah gasped. 
“Certainly. He´s got a family to think of, now, and could use some help. But he´s too afraid it would anger his brother if he employed slaves even in the house he´s going to buy in Eleuthera.” A former slave who bought human wares himself was a strange thought for the Anders-couple. 
“Tom is no pirate, his heart isn´t in it”, Kate claimed. “I know he dreams of fishing at the coast of Eleuthera Island. But a mere fisherman will never be able to raise enough money to buy a negro. Had Clark taken my husband´s offer, Tom would have led a good life in our household.”
“Lipnail will become a fisherman”, Harris clarified. “He has saved up enough to buy himself free from the dutchman when next we pass by Curacao again. Captain Martin´s going to make sure that the lout signs the certificate. But if somebody doesn´t suffer from gentlemanly pretensions like Lipnail, if one simply runs away, then this one is free as soon as he sets so much as a toe on this ship´s planks. That´s what our code says.”
“I really ended up among pirates“, Joshuah concluded  at this dismaying speech. “And I´m going to make Don Escobedo pay for it!”

 


The final intrigue

“Just how well does the Don know you?” Captain Martin asked his partner after the tailor´s punishment. 
“He knows that the spanish ship´s boy was a girl, but failed to realize that she became Captain Clark, if that´s what you mean.”
“Did he take notice of your seizing of the Corse or were you too small a fish for Escobedo back then?”
“To Don Escobedo no pirate is too insignificant”, Clark contradicted. “His supreriors put him onto the most dangerous ones, but when he acts without an actual comission he grabs the smallest rat by it´s tail.”
Martin clicked his tongue. “Perfect!” he rejoyced. “So he knows you rid yourself of the Royal Bride and that you would under no circumstances use a barque. And since we already sorted out that you can pilot one as perfectly as you cook…”
“If that was supposed to be an allusion to the pudding last week, then be assured it was an exception! Don´t even try to goad me into repeating it! What are we paying a cook for, anyway?”
Martin made sure that no one was looking up to quarterdeck right now, before he slung his arm around his wife and kissed her. “I value the gesture all the more because of it´s rarity”, he explained, turning Clark into another direction while he spoke. “But turn around and have a look at what´s swinging by over there!”
“A small trader.”
“What type?”
“Barque.” Clark´s face brightened. “I´ve got the feeling you wish to tell me something, Martin.”
Clark´s Co-Captain smiled like the born mystery-monger. “I´ll tell you once we´ve taken over the tub.”

*

A warship of the Errant Eagle´s size turning towards one´s own, though not helpless, but obviously inferior, ship, was cause for concern, if not panic. The men aboard the barque relaxed when the beheld the galleon´s figurehead. “That´s Captain Clark´s golden eagle!” the first seaman told the one standing next to him. This man informed his shipmate a few feet away and so the chain continued across the deck until the information reached the captain, an englishman by name of Joseph Grangerford. He had his sailors hoist the english flag.
“The Errant Eagle´s still not slowing down, Sir”, the barque´s mate reported to his captain.
“Why should she? If they come straight from Providence, as I assume, they are welcome to share their knowledge about the market situation there with us.”
“I don´t know… I have a bad feeling about this.”
Closer and closer the larger ship came. The Errant Eagle showed it´s colors, too. It was an english flag, but it was a little different from Grangerford´s. Clark had hoisted the war flag, the white one with the red cross on it. When Grangerford watched the galleon´s crew empty buckets of water into their sails and some of them carrying smoke bombs as well as boarding hooks, he fully realized that the eagles were preparing for a fight. But by then it was too late.
“Let´s get away from here!” he ordered, calmer than he would have thought to be able.
Two cannon shots, one close to the bow and one that would nearly have razed the stern, persuaded the captain to cancel the manoeuvre. “Those were warning shots only”, he whispered. “We´d be dead before we performed the full turn.” Then Grangerford cursed under his breath. “Who´s in command over there? I thought Captain Clark was a man of honor who did not board compatriots? Or did they replace him again? No, it´s him, I recognize the guy.”
Clark was the boading operation´s undisputed leader. He really seemed to indulge in piracy now. 
“English trader Bristol!” the privateer-major´s voice rang out. “Hereby I requisit your ship, crew and cargo for a military operation! Cease hostilities immediately! Any attempt of resistance will be interpreted as rebellion against the crown!”
“Dam civil war”, Grangerford hissed. “We´ve got no choice, men. If Clark wishes to play soldier, he knows no friends.”
The man stepped towards the rail of the Bristols´s quarterdeck so that he was in full sight and straightened. “We surrender, Errant Eagle. You may board anytime.”
The major, his shadow Jarundo and a dozen armed men changed from the galleon to the Bristol. Almost every seaman of the smaller vessel was facing a battle-hardened privateer now. 
Clark smiled, when he beheld his aquaintance from Escapio Domingo. Captain Grangerford now wearing civil clothing, a merchant´s attire, was confusing, though. Especially since Clark had donned his navy uniform on this occasion. “Reversed roles, Captain Grangerford?” the major asked. “Or did you disguise yourself on purpose? I should not like disturbing a covered operation. But I need the Bristol and it´s really urgent.”
“Don´t worry”, Grangerford made of sign of decline. “I´ve parted with the military. Took my leave a couple of months after we´ve met. You see, I´ve got friends on both sides in this conflict. I can no longer stay part of a military that´s fighting itself.”
“The civil war stays east of the line”, Oldworld Eric, one of Clark´s companions, said.
“Not in this war. This one doesn´t adhere to the papal decree”, Captain Grangerford replied. “I had to pay a very large amount of money for leaving the military in times of war. But I do not care anymore. I made a good profit in the recent one and a half year. Now I´m sailing one last time from St. Kitts via Barbados and Providence to Grand Bahama. Then I´m going to marry in Eleuthera and settle down with Lady Janice in St. Kitts. At least, that was the plan, before you thwarted it.”
“You were heading for Providence? Then you were lucky, Mister Grangerford, that we intercepted you. Be my guest at dinner today, then you´ll hear the full story. But I´m afraid what I´ve got to tell you won´t stimulate your appetite.”

*

Puerto Bello. Don Escobedo´s castle.

Three men and an adolescent girl sat at the dinner table. This company, too, included a phantom from Captain Clark´s past. The nobleman Escobedo entertained not only his young hostage and one Steven van Eijk, a spain-friendly agent of the Dutch Westindia Company, but also a french captive by name of Raoul La Mancha.
“You are quite far from home”, the dutchman spoke to Henri de Monet´s captain. 
“Puerto Bello isn´t next-door to Aruba, either”, La Mancha shot back.
“What did they say?” Ann whispered to the interpreter. The common born man did not share the table with his employer and his guests, but sat in an armchair next to the window, ready to perform his duty when called for. His help was hardly needed, though. Except for Captain Clark´s daughter everbody in the room was fluent in the spanish tongue. Escobedo, however, did not take kindly Ann´s wish to hear every single sentence translated into her mother tongue. She was expected to look neat and keep polite silence during the conversation, whether she understood what was said or not. But the spaniard allowed his interpreter to translate the short exchange between Van Eijk and La Mancha for Ann, because he knew it would amuse her. Ann giggled. She had decided at first glance that she would not like the dutch sales reperesentative. For this reason it was easy for her to like La Mancha. The girl blinked at the captain, then she busied herself with petting her host´s long-haired black cat that was prowling under the table.
“Could your sudden desire to leave Martinique be connected in any way to the arrival of a royal director in Fort-de-France?” Don Escobedo probed.
“The first one died of fever soon after he sat foot on our island in fourty-one”, La Mancha said. “The new one is hardier - and a lot more stubborn. This man actually believes he can succeed in getting through the ban on dueling!”
The spanish noble shook his head. “At my age I realize more and more that politicians fail to grasp what makes up civilisation“, he said. “A dueling prohibition! Why doesn´t your duke also… no, there´s just no comparison!”
“Politica”, the interpreter summed up the talk´s content for Ann. “That´s po…”
“Politics”, the girl interrupted, smiling. “I know. He entendido. Duelo? Prohibido. Punible. The terms are similar enough and besides, your master gave me a tour through the dungeons recently, so I´m familiar with the finer points of your culture.“
Escobedo could not tell whether he should be proud of the girl´s progress or concerned. Obviously Ann had inherited not only her father´s questionable morals, but also his language talent. She even sounded like the captain had at the rare occasions of a personal encounter of Clark´s and Escobedo´s within insulting-distance.
The table-chatter inevitably included the Don´s imminent triumph: “In a few days Chien del´Onyx will arrive in Puerto Bello with his Errant Eagle and deliver Clark to me!”
La Mancha called for more red wine. “Errant Eagle? That ship´s said to be a severe misconstruction. When I saw Clark for the last time, the bastard was sailing away with my Pride of Martinique. I wonder what happened to her.”
“It´s the same ship”, Van Eijk knew. “They gave it a new name.”
“They?”
“Captain Clark and his quartermaster Martin”, the dutchman explained. “There was a lot of superstitious stuff related to the re-naming and so it became the talk of the town in Wilhelmstad.”
“Well, if the Black Dog rose from his wet grave, I won´t believe the rumours that he has killed “Martin”!” La Mancha said. “Francois´s made of sterner stuff and a clever guy.”
“Tell us again the story of those three, Chien, Francois and Clark!” Don Escobedo asked his prisoner. La Mancha oblidged. Happily he recounted those chapters of the tale that did not yet include him having his ship his stolen by pirates. “Considering all the trouble we had to go through with the Midnight Blue”, he prepared for the finale, “her end came fast, real unelegantly.” 
The Don´s facial color changed from pale to deep red and pale again, the longer La Mancha span his yarn. “Martin and the Black Dog are BOTH Francois de Monet!” he shouted eventually. “Didn´t anybody notice?!”
“Why, then, would Chien del´Onyx capture Clark?”Steven Van Eijk wondered. “If those two are friends?”
La Mancha breathed at his single glass lense and started cleaning it. “Friends? One can never be sure with Clark in this respect”, he said.
Escobedo shook his head. “I´ve tried. But nothing can separate these two, it seems. Such friendship between men who are not brothers…”
La Mancha coughed. “Well, there is this rumour going ´round the caribbean”, the started. “About a women being behind Captain Clark.”
“Fairy tale!” Van Eijk said. “People tell each other stories like this because they dream of unmasking and taming such a she-pirate. But there´s not a grain of truth to the tales.”
“For my part, I do know of one case where a disguise really worked”, Don Escobedo remembered. “There was a ship´s boy - a ship´s girl, I should say. But she chose the wrong side of the law and I had to apprehend her along with the rest of her pirate crew. I can only hope that she learned her lesson and did not pay with her life for her folly in the years after.”
“Did you ever check?” the dutchman asked.
“It occurred to me to do so, but I had to learn that the english had overtaken the plantation where she served for her crimes by that time.”
“If this child had been ambidexterous, to boot…” La Mancha thought aloud. “That´s a rare talent.” In Escobedo´s head the puzzle pieces connected! Clark´s fighting style included dual-wielding. He had never dueled the privateer in person, but Hank Straight had relayed his witnessing of many a practice fight on the Aquila to his captor. And the teenaged girl from the Clarabella had been ambidexterous, indeed. “That was her!” Escobedo whispered. “Clark!”
“If I was in your place, I would not allow the Errant Eagle to enter port”, La Mancha adviced the spaniard. “To the contrary, captain! I will let the gang in. Only they will never get out again…”
Escobedo signaled a guardsman stationed at the door. “While we are at it, Captain La Mancha, you´ll take up quarters in a cell down there inside my fortress. Someone, who is too thick to see what´s right before his eye even with a bloody magnifying glass on his nose, deserves no better!”
The frenchman bowed, before he let himself be led away without resistance. “When will you join me there, Don? Because if I´m not completely mistaken, you are hunting our common aquaintance Mademoiselle Clark for fifteen years now.”
Ann was lost at the foreign conversation. It´s end, however, had her listen up. “Mademoiselle Clark?” Don Escobedo! What did he say about me? I want to know!”
“We did not speak of you, my child”, Escobedo clarified. He explained to the girl what had gotten revealed at the table.
Ann lifted a napkin to her mouth to dampen her laughter. “Then I was right all along!” the giggled. “Captain Clark is not my father. Because he´s my mother!”
A stranger-pirate who was supposed to be her father was a bit intimidating. But a mother who had gotten away with a clever ruse at her age? That sounded like fun and Marianne was looking forward to meet this person now. At least for a few moments all of her fears dissolved in the laughter.
 
*

Come morning Don Escobedo walked up and down the harbour. He was agitated, though his emotions did not divert the veteran officer´s attention from the task at hand. The silouette of a fast galleon at the horizon could belong to the Errant Eagle only. The Admiral expected her to arrive sometime tomorrow or early in the morning of the following day at the latest.
A barque coming from the same direction had just anchored and it´s captain went through the formalities needed to start unloading goods and passengers. Urged by his curiosity Escobedo approached the harbourmaster. “Where are those people from?” he asked. 
The sudden interest of a high-ranking officer in their affairs made the barque´s captain and his servant stiffen. “They are merchants from occupied Providence, Sir”, the harbourmaster told Escobedo.
“Splendid! I hoped they would!” Escobedo turned to the captain. “Capitano…?”
“Miguel. Jose Miguel. Captain and owner of the Brisa.“
“Capitano Miguel - my heartfelt welcome in Puerto Bello! Your arrival from Santa Catalina makes out victory there complete.“
The businessman bowed respectfully. “Thank you, Sir.”
“And now relax, dear captain! The local trade routes are guaranteed to be safe in the future!”
“I cannot claim that I felt at ease, travelling right in front of the infamous Errant Eagle those recent days”, the merchant admitted. “Even now, that she´s on our side. In Santa Catalina I´ve heard that Chien del´Onyx…”
“Yes, I know”, the Don cut short the man´s speech. In his opinion he had spent enough time talking to a non-titled individual already. “I expect the Black Dog ardently, Capitano Miguel.” Escobedo turned away.
On the Brisa meanwhile there was a heated argument between the seamen, who would be allowed to go to town and who would have to stay behind. Miguel´s mate had to put his foot down. Expression and posture told the workers in port enough. They needed not hear the less-than-average tall man´s exact words to know that he was a martinet. Had his voice carried all the way down to them clearly, however, they would have sat up straight!
The man said: “No, Bobby, that´s absolutely out of the picture! You are not by a long shot as fit as I need anybody accompanying me on this mission needs to be. Wait ´till you are fully recovered before playing the hero! Besides, you do not know Ann any better than the rest of us. You entered the tailor´s service only after her abduction.”
Capitano Miguel returned to his ship. Out of listening-distance of the spaniards he spoke to his “mate”: “Meeting Escobedo so soon after our arrival I would never have expected! But he drew no suspicion at all.”
“The best thing about disguises is”, the smaller man explained, “that the one to be duped completes them himself. Usually we see what we expect to see.”
Jose nodded. “I used my father´s name when talking to the Don. It was the first that came to my mind. But you know what? There wasn´t the slightest trace of recognition. As if blue-blooded Porreno had given Escobedo all the trouble all by himself!”
“Miguel isn´t that rare a name” the mate replied. “Anyway, your father was lucky that he got severly wounded and Porreno left him behind in Havanna, before Escobedo tracked us down in our hideout. Thus he became one of only two survivors of the Clarabella.” The mate turned towards one of the seamen: “And the other one, as you know, Joshuah, is me. So. You now got your first look at the man who abducted me to a plantation when I was Ann´s age. That´s the man from whose clutches we need to free our daughter!”
Joshuah Anders slipped a handaxe into his belt and closed his coat over the weapon. Clark, Perry, Jose and Pepe, too, were carrying concealed weapons. Each man had two pistols and small blades suitable for melee, though they hoped to get away without a fight.
“Your ship, Sulpicius”, Clark told the one of his companions who had accompanied him right from the beginning. Still Chips could walk the streets of any town without getting recognized. Only on Tortuga, the island where he was born, he enjoyed some fame, but it was already ursurped by his young nephew. For the time of Clark´s absence Chips would convincingly play the role of the Brisa´s second mate charged with guarding the ship.
Joshuah swallowed hard when he beheld the fortress towering over the town, the place they had to enter undetected.
“We´ll get in no matter what”, Pepe said to encourage the tailor turned pirate. “Either by our own skill or because we muck it up and they throw us in there.”
“I´m positive that prospect will calm the man…”, Perry grumbled.

*

In the prison below the fortress another man from the Aquila did not feel like joking. A full day had passed since the Brisa´s - alias the Bristol´s - arrival, but Hank Straight had no inkling that his former shipmates were in town. “Two years…” he whispered to himself. “Two bloody years and for nothing! That´s what you get for being such a law-abiding chap!”
The prisoner stood, his arms folded, leaning against the stony wall of his cell. He did not feel the cold coming from it. Besides, had not his life started in a similar cell? Hank Straight was the son of a female pirate sentenced to death, as his foster parents had told him again and again. No child or adult resident of Barbados had ever let the boy forget this.
“The whole caribeean seems to be inhabited by pirates!” a vendor had used to say. “Nobody´s talking about us! I have some very good weather-proof capes for sale that would deserve talking about!” The man had been friendly to Hank, especially when there was an errand to run or some advertisment to get to the right ears. At other days he had verbally stormed at the young men of present times, a depraved, respectless, duty-shirking, work-shy and thieving brood with no hope of rescue. Hank was not one of those kids. With his background he had no other choice but to become a virtual prig. Praise or respect it never garned him. The best a fatherless criminal´s son could hope for in this respect was to be left alone by the grown-ups.
Serving aboard a trader where nobody knew his heritage had placed young Hank Straight in an environment where he had to fight against pepole´s prejudices no longer. But it had not granted him the respect he was yearning for. Joining the army, in the incarnation of Captain Clark´s famous privateer-ship, seemed the logical fisrt step to fulfill his goal. And now the Aquila´s second mate had finished his twenty-third year, that should become his last…
A knock at the door had Hank´s ears prick. Ever since he was serving time down here, the jailor announced himself with a knock when he brought the prisoner´s meals. The knocking meant “It´s alright, it´s just me, Pedro” and was to placate the prisoner´s fear. Neither the Don nor a torturer or executioner would knock…
Pedro was a good soul, a war-disabled, who earned his living as warder. From time to time he spoke to the prisoner in spanish, even though the young man did not understand the words. Hank valued the gesture nevertheless.
“Ejecución...“ Pedro ran the side of his hand across his throat, to illustrate the meaning. He tried to think of an english-sounding word and found one: “Ejecusing. Sorry.”
Hank lowered his head. “Yeah. Me too.”
The next moment he had snatched the plate with the porridge off Pedro´s hands, just to ram it into the warder´s mouth. At the same time he raised up his knee, kicking body parts that were vital not to his opponent, but to the next generation. Without said parts there would be no next generation. Pedro gasped, breathed in some of the mush involuntarily and coughed. 
While the spaniard was still choking the prisoner took his keys and club, shoved the man deeper into the cell and closed the door behind him.
“Two years, my ass!” Hank grumbled. “The Don could have announced his “Ejecucing” earlier, so one would have known where one stands with him!”
“What´s going on here?” a voice used to give orders sounded. Hank winced at the call, but then he realized, that it originated in the neighboring cell, the one where the french captain was held. “You want your meal or out of here?” he asked in english though the window slit in the cell door. The reply came: “How about both?”
Smiling Hank turned the key in the lock. “Unfortunately we haven´t got enough time”, he explained. “But you can show your gratitude by helping me rescue a maiden in distress held captive by our host.”
La Mancha rose from his plank bed. “Captain Clark´s daughter? You need not ask.”

*

While Hank an La Mancha were sneaking like shadows through the fortress´ floors, the men and women on the Errant Eagle, that had just arrived, were watched closely. Even a useful privateer was just one small step above a pirate and one could never be sure that he would not one day swap the spanish flag for the blood-red one. It was different depending on who and where you were, of course, but the Black Dog was not ranking very high in the eyes of the public or his employers yet.
Chien del´Onyx approached an officer of the city watch. “My men would like to enjoy themselves in town a bit. I´d say, they´ve earned it!”
“And I think, that´s alright, as long as as they come unarmed and in small groups and do not leave the port district”, the man of the law replied. He ordered his watchmen to keep a close eye on the unwelcome guests. 
Whipcrack and Viviane found the spaniards shadowing them quite amusing. “Pepe was right, this port is funny”, the leutnant remarked. “But I have an idea how to add to the fun. Can you guess where we are going to lead them?”
“Where are we going to lead them?” Viviane asked. Werner told her. The woman´s gloating grin had the guards fear the worst… 

*

In the fortress Jose stepped back from the window in the floor facing the direction of the harbour. He returned to the intruders´ hiding place, a medium-sized room where old clothing was kept. The articles were either worn out, or out-of-fashion or waiting for Escobedo´s grandchildren to attain the right age and size to wear them. Only rarely did the personell enter the room. Even if someone happened by it was easy to hide in or behind the large baskets and chests. One had to open one of those or search specifically to find the intruders and even then, only one at a time. The disvovered´s companions had still enough time to club the servant unconscious and place him in the chest instead. To prevent such inconveniances for both sides, the eagles had disguised themselves as servants. The room´s contents had supplied them with more than enough material.
Clark, Perry and Joshuah waited in the wardrobe, feeling a strange mix of strain and boredom. On Clark´s orders Pepe Gonzales had stayed outside the castle. He had been instructed to secure horses or a carriage in case a swift retreat was called for.
“The Eagle just arrived”, Jose told the others.
“Good!” Clark replied. “Who came out first?“
“Viviane and Whipcrack.”
“That means, Martin negotiated the prisoner exchange for the early evening hours and the Bristol´s disguise has not been compromised”, the privateer captain decoded the message. Before Martin had sailed away with the barque, he and Clark had agreed on a code that was made up of of living beings. Depending on what he wanted to relay to his companions, Martin was to choose a specific combination of seamen that he would send into town. Not every crewmember was suitable for this purpose, because not everybody could be clearly identified at this distance. But Viviane in her skirt was easy to recognize and Werner´s curly beard and hair stood out well enough.
“Alright”, Clark nodded. “No time to rush, men. Let´s do this quick, but with cool heads.”
The three followed Jose outside. By now they knew the main routes through the castle´s living quarters and the wing used for military purposes. Through careful probing their “fellow servants” and many hours spent sneaking around the day before, they had also found out where Ann was held when she was not accompanying Escobedo.
“Ann ought to be in her room right now”, Joshua said, needlessly.
“Not much longer”, Clark promised.

*

On the Errant Eagle Kevin Blake sat on the rail. He was watching the goings-on in the harbour district, trying not to glance too often to the Bristol´s anchoring place. The setting off of the barque´s would be the signal for the eagles to initiate their attack. Then the cannons would talk – first aiming at the Padre del Mar anchoring close to the Errant Eagle, and then spitting their fire against the fortress. While the soldiers there would be occupied – and hopefully have not yet recovered from their surprise – the privateers would enter town and Puerto Bello would be set ablaze. Who would hold it against the poor trading vessel Brisa to turn tail under these circumstances? Nobody. Just as nobody would suspect that Captain Clark´s daughter would be at the Brisa and under warrior Grangerford´s watchful care by this time or that the “fleeing” ship was on it´s way to a rendzevous point with the Errant Eagle that was to follow her later.
The captains Grangerford and Martin estimated that the fort was holding five hundred men and that they were facing about fifty less well trained city guards. The Errant Eagle had three hundred fighters to throw into battle. Not all of them were battle-hardened veterans, however…
Johnny Cavendish approached his accomplice from Providence. “Nervous?” he asked.
Blake nodded. “You know how it would have went in the tales we heard when we were children”, he said. “Clark frees his daughter, returns to the barque disreetly, leaves port officially and just in case something went wrong, the Eagle would have to cover her with her guns. But we agreed to sail right into the leviathan´s waiting maw and risk a full-scale battle! What were the captains thinking of…”
“Well, last time he did something similar, Clark still had to shoot himself a way into the harbour. Back then, in Gibraltar, his men were in only for the gold. Now against Don Escobedo it´s personal for many of them. And does that not apply to us, too?”
Again Blake nodded, but this time much more confident. Then he said: “Viviane and Whipcrack alone are worth more then ten soldiers each! I´ve been assigned to the gunnery crew tonight, and you, Johnny?”
“With Louis´ marksmen.”
The two teenagers resigned to silence again. Only the seawater splashed rhythmically against the galleon´s hull. Then Cavendish went relieving himself of some water, too. In his place Eddy Anderson pulled himself up the rail next to Blake.
“You know what Alfred told me?” he started. “Your treasurer Perry, the one sneaking around in Escobedo´s heavily guarded fortress at the moment, he´s the biggest coward among the eagles!”
“So what?”
“Well”, the younger one mused, “if Mister Perry is convinced that we´ll get out on top today, then we may trust him. He´s not taking risks!” 
 
*

There were those stores in Puerto Bello, too. “Foodstuff” or “Spices” it said at their outside, but the incredients sold here spiced up the meals to satisfy hunger of a different kind. The city officals tolerated their existance, because their products were reputed to have saved many a marriage. On the other hand, you never could be certain where exactly the customer put his purchase to good use… In the end the vendor close to the harbour had to thank Escobedo for his continued business. The Don used to say that he needed aphrodisiac just to kiss his daughter in law´s hand. He held his hand protectively over the store and acting against Don Escobedo´s wishes wasn´t wise for citizens of any social standing.
The city watchmen tasked with escorting Werner and Viviane felt uneasy in the store. One of the reasons for this might be that the vendor had greeted one of the men by his first name like a regular and generous customer…
“Pine pips are known to help along conception a great deal”, the man advertised his wares.
Clark´s leutnant was still sceptical. “Hm. And who´s to take them?”
“Usually the one intent on having the child”, the spaniard replied. “Now Senor privateer seem to lead quite a modern marriage, but I would suggest that Senora privateer will be the one to do it nonetheless.”
Whipcrack flared up at the insult: “The wifes have the kids in a bladder-like thing in their belly. Am I to open up your gut and have a look what you are having there instead?!”
“That would not sit well with Don Escobedo, I´m afraid”, the shop owner grinned.
One of the watchmen took a step closer. “Wrong!” he said. “The Don would be disappointed if the shop went out of business. He could not care less about who runs it.”
Threatened twice now, the vendor just shoved a bag with the kernels over the counter without charging money. The city guard nodded, satisfied. The shop owner´s small loss of money seemed him enough compensation for his embarassment he had suffered upon entering. Werner, however was as a free pirate and not subject to any noble, but the captain he had chosen to follow. He was holding his honor in higher regard. “What?” he roared. “Is your life worth no more than a bag of flower seeds to you?”
“Strictly speaking it´s not flower, but…”
Werner drew his dagger!
“It´s a tool, not a weapon”, Viviane told the alerted guards in a singsong. She silently congratulated her husband to his temper. The more trouble the couple caused together, the more occupied the guards were with the eagles in town, the less attention they would pay to the preparations that went on aboard the ship itself!

*

With experienced fingers Clark picked the lock at the door to the room where Joshuas – and his, too, somehow – girlchild was held captive. The two spaniards lying to his feet, unconcious, did not hinder his attempt in the slightest way.
“Do not get it wrong, Mister Anders”, the privateer warned the tailor. “True, we had an easy time until now, but getting away unseen will prove the real test.”
He opened the door, took a step inside the room – and froze in the spot. Impatiently Joshuah forced his way into the room. 
“Empty…” Clark whispered.
“Ann!” Joshuah called out. “It´s me! Do not worry!”
But no child at all left her hiding place.
“Just like cuba”, Jose could not help to remark. “The best laid plans are those that will fail.”
“Does that mean what I´m afraid it does?” Perry grumbled.
“Yes”, Clark confirmed. “We´ll have to face Escobedo in person to get at the girl.“
“What´s the clamour outside?” Jose suddenly wondered. He hasted towards the large window, pulled it open and looked down. There was much shouting of “Altert! Prisoners trying to escape!” and: “Where are they? Stopp them! Stopp them, you dogs! Blind fishes, all of you!“
“Sounds a bit like our captain, but he´s standing right behind me”, Jose commented the shouts. He pointed down to the level below the one the eagles were on. The four prowlers saw what had escaped the spanish soldiers´ notice: the three sillouettes crouching in a niche.
“La Mancha?” Clark gasped.
“Ann!” Joshuah called out.
“And Straight?!” Perry wondered.
“I do not claim to understand what exactly´s going on…”, Clark summed up the situation. While speaking he rolled off a thin rope he had brought with him in case someone needed to get bound up. The rope he fastened to the window frame, slung with a piece of cloth around hiss handhold and jumped up the windowsill, ready to lower himself down. “…but we need to cover their retreat!” Jose grabbed the rope right after his captain. His hands were covered with leather gloves, so he needed no other protection.
“Do as Clark if you do not want to add bloody seams in your palms to the ones on your back”, Perry counseled the tailor, who was to descent last. “It´s one of those small things making the difference between life and death!”
“There are more!” one of the fortress´ soldiers yelled when he saw the four human spiders coming down.
“More escapees?”
“No – more like the opposite.”
“Pull yourself together, man, and give me a proper report!”
Jose and Clark smirked, before they ended the two spaniards´ discussion abruptly.
It dawned to Joshuah, that the four would not reach his Marianne as quickly as he had hoped. Escobedo´s castle was brimming with soldiers. All the privateers could do, was covering the three fugitives´ retreat while they were fleeing from the fortress. And so the englishman fought to the best of his abilities, realizing it might very well be the last thing he could do for his daughter in this life.
While Joshuah dished out wild strikes with his hatchet, some inflicting mortal wounds, some barley even scratching his target, James Perry proved a master of subterfuge. He knew how to make use of the smallest cover and how to best conceal his own body against the background, becoming almost invisible. Fading from the scene, he re-appeared when and where he was expected least, hit his foe from behind, to create a distraction for the others to catch their breath or flank an enemy together with his captain.
Around Jose´s neck a brace of pistols was flung. After he had emptied thoe two, he employed every gun he could lay his hands on. The spaniard tried to keep his opponent´s at a distance and so he snatched up a pike someone had lost or thrown away.
Clark defended with his dagger and attacked with a cutlass. His new sabre bought from L´Oiseaux had been to unwieldly to conceal it and bring it into the castle. He concentrated on one opponent at a time, but if hard pressed could employ his weapons to keep occupied three men at the same time. Captain Clark did not feel challenged in the least. But at the moment he and his companions were facing mere guards. Their arch enemy had not yet shown his face…

*

Pepe Gonzales sat on the carriage for hours now. Passers-by at the fortress´ base payed the young man no heed. Coachmen waiting for their masters at any time and in any weather were a common sight, after all.
Clark´s follower had decided to give the smoking passion a try to pass the time. Jose´s spare tobacco pipe between his teeth he worked hard at lighting up the herbs. He stopped, when he heard the sound of feet closing in on his position. At least two people were moving very fast towards to or from something. It could mean nothing but trouble – but for whom? One of the persons wore heavy boots from the sound of it, and that was never good news. 
Pepe took a closer look over his shoulder. He recognized the boot-wearer as a nobleman. He wore a single glass over one eye and a wig, but he had been forced to replace his officer´s sabre with a halberd. The figure was accompanied by a bare-footed seaman who was blinking nervously and whose skin had not seen the sun for a long time. Between the two men a girl was running, kept from gaining her full speed by her expensive attire and an epée she was holding in her right hand. The group appeared so weird to the former soldier Gonzales, that he could think of only one thing: “Errant Eagle?”
“Je crois que oui“, the nobleman answered, affected. 
“Aye”, the seaman shouted with relief.
“Si!“ the girl added in a confident voice.
“Then hop on quickly!” Pepe ordered. He urged the carriage horses to gallop, before the door had closed behind the last passenger, the french blue-blood, completely.
Ann´s cheeks were glowing from agitation. She had seen her foster father among the burglars who had come to their aid. In her opinion that wasn´t cause for worry, to the contrary, she felt that there was no need to even ponder a less than glorious end to this adventurer now and so it held no sour aftertaste for her. In this regard she was no different from her real mother, only the mannerism came from growing up loved and well cared for, instead of Jenny´s arrogance.
The coach was racing fast down the main road towards the harbour. Captain La Mancha risked looking out of the window. He realized that they were not followed – yet. The man knocked against the coach´s frame, to catch the driver´s attention. “Slower, man! You are only raising suspicion!”
Pepe misinterpreted the knocking. He thought the passenger wanted to alert him to pursuers and drove the horses even harder, whipping them repeatedly. Idle strollers, shoppers, servants on an errand and beggars alike jumped aside. They sought refuge behind crates or in a sideway.
“What´s happening out there?” Whipcrack, still standing in the “foodstore”, wondered. He raised his head, saw the four horses approach and recogniced the man sitting in the driver´s place as his teenage ward Gonzales. Werner grabbed a watchman´s halbard and pushed the man away. Viviane got rid of another guard by means of well placed kicks with her boots, then the two ran towards the port, too. When the coach was passing by, they jumped on. 
With one hand the leutnant held himself, with the other he brought forth a sheet of sailcloth from under his vest. It was a flag with Captain Clark´s crest. Whipcrack held it with his teeth, climbed to the coach´s roof and fastened the flag to it.

*
 
At the Errant Eagle Chien del´Onyx lowerd his looking glass. “The flag´s up!” he shouted. The next moment the galleon and the inconspicuous trader Brisa opened their gunnery hatchs simulanously. Captain Grangerford thought that his assistance was needed, for the signal to initiate the attack had come much earlier than expected. He fell back into his old warrior´s routines easily, even moreso, since the barque was manned now with some of Clark´s privateers in addition to his civillian seamen.
The sudden attack caught the Padre del Mar´s crew unaware. The men realized that they could not get out of port and to their preferred battlefield, the open sea, quickly enough. So they returned the fire as good as they could. But it weas a short battle. Pirates not needed at the cannons were storming the town from the galleon already. Captain Grangerford had his barque circle around the port, demonstrating the other ships with well aimed warning shots that it was a bad idea entering the fight in order to give aid to Don Escobedo´s personal warship.
Soon as she returned from town, Viviane took command over the gunnery crew again. When she saw who had done the math and ordered the shots that had already hit the Padre del Mar´s hull, she grabbed the pirate, lifted him and swang him around in circles on account of him being one of the lightest seamen aboard. “Falconeye Freddie!” she exclaimed. “The child prodigy of the Westindias!” But even a wonder boy – pirate had to stay away from the heat of battle and refill the powder horns for his suprerior officer, if he wanted to life to his adulthood.
On the main deck Fourpound Maddock and Blake pelted any resitance from the harbour with the galleon´s swivel guns and on the cannon deck Viviane aimed at the fortress now.
At land the privateers were gaining ground easily enough. Louis´ marksmen worked with military precision to provide cover fire for the close-combat fighters. Still they were keeping a marching order, but the formation would break sooner or later, when the shark-part within the men scented too much blood. Clark´s officers were well aware of that fact and as prepared for it as one could be. But until then Puerto Bello´s residents felt like being subjected to a military operation instead of an unorganized pirate raid. The thought did not exactly motivate them to strike back. Militia and City watch worked hard to organize the escape of women and children into the coastal forest surrounding the town.

*

In the fortress Joshuah, Clark, Jose and Perry found themselves surrounded at a large balcony. The scribe found no more opportunity to work the territory to his advantage. He fought back to back with Jose now, who was the better fighter, but still only a mediocre one.
Joshuah´s berserker rage was ebbing down and he felt the exhaustion now. A fight like this was so different from the tailor´s usual lifestyle. Had the man from Providence pondered fighting Don Escobedo with his own hands before, he now dreaded the very thought of it. Joshuah had witnessed the first strikes exchanged by the spanish noble and the Errant Eagle´s captain and it had put the fright into his bones.
Clark was wielding a fallen enemy officer´s sabre and his cutlass. The Don preferred a rapier like Black Garcia, but he was far deadlier a fighter with it than the pirate had been. Even worse: Under the guide of his fingers even the spaniard´s cloak became a lethal weapon.
“This battle I´m not going to loose!” Captain Clark vowed to himself silently. “Not this one! I´m thirteen years old no longer!”
But Don Escobedo, too, had improved since their encounter on the Clarabella. And he had listened to the description of more than one practice battle between Clark and his men Hank Straight had witnessed on the Aquila. So the Don was well informed about his opponent´s fighting stlye and could meet each move of the privateer with a counter-move his own. Step by step he drove the smaller man where he wanted him.
Clark was now defending frantically without finding an opening for another attack. He felt a low wall in his back, felt forced to jump on it without looking, and found himself at the spires of Escobedo´s fortress.
“Where to now?” Don Escobedo challenged. “Right into the point of my blade, over the wall or will you yield, Captain Clark?”
Clark stared at his foe with a grim face. The corners of his mouth twitched treacherously. Don Escobedo would not have survived as long as he had as a pirate hunter, had he not learned to notice small signs like this. And he was able to draw the correct conclusions: His opponent was not fighting down tears of shame, but trying to hide a smile. 
Escobedo threw himself to the side on instinct. He expected to receive a weapon into his back any moment – and was right. Clark saw Joshuah´s hatchet coming. He felt terror when it was closing in on his own body, now, that Escobedo´s was no longer between him and the tailor. Before the blade could strike him, Clark threw himself off the spires, back to the balcony. Joshuah let out a scream of triumph, when he saw his captain push down Escobedo.
Clark rammed his foot onto the elderly man lying on his back. He pressed the point of his sabre against the spaniard´s throat.
“But Senora”, Escobedo croaked, “keep in check your lowly desires!”
“What?!”
One second of confusion of his enemy was enough for the seasoned warrior to get him off his chest. His rapier still in hand he swang it in a wide bow and drew it over Clark´s breast.
“Auaaaaahhhhhh!“
Clark staggered backwards. The cloth of his disguise as a servant was torn and hang down from his body. His fighting comrades saw blood ooze down Clark´s chest. He broke from the battle to check where the spaniard had hit him and Escobedo allowed it.
The spanish nobleman lowered his weapon and his subjects followed the example. But the eagles did not press their attacks. They needed to catch their breath first. Thankful for the interruption, they nevertheless looked uneasy. There was a tension in the air that was hard to fathom, something akin to the realisation of a great and sinister revelation looming beforehand.
“What´s happening?” Jose gasped.
Perry stepped away from the junior navigator. He stormed across Escobedo to his captain´s side. Clark´s fingers and palm were soiled from his own blood. He let out his held breath when he realized that the Don´s slash had hit him the span of two fingers above his breast, in a secure distance to his throat, and not really deep. But Perry had seen it, too.
“Looks like it´s hurting like hell, but the wound doesn´t run deep”, the scribe said. “The blade just pierced your skin.” He raised his hands to remove Clark´s not too clean shirt from the wound. “Burns, ey?”
“Perry!” Clark hissed, but not from pain. “You´ve got your fingers where they do NOT belong!”
Escobedos´s rapier blade parted the shipmates. The Don forced Perry back and opened Clark´s damaged shirt a bit more. Perry, Joshuah, Jose and the spanish soldiers formed a circle around the two. While down at their feet the battle for Puerto Bello was raging, the balcony had become an island of calm silence, the eye of the storm.
“And history repeats… Montoya”, Escobedo spoke up. “Yes, I memorized your name. One does not meet a fencer of your talent every day and your potential was showing even at the age of thirteen. You´ve been an opponent more worthy than some adult fighters of your crew had been.”
“Not good enough… never… good enough”, Clark moaned.
Don Escobedo shook his head. “Of course not! Neither do we expect it from your kind, nor is it designated in creation.”
“Is that why you´ve been chasing me for full fifteen years without cease?”
“No, that´s not the reason. I simply hunt pirates.”
“We are no pirates!”
“You know Spain recognizes no Letters de Marque except for those we issue ourselves, Montoya. But even if we should make an exception in your case, your career has come to an end. I don´t care whether you step up to the gallows or get arrested. Your death means nothing to me, I draw no satisfaction from it. The knowledge of having put you out of action is enough for me. If I have any say in the matter, and I daresay I WILL, then the pirate will die, but Montoya survives.”
“Coincidently I am an english major!”
“Officer? Then yours will be a comparatively comfortable imprisonment. As I said: I do not need to see you suffer. Only vanish from the ocean.”
“I cannot.”
“So? And you think you are still in the position to decide this?“
“That´s a woman!” one the spanish soldiers broke out suddenly.
Escobedo and Clark eyed the man, irritated.
“Looks like it”, Jose agreed.
Escobedo and Clark intensified their staring.
“Caramba!” another soldier cursed.
Escobedo opened his mouth. 
“Now do not hold it against your subjects when they are trying to think”, Clark asked the spaniard. “I´m waiting for mine to start for years!”
The privateer bound his wound with a clean, though sweat-soaked, shirt Joshuah handed him. All the while Escobedo yelled at his men. 
“You and him a quite alike”, Perry remarked. “Except for the… the…”
“For the figurehead”, Jose finished respectlessly. “Do you hear me, Escobedo? Our captain has larger balls hanging than you!” Roaring laughter from the eagles followed the remark.
Escobedo snorted: “LEAD! THEM! AWAY!” 
The four eagles were far too spent to offer any real resistance. 
“Now the outcome´s in Martin´s hands”, the scribe whispered to Clark while the spanish soldiers forced his arms behind his back and bound his wrists. “The Black Dog will manage it”, Clark replied. 
Perry noticed that neither the woman´s voice of command nor her arrogance had changed in any way. Joshuah seemed to be embarassed to share his thoughts with the rest already and Miguel´s son seemed to take the whole revelation for a source of great fun. “What do you think, Perry?” he asked the scribe. “Who else of us is a girl? Creed? Eric? Or perhaps Viviane? He looks kinda like a woman, if you ask me…” “Escobedo”, Perry murmurmed much to Jose´s amusement.
Still too confused the spanish soldiers did not even think about silencing the mouthy prisoners.
The small group was moving towards a gate leading into the main fortress. The men raised their heads when a shadow fell over them. There was a hiss and then a loud bang accopanying an impact above their heads. Debris was falling down on the humans, who who threw themselves to the ground for cover. Clark yelled in pain when he fell onto his wound. “Damn!” he beamed, then. Jose and Perry tried in vain to stiffle their smiles. Only Don Escobedo made a sour face.
“That was a thirty-six-pounder that went in up there”, the privateer captain explained to Joshuah the tailor. “But none of our heavy guns on the Errant Eagle can be directed to fire that high. The shot must have come from within the fortress. Our friends must be close!”
In confirmation of his words a red flag rose up from a tower opposite the balcony where the showdown with Escobedo had taken place. The men entrenched there controlled some of the fortress´ cannons. While Escobedo had been too occupied with his personal enemy to give orders everywhere, the eagles led by Captain Martin had gained control over part of his castle.
“Escobedo!” someone was shouting from the other side. “You remember me? Chien del´Onyx? We´ve got an appointment this evening! I´m willing to exchange this fine fortress for my men you are holding captive!”

*
 
“You´ll never be able to keep Puerto Bello”, Don Escobedo told Captain Martin and his entourage, when they met the next morning for breakfast and negotiations in the governor´s palace.  Escobedo was flanked by two of his senior officers, across the table the Black Dog, Captain Grangerford and the leutnants Jarundo and Creed sat. Whipcrack Werner had been left in charge of the galleon while Chips was overseeing the requisited barque.
Escobedo´s interpreter was waiting for the two parties to call upon his skills.
Sullen and, to tell the truth, overlooked by everybody, the official city governor, too, sat at the table, but it was Admiral Escobedo parlaying with the privateers.
“It was never my intention to conquer it”, Martin replied. “But until the troups from Nombre de Dios or Panama arrive here, my men can cause damage that you´ll have to explain to the viceroy and compensate him for, Don Escobedo. We are willing to content ourselves with what we looted yesterday. We withdraw, but we demand that the persons names on this list will be set free without further persecusion – for starters.”
Escobedo took a look at the document handed to him. “Captain La Mancha, Captain Clark, Mister Perry, the traitor Peralta, father and daughter Anders and Mister Straight?” The Don hesitated. “Straight?” he wondered. “How did you know he was held here?”
“Because Hank, Ann and Raoul have arrived safe and sound aboard my ship already. Your signature is merley a formality spicing up the whole affair for us. There´s more, so listen up! You are not to take any action against the Errant Eagle or any ship sailing under her colors. Swear it in the presence of a priest or your town will suffer for your denial! Trust me, Escobedo, we have not yet forgiven your Oro Grande – plot and neither has Clark forgotten what you did to Providence!”
“For a year, Captain Martin”, Escobedo offered. “One year and let me speak, for I´m not finished yet! In this one year Chien del´Onyx has to act according to his spanish Letter de Marque. If he returns to Puerto Bello at the end of the year and if the shares payed to the governor by then satsify the man, then, yes, unders those conditions will I give in and resign from duty forever. But that will, as we both know, never happen.”
“Chien!” Jarundo protested. “We´ve got the Don in our hands, helpless, and he has done enough damage! Let´s gut him!”
“If we do so”, the renegade noble replied, “Spain will chase us with the whole fleet. Let´s be satisfied with having repeated the famous Gibraltar-raid, my friend.”
“You are sensible, Captain”, the Don confirmed. “Then let´s put into action now what has been agreed to.”

*

The release of the prisoners was not without trouble. Perry, Jose and especially Joshuah the tailor stormed out of their cells, enjoying their freedom. The privateer captain, however, refused to meet his crew again. Pedro the invalid said he was struggling with hands and feet, teeth and nails against having to leave his cell.
“Alright, they locked you up!” Martin shouted through the peephole in the door. “But it´s not the first time! Swallow it and come out at once, else I´ll let you stay here!”
“Coming out? Dream on! I want to see you like this…“
A visibly amused Don Escobedo ordered Pedro to open the door, whether the stubborn inmate would come or not. Chat Creed gasped when he beheld what was inside the cell. “That monster!” he hissed. “Martin grants Escobedo his life and the Don thanks us for it by putting our other captain into woman´s clothing?!”
“I took the freedom”, Escobedo explained, “to gift your wife with proper attire after her old clothes were soiled and ruined in the fight yesterday. I take it that only a marriage explains this two-captains – style of command fully?”
Leutnant Creed stepped into the cell. “She´s a wo…” he started. Jarundo slapped the man on the back of his head when he was about to check whether the things that were bulging Clark´s dress so attractively were real.
Martin put his black Chien del´Onyx – cape around his wife´s shoulders. What she whispered to him, the others could not hear. They only heard Martins´s answer: “No, I´m not going to leave you behind! That´s out of the picture!” To Escobedo he spoke: “We´ll speak again in twelve month.”
The spanish nobleman bowed. “My best regards to your lady, Black Dog”, he said in a mocking tone.

*

It was high noon and the Errant Eagle´s ship´s bell rang, signalling a new day´s beginning. The galleon was about to leave a substantially less rich Puerto Bello. Captain Clark, once again clad in his red mantle, walked the deck, a familiar sight to the seamen. Wearing the mantle felt good, being home again even better, but what Clark had to see, wasn´t fit to lift up his spirit.
“I said: Set sails! What part of it did you not understand? The sails are those large gray things up there, in case you have forgotton!”
One of the privateers stepped forth. “We are wating for Captain Martin´s orders.”
“Since when do you need two orders?”
“One is enough”, a second seaman answered. “From the real captain!”
“Yeah”, a third one added in. “I mean, it´s cute and all that, you piloting the ship and carrying on Martin´s orders, but in a touchy situation like today, in full view of the fortress´ gunnery crew, well, one wishes to make sure…”
The major stood aghast. His words failed him, something that did not happen very often. Captain Clark – a subordinate without command power of his own?! Was that was his own crew believed about him?!
“Whose orders did you wait for, before Martin joined us?” he challenged the veterans of the Aquila. “Oh, right, I almost forgot: Garcia´s.” At least two of them, Chips and Hank Straight, had the decency to cast their eyes down.
“Is there a reason, not a sensible one, just a reason, mind you, that those idiots can accept Viviane and Marita, but not me?” Clark demanded to know from his leutnants.
“They know their place at least”, someone murmured, before the officers could answer.
Clark drew his sabre!

*

Don Escobedo watched the harbour district from the damaged spires of his castle. He had pointed his looking glass at the Errant Eagle. Now he put it down. “This is getting better by the minute!” he rejoyced. “They won´t even get out of port!”
“You mean in a few minutes we can pick up the scum just like it?” the governor gave voice to his hopes.
“Oh, the lady´s a stubborn one. I give her about half an hour”, Escobedo smiled.

*

Louis the hunter´s hand rested on the pistol at his belt. Two steps away Gontard Lenoir readied his own weapon, but Louis was faster. Each man was staring into the other´s pistol without backing down. 
“But we are friends!” Gontard implored.
“Then come to our side!” Louis replied.
The men from Martinique were not the only ones who had picked sides. Captain Clark´s supporters were less numerous, but the group included some of the most powerful eagles. Captain Martin´s followers ignored the fact that their designated leader was standing next to Clark in his group. For lack of a willing leader they simply formed an unspecified mass.
“No, Louis”, Gontard rejected his best friend´s offer to join the majority in their rebellion. “I became a pirate to do the right thing!”
Louis´ fingers twitched treacherously, but the shootist could not bring himself to pull the trigger. Only now Gontard fully realized that he was facing the most deadly male marksman in the crew. Panicking he fired his pistol. But the ball that had been aimed to disarm Louis entered the hunter´s weapon by sheer accident, a trick Gontard would never have managed consciously. Louis screamed in pain when the powder in his weapon exploded. Horrified he stared at three little bones sticking out from his bloodied right hand, gruesome parts that had been his fingers once. Of the thumb there was no sign at all and only the smallest finger remained.
With Gontard´s shot the battle for the Errant Eagle was ignited! 
“For the real captain of the Errant Eagle! By our captain´s blood!” Leutnant Whipcrack yelled. 
“Say, how stupid exactly ARE you?” his dueling opponent threw at him. “Considering whom you are following?” 
Chat Creed, never shy for a joke or witty reply, came to his shimate´s aid: “By our captain´s monthly blood!” he embellished Werner´s slogan.
A few steps away Clark was holding his own ground against the rebels. He said something Creed and Whipcrack could not hear, but it included most definitely tortoises and headless pigs, an insult intended for his supporters and the mutineers alike.
“Clark! You are a bitch, you know?” Creed shouted.
“And proud of it!” the captain replied, before he spattered a surprised “YOU?”
“Yes, me!” his opponent grinned. Captain Clark was facing James Maria Perry.
“Damned and damned twice, Perry! You are hard to recognize from the front in a battle!”

*
 
Don Escobedo turned round an hourglass that had been fetched on his request. It was keyed to exactly half an hour. The battle took longer than he had expected. “She´s prolonging it”, the nobleman said, and it was hard to tell what he felt like about it.

*

On the Errant Eagle Clark´s faction had forced their foes into submission by now. The decisive factor had been Viviane´s and Alfred´s use of the swivel guns. “Never underestimate woman and children!” Falconeye Freddie said with a grin and the glee in his scarred face caused several men to shrink a bit.
So in a sense Clark had “won”, if winning meant having to guard his own crew like prisoners of war to get them to work. “So you claim you cannot sail under a woman´s command”, he adressed the men. “I say, you won´t have to. Coincidently we´ve got this fine barque here in addition to our Errant Eagle. You can leave with it right now or get hanged by your neck later and the choice is yours!”
“You can´t do that!” James Perry yelled. “The fortress´cannons are aimed at the port! You´ve got the spanish Letter de Marque. Without the document the Don´s going to shoot us without mercy!”
“And besides, the Bristol´s my ship!” Captain Grangerford interrupted. He and his men had, as had Ensign Goodrick, assisted the major in the fight. Not because they were especially loyal to Clark, but because only he could give them what they wanted: the leutnat´s comission repectively the Bristol.
“Your wares were sold with profit in Puerto Bello already”, Clark reminded the former soldier. “And your shares of the spoils from our raid will compensate you additionally.” “Well, if that´s so…”
“Getting swayed, nay, ordered around, by a woman!” one of Grangerford´s seamen, who stood close to Perry now, laughed out loud. “What a splendid preparation for your marriage, captain!” Perry smirked. Clark noticed that many of the mutineers were looking to the scribe as their speaker.
From the middle of the small group of about fourty loyal eagles Jose Peralta stepped up to his captain. “I can get them out of here”, the junior navigator claimed. “I know I can! They need a good pilot and navigator at the Bristol anyway.”
Clark nodded. “But if you leave now to guide the Bristol, you´ll have to stay there.”
“I know. But, captain, I was always on your side.”
Clark understood. He spoke the words Peralta would not have dared to, though they were true: “You are a grown man, Jose. And you cannot always remain in my shadow.”
“Yes”, the other confirmed. “But you are, too. A real man, I mean. Despite… you know what.”
Louis Hunter had crouched on the deck until now, whimpering from pain. Now he labored to rise. He spat in Jose´s direction to express his disdain. “Your orders, captain?” he then adressed the erstwhile scribe.
Perry raised his brows. “Orders? For you? I´m sorry, but the way you are now, you are useless to me, marksman.“
“But I cannot stay at the eagleship. You heard that Clark´s going to hang every mutineer!”
Perry aimed his pistol at the frenchman. “Hold still! I´m doing you a favour”, he claimed.
A shot loosened and almost the same instant someone cried: “Noooooooooooooooon!”
Louis tumbled down, but not because he had been mortally wounded. Gontard had flung himself between the ball and the intended victim just in time and had dragged his friend with him. Perry´s shot hit him painfully, but harmlessly, in the buttocks.
The defeated mutineers changed, without paying much heed to the incident, ony by one to the barque.
“Just one word, Captain Perry!” Clark adressed his former scribe.
“Yes?”
“I understand why Karsten is leaving”, the privateer started. “I would not sail under a captain, who had me dragged by rope under the Errant Eagle´s keel, either. And Eric? A man of so liberal convictions, that he would not even hoist the royals. That´s a kind of sail, by the way, in case you intend to learn semanship now, James. Well, to tell the truth, I´m proud of Eric. He has finally decided between his superstitiuos fear of blue-bloods and his convictions. But you, Perry, are different. You even swallowed my major-title, as long as I was succesfull and you could fill your purse. Your money is worth so much more to you now, than the things you belief in. I remember a different man, one who spoke up in defence of the common seaman and who spit on officers. But that man was killed in Gibraltar, was he not?”
“Get to the point, man, er, woman!”
“Do you know the difference between cause and occasion, Perry? I say, you´ve got no problem with my gender. You just wish to get elected as captain by the others. You or some idiot whose strings you can pull!”
A small, shortlived change in Perry´s mimic escaped Clark´s notice. But he was sure that Jarundo or Martin could enlighten him later, whether he had hit the mark or not. 
“One more thing, before you leave, James: Tell me, what do you see in the stars?”
“Huh? What I believe my future will bring, Clark? Is that supposed to be a threat?”
And thus all was said and done.
The Bristol was full to the brim. The privateer captain knew from experience that one could stuff one hundered and fifty seamen on a ship of this type, but Perry had almost twice as many men when he left.
“Perry might get lucky with his barque”, Hank Straight remarked. “But we have hardly enough man for the Eagle.”
“I´m kinda used to it, lad”, Clark replied.
While Clark was trying to get some order into his small, still shocked crew, Martin bowed over his friends from Martinique, Gontard and Louis. Doc Harris was already at their side, but the maimed marksman seemed to need his captain´s and childhood friend´s words of comfort now more than Abe´s healing skills.
The other captain raised his hand up to his breast. “The cursed wound´s twitching again!” he lamented. “I really thought Escobedo would slice off both my breasts…”
“Breasts?” Whipcrack repeated, dumbfounded. “Come on, now, that´s for real? I thought Perry made that up!” Clark laughed, relieved! Some things never changed and his leutnant was one of those. “He didn´t make it up. I always was, well, you know what.”
“You fooled even Viviane and Marita!”
“And I fell in love with the bastard, to boot!” the ship´s cook complained, out of her mind.
“I´m not going to discuss women-stuff with you now! Don´t even think of it!” Clark warned the two females. Viviane could not help herself, she simply had to approach the older one, embrace and hug her in a fit of pity and sympathy. Clark´s life had to have been so different from her own! Viviane wondered, what her captain would have had to endure in her time?
“Clark!” Werner raised his voice. “Hands off my wife!”
“But I´m a woman myself”, the major replied.
“Well, yes”, the leutnant gave in. “But until I´ve gotten used to the thought, you keep your fingers off her!”

*

In the hours to follow the Errant Eagle followed a northeastern course. Later the galleon would have to tack against the wind to escape the spanish territory, that was, despite the armistice with Escobedo, still hostile to them.
Chat Creed was manning the helm, having nothing to do but keep the ship on the intended course. He used the time to ponder once again all the events that had taken place in the recent days. First Providence had fallen and then Chien del´Onyx and Captain Martin had turned out to be one and the same person. Afterwards the Errant Eagle´s second captain had been found a woman in disguise. The leutnant believed that the raid in Puerto Bello had been the only break, bringing with it a measure of what he called normality. The shark inside him wanted nothing else than follow his old routines again…
“Tea, Sir?”  Ricky asked from the stairs leading up to the quarterdeck.
“No, thanks”, the leutnant replied. “And stuff that ‘Sir’, lad. That´s pointless on a ship where one of four men enjoys an officer´s rank right now.”
The ensign came up and joined Creed. He emptied the tea cup himself, standing where he was. It wasn´t proper behaviour, but what was still proper or normal?
“There´s still a lot to sort out today”, the youth said.
Chat snatched the biscuit that came with the tea, crunched it and answered: “You say!”

*

Back home in Providence Eduard Anderson had reacted with disappointment to the news that just Ann and not him, too, was a famous privateer´s child. He took comfort in the knowledge that he could make Ann his wife when he was older, which seemed, among grown-ups, even better than having a twin-sister. But since Joshuah´s heroic action in the fortress of Puerto Bello the boy felt ashamed for his feelings. How could one not admire a father like his? And who would wish to exchange him for somebody else? He had been wrong! Joshuah Anders was at least as great as Major Clark, if not a good deal better!
For this reason the tailor´s son was busy helping his father and learning all he could from him. No longer was Joshuah wielding an axe, but once again needle, scissors and string. The man and the growing boy worked at Captain Clark´s new outfit.
“I do not want a radical change, just be able to move more freely”, the woman warned the tailor. “So don´t turn me into a Redbeard!”
“In my shop the customer gets what she pays for”, Joshuah explained. “And I agree with you. It´ll befit your authority better, if the men get to see as little of your skin as possible.”
Kate and Ann sat nearby while the men were working in Clark´s cabin. They aided their relatives here and there, aware of the fact, that something more subtle than the fitting of clothes took place here. The five humans had to get a system into their relationship, one large family that included Martin, Jarundo and his partner, too. At least the two indians were easily defined as uncle and aunt, Ann thought. Giving her surname not with “Clark”, but “of Brackenridge” was more difficult to remember. But Jenny Little and the privateer had been rightfully engaged in the eyes of the populace, after all. There seemed to go all kinds of trouble with her newly aquired title and family history, Ann understood, but she had no choice but to live with it. Asking about her real father would have complicated the case even more, needlessly, and so this aspect was left out for the time being.
“If you are lucky and persuasive”, Kate started carefully, “you can talk the people into believing that everything was nothing more than a scheme of this Don Escobedo, indeed and Captain Perry just made use of it. A case of mistaken identity caused by the existance of your reclusive twin sister…”
“Aunt Jenny!” Ann laughed.
“I do hope so”, Clark nodded.
“Well”, Joshuah said, when he finally stepped back from his customer, looking at his handiwork from a distance. Clark was wearing a fencing shirt of the same cut Joshuah had made for Viviane several years ago now. Fashionably black balloon trousers and boots hid the shape of his legs, the upper torso was covered by a red vest. Over his shirt the major had slung a sash, a trick he had already used during the first mission together with Captain La Mancha.
No longer was Clark looking like a young man in his attire. His life experience was showing now, as was his gender - to all who knew about it, but nobody else. Not even his shorter now, but still almost shoulderlong, hair gave away too much, because it was in keeping with men´s hairstyle of the time.
“At least ten years older, the gentleman”, Eddy grinned. 
Clark studied himself in the mirror. He nodded, satsified. “You´ve done wonders, Josh, but for the trial today I prefer my old mantle”, he decided. 
“So you are going through with executing the poor chap, hunter?” Kate inquired.
“We´ve been through hard times, and often in times of trouble a stern order is what people need most”, Joshuah mused.
“Order, yes, not tyranny”, Clark said. “I´ve learned the difference the hard way last year.”

*

Louis did not even look up when the captain left his cabin. The mutineer had not been confined in a cell. Where would he run, after all, and in his condition to boot?
“Seaman Louis Hunter!” Leutnant Riet´s voice rang out. “Come over here!”
The marksman wiped his reddened, tear-stained eyes with the sleeve of his shirt. “Forget the hunter-part!” he rejected the surname the eagles had given him after he had joined them. The well known poacher had never needed a second name, neither in Martinique nor later, when Francois de Monet had put in a good word for him with his father and Louis had been allowed to serve as a seaman on the Prince Paris.
Whipcrack grabbed the man by his healthy arm to drag him before the main mast. Down here, not removed from the crew on the quarterdeck, the ship´s leaders had lined up behind a table. They had readied two leather bags and one of Abe Harris´ jam pots on the table for purposes yet to be revealed.
“Louis the hunter!” Leutnant Jarundo adressed the defendant. “In the port of Puerto Bello you deserted the eagles and raised your hand against your shipmates as well as our captains. Knowing that your rebellion was punishable by death, you still stayed by the treacherous scribe Perry´s side till the end – and beyond it. By right we ought to enforce that sentence now, but the gentlemen Martin and Gontard pleaded mercy for you. This constitutes a case of disagreement of our captains and in this case, according to our code, the majority vote must be called. Your final fate rests now in the hand of the crew, mutineer.” The leutnant snapped his fingers. “The bag, Ricky!” 
Ensign Goodrick walked through the assembled crewmen. Each crewmember eligible to vote recieved two colored stones of the size of a walnut. Captain Grangerford and the remaining loyal men from the barque were not among them, and neither was the eagles´ fast ally La Mancha, who stood several steps apart from the privateers like the outsider he was. But Joshuah the tailor had been part of Clark´s crew for a short time and thus was included in the ceremony.
“Voting is by ballot, that is: secret. Your decision will be known only to yourself”, Jarundo explained to the men. “You´ll be walking by our table and hold your hands over the clay pot. If you think the mutineer Louis ought to live, throw the red stone into the pot. If you say the bastard needs a rope around his neck, throw in the white one – white as a deadman´s skull. And if you should find yourself unable to decide, throw in both your stones.”
The men started murmuring amongst themselves. Jarundo had to repeat his instructions twice, using different words each time, then the voting could start. First the captains Clark and Martin put their stones into the pot, then Jarundo and Ricky. 
When all the voters had passed the table and stepped back from it, the ensign emptied the pot for all to watch. At first glance there were less white than red stones by far, but Goodrick counted them accurately nonetheless. “We´ve got ten white and thirty-six red stones, Sirs and Madames”, the youth announced. “That means thirty-three votes for acquittal, seven for death and three abstentions.”
“Looks like the rat has friends”, Clark snorted.
“Some of the meanest persons I know have”, Martin replied nicely.
“We respect the crew´s wishes and decide”, Clark proclaimed, “that seaman Louis Hunter looses all his shares earned till this day, will receive only half a share for the next three month…”
At this words Hank Straight, standing in the crowd, folded his arms reflexively. The former mutineer from the Aquila, too, had to relinqhish half his income in favour of the ship´s treasury.
“…and will be punished by fourty whiplashes to the naked back.”
Doc Harris shook his head. “Next week I would not say no, Captain, but not one day earlier! In his condition Louis belongs into bed anyway and now that he´s going to live, I´ll make sure he stays there!”
“Granted”, Clark gave in. “After his recovery the convict needs not stay the full three month. He may continue sailing with us or leave in a port of his choice.”
Lipnail Tom, Perry´s sucessor as the ship´s treasurer for as long as he was still with the eagles, put down the changes to his papers. The crowd dispersed slowly.
“And I thought my life was complicated!” Ann whispered, when she saw how Louis rejected the congratulations of even his closest friends briskly.
“Because you were kept in the dark about your real parentage?” somebody asked. “I could tell you a tale or two from my own childhood!”
Ann of Brackenridge turned around, looked up and into the speaker´s eyes. It was the english captain Joseph Grangerford.
“Is that so?”
The englishman pointed invitingly at some ballast sacks grouped around the beer barrel for just the purpose of tale-telling. “Ocean voyages are mostly filled with boredom”, he explained. “But I always managed to put a smirk in the face of even the grumpiest sailor with my family history.”
“Then we should invite Captain La Mancha, too”, Ann decided. “He feels so out place at the Errant Eagle!”
The frenchman, whose heritage was even more colorful than Ann´s and Joseph´s, followed the invitation hesistantly only. 
“My father´s going to escort you to Martinique and release you there”, Ann said to comfort the captain who was half ally and half captive. “He needs to fetch a large sum of money from the island anyway, he says.”
“That´s so typical for her!” La Mancha said with a sad smile. “Had I been told earlier that Clark is a woman, I would have noticed that she´s the perfect bride for Francois. Then the two of them could have settled in Fort-de-France and made the royal director´s life hell.”
“Oh, stepfather Martin will return home”, Ann announced.
“Martin?! Has he told you so? But after all he´s done, he would have to return as a criminal, delivering himself to the court´s mercy! Between you and me, Mademoiselle of Brackenridge, I do not want that! Francois wouldn´t stand a chance…”
“The captain says, he´ll come home soon as Henri marrys Babette and not a day earlier”, Ann stressed the fact. “Then he´ll agree to any sentence the governor may dish out.”
“When Henri marries… her? That means: never”, La Mancha sighed, relieved.
 
*

At the end of the day Captain Clark could hardly believe that he had left the prison cellar of Puerto Bello wearing a dress and crossed blades with James Perry earlier the same day. So much had changed in the span of those few hours… And as it wasn´t enough already, the major had to plot a course defying common mariner´s sense: from his current position to Eleuthera via Curacao, Martinique and St. Kitts. When he was done, the captain wanted nothing else then a  good night´s sleep. But soon as a had flung himself on his bed, a knock at the door foiled his plans.
“Enter!”
Marianne of Brackenridge stood in the door. “It´s me… you said you wanted no interruptions…”
“None of my orders to the crew applies to you, Ann! Come in!”
Clark sat up again. He was about to remove his nautical maps from the table, but Ann put her hands onto them. “We ´ll need them, father! Speaking strictly, I wanted to speak to you not as my dad, but as the captain of the Errant Eagle.”
Expectantly Clark cocked his head, showing a wry smile. He liked to see himself in the grown child, though it could just as well be Kate and Joshuah combined.
“Show me where Aruba is!” Ann asked her father.
“Here! Aruba is the westernmost of the three islands Aruba, Curacao and Bonaire. After we have passed the gulf of Maracaibo, the dutch island is the first one that constitutes secure territory for us.”
“That´s the island we need to attack!” Ann claimed.
“Ann Clark! Have you turned pirate?!”
“Much better!” the girl promised. “See, there was this man of the Westinida Company, Don Escobedo entertained as his guest in Puerto Bello. This Van Eijk is a spy for the spaniards and not without followers. If you clean up his headquarters on Aruba and present to the dutch proof of Van Eijk´s true loyalities, you are doing the company a favour. But raiding a dutch trading port also fulfills the spirit of your agreement with the Don. You´ll bring Escobedo the money taken from his own lapdogs to Puerto Bello!”
Captain Clark said nothing at first. The he held out his hand, grinning, and Ann took it.
“Politica”, the girl said, smiling. 
“Yeah. You´ve got that expertise from your grandfather, I guess.”
“I would have liked to know him!”
“Me, too”, Clark answered, averting his eyes. “What´s the crew doing?” he asked quickly.
“Throwing a party.”
“Sounds like it.” Clark stood up, grabbed his daughter by her hand and walked to the door at her side. For the moment he did not feel how tired he really was. “Then we should not let them wait!”

*

Marita was dancing close, and to an altogether different music than the eagles played, with her Jarundo. Now that Captain Clark had proved no longer a valid target of her affection at all, the ship´s cook´s final objections against marrying her lifemate had vanished. Very soon they would be bride and groom and Marita would have Jarundo´s child.
The captains La Mancha and Martin seemed to have buried their differences finally and even Louis sat amongst the privateers, accepting a mug of beer from Gontard. 
The teenagers Blake and Cavendish were jumping exuberantly between the older seamen like ship´s boys. They had survived two great battles in as many days: the attack at Puerto Bello and the mutiny.
Ricky and one of the younger pirates from the Soaring Seagull brawled for the priviledge of asking Ann to dance. The girl offered one hand to each of the young men.
Clark witnessed all this. He cast a quick glance up to the starlit sky, to make sure that up there everything was going on according to plan, too. As expected the stars did as the seamen did: dancing in a colorful swirl of light and spirit. 
“La Mancha and Grangerford crossed my path again, a pistol exploded during mutiny and I dueled Escobedo once more”, the Clark thought. “Looks like our life is nothing more than a ring-shaped shark bassin, that we cross repeatedly without realizing it.”
The captain felt another person´s presence in his back. He turned round and recognized the ship´s carpenter.
“Will you dance with me, Jenny Little? One last time, before you must return to heaven above?”
Jenny nodded. She understood that she had to grant Chips the goodbye that he had not been able say to her thirteen years ago. Perhaps he would always love her, regardless of them both tied to partners of their own. Probably his love would transcend and take on another shape or vanish with time. Or it would lead to yet another confrontation, who was to say? The walls of the circular tank were always the same, but they appeared different each hour as the sun traveled her path across the sky. All one could do, was being prepared for each turn of the tides of fate. Chips seemed to be satisfied with what he received during the party. From one moment to the other, little Jenny transformed back into Clark the privateer.
“It´s been a while, Captain, but we stood together at Jennys grave…” the man started to speak.
“So we did.”
“After I had been with her all those month while we helped the first Aquila out of the nest... Jenny understood the ship, she dreamed together with it, but didn´t live ´till waking time. When her husband appeared out of nowhere and took the eagle-ship for his own, I was more than a bit mad at him!”
“Hehe!”
“Yes, today it is funny. But do you know what? Fourty-two, during the mutiny, a thought crossed my mind: Jenny would not have let us take her ship just like it! She was the eagle, like her soul lived on in each ship of the same type. She… she would have pursued us forever and would have re-taken the Aquila from Garcia! There was no doubt to it, but when you came back indeed, do you think I would have made the connection? No!”
“Even Martin never managed to look beyond the disguise”, Clark comforted the shipmate. “And in the guise of the Black Dog he had fooled all of us before sucessfully.”
The encouraging smile accompanying Clark´s words reminded Chips to the thirteen years younger version of the privateer captain. But time and experience had forged another personality from the same soul. Chips could not imagine falling in love again with the privateer captain he considered his oldest still living friend.
“Do you reckon Perry will return one day, too?” he mused.
Clark shook his head. “We´ll meet him again, that much is certain. Didn´t I say something like it back in Wilhelmstad? Our shared adventures have forged a bond between us and James Perry, but that does not mean that our common history will unite us in friendship.”
“It doesn´t exclude the possibility, however.”
Clark smiled.  He looked out at the ocean. Tonight it was calm, but the privateer knew the sea´s fickleness. Friend and foe, enemy and ally, even one´s own sense of self got mixed and re-assembled anew all the time. Nothing in the New World stayed as it was for a long time, he had learned from childhood. But was that really true? The waves took on another shape, but they were still made of the same water. Once the thirty-year old had believed that he had seen and done everything already. Now he realized that he had not by long shot danced all the figures in the dance of life or heard all the notes of the song. And even though his reputation was perhaps ruined forever and the Errant Eagle had to fight against the winds deep within hostile territory, the privateer looked surprisingly optimistic at the future. If the worst had already happened to one, what was there to fear still? He could, Captain Clark found, only win now. If he had raided the spanish treasure fleet with seventy greedy human sharks, how much more would he be able to achieve with the fourty-three loyal privateers left to him?
Above the heads of the partying seamen a voice rose. Clark and Chips exchanged knowing glances, when they recognized the old song Leutnant Creed had added another verse to:
Captain Clark a new ship she had
The Silver Fleet was on her mind
For the Don had said “okay” to that
And stepped aside in kind.



Timetable
compiled by Lt. Ronald Goodrick 

What has gone before

Before 1611 	The english envoy Nick of Brackenridge falls in love with a common born spanish woman. Against better judgement they marry.
1611 		Clark and Jenny of Brackenridge born in London.
1613 		Nick and Isabel of Brackenridge flee from England, pursued by english and 
spanish ships. They die. The twins survive, are found and placed in foster 
homes: Clark is raised by Bilbao´s jailor, Jenny by his half-brother, a carpenter.
Sir Nick is trialed in absence and found guilty of treason. Most of his property 
is seized by his cousin, Rupert of Gloucester. 
1615 		After they have a son of their own (Vincente) Clark is treated badly by his 
stepparents. 
Jenny befriends the street urchin Julio, a story yet to be told.
1618 		Francois de Monet and Pierre Dupont are born in Paris. 
		“Chien del´Onyx” (real name never disclosed) born in Trinidad.
1619		Clark runs away from his unhappy home. Soon after joining the Clarabella´s 
crew he becames Capitano Porreno´s ward.
The Clarabella arrives in the New World. Marquis Porreno sells the settlers he 
was to escort into slavery and turns pirate.
1623 		Sir Rupert tracks down Jenny. He takes her with him to the colonies. 
English settlers arrive in St. Kitts.
1624		Don Escobedo discovers the hideout of Capitano Porreno and his crew and 
roots out the pirates. Porreno is killed along with many others, young Clark 
captured.  
1525 		French settlers arrive in St. Kitts (St. Christopher)
1626 		The carib population of St. Kitts is eradicated.
		Clark lives as a slave at a cane sugar plantation for two years now. Ownership 
of the island is disputed. Sir Rupert leaves St. Kitts and leads an english 
invasion force. He settles down there together with his niece. Jenny recognizes 	her brother Clark among the slaves and he is freed.
1627		Henri de Monet and Commodore Dupont are tasked with extending the french 
territory in the colonies. They seize Trinidad from Spain, but Admiral Dupont 
is killed in the battle, leaving his son Pierre orphaned, yet well cared for.
		French occupation of Trinidad. Raoul becomes de Monet´s ward.		
1628  		Clark has rows with his uncle. Though still underage he joins the military as a 
marine. He gets assigned to the Royal Bride, commanded by Isaac Snyder.
1629 		Captain Snyder is killed in a naval battle with the spaniards near St. Kitts. 
Clark seizes command, ignoring the cease-fire ordered by England and Spain. 
He breaks with England, turning pirate.
		St. Kitts becomes spanish (till 1631).
Clark takes over the Corse.
About 5 month later 
Clark befriends a judge in Providence who helps him fund the 
construction of his new ship. Clark agrees to become a privateer in England´s 
service. 
Jenny Little, who had come to Providence with the Corse as Clark´s lovemate, 
is with child. 
Captain Clark disappears and it is conjectured that he has to undertake a secret 
mission for the crown. 
Sulpicius Fillon, who is secretly in love with Clark´s betrothed Jenny, assissts in the Aquila´s construction.
1630		Jenny Little dies in childbirth, the midwife gives her baby-daughter Marianne
to foster parents, the Anderson-family.
Viviane´s father dies. She runs away from home.
Captain Clark returns from his mission. 
The Aquila sets off for her maiden voyage. The first crewmembers are 
Sulpicius “Chips” Fillon, Black Garcia, Viviane Bridger and Butcher Silas.
		They rescue an english ship from pirates, Tom “Fishfry” and Joe “Surname” 
join the eagles. Both had been pressed into service, Tom from out of prison, 
Joe from his home.
		On Jamaika one of the eagles buys the negro Longstreak Eddy. Clark sets him 
free immediately (but charges him the sum). Eddy joins the crew.
The Eagles conquer the bucaneer harbour Eleuthera and place it under english 
rule. Sir Langley is made governor.
Chatham Creed, an orphan from Eleuthera, joins the crew.
Clark is accused of having kidnapped his twin-sister from Sir Rupert´s 
residence, but claims that she wanted to leave in the first place. Little is heard 
of Jenny of Brackenridge in the years to come. 
1631 - 38	Clark´s career and life almost end due to a misspelling of his name. 
Clark pursues a spanish cartographer who goes into hiding at a sugar 
plantation. Clark conquers the place, freeing the slaves there. Jarundo, who was 
to be executed the same day, becomes the captain´s most loyal friend.
The Aquila travels along the coast of Hispaniola, San Juan to the caribbean 
islands. They found the settlement of Escapio Domingo.
Clark meets Captain Redbeard near St. Kitts. He assists in driving away the 
spaniards from the island. The formerly french town St. Christophe is freed 
from spanish occupation, only to fall under english rule and is re-named St. 
Kitts. Clark befriends Dr. Corner and meets the children Aberforth Harris and 
Christopher, both of them future crewmembers. 
Chips marries and fathers several children in the following years. Other eagles 
found families (or at least have children), too, during their careers.
Clark sets course for Coro straight from San Juan, but finds himself before 
Santa Marta instead. The Aquila, damaged beyond repair by weather and 
enemies, makes it to Curacao, where the dutch offer Clark a Letter de Marque 
against spain along with a new ship, the Midnight Blue.
In Coro the thief and burglar Werner Riet joins the crew.
At least two traders are seized and tuned by Clark, acting as the new Aquila. 
Most people and historians, however, do not discriminate between the several 
incarnations of the ship.
1639		The duration of Clark´s Letter de Marque runs out. The Aquila is attacked by
an english warship (probably on Sir Rupert´s behalf, who still tries to capture 
Clark). The fight goes badly for the attackers.
James Perry kills his captain and joins the eagles. 
When the Aquila´s treasurer makes a grave mistake, Perry becomes his 	successor. 
		Clark leads the Aquila, Crimson Road and Sharkfang into battle, first against 
Maracaibo, then Gibraltar, where the spanish treasure fleet anchors. There are 
many casualities, among them the erstwhile treasurer and Joe.
The eagles scatter, some (like Longstreak and Silas) settling down, some
spending their wealth within the next two years to the last coin.
1640		While Chips guards the Aquila in St. Kitts, Clark supervises the construction of 
his mansion on Eleuthera. However, he cannot stay landbound for long. He 
undertakes several expeditions between Florida and the Bahamas in order to 
complete his nautical maps.
1641 		French local governors everywhere are replaced by directors. The one sent to 
Martinique dies shortly after his arrival from fever. 
Le Vasseur becomes governor of Tortuga.
Sir Rupert promises his niece´s hand to the man who brings him Captain Clark 
alive.

The story begins…

	English Civil War starts.

A man from Trinidad starts a career as a pirate, calling himself Chien del´Onyx.
		Francois de Monet and Cpt. Pierre Dupont set out on a trading mission with the 
Prince Paris. Also aboard are the seamen Louis and Gontard Lenoir. 
		Clark recruits seamen for the Aquila, among them veterans from his earlier 
voyages and some very inexperienced youths like Chips´ nephew Alfred (who 
had been sent to his uncle from Tortuga to learn his craft) and Hank Straight.
Learning about the new pirate Chien del´Onyx, adventerous Francois invests 
the proceeds from his enterprise in gunpowder and cannons. He chases and 
attacks Chien, but is no match for him. The Prince Paris is destroyed, Francois 
must serve as the captain´s personal slave, Pierre, Louis and Gontard join the 
pirates.
Chien steals the Midnight Blue from Wilhelmstad and establishes a secret base 
on Aruba.
Captain La Mancha from Martinique later finds the Prince Paris´ wreackage, 
but no hint to Francois´ whereabouts.
Tensions between the pro-pirate and the pro-privateer fractions on the Aquila 
increase, especially when Clark places a mission for the motherland 
before the profit. 
The conflict results in a mutiny, Black Garcia takes over command, but proves 
incompetent. James Perry acts a the Aquilas shadowcaptain. 
Battle between the Aquila and the Plough of the ocean, the Plough is 
destroyed. Among others the seaman Bob Benson is taken captive by the 
pirates.
Clark is sold for a bounty to the governor of Martinique by Captain Garcia. 
The Aquila travels south.
Captain La Mancha returns to Martinique empty handed.
A few days after the Aquila the Pride of Martinique leaves Martinique in 
search of the missing governor´s son. Clark is tasked with this quest in 
exchange for his life, La Mancha acts as the Pride´s captain and Clark´s 
warder. Jarundo accompanies his friend.
The still active pirate-hunter Don Escobedo chases the Aquila and the 
Midnight Blue, but cannot engage them in battle.
Chien attacks the Aquila, killing almost everyone on board. Chips, Alfred 
and Bobby are forced to join the pirates. Hank Straight goes overboard and is 
pressumed dead, many pirates die. 
The Pride of Martinique happens upon the Aquila´s wreckage, the few 
survivors are imprisoned in Wilhelmstad. 
Don Escobedo rescues the shipwrecked Hank Straight. He interrogates him for 
every piece of information about Clark that can be gleaned.
Viviane and Werner realizes their love for each other.
Clark and La Mancha learn of Chien´s deeds. They start chasing him.
Showdown in Rio de la Hacha: Chien is captured, the Midnight Blue 
destroyed. Chien escapes, only to die in the battle. Clark rescues a single 
survivor, who turns out to be Francois de Monet.
Francois struggles with the memory of his captivity and the prospect of being 
forced to live in a gilded cage again. He decides to take over the Pride of 
Martinique and become a pirate himself. Meanwhile Clark plans the same. The 
two captains team up and maroon La Mancha and most of his crew in dutch 
territory.
Francois reveals to Clark the location of Chien´s hideout. Here they recruit 
Chips, Alfred, Bobby, Louis, Gontard, Pierre, Jose Peralta and others. Jose 
turns out to be the son of a former shipmate of Clark´s on the Clarabella.
Clark frees the surviving mutineers from Wilhelmstad, allowing them to join 
his crew again. Other new recruits are Jarundo´s girlfriend Marita, the runaway 
slave Lipnail Tom, merchant´s son Peter Korthals and apprentice carpenter 
Karsten, who becomes Chip´s assistant.
The Pride of Martinique is re-christened Errant Eagle. Clark has Karsten 
keelhauled because he spells the name wrong, but the man survives.
Francois changes his name to Martin.
Viviane and Werner Riet marry.
1643 		The Errant Eagle captures a spanish scout ship near Providence. The eagles 
secure the plans of this year´s silver caravan´s route. Clark decides to waylay it on Cuba.
		Clark renews his Letter de Marque in Providence.
The spanish captain strikes a deal with the governor to let him escape. Spain is now prepared for Clark´s attack, though the privateer does not know this.
Clark completes his crew during a visit in Eleuthera. Among the new recruits are Jeff Spencer (Chat Creed´s cousin) and Pegleg Sam.
The eagles try to ambush the silver caravan, but walk right into a trap. They are driven away, many of them die in the jungle. Francois is captured by the spaniards.
Instead of fleeing together with the others, Clark returns in the middle of the battle to rescue Francois/Martin. He does not know that his co-captain has already persuaded Pepe Gonzales, a spanish soldier, of letting him go, luring the young man with the promise of a treasure cache Clark has already found long ago.
While the captains are away, Perry forces the election of a new captain. Before it is finished, Clark, Martin and a few stragglers make it back to the Errant Eagle.
Pepe has no choice but to join the eagles. He is tortured in order to reveal the location of the secret silver mine, but cannot be broken. Jarundo eventually saves his life with a trick.
The Errant Eagle makes a few catches, then arrives at Tortuga. Once again the crew scatters for few month to spend their shares of the loot. 
The english privateer Sharkeye manages to seize a ship left behind by the silver fleet, but later sinks. Zack Croft relates this news to the eagles and joins their crew.
Martin falls in love with Clark´s twin-sister Jenny.
Don Escobedo employs the pirate captain Hornbasket in an intrigue against the Errant Eagles´ captains. Each of the pair is fed false information that not only makes him believe the other is a traitor, but also places his life in danger.
Both victims survive their traps, but from now on they become enemies.
Martin hires a bucaneer clan to exect his revenge on the eagles. On Lizard Island Clark and the eagles confront Martin and his bucaneers. The two captains duel, but cannot bring themselves to kill each other. It´s assumed, but never proven, that they are in love.
In Eleuthera Clark is promoted offically to Major and gifted with land property. Martin hates it.
Returning to Tortuga Martin officially marries Jenny.
Martin, Jenny, Jarundo and Clark find and capture Captain Hornbasket. They take him to Eleuthera for execution.
Meanwhile the spaniards take over Providence.
Clark prevents the execution of Captain Maddock and the pirates from the Soaring Seagull, making them part of his own crew. 
Ronald Goodrick joins the crew as officer cadet.
Don Escobedo kidnaps Clark´s daughter Marianne, who until then did not know who her real parents were. He issues an ultimatum to Clark.
Chien del´Onyx re-appears in the waters around Providence. Against all probability he manages to take over the Errant Eagle, murders Martin and brings Clark to the Don as a prisoner - or so the story goes. As a matter of fact, all three of them, Clark, Chien and Martin, are still alive in 1644.
Chien sails into port in Puerto Bello to deliver Clark, but is overthrown by the eagles. They stage a surprise attack on the town. 
In the end Marianne is freed along with Hank Straight, who rejoins the eagles.
The pirates withdraw from Puerto Bello. Martin strikes a deal with Don Escobedo: he promises to refrain from pursuing the Errant Eagle for a year. 
Chien del´Onyx is granted a spanish Letter de Marque, despite his countless defeats by the hand of the eagles.
James Perry breaks with the eagles, due to political disagreements with Clark, it is said. He goes his own way, together with Jose, Eric, Karsten and many others.
1644		Securing alliances with the english, the dutch and the buccaneers Clark plans 
to attack the silver fleet again this year.

…and continues

1648 		Puritan Settlers arrive in Eleuthera, official founding year of the town
1649 		Charles I. beheaded
1651 		English Civil War ends
1655 		England seizes Jamaika from Spain
1660		Death of Oliver Cromwell, Coronation of Charles II.
1680 		England and Spain sign a peace treaty


A document from ~1650

Wanted for treason and piracy: 80 pounds bounty (200 alive) on the heads of

Major Clark of Brackenridge
Leutnant Ronald Goodrick

Wanted for treason and piracy: 60 pounds bounty on the heads of

Eduard Anderson 
Robert Benson 	
William Bessemer	
Kevin Blake 
Marianne of Brackenridge
John Cavendish 	
Theodore Conally 	
Zacharias Croft 	
Chatham Creed
Kevin Finnigan 
Leonard Garcia	
Aberforth Harris 	
Peter Hogarth 	
Liz Jackson 		
Luke Jackson 		
Bill Kendrew		
Norman Maddock 	
Michael Smithers 	
Jeff Spencer 		
Cormac Stokes 	
Hank Straight 		
Alfred S. Winston 	

Wanted for piracy: 60 pounds bounty (100 alive) on the head of

Francois de Monet alias Captain Martin (alias Chien del´Onyx ?)

Wanted for piracy: 40 pounds bounty on the heads of

Douglas Boisseau 	
Ophelia Boisseau
Reina Escobedo 		
Sulpicius Fillon alias Chips 	
Louis (the) Hunter 
Pepe Gonzales 	
Jaques Kok alias Jarundo	
Marita Kok 		
Peter Korthals
Gontard Lenoir 
Vivane Riet 		
Werner Riet 		
Carlotta from Tortuga

20 pounds bounty on the head of any man, woman or child found in the company of beforementioned individuals.
20 pounds for any hints as to the fate and whereabouts of Jenny de Monet (missing, pressumed dead).























